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CHINA VIA THE FIVE FUNDAMENTAL THEMES OF GEINRAPIN

By

Sharmi Cosset
Thine in Transitier

Summer 1991

Descriptions: Ni using the five funtkimental themes of mgr.", stuants
will be dile to make geographic observations and analysis of China. They
will menorize !mid firms and locations, intffpret thematic mops, =mare
mid =drat regime, use problem solving techniques, and evaluate inter-
national trading witterns.

fillan Location - The plocenunt of a feature on a nip. It
can be meet points on a grid (absolute), or It can be relative to another
featwe (relative).

Uggievahampu When given a world map, studeds will he able to
locate Chine. They will also locate and mime the major lindforms end
some of the nuje- cities in China.

finufgjorat Intennediate

ittilattiainillaftindimillitt Science end nulth

Closonsafracshm

Dg One:

1. Warm the latitude and logitiKle lines on a world map, have the students
lwate China.

2. Using a map of Asia, locate China.

3. On an wiltdieled mo (may be a tromparency) of the world, locate Chine
and color it in.

4. Using a transpiwimg of China with wily tM sham &awn awl &its to
&mite the Iacono) of =Or cities, lay emitter transpremg ova" it and
locate imd label the following cities: Ibijing, Tiemjin, ttinjing, Shoqhai,
Codon, Ring Kong, Xian, Kunming, oxl Choigqing.



pogo 2

5. Remove the tronsplyenq with the Nunes of the cities and have
students name them. Pass out imlivithial amps aml kive them write the
names of the cities on their own maps.

Dtql Two:

1. On gm outlitm two of China locate and name ttop Himalayas, Plates' of
Tibet, Takli Milken Desert, Gobi Desert, Mcmchirian Plain, Ninth Chino
Plain, Sichutm Basin, and %man Plateau.

2. Distribute manila poor to stixients. As teacher makes sketches (note
the word sketthes, the maps don't have to be exact or professionally done,
a ret* !tuition is ademsate) cm the blackkerd or a trosproncy, the
students will:
-draw the shape of China (fin the Pe Per)
-draw peaks for the Himalayas
-Wool the location of the plateaus (Yunnan and Tibet)
-libel the locatim of the deserts (Tekil Mikan and Gobi)
-ltthel the locatim of the plains (Manchurian end North China)
-arm in the Yellow (Mang Hs) and the Yexiitze (ChlaViang) Rivers

ilderbill Transparencies of world mo with and without lftels, China
with cities ltimled and wiUxxit labels, indivithtal matline mos of Chitus,
tmd manila paper.

fsmligthat Using the bltmk map of China, put numbers !tun orm to ten
placed at tho lwations of the following toxl have tie stutkmts match the
letttx- with the none.

A. Beijing
O. Hi= layas
C. Yellow River
D. ;Amman Plateau

E. Hotv Kam;
F. Gobi Desert
S. North Chine Plain
H. Ttildi Man Desert
I. Yangtze River
J. Shanipai
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fundamental Theme: Place The physical and hznimi charectewistics of a
lwation.

La =Wits= The student will predict kW use and population
density of woes in Chirm from interpreting thematic maps.

firmaral Internudiate

Related teaming Opportunities: Economics, science, writing

1. Using a Mysical map of China predict where the cold areas will ix
based won elevation and latitucki.

2. Because of the placement of mmtains, the latitudes, the distance
from the ocean, and the size of the contimmt, predict the rainfall in
different regions of the countrii. Use terms like heavy inx1

3. Using a student atlas (I used Nystrom p. 70 and 71), study the annual
rainfall to prove previous observations.

4. Using infcwmation from the land use map arKi the frost free period map,
predict population centers. State the nationals for the predictions.

5. Look at the population density map aiui compare predictions with the
population centers.

Materials; Nystrom World Allow, 4 Resource lir Studefitsor any atlas or
series of maps that show rainfall, frost free areas, land use, and
population density.

Evaluatiom The student will write a paragraph about a chosen area of
China and describe the climate and principle occupation of the people who
live there.

1 ,1
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Fundsmntal Timm Humm-Enviromywnt Intiraction inwsct that
maple have on the resources mx1 envivurnent.

Learning Manners Using woblem-solving technicwes, stuthints will make
recomnumbtions fcr Chimfs futtre as related to imulation tmd resoirces.

fitzkaligiel Intermediate

Ridgdaimmin science, meth, problem-solving

frimmtmiligavant (Advted from The Osborn-Panes problem-solving
steps).

1. Explanation: China frilf has over one billion people. INN hove one-half
the fonnlaml of the Untied States and five times the population.
Predictions for the futtre tre:

Children per family Population increase Result
1 .5 Do *Ole living standard

1.5 1.0 All fed
2.0 1.5 Poverty
2.3 2.5 Starvation

2. Divide class into groups to work on the problem. Use the following
steps.

3. Fact-finding: Who is involved?
What is involved?
When will it happen?
How will it happen?
What causes the problem?
Are there any more prrjlems caused by the problem?

4. State the problems in as many wags as you can, then restate it
combining all ideas. Narrow it to one problem.

5. Brainstorm solutions - all solution statements ere accepted.

6. Select solutions. Which will be most cost effective? Which will work
for the longest time? Which will be easiest for the people?

7. How do you implement your solution? 15
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Material% chart with population predictions

fillialjam Groups present soltutions
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nindamental MOM% Movement The cirulation, transportation and
commtmication systems that link people arxi places.

Learning Outams; The student will Nottuitsize wfulre materials come
from to nuunifactwe items =de in China. They will also list
contributions from China that are part of everwty Anwricem life.

Vade Level: Intermediate

Related 1..eartlng Cl000rtunities. Library research, riting, market
research,

atumatfraztimat

1. Students check around home for "Made in Chinas labels. They may also
go to stores to check labels. Make a list, or bring items to school.

2. Evaluate the items end list raw materials needed for assembly.

3. Find where the raw materials originate. On a wall map of the world,
place a red string from the point or origin to China.

4. Run a green string from China to the United States (or wherever
manufactured goods are exported to).

5. List items that are common in the United States that originated in
China. Students may use encyclopedias. Also list cultural imports from
China. Examples: gun powder, nwtial arts, egg rolls.

Pali/Watt Make a products poster of the world. Track raw material and
manufactured goods as they are imported and exported from China.

Materials; World mop transparency for projecting onto butcher paper to
make wall sized poster of world, encyclopedias
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Ftmdamental Theme: Regions TM areas of the Etwth that are defined by
certain unifying htsnan or "sical characteristics.

leamingadagnym The students will cmptre/contrast geogrwhic
regions of China with similar regions in the United States.

Grade Level; Intermediate

Falatligyning O000rtunities: Science, research, writing

faurameracskos

1. Divide students into four grows. Each group will use an encyclogedia,
student atlas, or classroom atlas to find information about their region.

2. Regions to compare:
North China Plain - The Great Plains
Plateau of Tibet - Rocky Mountains
Gobi Desert - Mojave Desert
Sichuan Basin - Coastal Plains

Compare: Rainfall, growing season, land use, population, natural
vegetation, products, attractions,

iiksitm Wald Allas, aNesowre far gtudefits, or any student
atlas or resource that has thematic maps showing rainfall, growing
season, land use, products and population density.

Evaluatiom Each group will make a chart stating wags that the regions are
alike, and ways that they differ. Present to class.
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Jiemei (Sister): An Analysis of the History and Role of
Women in the People's Republic of China.

Marguerite Collesano
1991 Fuloright Summer Seminar Abroad

Peoples' Republic of China



INTRODUCTION:
An old Chinese saying clearly expresses the attitude toward

women in traditional Chinese society: "A virtuous woman never
takes three steps beyond the threshold". In contemporary Peoples'
Republic of China, women are often referred to as: "Half of the
Sky", since they represent nearly half the total population of
1.1 billion, and play a significant role in all walks of life.

In comparison with the status of women before 1949, women's
situation in the PRC today is much improved. However, despite
constitutional guarantees and official pronouncements of the
Chinese Communist Party, equality between the sexes has yet to be

achieved. The situation is worse in the countryside than in

urban areas, but even in large cities women do not have the same
access to opportunities as men do. Traditional attitudes toward
women hold fast and the consciousness of people remain low. Xiao
Lu writes, "while most people recognize that no government can
undo 3,000 years of history in 30 years, they are uncertain about
the government's commitment and determination to make women's
rights a priority-- without which the extent and scope of
equality are likely to be limited".(in Morgan, 1984)

OBJECTIVES:
The purpose of this project is to study the status of women

in contemporary China. Students will compare and contrast
traditional roles of women and the changes in the PRC since 1949.

in a larger sense, students will understand that change in
women's lives affects every aspect of society and social life.

Students will research and analyze the extent of the political,
social, and economic rights gained since 1949. In addition, they
will develop an, awareness that change is often slow, in as much
as it is difficult to break with the past. Change presents new
problems and challenges, resulting In new conflicts among the
people in a society.

GRADE LEVEL:
This project is suitable for Senior High School students in

Global Studies, Economics, Sociology/ Contemporary Chinese
Studies and Women's Studies.



STRATEGIES AND PROCEDURES:

In traditional China, women had an inferior status. Chinese
philosophers identified yang and yin as the major forces, or
energy, in life. Yang was the positive force and was masculine
in character. It was active, warm, dry, bright, and aggressive.
The sun and Heaven were yang. The shen, or good spirits, were
yang. Men, too, were predominantly yang. They were celestial
and of great worth. Yin was the negative force and was feminine
in character. It was dark, cool, wet, mysterious, secret, and
submissive. Shadows and Earth were yin. The 2321, or evil
spirits, were, yin. Women, too, were predominantly yin. They
were earthy and of no great worth. Confucianism incorporated this
philosophy and formed the foundation for the patriarchal culture
ot traditional China that endured for 3,000 years. The new
position of women in the Peopls's Republic of China is one of the
great social revolutions of modern times.

Students will engage in a variety of research activities, to
identify evidence in order to analyze the status of women in the
PRC in contemporary China.

1.Students will examine the slides in the collection of
Marguerite Collesano,taken during the seminar, to get a sense of
women's activities in China. The pictures rfreal women to be
involved in many, if not all, types of economic and social
situations. Students will find evidence of women working in
factories, guides, store clerks, etc. Professional women are
seen in schools, universities, and social functions. They will
see women working as street sweepers, cooks, waitresses, etc.
Women are visible everywhere, in contemporary dress and
styles. Included in the collection are various billboards and
other public manifestations, appealing to women to observe
government policies regarding family planning and health
concerns. Pictures of statues of young women, in the cities,
celebrate the participation of women in the revolution, and the
filture of China.

Students should 'also examine pictures in publications such
as: National Geographic, China Daily, and Women of China.

Students should respond to questions such as:

1.What do these pictures tell you about the role of women in
the economic and social life of China today?

2.How do these pictures compare witn the images you may have
about women in China based on your reaaing or experiences?

3.How are the women similar or different from the women you
know? From women in the United States?

2.Research the history of women in china. Students may read the
section in Ststerhood is Global, entitled, Herstory. Three
historical periods are clearly presented, The Dynastic Period,

3



The Period of the Republic, and The Liberation Period. The
timeline presents a brief overview of women's activities in
China's long history. Some of these are as follows:

. Ban Zhao, the author of the Precepts for Women, assuied
the position of court historian at the end of the Han Dynasty
(206 B.C.E.-220 C.E.)

.Wu Zi-tien, The Tang Dynasty (618-906), the only woman
ever to be Emperor of China. :Vile ruled from 665 to 705, conquered
Korea and negotiated treaties with the Tibetans and Turk:3. During
her reign, Buddhism became the State religion.

.Mulan, was a woman warrior, who served as a general in her
father's place during the Tang dynasty.

.The Qing Dynasty (1644-1911) saw the rise of many women
artists and viriters. The young astronomer Wang Zhenyi (1768-97)
discovered the law of lunar eclipses.

.The Taiping Rebellion (1851) had as a primary principle
equal right for women.

.During the Boxer Rebellion (1899-1901), women formed their
own peasant and military associations. The Green, Blue, and Red
Lanterns were women's groups.

.The first girls' schools opened by missionaries
between 1844 and 1873; the first ,ae girls' school in 1897;
the first givernment-run girls' in 1907.The girls' schools
soon became centers of radicasm: they published the first
women's magazines and treained girls in military exercises.

.Women leaders in the republican revolution included Jiu
Jin, a rlationalist, a feminist, poet, writer, and teacher. After
the abdication of the Qing court, the women's militias became
groups fighting for equal rights and suffrage.

. In 1920 women were first admitted to colleges. In
Guangdong 40 factories were owned and operated by women.

. In 1921 Hunan Province became the first province to grant
women the right to vote and stand for office, and equal rights in
work, education, property inheritance, and free marriage.

.The Chinese Women's Banks in Beijing and Shanghai were
opened in 1922.

. In 1924/ women were not invited to participate in the
National Congress to establish a pe,manent constitution and were
denied the rignt to vote. The National Women's Rights Assoc. was
formed to coordinate their activities.

.The Commnist Party of China, founded in Shanghai in 1921/
supported the full emanciparion of women.

.The Women's Depts. of the CPC and the Guomindang worked
together during the first united front/ (1923-27). After the GMD
purge of Communists by Chiang Kaishek the women in the GMD and
the CPC took separate paths.

. In 1936, during the War of Resistance against Japan/ the
GMD and CPC women's organizations again worked together. By 1941
more than 317 women's organizations in 21 pro%inces were doing
war work.

.During the third civil war/ women again organized on their
own issues and became active in local politics. By 1948 there
were 20 million members of women's associations accross the
country.



.In 1949 the All China Democratic Women's Federation was
founded as the central organizaing body of the women's movement.
By 1952 there were branches in 80% of the counties in the
country. The ACDWF publishes the magazine, Women in China. It's
aim is to explain Party policies to women, and to lobby for
women's rights within the party. Local branches pressure to
achieve equal pay for equal work,protection in danger from
husbands, family members, or supervisors, and for expanded
childcare facilities. The ACDWF and Women in China wer d5sbanded
during the Cultural Revolution.

.The 1952 Constitution stipulated women's equality in all
spheres of political, economic, cultural, social, and family
life, as does the 1982 Constitution.

.The Marriage Laws, 1950, were among the earliest
legislation passed by the Communist regime. The laws established
monogamy and the free choice of marriage partners. They also
guaranteed, for the first time in China, legal equality of both
husband and wife indecision making; the right of women to own
property and to work; and the right to divorce.

3.Analyze Chinese proverbs and sayings to study the Chinese
traditional view of a woman's ideal role.

"A woman is nice to her sister-in-law and obeys
her mother-in-law without question"

"Husbands and wives do not sit together, nor do
their hands touch when giving or taking things"

"A woman's place is in the kitchen. The affairs
of government do not concern her"

4.Read case studies, autobiographical accounts of women's
lives before the Liberation. Compare with case studies of
women's experiences following the Communist takeover in 1949.

Questions:
1.How did the revolutionary movement affect the status of

Chinese women?
2.What changes resulted for women? Were all the changes

good?
3.How did men have to change their roles to accommodate

the "new woman"? Why were they willing or (unwilling to change?)

4.What evidence exits that the changes in the status of
women in China has affected family life?

5.Ask students to perform a statistical analysis of the
status of Chinese women in the following areas: political life,
employment, education, hygiene and social welfare, marriage and
family life.

Resources for this activity include, Women in China, and
the periodical, Women of China. Students should unaerstand that



certain sources reflect the official point of view of the
Communist Party, and are likely to advance the idea that women
are making significant prgress today.

6.Have students read the following articles and similar ones
to analyze the obstacles Chinese women face to achieve full
citizenship and participation in the economic life of China.

"Women Reject Return to Home" and
"Wry is the Entrance Examination Score Required to Enroll in
Workers Training Schools High For Girls and Low for Boys?"

in Policy Conflicts in Post-Mao China. Rosen and Burns.

7.Stuaents may be interested in exploring the population
control policy in China to learn that infanticide has once again
become a problem in the 1980's. Families are encouraged through
rewards and penalities to have only one child. In rural areas,
tarm families pressured not to have a second child have murdered
female babies in order to have another chance to bear a son. As

in earlier times, the desire for a son results from the male's
greater ability to boost farm income, and from traditional
obligation of sons to support their aging parents.

8.Students may be interested to read contemporary literature
to enhance their understanding of Chinese social history. Modern
CHinese novelists illustrate a cruel reality about female members
of Chinese society and how they had to subordinate themselves in
order to uphold family honor and fulfill a familial duty. An
excellent anthology for this purpose is Modern Chinese Stories
and Novellas, 1919-1949, Edited oy Joseph S. N.Lau, C.T. Hsial
and Leo Ou-Fan Lee. Columbia University Press. 1981.

CONCLUSION:
The study of the history and role of women in China is a

saga of the long struggle to achieve basic human rights. Women's
experience reveal the feudal traditions that thwarted the

modernization of China. Raising the standard of living of the
tremendous population of China is a formidable challenge to which
the energy and talents of the Chinese women needs to be developed
in order to achieve that goal.



TEACHER AND STUDENT RESOURCES;
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Andrea B. Karls. Women and Men: Changing Roles in a Changing
World.1976. Iñtercom.CéñtfTör ---GroBa 1
Perspectives of New York.

Joseph S.M.Lau, C.T. Hsia, and Leo Ou-Fan LeereditoLs.
Modern Chinese Stories and Novellas.1919 1949.
Columbia University Press, New York. 1981

Alice Lin. GranCmother_Had.No Nwhe.China Book,
San I. ancisco, 1988.

Fulang Lo. Morning Breeze: Memoirs of a Red ggard Woman.
China Books. San Francisco. 1968.

Robin Morgan, editor. Sisterhood is Global. The International
Women's Movement Anthology. Anchor Books/Doubleday.
Garden City, New York, 1§-84.

Ida Pruitt, A Daughter of Han. The Autobiography of a Chinese
Worki_u_Nomap. From a Story Told Her by Ning Lao
T'ai-t'ai.Stanford University Press, Stanford,
California.1967.

Stanley Rosen and John P. Burns, editors. Policy Conflicts In
Post-Mao China. A Documentary Survey, with

Analysis. East Gates Books. 1986.

PERIODICALS AND PRINTED MATERIALS.

1

Women in China. New Star Publishers. Beijing, China. 1990

Women of China. China Books. An illustrAted monthy
covering topics of special interest to women. Looks

at developments and problems in women's economic
and policial rights, at work, childcare and

healthcare, and at women's role in Chinese culture.

Chinese Cinema:

A Girl From Hunan. 1987. China Books.
SaCrificed Youth. 1987. China Books.
Girl Students-DOrmitory. China Books.
Small HappinessT-Women of a Chinese Village. New Special

High School Version. New Day FirMs, 121 W. 27th
Street, Suite 902 New York, N.Y.
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FULBRIGET-HAYS SEMINAR, SUMMER-1991
CHINA: TRADITION AND TRANSFORMATION

G. SANFORD DALLAS

Curriculum Project: China: An Introductory Unit for A Study
of Contemporary Societies

(Sixth Grade)

In my school district, the sixth grade social studies
program examines the concept of culture by looking at
several historical societies and one contemporary society.
As students study and analyze each society, they make
generalizations about social, cultural, political,
environmental, and economic concepts. This unit has been
developed as an introduction for those teachers who wish to
include China as their contemporary society.

GEOGRAP_Iq

I. Background

Because of the natural barrier formed by the deserts
to the north and high mountains to the west, China's
rich culture developed relatively free of European
influence. The third largest country in the world, in
area, China is approximately the same size as the United
States plus one more Alaska. Situated north of the
equator, roughly parallel in latitude to the continental
United States, China has a variety of year-round
....,,lperatures. This diverse topography and climate have
.Y.,,ad to regional differences among its people, the
:argest population of any country in the world.

II. Objectives

A. Identify some effects of geography and the
environment on the development of the Chinese
society.

B. Locate and identify physical and political geographic
features of China.

C. Use latitude, longitude, intermediate directions, map
keys, and scale.

D. Make maps, charts, and graphs to display data.
E. Participate and cooperate in large- and in small-

group activities, presentations, and dramatizations.



III. Strategies

LaCATINg CHINA

-Materials: Desk size blank world map
Wall size world map

-Procedure: Distribute a desk-size world map showing
the outline of the continents. Have students use
resources in the classroom to label the continents
and oceans. Have students locate China within the
continent of Asia and shade in the country's area.
Discuss the location and size of China in relation to
other parts of the world.

PHYPICAL D/FFIRENCES: UNITED =NA An cum

-Materials: Wall size physical/political map of China
Desk size blank maps of East Asia & China
Various maps of Asia A China

-Procedure: Using a physical map of China as
reference, have students identify the majnr physical
features of China making certain that they comprehend
the staircase topography beginning with the high
mountains in the west and ending with the flat
coastal plains of thy east. Provide blank maps and
have students label the leatures they have
identified and sketch a cross-section view of China's
topography. Students should then be asked to
compare/contrast the physical features of China to
those of the United States. Expand students'
knowledge of Chinese geography by having them label
rivers and bodies of water, political provinces, and
major cities.

POPULATION DENSITY

-Materials: 1/4" masking tape
Wall size world map and/or globe

-Procedure: Move all desks and chairs to the side and
divide the room in half with the masking tape.
Explain that one half of the room represents China
and the other half represents the United States.
Explain that the population of China is approximately
5 times that of the United States, and yet China is
approximately the same size of the U.S. in area. Use
the wall map and/or globe to clarify the concepts.
Assign students to stand inside each half of the room
at a ratio of 1:5 (i.e. five students in the United
States, 25 students in China). Discuss crowded
conditions in China, emphasizing effects of geography
on the population distribution.
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mugm=gE ACTIVITIES

-Students could prepare a tour booklet of China or of
a major Chinese city. They should mention at least
six places of interest to visit with illustrations
and descriptions. Maps should be included.

-Have students make a political map puzzle on
posterboard showing China's 22 provinces, 5
autonomous regions, and 3 municipalities.

-Have students prepare relief maps of China
emphasizing that high mountains in the west graduate
to coastal plains in the east.

-Students could take an imaginary trip down the
Yangtze River. Have them keep a journal in wtich
they record wtat they see and hear. Have them
include drawings in their journals.

HISTORY

I. Background

China, the oldest continuous civilization, was ruled
for more than three thousand years by a series of
dynasties of imperial families. By the nineteenth
century, increasing numbers of foreign merchants and
sea traders controlled more and more of China's
political and economic business as they strove to meet
European demands for Chinese goods. The failed attempt
to oust all foreigners in 1898 (the Boxer Rebellion)
was followed by fifty years of unrest under a weak
central government. Although most rulers lived well,
the average peasant lived a life of poverty. These
factors helped give rise to Mao Zedong's successful
movement in 1949 to unite the country under communism.
Non-communist Chinese established the separate Republic
of China on the island of Taiwan. By 1980, mainland
China had been admitted to the United Nations and full
diplomatic relations were reestablishld with most
Western nations.

II. Objectives

A. Develop time lines of important events in Chinese
history and summarize cause/effect relationships.

B. Write about and dramatize an event in Chinese
history.

C. Locate and organize information about culture past
and present from a variety of sources. Classify and
organize the information.



III. Strategies

Creating A Time Line

-Materials: Poster board, 3" x 8" index cards,
clothesline, spring clothespins, markers

-Procedure: Create a time line of Chinese history
using clothesline, clothespins, and cards with dates
and information on them. Hang the line in an
appropriate place in the classroom and attach cards
with dates to separate the time line into
chronological periods.

Suggested historical facts to include are:

2000 500 B.C. River civilizations develop;
customs were established that
remain today

550 B.C. Confucius
200 B.C. Great Wall completed
100 A.D. 1st trade with Europe through

Middle East
200 A.D. Paper and compass invented
500 A.D. Buddhism spreads
800 A.D. Printing press invented
900 A.D. Gunpowder used in weapons
1200 A.D. Marco Polo visits China
1300 A.D. Sea Trade with outside world
1600 A.D. Europeans arrive
1900 Attempt to expel foreigners

(Boxer Rebellion)
1900 1940 Civil War between communists

led by Mao Zedong and
nationalists led by Chiang
Kai-shek

1949 Communists gain control;
Taiwan established

1966 Cultural Revolution to rid
China of foreign influences

1979 Diplomatic relations
reestablished with the West

1989 Student-led democracy movement
crushed by the government

Have students add information to the class time line
in a variety of ways:

o After small-group research, a group may
choose to display their work on the time line
near the appropriate date.

o After a large-group activity, individual
students may volunteer to add illustrations
and/or summaries to the time line.
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o Different individuals or groups of students
may volunteer to update the time line each
week according to a class schedule.

Include developments in other parts of the world so
that students will be able to compare Chinese history
with the hibtory of the rest of the world (e.g. Magna
Carta, Columbus' voyage, Declaration of
Independence).

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

Discuss with students events occuring elsewhere in
the world that paralleled events in China's history.
Base the discussion on research.

-Have students research the archaeological excavations
at Xi'an, where thousands of life-sized terracotta
figures were buried 22 centuries ago to rjuard the
grave of China's first emperor, Qin Shi Huangdi
(Ch'in Dynasty). Using plasticene, students could
create replicas of these statues. Have them report
orally on what can be learned about ancient Chinese
culture from this site.

Instruct students to choose one famous person from
Chinese history and write five of his/her character
traits. Ask them to explain in a writing assignment
how they are similar to this person and how they are
different.

-Students cduld write a newspaper article, design a
poster, or create a pamphlet announcing the
completion of the Great Wall.

Have etudents imagine that they are transported back
to the time of Marco Polo's visit to China. Have
them complete a two-week diary as a young Chinese boy
or girl who was present during the visit. Ask them
to include events suitable to the times and to
recreate what the young person would see, hear, feel,
smell, and taste.

-Some students could construct a mobile showing at
least five inventions or diocoveries attributed to
the Chinese.

-Other students could prepare a skit, radio play, or
cartoons about Marco Polo's travels in China.



GOVERNMENT Amp ECONOMY

I. Background

For most of China's existence, the government and
economy have remained unchanged. China was ruled by a
series of dynasties headed by emperors. It had a
feudal system in wtich land was owned by a gentry class
and worked by peasants.

Believing itself to be the center of the universe for
more than 4000 years, China had strong economic ties to
Asia and the Middle East but little contact with the
West. During the European age of exploration, China
attempted to limit Western contact and influence, but
by the late 1800's the emperors had become weak and
were unable to control Western influence in the economy
of China. In response to the Western presence,
nationalism was promoted by many; and it spread
throughout China. Dynastic ruled ended in 1911, and
China was ruled for the next 14 years by rival military
leaders competing for power. In 1925, Chiang Kai-shek
took control of the Nationalist Party and united much
of China.

At about the same time, Mao Tse-tung organized the
Communist Party in China. The Communists opposed the
Nationalist Party and gained the support of many
peasants who felt they had been treated unjustly and
had been kept in poverty by the policies of the
military rulers. In 1949 Mao defeated the forces of
Chiang and established the People's Republic of China.
Chiang's government fled to the island of Taiwan. Both
governments claimed to be the legitimate government of
the Chinese people.

Under Mao, land and industry were controlled by the
government and divided into cooperatives. In these
cooperatives peopled worked government land with
government tools to meet government quotas. All people
received equal benefits. Many of these programs were
failures, but in general, life for most peasants was
better than it had been under dynastic and military
rule. Recent economic changes which reward individual
efforts have increased production in agriculture and
industry.

II. Objectives

A. Identify problem situations and alternative courses
of action. Predict consequences of each possible
action. Make a decision based on data.



B. Participate and cooperate in large- and in small-
group activities, presentations, and dramatizations.

C. Discuss or debate both sides of an issue.

D. Describe things that societies have in common such
as basic needs, traditions, and desire for dignity.
Describe how societies meet basic needs in diverse
ways.

III. Strategies

DECISION-MAKING: UNITED STATES AND CHINA
(Government control vs. individual control)

-Materials: Construction paper
Pencils and crayons

-Procedure: Divide the class into two groups.
Distribute construction paper allowing individuals in
the first group to choose any color construction paper
they wish. Select one color for everyone in the
second group and pass it out. Instruct the first
group to draw with Pencil or paper whatever they want
on the paper. Allow them to work independently.
Instruct the second group to draw a simple house with
pencil only. Give them very specific directions.
(e.g. Draw a sun in the top left-hand corner of the
paper, etc.) Continue to give specific instructions
to the second group.

Tell all students to stop drawing and have them write
how they felt they were treated during the lesson.
Ask students to share their feelings about the
activity and record reactions on the board. Point out
that in China there is an emphasis on the needs of the
group and much control by the government; in the
United States there is an emphasis on the needs of the
individual and much less control by the government.
Explain that in China many important decisions that
Americans make for themselves are made by the
government. Discuss with students why one system of
control vs. another might exist in each country (e.g.
size of population, historical and religious
traditions).

COMPARING/CONTRASTING THE GOVERNMENTS AND ECONOMIES OF
CHINA AND THE UNITED ATATES

-Materials: Transparency or chart of government/
economy statements listed below:
(Words in parentheses should be omitted
on students' copies.)
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o Government tells factory to produce 10,000 bikes.
(China)

o Individuals are encouraged to pursue the career they
choose. (U.S.)

o People want the best for their children. (both)
o If a new toy is in great demand, the factory will
produce more. (U.S.)

o The programs on TV and radio are approved by the
government. (China)

o A family receives a partion of its earnings in
government-approved housing. (China)

o The cities have become centers of industry. (both)
o A farmer sells his surplus corn in a "free market".

(China)
o A chemical plant is owned by the government. (China)
o Much of the farm work is done by hand. (China)
o People are permitted to openly disagree with
government policies. (U.S.)

o Current technical assistance is coming from outside
the country. (China)

-Procedure: Show one statement at a time to the class
and ask the students to indicate whether the statement
applies to China, the U.S., or both countries.
Discuss the reasoning behind each response, asking
students to provide facts and to support their
positions. Have students add other statements to the
list and discuss them.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

-Have students imagine that they are one of the
following people visiting China from the Utited States:
doctor, farmer, teacher, engineer, government worker,
government official, factory worker. Ask them to think
about what they would find most intriguing in their
travels. Have students write an interesting news
article about their experiences upon their return to
the United States. Be certain that they support their
ideas with facts.

-Explain that silk production has been a very important
Chinese industry. Have students make a picture chart
explaining the silkmaking process from worm to cloth.
Ask individuals or groups to give oral reports using
their charts.
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FUL6R1GHT-HAY5 5E111NAR
SLIMIER 1991

CH/NA IN TRANSIT/ON
June 210July 28

Beth Dutton

Tit it relltitsOxerstafteMpOnsAnoffmr,Crass-adfirally

Objectivt By focusing largely on people, ptrticularly ycong people tod their primary
concerns, rather than on natim-states, regions, or institutions, to make the study of Chins more
relevant to tt* young maple of our secondwy salmis, who always ask: "Why is it importmt that
I learn about Chine" ...4r India...or Japan...or Africa...cr any country pfrt from their own.

Grade Level: The mattrial and the course of study ere suittble fcr those secondary stmletits in
graces 10-12 in Global Sttxlies, Asian Sti.xlies, Caitemporary Chinese History, World Histcry.

T Wit One mwking period, or mproximately nine weeks, or approximately 40-45 class periods,
would constitute the desired time to teach the entire curriculum. Various segments may, however,,
be used individually for enrichment purposes in any of the above mentioned courses.

Teacher and Sttuient Reswrces: The following are recommended materials for use
throughout, either for background material or for enrichment and under standing of the other
culture.

Books:

Contemporary Chinese Short Stories. ( 1983). Beijing. Chinese Publications Center. San
Francisco. China Books.

Feng, Jicai. ( 1991). Voices From the Whirlwind, (An oral history of the Cultral Revolution
largely student and teacher voices). New York. Random House.

Global insightsi)eoole and Cultures. (1987). COluI31.6._Ohjo rierriltPdthnog.

Goldstein, Peggy. (1991). Lono is a Dragon (Fun ways to teach4ciuctents Chinese ci)aracters).
San Francisco. China Books.

Harding, Harry. ( 1991). China's Second Revolution . Reform After Mao. Washington, D.C.
The Brokings Institute.

Kane, anthony J. (1990). China Briefing. ( moving up to and including Tian'anmen Square),June,
1989. San Francisco, Westview Press.

Kwan, Michael David. (1990). Draken Portraits. EncounterjWith Cbinese Students San
Francism. China Books.

Liang Heng & Jdith Shapiro. (1983). Son of the RevoluOon ( personal account of a youth growing
up during the Cultural Revolution). New York. Vintage Books.

Lin, Alice. ( 1986). Grendmother Had No Name, San Francisco. China Books.



Larsen, Jean. (1991). Drain rtirrw (fictional acecunt of a pow, yam, village girl sent Into
service in 8 12th century wealthy family). t4ew York. Henry Holt and Qxnpany.

Tuchman, Barbtra. (1970). atianamaxturimaggrimeinslintaiLLai
New York. Bantam Boas.

Wu Cheken. (1990). 431inety_taltViesi( the famous flockey King Story). Ssi frtmcisco.
Foreigi Ltifiguage Press.

A Small Ton_Called Hibiscus

Sacrificed Youth

A Smell Hamlin=

China Passport

The ForDidden City

The Last Emileror

Audio Tapes:

Ma Ming Chinese Rock Tapes

Revolutionary Music of China, performed by the National Orchestra of the Central Song and
Dance Ensemble. Published by China Travel.

Clabical Music of China, performed by the National Orchestra. Published by China Travel.

Photograph A1bums...91 Pictures taken during the China trip, largely of schools, classrooms,
stuctnts, teachers, street scenes bicycles, historic sites, etc.

Corresponitince: With the names of teechers and students brought back from the People's
Republic of China and from the Republic of China, and with letters already received from both the
P RC and the ROC before the start of the school year, correspondence between students of the United
States will put the youth of both cultures in immediate touch with one another.

Current newspapers and maeazines.

UNIT I: With maps end texts, study the natural environment and the geography of Chin', and its
influence on the development of the culture. In order to understand contemporary China and its
people, It Is necessary to have an awareness and appreciation of traditional Chinese beliefs and
philosophies regarding the natural environment and what still pertains today: the relationship of
the people to their natural surroundings.

UNIT II: Introduce Chinese history during various periods of dynastic government , describing the
most important dynasties through the political philosophies of their rulers. Focus on the Chinese
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view of themselves as the ri taile Kingdom, the center of Um veld, and tow this view infltenced
trade and diplomacy with other mikes. An untkirstmling of Uwe basic Chinese philosophies is
crucial to an understanding of the develmment of the faavki aid their country,

Unit III: Focus on the life styles isid attitudes of the laver and lower classes of traditional China.
Discuss tiv role of wornem, of the plass for girls in education, the preference of teys over girls in
traditional families, infaitkide, early infant !one tvid scientific achievements which improved the
life style of some c4' the poorer classes, et traditicael Chime ert forms owl literature. Why
were small roles and class structure impertant? Are they still? Haw did they influsice writimg,
literature, science, fine trts, prformim trts government?

Unit IV: Focus co the major religions tvid philosophies - ptrticulalry Calfueianism - of China
ami how they had cm impact upon China How they still do. Because this heritage of ttxplit taid
practice was the model for life in China ckiring the dynasties tvid into the modern world, it is
important that students kmiw and understand Uwe basic teliefs and philaswhies. Discuss Wm
they have formed the fishily end their effect uivn modern man In China

Unit V: Focus on the events leading up to tto Chinese Revolution, the roles of the major leaders
of the period, and the ways in which the revoolution contributed to the emergence of modern China.
From the Chinese viewpoint and that of most Chime studtwits of hisary, ttv revolution does not
date from this century, but from mat wile* retell ions against a fail)! system. Understenling
the revolution is of maior importance, bemuse in the minds of most Chinese, it is not over. What
is the role of students in the amtinuing Revolutico?

Unit VI: Focus co the economic, social , techmlogical , military, and political development of China
after maa Discuss aricultural reforms, industrial reforms, achievements, goals, changes in the
lifestyles and roles of the peasants, merchants, women, students, the military. Discuss the zeal
with which NI Chinese, including its youth, are endeavcring to modernize.

Unit VII: Discuss the dominant role of the Communist petly in China today and how it has
overseen tte Improvements in the standard of living, the culture, and the economy of China. How
has this affectad both rural and urban lifestyles? How has it affected the traditional observances
in the family and in the annmunity? How has education been affected? Are rieration gaps,
already ftaniliar to the West, developing in this once family-orietiteJ country? How do modern
Chinese youths answer tivese westions? How are their problems and concerns similar to those of
the youth of the West? How are they basically different?

STUDENT OUTCOMES: Upon completion of this course, the student should be able to:
(Let CP stand for concept items, CT stand for content items, and S stand for skill items)

Understand and appreciate the concept of cultural diversity and the relationship between
understanding culture and understanding people and their behavior. CP

UnderstaN that what people do and how they live makes sense to them in their context just as
our ways make sense to us in our context. CP

-Know the basic concepts of culture in China and how they were arrived at historically, CP

Recoglize the Geowaphic facts relative to Chinese culture and unctrstand how they helped to
develop the country, CP, CT.

Compare and contrast, in the Chinese culture and incur own, the relationship between behavior
and family organization, religion, political thought, politics and government, economic



development, ethn1c diversity, rural and urban llfe, education, arts and leisure, and external
influences and impressions with neighboring areas and the world community. CP. CT.

identify the outstanding literary, religiols, political , humanitarian, artistic, and entertainment
figures in China, past and present. CT.

Discuss consistently in class the culture of China as compred with out own, weiOing evidence,
and making critical, fair judgnents. S

- Compare emd contrast the lives and experiences of youths of both countries and how tivy are
affected by Wily relatimships, filiation, culture, politics, etc. S. CP.

Critically and fairly research, for sharing with classmates, the various aspects of Chinese
culture, particularly as it relates to youths. S

'-f/ather material from a wide variety of sources for pericdic written and oral reports. $
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_ tive f his lesson is to ,live s.tudent an
read and L.o:11pare the account.s. of (7,ne of the

7reat evt,!nt:.: in American History, the American Fevolution, in
the .=tudent's text and a text from Mainlanii China. The
4:rans1aticm from China comes from an eleventh _grade World
History text obtained in the summer of 1991. Techers an
1:se the materiel in any way they feel suits the r clas.
follwitg is a suggested lesson.

Have atudents read the cicc..ount cif the Amel.-ican Rev.)lun
Ln their text and then read the Chinese version.

Have students answer
,7hinese version.

:7. Have e:he sttllents
T7XT using the irt

Have

Wh-it +The hasi,7.
- -

This a .,:.,-Junt

I S:

TJe5tions At

the ,queti4-ilz7,

;

:tUnr ::;tz=:wer ..;?y

call.,e of the R,,,volution': T.7hat.

cns

. .1

,2-ommunist -n jn. ow yL,11 L-an

conneoti:-:n with teory. What
the account *:--:11 -cmmunili..t treatment
!lit3ry?
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World History Text
Lishi

Cenior High School
(For llth grade)

Mainland China's Version

The Amerlcam Revolutioa

Zha_CONae.I
From 1607 to 1733, Britain conquered a portion of North

America on Atlantic coast and set up 13 colonies, which were
set under the control of wealthy British traders. Under
their rule, the native Indians were gradually eliminated.
Laborers from Europe -- mainly British, Irish, German,
French, Dutch. Swedish 3nd Jevish, crossed the great Atlantic
Ocean to come to North Amer.ca. These laborers originally
wanted to escape harsh rulers from Europe but then, in
America, came under the same kind of rulers from Britain.
They did not get what they ,Driginally came for, that is to
live in a -free land.- Other laborers,. especially the
Negroes. came from Africa.

For more than a century, farmers and sl.I.ves worked t.
produce a flourishing economy in the new land. In th,-

northern colonies, trade expanded rapidly and Boz-,ton beo3:f;
the ,7,entre f tr3de, with shipbuilding as a main industry.
:n 177, third of the ships carrying the British flag wer,_-
constructed in the Boston port. Fishing, textile, ircn
industry, lumber industry also expanded and the:se industrie::,
were oompeting with those back in Britain. Th outhern
colonies were involved in the tobacco industry. Lrg
amounts were shipped back to Britain. Meanwhile, Capitalism
developed in America and the bourgeois class formed and
the capitalists who establish their wealth on the hard work

the black slaves. Class discrimination became evint.
Among the North American colonies, trade became widesprea,,i
And an efficient trade system was set up and A Jnited ;:lark:.!t
among the colonies was established with English as the ;ain
form of oommuniction. Around 175, the i1habitnt,3 ttal 7t.
about 2.5 million.

In the 1760', ol=po,dtio:a ,7:gainst 2ritish
etticrs tar Find feathered the tax o.7illectors. Tho
llso boycotted.BritIth 1:.roduct. and also
crder forms for Fritish .7oods.

established organizations like the ".".'n3 !11-,rty" and "tht-
Correspondence rc.;nrait.tee-

the British rulers, .re.diu h .J

They were also involved in training
for a civil war.

,n 1773, East India Co.npany sent a ..111.1:nc

North America. A group of tea :thips w-r,J

2oston Harbor. In the mid:tle: of . f

disguised Bostonians board-3.d the :],e0

....-rates of tea into the ,ce..an. TLis wa3 the :Thm,-,Lv.,.
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Tea Party.- This event marked a new era
British rulers.

Th British, in order to ..;..ut down
troops to seal up Boston, cutting off
rest of the colonies. This eventually
Revolution.

of cr.y,ositicn tc the

the upraising, ent
communication to the
led to the Amttrioan

Am*riCan_Remolutionl.
Unable.to withstand the harsh rule of the British, the

colonies came together to help the Boston settlers by sending
food and supplies to Boston. Representative fr= the
colonies came together in Zeptember of 1774 to hold the first
Continental Congress at Philadelphia. The congress demanded
the British to stop the oppression on the settlers and also
threatened to stop all trade.with Britain. If the 2r4tizh
were to reject the apeal, the congress will meet again and
set up another appeal. Oppoeition increased daily, lo-At z.-ome

still supported the Eritish. A capitalist even t,:;ld -`.he

people, -there ".3 no moLe hope for remedy. Peace will
attained, war ,hr.s already begun must life and Le
zo precious that we hav,e to sacrifice ourselve;3 t.,ix.rery

for them!"
:n .1:1-ing If 1775, the 2ritih and

z;ettlers were ::-.onitoring ,,-aoh other. On the night %;-f

1Cth t'.he Erf.tish general secretly sent /-ttov;t

intc the n:Drthwestern suburbs of Boston, prel:aring
o amb.l&h et ammunitin bales in two locati...ms.
°ritish .:arted to move. a militiman at the ty:
a church t:-.;wer :-Aght,ad them and lighted a warLing
The -77.:.tr;'; .:Atters ,-;ee alerted and wickly assembl,ed

the dawn of the 4lecond -lay, British
troops encou.ntered the militia at Lexington. The first-zhot
f. the War 4:.f :ndependence rang out. The British mana,ied tc,
,leetrol' the Lmmunitic.n baLe, Uut they lo:A over 200
to ambushes aet in th fcresta and back 1)11,as h.,;uses.

They 1-Ptreat,,,c.: hastily.
News .)f the 3pread fast and the revol--ztinary re

was set ablaze. Within the next few weeks. ,:0;.posafti,:.n F2,prt-ad
all :n.er the f.7iionies. People be!gan tke :rms.

forming eb&l amounting
T.?epresentatiw.s 'rm the '.:olonies met !;-.,,ain fcv a :n.1

.?ongress. The Tc;ngress rPc.ruited soldiers. bc,ght arms
,verseas. renmed Je Irmy to bP the
(eorae Washington s named tht,. collmander In .f

'Army.
leorge Wash4ntn ;1732-17C9) waz botr. in

wealthy farm family. Hiz, family was cn.,- 'he
eorge had parti,.:.ipated in the Fri..nch an:t W-Ar

accumulated much military e%perience.
Virginia in the e=zress. Taking up the
a general. he went north to '2amp near Oootcn
Briti,h. He cc,ntril:uted a l.t to the wcic
It-ader.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 1 .1



.1, 2, L7.. A.:A. TA. . g

The eioniee, under the vatriots. rule, :keellled for
greater auppc)rt. The 2nd congress appointed ,7efferson,
Franklin and ethers to write out the Declararien ef
Independence. On uly the 4th,1776 the declaration wae
officially eassed. It listed the British Lei.ng'e eeiminal
acts and announced that from that day onwards, the eeleniez
will be independent and they will cut off all ;.'ela....-ions ad
political connections with Britain. This officially declared
the independence -of the American colonies and the Tiaited
States of America was formed.

However, the road to indePendence was still lifficult,
long and tedious. The United States was 'still a young nation
with less than million citizens whereas Britain waL a well-
establiehed nation with a flourishing economy. nst ef the
time, the American army numbered about 20,000 to 30.000. The
Eritish troops reached a total of 90,000. The Americans had
no naval forees whereas the British fleet was the inoet
indomitable at that time. American supplies for the military
:rere insufficient and meagre, with several soldiers tharing a
gun. Wintc.r movement was also hindered by the laek of
feotwear. 7ind the 3olliers had to march bare-foot!..d !I.Irough
the snc.w. British soldiers, on the other hand, were well
eueplied. Americans, besides having to fight the Britieh en
ehe front lines, ,also had to deal with Loyaliste who were
faithful to the British. Despite theae, the juetifitiee
And righteousness of independence pushed the Americene
They 1:ravely fought a,...ainst the odde. Eventually, 7heee
Amerieene e-entered a defeat tc; an ultimate victery.

fr.tia:ly, the English invaders secured a few victeriee
ever :he re1 American forces. In July, 1776, They invade.::
New York. Tevtexber, 1777, they invaded Thiladelphia.
The Ameriean rebel eoldiers were under great threat ef beinq
wiped out. One month later, at the Hudson River in the
Battle ef F:aratoga, the rebels were reinforced by the lc:eel
militia. They launched an attack from both the nrth ael
south and this., eudden eeunterattack forced the 5000 Ii
soldiers to eu:render. Thue, the Americans were vie-t:)riev,e
in the Battle

This e.ietery wae to be the turning point in the r :f
Tndependenee. The Ameriean army was therefore in high eera_:e
and this battle .4.-.11-tleer 1-4:poted by military aid frem F:anee
end Holland.

From 1773. the war ehifted to the south. ,

f,0 " Z
eilitia reinforced the Americen Army using guerilla
tactics. With this. they were able eo secure many
igainst thr- Britith trmy.

In 1791, the 7rancr,)-Amerian army, wi4'h
:eged the Firiti.th in Virginia. The Freneh
blocked the withdrawa: 1.(3utt. cazt.
the Eritiall fi*ld mar.shall, :,,,urrendered is
Washington. A total )f 00 Eritie.h
"inally, after 6 yelre end !7.1 mcnth.-!, in2e
,n1-1 ehots, the Amerleane were 7n 172.C,
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1-ountries signed a treaty, declaring the independence
America.

From 1775 to 1783, through the revolution, the Americama
finally freed themselves from British control, raining their
independence. At the same time, it paved the way for the
start of capitalism in America. This rtwolution was the
catalyst factor for,the development of rt..volutionary 1.1.itas in
Europe and Latin America. A short while later. France was
embroiled in its own revolution. Likewis-e, Latin America wae
having ita own revolution.

Tht 4 p, United States C`,. =1=-4tat

Through the revolution, the 13 Eritieh :overned colonies
in North America became united thus f:Irming the United Ztates

Americ:a. They were71 the rivet IC .:;t.t.es of the t.Tnion. The
newly indepenJent Amrie. alth7.Az.;.h free from English
Tontrol, was frc!rt and

7he :7 wer very concerned
t.bout thie situatiz,n. 5aid, "the unstablv
foundAtion 41.1]. -nd 12ury They realized that
in order to .:)vercome me. they need to fcrm a

7entral .;overnment. ,-lec'ded to establish a

!-!ay Phc.:.! Island, the eDther IC
states sPnt f:5 repre&.ti..r tt Philadelphia for

dependenoe !;:-Ie draft
titution. Regardless :; the ct that there wao

letween the !!:.rrhet.f. -zstates, the t!cr4::-,

wae strcng'n.:.1=.1 Was a laboul
..f.tronghc,lJ, they vdreed .n ':L.nation a

zovernment and its constit:2ti:..n.
Tc, maintain Ftnd

ieting :.reatPd 'big tate nd 'small states. 1-1, 4
-4

created 1 -onflict between tou4-geois rtIrth and labour Couth.
Despite this, they dp have csm=n aim and therefore was
able to -ome to a solution, the I7C7 Cpnstituti.)n.

Briefly explain thFt use of 7te

'7xplain the 'cilowing
frc,m T,exington, Battl cf

Attempt to emplain the historica:
American 17F.7 C,Alstituticn.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
f;
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MAP ASSIGNIkfcNT:

The follzwing map is l':und :n the Chinese text. ti44ng
text attempt to explain what the map is portraying.
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MAP ASZIGNMENT:

mAy

The foll.-)wing map is f,:und in the Thinese text. ¶23ing
text attempt tc explain what the map is portrayinz.
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Deana Mutat
Currioulum Coordimator

Social Studies
Soda County Public Sebools

introduction to studying the People's Republic of China MC*

Directions: Use the following chart to list what you kngs about China and
what you want to know about China. You will fill out the last column after
you have finished your study of China. In the last column, you will list-, what you have 12Agnal.

7--

THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (FRC)

WERT YOU KNOW

WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW

*You may list as many items as you like.

49



TIC TAC TOE

GEOGRAPHY - TIIE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CIIINA

Directionsi The first person (or group) to get the correct answers vertically,
horizontally or diagonally is the winner.

What is the
capital of
the PRC?

Which desert
borders Inner.
Mongolia to
the North?

What area of
China is still
governed by
Great Britain?

What city is
the capital of
the Republic
of China
(R.O.C.)?

What is the
only man-made
object visible
from outer
space?

Who was the
first president
of the PRC?

What area of
China is still
governed by
Porttgal?

What is the
name of one
autonomous
province of
China?

What is the
name of the
largest public
square in the
world?

What is China's
largest corn-
mercial and
industrial city?

What area of
China is called
the "Rice-
bowl?"

*".

What is China's
population
estimated to
be? FREE

What is China's
national
language?

What is one
country that
borders China
to the South?

Where is the
origin of the
Haung He
(Yellow River)?

About what
percentage of
China's pop-
ulation is
rural?

What is the
name of
China's polit-
ical party?

Which ethnic
group is
China's larg-
est?

In what year
was the PRC
founded?

What is the
name of the
island settled
by the
Nationalists
in 1949?

What was the
last dynasty
of China?

What is the
name of the
earth's highest
mountain?

Which ocean
borders China
to the East?

50

In what city
are the famed
terra cotta
warriors
found?

1

1
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TIC TAC TOE

GEOGRAPHY THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

Directions: The first person (or group) to get the correct answers verticatAyl
horizontally or diagonally is the winner.

ANSWER REY

Beijing Gobi Desert Hong Kong
(until 1997)

Taipei The Great Wall

Mao Zedong Macao
(until 1999)

Tibet
Sinjiang
Inner Mongolia

Tiananmen Shanghai

Southern
China

,

Between 1
to 1.3 million
people F R EE

Mandarin
Chinese

Burma
Viet Nam
Laos

Mountains
of Tibet

75-80% Communist
Party

Han 1949

Taiwan ging
(Ching or
Manchu are
alternate
names)

Mt. Everest

triL___

Pacific Ocean Xian



TIC TAC TOE

GEOGRAPHY - THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OP CHINA

Directions: The first person (or grad& to get the correct answers vertically,
horizontally or diagonally is the winner.
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'WORD LIST: CHINAI

BEIJING
BUSH
CHIANGKAISHEK
CULTURALREVOLUTION
DENGXIAOPING
GANGOFFOUR
GREATLEAPFORWARD

ANSWERS: CHINAI

HONGKONG
KUOMINTANG
MAOZEDONG
PINYIN
REDGUARDS
SHANGHAI

mow4ikAmnIpmoTtrIltmEMEMMM&M:AffilAUWA1041MEi3.MAZII4M-M2MUMSFAFIZM

ommummmmarimi:mrrs.
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UNITEDFRONT
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Donna Genet
Social Studies Coordinator
Dade County Public Schools

CHINESE PROVERBS

Introduction: A proverb is an expression that conveys a special meaning. Proverbs
are used in every country. Although the words of one country's proverb may
differ from another's, sometimes the meanings are similar. The following list
of proverbs are from China.

Directions for Group Work: Read each of the Chinese proverbs below and explain
what you think each proverb means. Try to give at least one example of an
American proverb that conveys a similar meaning. Use the space provided to
write your group's response. Be prepared to share your answers with the class.

1. Chinese Proverb: The smart rabbit has three burrows.

American Proverb:

2. Chinese Proverb: Too many feathers can sink a boat.

American Proverb:

3. Chinese Proverb: Once you are a teacher of mine, you will be my father forever.

American Proverb:

4. Chinese Proverb: playing music to the cows

American Proverb:

rof)



5. Chinese Proverb: The chicken is talking to the ducks.

American Proverb:

S. Chinese Proverb: Losing a watermelon by picking up a sesame seed.
American Proverb:

7. Chinese Proverb: We see what is behind our eyes.

American Proverb:

I

8. Chinese Proverb: hoping your son grows up to be a dragon*

American Proverb:

9. Chinese Proverb: Kill a chicken, scare a monkey.**

American Proverbi--

*A dragon is a symbol of longevity and wisdom.
**The chicken is of lesser importance.

5 7
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CHINESE PROVERBS
ANSWER KEY

Introduction: The folloWing American proverbs are similar to the Chinese. Youmay have thought of alternate answers.

1. The smart rabbit has three burrows:

American Proverb: Don't put all your eggs in one basket.

2. Too many feathers can sink a boat.

American Proverb: The straw that broke the camel's back.

3. Qnce you are a teacher of mine, you will be my father forever.

American Proverb: He/she who teaches, touches the future.

4. playing music to the cows

American Proverb: a. Don't cast pearls before the swine
b. You can't make a silk purse out of a sow's ear.
c. falling on deaf ears

5. The chicken is talking to the ducks.

American Proverb: comparing apples and oranges (not talking the samelanguage)

6. Losing a watermelon by picking up a sesame seed.

American Proverb: penny wise, pound foolish

7. We see what is behind our eyes.

American Proverb: Walking in someone else's moccasins.

8. hoping your son grows up to be a dragcn

American Proverb: May you grow up to be healthy, wealthy and wise.

9. Kill a chicken, scare a monkey.*

American Proverb:

5S



4. To develop an intellectual curiosity and to appreciate
creativity and imagination.

5. To develop an understanding, acceptance, and an
appreciation for cultural diversity in the United States
and around the world.

6. To acquire the basic knowledge necessary to become
productive members of the job market.

7. To understand the necessity for global interdependence
and to develop the perception that people in one community
are linked, in many ways, to people who live in other
communities, states, regions and countries.

8. To learn to be cooperative, live harmoniously with
others, and resolve conflicts peacefully.

*These goals were formulated by Donna Genet, Social Studies Curriculum
Coordinator, Dade County Public fchools and Or. Henry A. Green,
Associate Professor of Sociology, University of Miami.

III. Compare/contrast the education goals of the two countries.

a) Goals that are similar:

b) Goals that are different:

IV. Analyze the values that underlie these goals.
a) Select three values of the PRC and explain each.

b) Select three values of the U.S. and explain each.

c) Overall, do you think the values of the FRC and the U.S.
are more similar or more different? Explain your answer.



"Images in Flux: Sino-Japanese Relations During the Summer of 1991"

Paradigmatic Approaches to, Understanding Contemporary Relations
Between the Peoples Republic of China and Japan

A Curriculum Project

for

The National Committee on United States-China Relations

by

Robert A. Hayzer

1991 Fulbright Summer Seminar Abroad

September 1991
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(Introduction: The following curriuculum project/research report was written

IIby a teacher of the Japanese language and Japanese history and politics who

II spent the summer of 1991 in the Peoples Republic of China, Hong Kong and

Taiwan. The level of complexity can be adjusted to account for different

IIability levels of students.)

Since 1972, when relations between the two nations were normalized

11 observers of Sino-Japanese ties have noted how skillfully Chinese leaders have

0 capitalized on the sense of war guilt felt by many Japanese political leaders

4/ and segments of the public to extract Japanese economic aid and win concessions

IIon trade frictions. Also frequently noted have been the numerous occurrances

of anti-Japanese sentiment in Chinese publications and in official

IIpronouncements. In 1987, the paramount leader of the People's Republic of

China, Deng Xiaoping, remarked to a visiting Japanese politician, "Frankly

I/ speaking, Japan is indebted to China more than any other nation...

II[because of its wartime deprevations and] should make much greater

contributions in order to assist in China's development."

Four years later, and shortly after this writer left China, Japanese Prime

Minister Toshiki Kaifu became the first leader of a major industrialized

11 country to visit the PRC since the Tianamen Square incident of June 1989 that

IIleft hundreds dead and thousands wounded. On that occasion Chinese leader Li

Peng told him that China had in principle agreed to sign the nuclear

IINon-Prolilferation Treaty. Kaifu praised the decision, adding that making the

announcement "during my visit demonstrates the importance China attaches to its

II ties with Japan. And for the first time since the reestablishment of

IIdiplomatice relations twenty years ago, Beijing extended an invitation to the

Japanese emperor to visit China. And in an equally surprising development,

11 .economic issues, according to the Far Eastern Economic Review, were relegated

to secondary importance.

Thus, while memories of Japan's wartime atrocities in China have not been

forgotten, they are not, for the moment,.impeding a return to normality for
ii 1
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Asia's two giants. But observers would do well to recall the 1972 observatioi-a-

of Chalmers Johnson, who wrote in Fareian Affairs that *China and Japan have III

been interacting with each other and misunderstanding each other for a
II

century....There is little evidence that either country understands the other

any better than it did in the past." Chalmers added that "it is doubtful I
whether any two people in the twentieth century have approached each other wi

IImore profoundly misleading stereotypes.* Indeed, in yhe New York Times artic

that summarized Kaifu's first day in Beijing with the headline "China and Jail

on Path to Better Ties," a young Chinese official was quoted as saying, "I hate

Japanese people. I was not even born then, but I have read about what

happened. I know what they did." The article also included anti-Japanese 4

epithets such as "devils* and "dwarf bandits."

DAY ONE: An interesting assignment for students of world affairs is to II

I

21e

use paradigms from international relations to explain Chinese-Japanese

bilateral relations from Beijing's perspective. Begin by asking students

future negative themes in official statments and the mass media concerning

Sino-Japanese relations might reflect any one of four factors: (1) the

inevitable differences that arise between any two states, exacerbated in thisll

case by the fact that these two former enemies are attempting a cooperative,

but asymmetrical, relationahip in which Japan, despite its defeat in t'le war"'

retains its dominant role; (2) simple misperceptions that are being reduced

with time and experience on both sides; (3) calculated bargaining postures thill

targer Japanese government and business; and (4) compulsive behavior, derived

from basic emotions, responding to perceived provocations with the framework o

a basically hostile image.

DAY TWO: Allow students to respond to the first day's assignLants, using

the chalkboard to record responses.

DAY THREE: Introduce the dominant paradigm in international relations

the 195()--realism, best represented by Hans Morgenthau in his classic work,

Politics Among Nations. Morgenthau posited power as the universal goal of

62
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states and prescribed realistic statesmanship in pursuit of an identifiable

national interest as a desirable and reasible means of formulating foreign

policy. Discuss whether, given the history of Chinese-Japanese relations,

Rrealistice statesmanship" is possible. Is it ever possible?

DAY FOUR: Present an alternative paradigm, (mis)perceptionism, that

emerged from the studies of social psychology that focused attention on the

possibility that preconceptions and misperceptions influence the behavior of

Iindividuals and groups. A superb text for instructor use would be Robert

Jervis, Perception and Misperception in International Politics.

DAY FIVE: Using Graham Allison's Essence of Decision, introduce the

decision-making school of analysis, which focused on the organizational and

IIbureaucratic interests that shape the perceptions and behavior of governments.

IlHave students try to identify those decison-makers in China that might have an

interest in improving bilateral ties with Japan. Those that stand to gain from

IIa downturn in the relations.

DAY SIX: An interesting assignment would be for students to write

IIposition papers for the policymaker (the instructor) outling prospects for

"relations between the two powers and drawing on the scholarly paradigms to

°buttress their viewpoints.

fr3
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Chinas Yesterday and Today

A Whole Language Unit

,

for

Grades 4/5

6.1

Constance Hokanson

Fulbright- Hays Seminar

June 20 - July 28, 1991
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Student Learning'Objeetives

1. Students will be able to locate China on a world map and point

out important physical features, (4ample - the Yangtze River)

2. Studehts will learn to count to ten in Chinese.

3. Students in a cooperative learning group will select a Chinese

folk tale, prepare a script and act it out for the class.

4. Students will learn vocabulary important for understanding Chinese
culture.and history.

5. Students will respond in writing to literature and slides about
China.

6. Students will be able to identify at least one person important

in Chinese history and explain his/her contribution.

7. Students will create works of art based on Chinese themes.

8. Students will prepare a timeline of important events in Chinese

history.

9. Students will listen to tapes of modern and traditional Chinese

music and will be shown examples of traditional instruments.

10. Students will collect data about weather in major Chinese cities

and graph this information comparing it to the weather in their
own city.

11. Students will research some aspect of Chinese culture, history,

or flora and fauna and write a short report on the topic.

12. Students will be able to describe at least one tourist site in
China and explain its importance.

' e
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China: Yesterday and Today

A Whole Language Unit

Introduction

LIN

Before beginning this unit each child should be asked to bring,

or should make, a folder in which to keep all China materials. This

will include maps, vocabulary, weather graph, research report and

printed matter passed out by the teacher.

The teacher should prepare the room by displaying a large map of

China, putting out as many books on China as poasible, hanging large

sheets of butcher paper for recording vocabulary and other informa-

tion and by decorating with Chinese posters, flag and artifacts.

The following ideas are listed in random order and shOuld be in-

tegrated into the curriculum at the discretion of the Lndividual

teacher.

GeographY, Langu4ge

This counting and geography section could be presented one per

day or several at a time.

Map 1. - ya: (one) One Great Wall

er (two) Two major rivers: Yellow

Yangtze

Two major deserts: Gobi

Taklimakin

sin (three) Three bordering seas: Yellow Sea

East China Sea

South China Sea

sl (four) Four important islands or island groups:

Japan, Taiwan, Hainan and the Philippines

Map 2. - wti (five) Five largest cities: 1. Shanghai

2, Beijing

3. Tianjin

4 Shenyang

5. Wuhan
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Notes - lii (six) Six important religions:

1. Ancestor-worship

The oldest and most widespread of Chinese re-

ligious practices. Most Chinese households ob-

served ancestor-worship and had a small altar or

a shelf containing wooden tablets inscribed witir

the names, titles, and birth and death dates ef

the deceased family members.

2. Taois ( Daoism)

A philosophy which emphasized harmony between

man and nature and a simple way of life. Over

the centuries it became a religion and develo

god6 Of its'own, 4drith temples and a priesthood.
43. Confucianism ,t

Based on the teachings of Confucius (551-479

According to Confucius the ideal person was po.
;

lite, honest, courageous and wise. Children we

taught to obey their parents, and everyone was

to respect the elderly and obey the rulers.

4. Buddhism

Brought to China from India in the 5th century

B.C. Chinese Buddhism taught that everyone could'

win salvatIon through faith and sincerity. Bud-

dhism had many gods or spirits and Goddess of 11

Mercy (Kuan Yin) was one of the most popular.

5. Islam

The Islamic religion was founded at Mecca, Saudi

Arabia, by the prophet Muhammed and was brought"

to China by Arab traders in the 7th century.

Today it is estimated there are 10,000,000 Musa. 11

lims scattered throughout China. II ,

6. Christianity

The arrival of the Jesuits in the 16th century II

began to win important converts to Christianity.A1

Modern Christian missionary work began in the ligr

mid-19th century at the time of China's defeat IL

by the European powers.

67
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Map 2. - qr (seven) Seven cities on a slide tour of China

1. Beijing

2, Kunming

3. Dali

4, Xian

5. Shanghai

6. Hong Kong

7. Taipei

Notes - IA (eight) Eight agricultural products China produces more of

than any other country.

(SourGes Rand. McNally Atlas of China )

1. rice

2. potatoes

3. sorghum

4. millet

5. barley

6. peanuts

7. tea

8. pork

(nine) Nine famous tourist attractions in the area of

Beijing.

1.Tiananmen Square

Notes !it

The Forbidden City

The Ming Tombs

4. The Temple of Heaven

5. The Great Wall

6. The Lama Temple

7. The Marco Polo Bridge

8, The Summer Palale

9. Beihai Park

Notes - shi (ten) Ten important dynasties (

1. Xia 2205-1766 B.C.

2. Shang 1766-1122 B.C.

3. Zhou*1122-249 B.C.

4. Qin 221- 207 B.C.

5. Han 206 B.C.- 8 A.D.

6. sui 590- 618 A.D.

use for the timeline)

silk

written language

Confucius

Great Wall begin

paper, Buddhism

block printing

Jr
11,
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7. Tang 618-907 A.D.

8. Fire Dynasties 907-960

9. Yuan 1271-1368 A.O.

W. Ming 1386-1644 A.O.

gunpowder

footbinding

Marco Polo

finest porcelain

Map 2. shiyi (eleven) Eleven bordering countries

1. Vietnam 7. Pakistan

2, Laos 8. Afghanistan

3. Myanmar

4. India

5. Bhutan

6. Nepal

Drama/Literature

9. U.S.S.R.

10. Mhngolian P. Rep.

11. North Korea

4

Divide students into groups of 5 or 6. Have available collections

of folk tales or individual stories (see bibliography). Allow student"

to select a folk tale which they would like to act out for the class.

Have available items from your"treasure box" which they can use as II

props or costumes.

Vocabulary

Use one of the sheets of butcher paper you have hung in the room IL
for recording vocabulary words which distinctly relate to China. The

0
are words which might come from the slide narration, from folk tales A

or from a novel you are reading the class (such as Bette Bao Lord's

10_11mitar.oteBoararcieRobinson). Students should record"
all words in their notebooks with definitions.(1'ost may have to be

provided by the teacher,A brief glossary is included in the appendix11

of this unit.)

At the end of the unit play Vocabulary Bingo.'A reproducible plari

ing sheet is in the appendix. Students select 24 words out of their

list and write them on their playing sheet. (It is important that th !I

class list contain at least 50 words so that all the cards will be

different.) The teacher gives a definition and students place a markert

CD



Vocabulary (cont.)

on the space if they have the word which matches. Create excitement

by having China-related prizes - paperbacks, bookmarks, postcards or

other small items from an import store.

Writing

After showing China slides have students select a city or histor-

ical site and write a paragraph explaining what the significance of

the place is, what they learned about it and whytin particular, they

might want to visit that place.

Have each student select a post card from the China collection and

write a descriptive paragraph about what they see. The cards can later

be displayed and as students read their paragraphs others can guess

which card it matches.

Another use of the writings could be a matching game. Reproduce

several sentences from each paragraph and display the post cards on

chalk trays or bulletin boards. Students should be given time to move

around the room matching the descriptions with the numbered post cards.

ifter viewing the slides, have the class create a China "quilt".

(The Irish Chain Quilt Block pattern is in the appendix.) Each child

makes a drawing of their favorite place or thing (examples - The Great

Wall, a terra-cotta warrior) in the blank box. They then complete the

chain block pattern - solid squares have plain colored paper glued to

them (decide on your color ahead of time), dotted squares have wrap-

ping paper squares in an Asian pattern, and white squares are left

plain. The children's pictures and chain quilt block squares are glued

to two large sheets of butcher paper which have been taped togeLher.

Pictures and quilt blocks are alternated and the finished quilt can be

either square or rectangular depending on how the squares are arranged lk

* An excellent source for China art projects is Hands Ons China (see

bibliography)

7()
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Timelines

Creating timelines is an excellent way for students to visualize

the progression of historical events. Start by having them do a time-il l
line of their own lives from birth to the present. The important dates
or events in their lives can be illustrated with photos, drawings, 4(4After completing the individual tilOnes, do class or coop.!.rative lr

group timelines based on the list of important accomplishments in Chill:.

nese history. (#10 in the Learn to Count in Chinese section) More dy-111

nasties could be added as desired. Above the date and dynasty should

be illustrations of something that time period is remembered for.

SoieRCe/Math

Students will practice graphing and learn weather patterns of theill

own and selected Chinese cities. For a month, or other designated per-
iod of time, have someone bring in the weather section of the daily

paper. On individual graphs, and a large class graph, record the high
and lows for sour city and two or three selected Chinese cities. This"

activity can lead into discussions of climatic regions and their char"
acteristics and the importance of latitude and longitude.

Math/Abacus

Show class an abacus and explain that these are still used in many

shops in China. On an abacus there are two beads above the bar and

five beads below the bar. Each bead above the bar is worth five of th

beads below. Each lower bead is worth 10 times the bead on its right."
Prepare a worksheet with abacus pictures and have the students figure"

out what number is represented.

fflath/Monev

II
Show examples of Chinese money and talk about its conversion value

4

in dollars. (Summer of 1991 - 5 yuan equaled 1 dollar) Prepare word

problems for the class using examples of actual costs for souvenirs
and meals,

7



APPENDIX

Chinas Yesterday and Today



I.

1

1

1

1

Important Facts About China

1. China has the world's largest population. About 1.2 billion)

2. Chins' has the 3rd largest land area of any country in the world.

( 3,692,000 sq. miles)

3. China's capital is Beijing.

4. China's history dates back 4,000 years. It is the oldest civili-

zed country.

5. The world's highest mountains, the Himalayas, are found on the

border of China and Nepal,

0. The Chinese Grand Canal is the longest canal in the world.

7. The Great Wall of China is the only man-made structure on earth

which can be seen from the moon.

8. The Yangtze River is the 3rd longest river in the world.( 3,960 Mi.)

9. Tiananmen Square in Beijing is the world's biggest public square.

10.Eleven countries border on China. They ares Vietnam, Laos, Myanmar,

Bhutan, Nepal, India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, U.S.S.R., Mongolia

and North Korea.

11. There are 56 national groups in China. The largest group is the

Han, which makes up 94% of the population.

12. China has 23 provinces and 3 municipalities.

13. China is one of the world's largest producers of coal.

14. The world's largest Buddha (231 ft.) overlooks the joining of 3

rivers at Leshan in Sichuan Province.

15. The Plateau of TibA is the world's highest plateau.

3



Glossary

abacus - An ancient counting machine using beads on a wooden frame.

acupuncture - pricking the tissues of the body with fine needles to

relieve lpain.

ancestry - The family line from which a person is descended.

Banpo - A famous neolithic site near Xian dating back as far as 6080B.00

Beijing - China's capital and second largest city.

brocade - A fabric woven with a raised pattern.

Buddhism - A religion founded on Buddha, an ancient religious leader

from India.

civilization - A society with a well-established culture that has exist.

ed over a long period of time.

culture - The customs, beliefs, and arts of a group of people.

Daoism - A religion based on the teachings of Lao Zi, an ancient Chi-

nese philosopher.

foot-binding - A custom followed be arist ,ratic families for hundreds

of years. The feet of girl children were bound with cloth

so that they could not grow. Small feet were considered

very attractive.

Great Wall - The only man-made structure visible from the moon.

incense - A substance that produces a sweet-smelling smoke when burned.

joint venture - A business owned in common by two persons, companies,

or governments.

junk - A flat-bottomed sailing ship.

lunar - Relating to the moon.

Mao Zedong Founder of the Chinese Communist Party and China's leader

for twenty-seven years.

minority - A small group that differs from the larger group of which

it is a part.

nightsoil - Human waste used as fertilizer.



Glossary

(Cont.)

pagoda - A type of building that looks like several one-story build- II

ings stacked on top of one another.

porcelain - A type of pottery made from a mixture of rock minerals ani
a fine, white clay.

rural - Pertaining to the countryside.

sampan - A small boat with One sail and a flat bottom, often used as

a houseboat.

solar - Relating to the sum.

terra-cotta - Hard reddish-brown pottery.

IL

* Many of the definitions in this brief glossary come from the series

on China by Bobbie Kalman.

7 5
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Maprialq in "Treasure Box"

Chinese folk tales

terra-cotta warrior

China maps

flags of China and Taiwan

ethnic bags

reproduction of a pi-pa

doll of Chinese court lady

Mao cap

tiger pillow

children's top

bird feeder

Chinese opera doll

political buttons

post cards of historical sites and minority peoples

jig-saw puzzles of China and Taiwan

panda puppet

coolie cap

snake/scorplan hat

shuttlecock from gymnastics demonstration

Chinese newspapers

Chinese papercuts

bamboo plate - handpainted with scene of Great Wall

carved wooden fan

t-shirts with Chinese motif

Chinese prints

chopsticks

abacus

Phoenix kite

brocade pillow case

silk hand-embroidered pictures

items of clothing

Je.

I
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CHINA: TRANSITION AND TRANSFORMATION
FULBRIGHT-HAYS SEMINAR, SUMMER 1991

PATRICIA KOPCHICK

TITLE: Chinese American Friendship Club

OBJECTIVES: The primory purpose of this curriculum project is to se up a penpal
exchange mogram. Students in the U.S. will be able to write to and
develop personal relationships with students in China, Hong Kong and
Taiwan. In addition to this, they can meet on a regular basis to
enjoy a variety of cultural experiences that they would not receive
in their Social Studies classroom.

GRADE LEVEL: A club can be established in either a junior high or senior high
school building.

TIME: Club meetings could be held on a monthly basis or more frequently if
student interest is high.

TEACHER RESOURCES: Most of the materials which are described here have been ob-
tained in China during the Fulbright seminar. For those teachers who
have not had the opportunity to travel to China, the "next best"
option is to obtain a catalog from:

China Books & Periodicals, Inc.
2929 Twenty-fourth Street
San Francisco, CA 94110

PROCEDURES:

First meetina - Students will choose which locale they would like to have a penal
from after a brief description (and a few slides) of Beijing, Hong
Kong and Taipei. Names and addresses will be written on three
separate lists and then forwarded to teachers of English in each of
these three cities. A list of helpful hints for writing to penpals
will be passed out. These would include tips about how to write
(eg. write neatly and clearly, avoiding slang) and suggestions on
what to write about (eg. self, family, home, school, hobbies, spor%F,
holidays, etc.).

After this, students will each receive a Chinese name. A list of
Chinese surnames will be passed out, and each student will choose
one beginning with the same letter as their last name, if possible
Then they can decide on what they want their name to mean (eg. Win:er
Snow, Beautiful Moon, Calm Sea). They will then be given the Chinese
pronunciation of their name.

In the remainiri time, they can practice some simpe Chinese phrasi-s
like Ni hap, z.i zian, and xie-xie.



Second meeting

Fourth meeting

Fifth meeting

Additional mcdgs - Each teacher should gear the agenda to the students' inter-
ests. Possible activities could include:

arts & crafts projects - making paper cuts
making Chinese opera masks from paper mache
Chinese water color paintings

traditional Chinese games - jumprope
shuttlecock
diabolo

Chinese music - listening to tapes of Chinese classical music, "revolution- I
ary music", current popular music, etc.

playing the Liu Qin, a classical Chinese instrument

slide shows - serving Chinese snacks such as watermelon seeds and dried peas II

discussion groups - to talk about thpir penpals, and to discover similarities
and differences among the three cities

guest speakers and field trips

Third meeting

- Students will practice writing the Chinese characters of their
name, using brushes and Chinese ink.

After seeing examples of Chinese seals, they can try to carve
their own chop from a raw potato.

Students will be introduced to the fundamentals of Tai-chi. The
entire meeting will be held outdoors, if the weather is agree-
able. From this point onward, every meeting will begin outdoors
with a 10-15 minute session of Tai-chi.

- Students will master the art of using chopsticks. A variety of
different .foods wili be served.

- This will probably coincide with Chinese New Year. What better
way to celebrate than a field trip to a Chinese restaurant to
enjoy traditional foods!

EVALUATION: The students will evaluate this project through their attendance and
tneir participation.

1



Scenes of China
Summer 1991
A Video Script

Prepared for the
Fulbright-Hays Seminar

China in Transition
Summer 1991

by Kelly Ann Long

Fall 1991



Objectives:
These videos may be used at any point during the study of China. They

may be used in their entirety or in smaller segments to focus upon specific
topics. The videos will provide students an opportunity to see typical scenes of
China, and should stimulate questkms about life in China.

Getting started activities:
Pre-writing: Free write a paragraph in which you discuss what you

think of when you think about China? Under line all the nouns. Add those to
the list on the chalkboard. After viewing, llok back at the list and discuss
assumptions you held ana whether' they changed.

Preparation:
These are terms the students should be familiar with at some point

during their study of China. It would be useful to provide students with this
list of terms prior to viewing, and them to discuss the terms as a result of
viewing. These terms or names will also provide topics for individual research
projects and may be used for a final evaluation of students' learning. The
following terms or names are used in the narration of the videos:

Red Chins - 1949
Mao Zedong
Zhu De (Chu-teh)
Hu Yaobang
Taiping Rebellion
characters
Gang uf Fcur
Nationalist Party
Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
Long March
Treaty Ports
Foreign Concessions
Buddhism
Confucius - Confucianism
Qin Shih Huang Ti
Empress Ci xi
Peking Opera
People's Republic of China
terra-cotta warriors
Kuomintang (KMT) (Guomindang)
One Child Policy
Nixon's visit to China
Student Movements - May Fourth, 1919,

Sun Yat-sen
Zhou Enlai
Deng Xiaoping
Boxer Rebellion
pinyin
Cultural Revolution
Jiang Qing (Chiang Ching)
Chiang Kai-shek (Jiang Jieshi)
socialist way
Yenan (Yanan)
Opium Wars
Marco Polo Bridge Incident
TaClistrl Laozi
Ancestor worship
Qing dynasty
Mandate of Heaven
Burma Road
Republic of China
Great Wall
People's Liberation Army (PLA)
Four Modernizations
Xian Incident

Dec. 9, 1935 June Fourth, 1989



Geography:
Prior to viewing the videos, students should .do map work to become
with the location and topography of the following areas:

Beijing (Peking)
Dalt
Shanghai
Taiwan
Canton (Guangzhou)
Yangtze (Chang Jiang)
China Sea

Kunming
Xian
Hong Kong
Taipei
Huang Ho (Yellow River)
Taiwan Strait

.-WPMPINf,r4T

acquainted

Questions to consider:
1. What have been the aims of Deng Xiaoping? How have these aims
changed China? How might they have led to the difficulties experienced in
the late fiOts?
(Deng aimed to stimulate the economy via: a. private profit b. joint ventures
c. agriculture reform - no communes, private farms d. one child policy
and to modernize China's armed forces, make advances in science and
technology
and make China a more open society.)

2. One child policy -
Why did it come about? What ate the ethical and personal issues

involved in the policy? (female infanticide - desire to continue family
name,forced abortion,incentives,social security system - need for children to
support parents,rural communities needs versus urban needs,Little Emperor
or empress.)
China's population has doubled from 500 million to over 1 billion in the past 30
years. If each family had three children the population would reach 3 billion
by 2075. Average life expectancy has risen from under 27 in 1900 to over 70 in
1990. More than two-thirds of the Chinese are under 24 years of age. China is
still importing grain to feed its population (Stewart Ross, China since 1945 4 6-
47).

3. Student Movements
What have been the concerns of students in the various movements

since 1919? How have their demonstrations and protests been dealt with in
each movement? What has been the reaction of government? the general
population? the international community?

Is protest an effective form of trying to create change? Why or why
not? Examine and discuss the opposing sides of the 1989 student movement.

9 7
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China Video Script - General Information

Mina is the world's most populous nation with well over one billion
citizens today, o1 one fourth of the total population of the wcwid. h is the third
largest in land arca following Canada and the USSR. The official name 'is the
People's Republic of China, but historically the people of China called- ihe land
Zhongguo, or middle country. Today the counuy is divided into 22 provinces.

Just as in America, the Chinese popelaticut is made up of people with
diverse ethnic and cultural backgrounds. 94% of the population is Han
Chinese. These people may be connidered the *traditional* Chinese and it is
their language, Mandarin Chinese, lila is the official tongue of China today.
But China also has over 56 ethnic gnaws making up the other 6% of the
population. These minority groups contribute to Chinese history and culture
in many ways., Though Mandarin Chinese is the dialect spoken in Beijing, the
various minority groups speak different dialects.

Until 1911 China was governed by an emperor. The last dynasty in
China was the Qing dynasty. In 1911 the dynasty was overthrown and the
Republic of China was formed. For the next 38 years the government of China
was unsettled as various groups vied for control. In 1949 the Chinese
Communist Party, led by Mao Zedong, Chairman Mao, took power on mainland
China. The Nationalist Kuomintang troops led by Chiang Kai-shek fled to
Taiwan.
Population: A major problem confronting China today is over-population.
The population is already over one billion and could soar to over two billion by
2035 if not checked. Prior to 1949 life expectancy was under 27 years old, and
since 1949 life expectancy has risen to 70 (Stewart Ross. China Since 1945, 1989
47). Efforts have been made to curb the posing population rate. The one-
child policy and raising the minimum marriage age to 24 are two policies
geared to address this problem. Yet in many provinces and rural communities
which are centers of large minority populations, the one-child birthrate is not
enforced and earlier marriages are allowed. Males have traditionally been
preferred in Chinese culture since women became part of the husband's
family after marriage and since Main inhereted family property and name.
This preference for male babies led to a rise in female infanticide but
authorities claim that publicity efforts by the government have put a halt to
that problem.

Life in China has changed significantly for women since 1949. Under
the old patriarchal system, women were economically dependent on fathers
and then husbands, and were expected to demonstrate "submissiveness,
chastity, and obedience" (Petra Haring Kuan and Yu-Chien Kuan. Magnificent
China: A Guide to Its Cultural Treasures, 1987 18). The widespread practice of
foot-binding worked effectively to reduce the mobility of women and keep
them tied to the home. Women had no right to education in traditional China,
and in fact, it was seen as qeter productive to teach a woman to read. Old
adages reflect a negative attinide toward women - "When you feed a girl you're
feeding someone else's' family" reflects the truth that when a woman married
she joined the husband's family and zontributed to the upkeep of his home
and family. Perhaps it is no wonder that poor, often starving families might
begrudge the food it took to nourish a young girl who would only grow up and
leave them. Marriages were arranged between families for reasons that had



little to do with compatibility of mates. Ontm married, a woman was under
authority of her husband and mother-in-law, and one can read numerous
stories of young daughters-in-law being physically and mentally abused by
these older wanes. Marriage was often viewed as an unendurable torment: a
woman could not &vowel her panner, and suicide or running away were
somethnes seen as the only alternatives to a totally intolerable marriage.

Women were a central focus of the communist party in its efforts to win
popular support among the people. According to John Woodruff, *The party
made it a policy to send girls to school and *11 but eliminated proMitution and
venereal &sense" (John Woodruff. aims is Search of Its Attire 1989 105).
After the formed= of the People's Republic of China, the Marriage Law of
1950 ensured more equality between men and women. It encouraged free
choice of panner and equal rights as well as lawful protection for women and
children. Polykamy, long acceined in China, was forbidden. The marriage age
for men was set at 20 and wan= at 18 (Kum 18). Today, the minimum age has
been raised to 24. In modem Chinese society all professions are open to
women and women art ensured equal pay for equal work. The socialist
principle of each *carding to his means and each according to his needs
implies that men and women are equally responsible to further the socialist
cause.

But not all reviews of the new liberation of women are positive. Some
critics claim that women have now taken on two jobs, one in the work forte
and one in the home (Woodruff 105). Placing women in the work force has
also effected the traditional family as children are now taken to day-care
centers. On the other hand, younger men have begun to take a more active
role in household matters, sharing cooking and some child-rearing
responsibilities.

BEIJING: Beijing, formerly called Peking, has been the capital city of China
throughout various periods in the nation's history. The name means northern,
Bei, capital, jing. After the Qing dynasty fell in 1911. the Nationalists moved
the capital to Nanjing in 1928 but Beijing was once again named as capital in
1949 after the Communists came to power when Mao Zedong, speaking from the
rostrum of Tiananmen. proclaimed the establishment of the People's Republic
of China (Kuan 18). Beijing has a population of over 10 million and covers
6,900 sqme miles of land.

EDUCATION: Several important steps have been taken to further public
education since 1949. The complex traditional Chinese character writing was
simplified, and the pinyin system of latinizing words was adopted. During the
Cultural Revolution the open door policy was encouraged, thus enabling poor
peasants to attend un;versities. On the other hand, intellectuals sad scholars
were sent to do manual labor in the countryside and were not allowed to
continue academic pursuits. In 1977 the educational policies of the Cultural
Revolution were abandoned and top students are again encouraged and
supported in gaining entra Ice to top universities.

China now boasts a 77% literacy rate. Efforts are made to extend
schooling to 10 years in urban areas and 9 in rural areas. This would included
five years of elementary education and four or five years at the secondary
level. After completing the nine years compulsory education, some students
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continue to senior high school whem they prepare for the University
Entrance Examinations. Vocational and technical high schools also exist.
About 8016 of China's secondary schools are in rural meas. Schools range in
Site from 600 to 1,200 students. Urban chilthen begiat school at age six and a
half, while in the country starting age is seven.

The curriculum is nationally established throughout China and includes
areas of atinese literature and language, math, "social knowledge", science,
history. PE, music, arts and geography. Educational policy stresses
development of moral, Welk/mud. Otysleal, ethical and labor training in
Chinese schools (UnFblished Oass Notes. Beijing Lectures. Summer, 1991).

At a model high school in Beijing,. near Beijing Normal University,
students are accustomed to visitors. These are top students in the area who
have gained admission to one of the best schools in the city by scoring high on
an entrance examination. Pretiaratian for entrance exams takes up much of
the time of elementary and secondary students as admission to prestigious
schools is seen as a key to the fume. Since school is viewed as such an
important aspect of life, few students work outside. Typically students receive
much support from home to do well in school. Modem equipment and facilities
exist in this school, though the equipment displayed in cases in the halls of the
four story building are not availab15,, for actual use.

Mandarin is the official language of instruction throughout China,
though in some niral sections the local tongue may likely be spoken instesd.
As early as junior high students are offered courses in English language. Class
sizes are large by American standards, ranging from forty to sixty students per
class. Students are assigned to a class and teachers rotate to different
classrooms to deliver their lectures. Much of the education is based on
memorization and recitation. These students volunteer to answer and follow
the traditional form of standing to address an answer to the teacher, or laoshi.

Like typical students anywhere, students gather in the hall to discuss
homework and plans after class is dismissed. Going home, students travel with
friends, stop to play games,or eat an popsicle. While uniforms were prevalent
ten years ago, many students prefer western dress today.

Also near the Beijing Normal University campus is a pre-school and
kindergarten facility, a model complex available for children of parents
connected with the university system. Whereas once large families might
have been preferred by those who could afford them, expense of urban living
along with the one child policy have given rise to single child families.
Sociologists watch with curiosity as these only children grow up. the single
focus of two sets of grandparents and both parents. In a country where filial
piety held sway for centuries and children were expected to honor and be
loyal to parents and to care for them in their old age, China watcher's wonder
how this younger generation will be able to support two sets of grandparents
and both parents.

Traditional forms of child-rearing have changed as well, and children
are doted on in ways that would have been seen as prone to spoil the child and
tempt the spirits in years past. Children are sometimes referred to as Little
Emperors or Empresses and their teachers complain that where once it was
difficult to find a volunteer among children, now each one wants to be selected
and has grown accustomed to being the center of attention.
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Traditionally males were preferred in China too and so great concern
existed about the infuticide of female babies. Chhaese officials made moves to
pannote public swan:sets and a sense of worth .of female infants, and
billboards displayed these ideas. Officials claim that the problem is not
prevalent today (Woodruff 119-121).

Children pther in orderly fashion to ready themselves to go home. As
women in urban centers have moved into dm work fano, sharing the tasks of
earning family income, many more fathers are involved in the process of
child-care and rearing today than in former years. (nap time arrangements,
bathroom, and interactive games which encourage a hands on approach to
learning)

Beijing University (Beide) Diane: This is the largest university for
humanities in China- Established in 1898 with American assistance, it was first
called Yanjing Dime. It became a meeting place for many young people who
developed ideas that influenced the nation.

On campus on the south shore of No-name lake stands the grave of Edgar
Snow, an American journalist who was a friend of the Chinese and whose book
Red Star Over China did much to tell Westerners about China in the pre-1949
days. Snow gave Mao Zedong's message and invitation to President Nixon in
1972. (Kuan 143).Also on the campus are various statues of significant Chinese
and Western writers or thinkers. Here are Cervantes. Shakespeare, and Lu
Hsun.

TOURIST AND HISTORICAL SITES

TIAN AN MEN SQUARE: sfiananmen Square is one of the city centers of
Beijing. After the communists gained power in 1949, the walls of the old city
were pulled down and broad boulevards were established. Tiananmen square,
which was originally designed in 1651, was also quadrupled in size during the
period of 'renovation in the late 50's. Today it is one of the largest public
squares in the world, covering over 98 acres, and holding up to one million
people. The square stands to the south of the Imperial Qty. Entering the
square from the south, one sees the Chinese History and Revolutionary
Museum to the east and the Great Hall of the People to the west (Kuan 122).

Tiananmen square has been witness to many historic events. On May 4,
1919, more than 3,000 pupils of Beijing schools came to demonstrate against
imperialism in what has become known as the May Fourth Movement. On
October 1, 1949, thousands crowded into the square to witness Mao Zedong's
proclamation of the People's Republic of China. The death of Prime Minister
Thou Enlai was commemorated in April of 1976 by more than two hundred
thousand mourners (Kuan 122).

In the spring of 1989 the square was the site of the student pm-
democracy movement and subsequent hunger strikes. In June of that yzar
Tiananmen Square witnessed the bloody battles as members of the People's
Liberation Army moved to suppress the protestors. Mao's portrait was defaced
during the 1989 protest, but today it again overlooks the square, a symbol of
the watchful eye of a government which must be quaking in the aftermath of
1989 and as it observes the collapse of communist systems in Eastern Europe
and the USSR.
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;NO Mao Zedong Memorial Hall - to the smith between the monument and
(gammen gate, the body of Mao lies in state in a coffin draped with a red flag of
the CCP. The foundation stone of the hall was laid in 1976 and the hall was
completed on September 9, 1977, on the first anniversary of Mao's death (Kuan
124).
Monument to the People's Heroes stang in the center oft he square, an
obelisk in memory of revolutionary martyn, * symbol of the revolution, the
comer stone was laid by Mao Zedong on September 30, 1949. Mao' inscription
resds: *The people's heroes are immortal* (Kum 123).
Great Hall of the People, to the west, this enormous etructure is home of
people's congress and is used for diplomatic sessions. Completed in 1959, the
main meeting hall contains 10,000 seats and a banquet hall holds 5,000 (Kuan
122-23).
(Looking at portrait of Mao on the south gate of the Imperial city)
Guards watch over the peace today, but only two years ago they stood against

the protests and unrest of the pm-democracy student movement.
Museum of Chinese History and Revolution: to the east, was completed

in 1959 and opened to the public in 1961, the left wing house* displays dealing
with Chinese history since 1919, particularly the revolutionarP movement and
the development of the Chinese Communist Party. The museum was closed
during the Cultural Revolution in 1966. The epochs of Chinese history from
beginnings up to the 20th century are covered m the right wing of the
building (Kuan 123).
Qianmen Gate - Built during the reign of the Yon& Emperor, 1403 to 1424, it
is one of the few remaining gates of the old walled city (Kuan 124).

Street sweepers work together to force the excess rain water down the storm
drain after an afternoon rain shower. The use of human labor is prevalent
throughout China, as it attempts to employ it millions of work age people.

Uniformed members of the People's Liberation Army march to duty on
this quiet afternoon. PLA troops such as these were employed to squelch the
protests of the pro-democracy movement in 1989. As a consequence of those
events and in an effort to gain the loyalty of students, since 1989 freshmen
entering the university must serve a year in the military.

Returning to the square around dusk, one sees crowds gathering to
watch the changing of the guard. Here a couple play with their son. Since the
crackdown on student protestors in 1989, there has been a resurgence of
popularity of the cult of Mao Zedong. Mao's Little Red Book and buttons
displaying his portrait are again popular tourist items.
IMPERIAL PALACE: The palace is a prime example of Ming architecture and
is the best preserved example of this classical style. The buildings reflect the
Classical Chinese preference for balance, symmetry, and harmony with the
open spaces which surround the buildings. Yet the bright red and blues reveal
a love of the ornate as well. The 250 acre Imperial Palace and the Forbidden
Citv were once restricted to members of court, governmental officials, and the
imperial family, but today it is a public museum. The palace dates back to the
13th century, when millions of workers were employed to build the huge
complex. It was expanded and completed around 1420 by the Yongle emperor.
Over the years 24 emperors lived in the city (Kuan 124-29).

Standing near the Meridian Gate, the emperor announced the new
calendar and confirmed or annulled death sentences each year.
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Inside and beyond the gate, five marble bridges span across the Golden
Water Spring. After crossing the moat, one reaches three gates, beyond which
lies Taihe Men, Gate of Supreme Harmony. It ; guarded by two bronze lions,
symbols of power.

The outer palace is dominated by three great halls. The Taihe Dian, Hall
of Supreme Harmony, stands in center court, followed by Zhongde Dian. Hall of
Central Harmony, and Boahe Dian, Hall of Preserving Harmony. Taihe Dian is
the largest in the complex.

During ceremonies the emperor was carded up the carved marble
ramp to his throne. Servants of the emperor knelt three times and touched
their forehead to the ground nine times as a sign of loyalty and reverence to
h i m .

The Inner Court is reached though Qingmen Gate, the Gate of Heavenly
Purity. Inside lie the inner chambers of the imperial family. Women and
eunuches lived in this area, and the emperor was the only man who had access
to it. Contrary to what one might imagine of life in an imperial court, life for
the women could be dreary since they were entirely cut off from family and
friends in the outside worla once they entered the palace. (Gilded bronze water
containers stand to both side.i. )The inner palace also has three large halls as
well as many smaller buildings.

Bronze tortoises and cranes are symbols of lo, gevity in front of
Qianqing Palace. According to legend, when rioting roasants took Beijing in,
the Emptess of the last Ming Emperor hanged herself, while he killed his 15-
year-old daughter and concubines then hanged himself on Coal Hill.

Today the Forbidden City and its grounds have t.ten turned into a public
museum, Gugong, which means Palace Museum. These palaces also date back
550 years to the Ming time and have more than 9,000 rooms. Outside one of the
smaller palac..s is Jiulong Bi, the Nine Dragon Screen, which includes 1773
glazed tiles.

This is the room where the Empress Dowager, Cix i, celebrated her 60th
birthday 1864. After Cixi's son died in 1874, she appointed her four year old
nephew emperor and took over regency for him. She placed the young
Guan4xu emperor under house arrest after an aborted attempt he made to have
her favorite general killed. Yuan Shikai was to have carried out the order for
Guangxi and his progressive intellectual advisers, but he told the empress of
the plans instead.

Viewers may recognize this pearl as the one used in the film The Last
Emperor to depict the death of Empress Cixi. After death her body lay in state
for more than a year until the most propitious day for her funeral had come.
Her nephew, Puyi, was deposed in 1911 when followers of Sun Yat-sen
overthrew the empire and established the Republic. Sun Yat-sen served as
president for only one day before turning over the presidency to General
Yuan Shikai. Within a short time he had resumed the authority and pomp of
the old emperors and so he too was deposed.

These lovely rock gardens reflect the concept of Chinese 1 andscaping
within a small space to capture the effect of wide open spaces in nature within
a very small area. Taoist principles emphasized man's relationship with
nature and function as a part of nature. Confucian ideas also embodied this
concept and a balanced man was one who lived by Confucian rules in daily life



and who was contemplative in his home, practicing the arts of calligraphy,
painting and poetry.

This beautiful area is called the well of Then Fci. She was reputed to be
the emperor's favorite concubine. Cixi is said to have ,had her pushed into the
well when allied troops conquered Beijing in 1900 (Kuan 124-128).

Even on a day when the palace was crowded with visitors, I found it
possible to escape the crowds for a bit, to soak in a bit of the quiet atmosphere
of the palace gardens. It is a statement in evidence of the immensity of these
grounds that one is able to do so. (exiting the Imperial city to the alley behind
- watching a monk and escort travel down an alley).
Temple of Heaven: Located in the southeastern part of Beijing, Tiantan, or
Temple of Heaven, is where Ming emperors offered sacrifices each year. The
semi-circular northern section corresponds with the old Chinese image of a
vault- shaped heaven and the southern section symbolizes earth. Each year
the emperor came here to pray for good harvest, a tradition which was kept
until 1911. The Hall of Prayer for Good Harvest, the Circular Mound and the
Imperial vault of Heaven are major structures. The temple also houses the
famous echo-wall. (Kuan 139).
Summer Palace - Yihe Yuau,Garden of Harmonious Unity This
palace lies in the northwest of Beijing. The imperial family spent summer
months here. It was opened to the public in 1924. The Jin Dynasty emperor laid
the foundation stone in 1153. The fourth Qing Emperor, Qianlong, embellished
the area in celebration of his mother's 60th birthday in 1750. Longevity Hill
was named in her honor. The Summer Palace includes a number of Qing
Dynasty gardens which were burned by French and British imperialists in the
late 19th century. After the 1860 destruction. the Empress Cixi had the palace
rebuilt in 1888 with money intended for the navy. She again spent public
finds to have it rebuilt after a sack in 1900. Temples include the Cloud-
Dispelling Hall and the Temple of Buddhist Virtue. Also of interest are the
Long Corridor, Changlang, a covered promenade. the longest covered walkway
in Chinese gardens, and the Marble Boat. The area is surrounded by Jade
Spring Hill and the Western Hills (Kuan 143-148).
Liulexiang Street: This is a famous antique market area in Beijing. Even
today it offers the tourist a sense of the old city of Beijing with its crowded
street markets. Today, under the agricultural reforms, farmers transport
surplus pioduce into the city where they can sell it for a profit on the free
market. Walking through the shops on this street, one can view beautiful
scrolls, calligraphy, antique porcelain and china wares, and if so inclined,
purchase a chop, a stone on which is engraved one's signature. Nearby is one
of the open air silk markets. Beautiful silk clothing is displayed. Recent years
have seen an increase in the number of Eastern Europeans who purchase the
clothes n Beijing and take them back to resell in their own countrim
Ming Tombs: About 49 km from Beijing's center, surrounded bv tfle
Tianshou Shan mountains, are the Ming Tombs. These tombs are tfie site of the
necropolis for the Ming dynasty and were established in 1424. Emperors chose
their burial sites while still alive, and this site was chosen with the help of
geomancers. Local farmers were resettled and were killed if they returned to
their land. The mountains were thought to hold back bad winds as well as evil
spirits. Of the 16 Ming emperors, 13, along with their wives, are buried here.
The tomb of Chang Ling is the largest of the tombs but is unopened. The



underground Palace tomb of Ding Ling , the 22 year old Emperor Wan li,
constructed in 1584, opened in 1956, is the only one to be opened to date (Kuan
154-156).
The Great Wall: Souvenir shops surround this popular entrance to the Great
Wall, called Wan li ChangCheng, orten Thousand Li Wall" by the Chinese.
From the moon this enormous structure can be seen and it is considered one of
the seven wonders of the world. The bustling tourism of the place marks it as
one of the most popular attractions in mainland China Construction on the
wall was started as early of the 7th century BC, mad these smaller sections were
linked during the reign of Emperor Qin Shift Huang Ti, the First Emperor who
united the whole of China under his rule at the end of the 3rd century.
Emperor Shi Huang Ti conquered all six of the warring states and unified
China in 221 BC. He orderzd his genCral Meng Tian to drive the Huns into
modern day Mongolia. The wall had been built long before Shih Huang Ti by
northern princes who also tried to defend their lands. He had these earlier
walls connected, as a fortification, and the legendary Great Wall began (
Kenneth Scott Latourette. The Chinese: Their Society and Culture, 1964 66-73).

The wall was built as a defensive measure to protect the people in
northern China from the invading hordes. Thousands of workers who lost
their lives during construction are buried inside the wall. The wall was an
effective defense system and also provided relatively safe and expedient
thoroughfare for travelers. It stretches some 3,700 miles from the Gulf of
Bohai to the west of Gansu Province, across deserts, valleys and mountains. The
present Great Wall was built about 600 years ago during the Ming Dynasty. At
this spot, called Bads ling, the wall stands in the Yanshan Mountain Range and
is 7 to 8 meters high and 6 to 7 meters wide, "so wide that five horsemen and
ten men can walk abreast on it." Watch towers were used for lookout and
smoke signals(Kuan 156-158).

The south tower is just one of many towers along the wall in the
section fifty miles north of Beijing called Badaling, which is the northern
pass. Capitalist entrepreneurs set up a small business here selling certificates
that claim "I climbed the Great Wall" to those who have successfully hiked the
steep steps to the tower. During Ming times the wall was made of earth and
rubble and faced with stone. At many spots the wall is very steep and winding
as it angles its way across the country.

Having climbed of the wall and returned again to leveler ground we were
again surrounded by the sights and sounds of a busy tourist industry as
hawkers tried to sell their wares in tent stalls.

The train rolls through surrounding countryside. Trains are the key to
the transportation system in China. Traveling by bus back into the city one
sees a variety of crops being grown, small villages built near the road, and
everywhere people gathered to conduct the business of the day. Agricultural
population accounts for 80% of the total population of China. China is
predominantly an agricultural country. Before 1949, 80% of the land was
owned by W% of the population. After 1949, with the Land Reformation
programs, landlords were deposed of their lands and in the 50's rural
communes were established. Since 1978 rural reforms have implemented the
contract responsibility system and have replaced the People's Commune
system. These rural reforms have enabled peasants some choice in craps they
grow, and also allow them to sell excess product in a "free markeC system. In



1983 and 1985 agriculture was further decentralized. The state monopoly for
purchasing has also been eliminated. Terracing of land is a prominent
characteristic in Chinese fanning, enabling the farmers to make use of every
possible foot of arable land. Major crops include rice, wheat, corn and millet
(Beijing Lectures 1991).
Limon Qiso - Marco Polo Bridge: About ten miles west of Beijing, in the
southwestern suburb of the city, the bridge spans the Yondging River. Marco
Polo passed this bridge in 1290 (Kuan 154). His description was so vivid that .

at least in European communities, the bridge took his name thereafter. In
world war two the bridge was also important and is the site of what is consider
the first battle of that war. A railway bridim VMS built next to it, connecting
the southern lines to the important military town of Wanping. The Japanese
conducted maneuvers in this area, and fired blank cartridges to simulate battle
conditions. On July 7. 1937. Chinese fired into the Japanese area and when one
Japanese soldier was missing in the morning, the Japanese ordered an attack
which the Chinese beat back (Jonathan Spence. The Search For Modern China,
1990 444-445).

RELIGIONS IN CHINA

In China people may practice a variety of rituals and worship forms
associated with various religions, including Taoism. Confucianism, ancestor
worship, Buddhism and Christianity.Buddhism and Taoism are the traditional
religions of China, though ancestor worship and Confucianism were also
important. After 1949 the practice of religion was discouraged by the
communist party, but the freedom to believe was guaranteed in the 1954
constitution. During the Cultural Revolution in the 1960's many religious sites
were destroyed as representing bourgeois and backward thinking. Since 1978
the government has shown even more tolerance toward the practice of
religion, and temples and churches are once again active centers of worship
(Kuan 54-57).
The White Cloud Taoist Temple: Baiyun Guan. or White Cloud Temple, is
the chief temple for the Quart Then Taoist sect. The temple was destroyed and
rebuilt many times since it first began in 713 A.D. A Tang dynasty emperor
first ordered it built to house a stone statue of Laozi, the revered philosopher of
Taoism. Genghis Khan had the temple rebuilt in 1224 after it burned down. It
began to develop as White Cloud Temple in the beginning of the Ming Dynasty.
The walkways in the temple lead to a beautiful garden within. The Temple is a

historical site under protection of the Beijing municipal government (Kuan
138).

Taoism, has about a 2,000 year history, is indigenous to China and has
origins in Shamanism. Some of the early regimens were believed to ensure
immortality. Lao Zi is the founding philosopher of Taoism and is also its chief
deity, honored as Lord Most High by Taoists, though many other deities are
included in the popular pantheon of Taoism. The tao is all-embracing and
everlasting, and governs all things including the sky and the earth.
Meditation is practiced. The basic canon is set forth in the Tao de Jing, also
called the 5,000 Character Scripture, attributed to be the collected work of
LaoZi.



A number of sects developed over the years, and new works of scripturl
and doctrine were added. Today the Zhen Yi sect emphasizes devotional
activities and spends time on charms, prayers, and festivals. The Quan Zhen
sect emphasizes individual meditation. Monks from this sect do not marry as
they do in the other sects. The White Cloud Temple is the principal temple of
the Quan Zhen sect (Encyclopedia Britannic*, vol. 17. "Taoism" 1983 1034-1055).

Confucianism is a philosophical system closely connected to Taoism,
based on the teaching of Confucius, who lived from 551 to 479 BC. This
philosophy dominated Chinese life for much of its history. The Confucian
school served as a recruiting ground for govern,nental officials who gained
posts by scoring highest on the examinations over the Confucian classics. The
schools supported the authority of the rulers by upholding the theory of the
Mandate of Heaven. This ici4a espouss that the legitimate ruler derives
authority from heaven's command and holds the responsibility for the well-
being of the people. The peace and stability of the empire depend on the good
standing of the emperor. Confucian tradition trained its pupils in 46
benevolence, traditional rituals, filial piety, and respect for superiors and the
elderly.

Though Confucius never wrote down his own teachings, his disciples
compiled The Analects, which are the collected sayings, or aphorisms, of
Confucius. The Analects became the basis of Chinese social social life. The
Confucian philosophy is established on the ideas that human nature is
essentially good and that people are inclined to emulate virtuous models. Sages
and masters are models for the mass of people to follow.
It holds that humans are social animals whose interaction is shaped by "Ii" or
convention and ritual. Correct behavior is held to follow a natural pattern (Ii)
and is understood by (xin) or heart.

Chinese intellectuals in the 20th century tended to blame Confucianism
for scientific and political backwardness of China when China first met
Western military technology. An Anti-Confucian theme was prevalent during
the Cultural Revolution as well. (Chad Hansen. The Electronic Encyciopedia.
"Confucianism" 1990).
Buddhism: Buddhism, founded by Siddhartha Gautama, the Buddha,
who lived from c 560 to c 480 BC, started in India and derived out of and in
reaction to Hinduism. The teachings of Buddha may be said to center on basic
doctrines of the Four Noble Truths. The first tritth is that all life suffers
(dulikha). Karma is the consequence of one's actions, and rebirth places lives
in the cycle of birth again. The Noble Eightfold Path is a set of guidelines by
which one might achieve cessation of suffering. The path includes ethical
practices, disciplined training in meditation, and the development of
enlightened wisdom. As early as the First century AD Central Asian Buddhist
monks penetrated into China. While China exerted change and influence on
Buddhism, the reverse is also true. Buddhists' views influenced the court as
well as philosophical and literary circles of China. Early Chinese translations
of Buddhist texts reflect an influence of Taoism.

Buddhist monks are by tradition celibate and often live in monasteries
which many entered as young children. Their days include ritual, devotions,
meditation, study, teaching and preaching. The entrance of the western
ideology of Marxism into China became a challenge to Buddhism and other
religions. But since the opening up of tolerance to religious worship,
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Buddhism too is experiencing a resurgence of popularity in China. (Joseph M.
Kitsgawa and John S. Strong. The Electronic Encyclopedia, "Buildhism" 1990).
Lama Temple: This temple dates back to 1694 and was once a ralace used by
the son and successor of the Kangxi Emperor. It became a temple after he
succeeded his father in 1723. ft survived the Cultural Revolution due to the
efforts of Thou Enlai. The temple still hoases a small group of Lamaist monks,
Entry is made through the south gate. The main hall of the temple. Yonghe
Gong Dian, contains the Buedha of the Present in the center, the Buddha of the
Past to the west, and the Buddha of the future to the east (Kuan 135).
Huating Si Temple: This temple in near the Western Bills in Kunming dates
back to the Sons era and contains three huge gilded Buddha statues. More
impressive arc the five hundred Luohan figures which decorate the
surrounding walls (Kuan 370). Our guides told us of a tradition of counting
steps into the temple, starting off with the right foot, to total one's age. The
figure one ends in front of is the particular Buddha one is protected by.
Dayan Ta, The Large Wild-Goose Pagoda : Located in the southern district
of the city of Xian, it was built in 648 by Emperor Gaozong to protect 657
volumes of Buddhist writings brought back from a pilgrimage to India. Today
the pagoda is seven stories high (Kuan 378).
Yufo Si, Jade Buddha Monastery: Dating back to 1918, this monastery in
Shanghai is still inhabited by monks. The temple holds two famous statues of
the Buddha, :*oth carved from white jade. One of the statues shows the Buddha
sitting .among writings, and the other shows the Buddha reclining (Kuan
210).(this footage was shot at the Jade Buddha monastery,rooftops -
decorations, lighting incense as part of the ritual of worship.)
Catholic Church: Since the more tolerant attitude toward religion was

adopted in 1979, worship has increased in faiths of many denominations in
China, including Catholicism. The Jesuit protest Matte° Ricci came to China in
the late Wing dynasty, in the 17th century, and thus began the influx of
western religious ideas which was to grow over the coming centuries.

In the 19th century, with the op_ning of Treaty Ports, the presence of
western religions became more pronounced. Accounts of Chinese violence
against missionaries are recorded from this time. Numbers of missions and
mission schools or orphanages were built. Missions also funded and built
hospitals (Spence 71, 132, 204-5).

Since the opening up of tolerance toward the practice of religion in the
late 70's, Christian churches in China have gained members too. On this
Sunday morning a Catholic church in Beijing was filled with worshippers.
Listening carefully to a familiar melody one discerns the Chinese language in
which the hymn is sung. Some critics think that the church has drawn
members only because the Chinese see it as a move toward Westernization and
modernization. Whatever the cause, it offers people a place to gather and
share in fellowship as exemplified here. Immediately in front of this church a
small shop offers religious objects for sale.

KUNMING
Located in southwestern China, Kunming is the capital city of the

Yunnan province. Lush vegetq don and mild climate have earned it the
nickname "city of eternal sprint" (Kuan 368). It is an important
transportation and industrial cen.er, containing iron and steel mills. The city's
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modern development began with the completion of a railroad to Indochina in
1910. It lies at the eastern terminus uf the Burma road. It has long been
important as an intersection of trade routes to Burma. Indochina and southern
Chinese provinces. During the Japanese invasion of coastal cities in WWII
many universities were evacuated to Kumning. The city population swelled by
60.00 in the years 1937 and 38 and it became a "vital intellectual center"
(Spencl 457).

A variety of nationalities are represented on the streets of Kunming,
including the Bai, Miao, Yi, Sunyi, and Hui people. Ethnic costumes are bright
and easily visible on the streets. The Yunnan province is the home of the
largest number of minority groups in China. (James Chan. The Electronic
Encyclopedia, "China - Histoty" 1990). One of the first things we noticed while
walking down the streets of Kunming was that people were much more varied
in appearance, not only in dresa, but in facial features and coloring as well.
And we noted that we created much more of a stir than in Beijing, fetching
curious stares as we walked.

erhu player - this instrument is a regional specialty and is used in folk music
from the Yunnan province.
bikes, but also the human body are used to transport huge loads

A popular attraction in Kunming is the blind masseurs who set up shop
each evening on the street. These are skilled therapists, who offer a
stimulating massage for the equivalent of two American dollars. Its truly a
pleasant way to relieve the stress of travel. As often happened in Kunming, we
gathered a crowd of curious on-lookers.

These pedicab drivers gathered to observe the amusing scene, but also in hope
of gaining a fare for the evening. The pedicab drivers hire out at an hourly
wage and are the modern version of rickshaw men. Some of our group felt
uncoirfortable about riding in a cab driven by human muscle power. Our
guide talked with the drivers who assured him that they did not begrudge the
work and needed the money it provided.

As in so much of China, just strolling down the street provides delights and
amusements for the eyes and cars. Listen and look.

The city of Kunming is built on the shores of Lake Dianchi. On the
western shore stand the lovely Western Mountains, called Shuifoshan, or
sleeping Buddha. After a steep climb up the mountainside one discovers a
Taoist temple, Sanqing Ge Temple, antl a cave shrine, both commanding a
majestic view of the lake below (Kum. 368). We saw the Chinese equivalent
of girl scouts making the trek up the mountain, singing a familiar tune.
Shilin, the Stone Forest:( These impressive rock monoliths are the result
of layers of limestone which accumulated at the sea-bottom when the area was
covered by ocean. Land movements caused cracks and rainfall furthered thc
sculpting of the rocks so that today they take on a variety of shapes. A
labyrinthine trail leads though only a small portion of the entire forest (Kuan
371).

Nearby, women of the Sunyi nationality sell their wares, a v ariety of
colorful zmbroidered items and traditional costume pieces. The headdress of
the Suny; women is distinctive and colorful. ( water buffalo, Sunyi women
bargaining, sewing, babies on back)
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Driving outside the city of Kunming, one is able to observe first hand the
agrarian nature of life in Chk. ( heading water buffalo down Ole
road,hillside terracing, rice crops, man chasing water buffalo)

Traveling out of Kunming twelve hours by bus up the Burma Road, we
came to the ancient city of Da li in the autonotnaus Bai district. A mad was built
over the mountains to Lashio in Burma, and Kunming was the Chinese
terminus. The road wu built to enable allies to continue importing military
supplies once the Japanese had pressured the French to quit using the rail
lines from Hanoi (Spence 457-58). The Burma Road became China's only line to
supplies and gasoline to keep the KMT troops fighting. It ran a total of 600
miles in China and 115 in Burma. In the Search for Modern Chira, Jonathan
Spence recounts the story of "hundreds of thousands of Chinese laborers -
men, women and children - working by hand in the mountains and gorges,
hauling rock and earth in baskets, blasting stubborn boulders with bamboo
tubes full of gunpowder" (Spence 458). Thousands died of malnutrition and
malaria. The Burma Road was opened on December 2, 1938 (Spence 458).
Driving up the road today, even in a modern, air-conditioned vehicle, one
gains an TAderstanding of the difficulties that went into making this winding,
steep aty-'4 narrow road.

Villages border the road at intervals, and a stop in any one of the villages
gives an insight to daily life among the tural people in China. We traveled
down the s net of one village, through the open market area. An elementary
level media specialist brought along an item guaranteed to delight - a Polaroid
cam zra.
Da li: The city of Da li has a history that is more than 1,200 years old. The area

is refertrd to as the Switzerland of China and also as the city of marble because
of the high quality marble quarried in the region.
Erhai Lake: is one of the scenic spots of Da li. It sets at an elevation of 1,980
meters and is 41 kilometers from north to south. As we boarded a touring boat
in tbc early morning, we had a fine opportunity to watch another aspect of
Chintz:. life - the transporting of produce.
Traveling by boat we had an excellent opportunity to observe daily life:
morning bathers, fishermen, rock quarrying and a variety of boats ,men
conversing on the shore.Our journey included three stops, two at temples, one
of which was built on an a small island. In the distance, on the hillside, one
can observe hillside graves and the village below.

Da li is the regional home of the Bai nationality, and their women have
distinctive handicrafts which includes beautiful batik and embroidered cloth
and silver jewelry. Here a woman approaches one of our group, and a native
man looks on in wonder, perhaps amazed by the money spent on such a
frivolous item.Women gather together to do routine chores of washing the
clothes in a stream.

We were amazed at the lush greenery of the area, and also at the labor
intensive nature of farming in the area. The Three-Pagodas temple is one of
the interesting sights in the area. Restoration in 1978 revealed many items
from the Tang and Song dynasties(Kuan 373).Someone once said utat boys will
be boys and kids are kids everywhere. This scene supports those ideas.
Traditionally regarded as 6 part of the extended family, grandparents usually
lived in the same home as their children and grandchildren. This man
displays obvious care and affection for his little granddaughter. As the one



child policy takes effect, some concern is expressed about how the elderly will
be cared for in a society that has always provided social security for old apt via
the family.
The streets of Da li - (two old friends in Mao suits- hanging electrical line) We
met an old woman at this Catholic church who seemed to be saying that she
was the only catholic left in the community after the priest had died earlier in
the year. (farm arra - grain is spread to dry beneath the sun -an elaborate
irrigation system is set up to divest water to the fields where it is needed)

Back in the city of Kunming, an evening stroll into the park provided
plenty of good sight seeing. An old man seeks charity. Beggars were not a
common sight on our travels. Street musicians and locals gather to perflnn
and enjoy folk music and dance. . . to talk, . . to play cards . . or to run
around.

XIAN

Located in central China. Xian is the capital of the Shaanxi province and
is located on the Wei, a tributary of the Hwang Ho. 3,000 year old Xian was thc
capital of 11 dynasties for a total of 1080 years. It had a million residents by the
Tang dynasty. The streets of the city are still laid out in the chessboard design
of this era. Even today the inner city of Xian is surrounded by a wall, built in
the 14th to 16th centuries. The original wall had 13 gates. After 1911 Xian
remained fairly isolated until the rail line to Zhengdou was built in 1930. Now
the center of northwest China's textile industry, other major industries are
machines and electrical equipment (Kuan 376).

Formerly known ar Ch'ang-an, Eternal Peace, Xian was once the capital
of all China. Ch'ang-an was the beginning and end of the SU Road, the famous
trade route by which merchants, missionaries and traders from Central Asia
and Europe came to Xian. To the east of the city is Banpo, a village museum and
archaeological dig holding artifacts from the matriarchal society dating about
6,000 BC

Lying near the northern provinces, Xian has a large Moslem
population. This is a night market area where Moslem foods are sold. The
daylight scene shows the streets near the Moslem quarter of the city.
Terra-cotta Warriors: Nearby are the archaeological digs of the terra-cotta
warriors, discovered in 1974 . More than 7,000 life-size statues were set in
underground shelters east of the mausoleum of Qin Shi Huang Ti. They were
supposed to make him invincible even in the next world. Filming inside the
actual digs is not allowed, but these shots taken from the museum and from a
book sold in the museum shops at the site.give some indication of the size and
quality of the individual clay soldiers.

Emperor Shih Huang Ti is the name given by the first emperor of
China to himself. Shih means first, while Huang and Ti were customarily titles
given to mythical or semi-mythical rulers of China. His dynasty, the Qin,
which followed the Chou. His real name was Cheng, and he was assisted by a
powerful chief minister Li Ssu. During his reign they outlined an
organization by which, with many alterations, the Middle Kingdom was
governed until 1911.

Power was gained by these men by killing off the old nobility.
abolishing the principalities, and establishing an elaborate bureaucracy. The



empire was organized into 36 dim, or provinces, and each of these was
divided into a prefecture, or lisle, placed under the control of an official. Shih
Huang Ti collected anus of all those not in his own forces and melted them
down. He had the wealthy and powerful citizens move to the captal in Ch'ang-
an where they could be kept under surveillance and lend dignity to the city.
He constructed a vast palace with the labor of thousands of men made
eunuches by the state. He attempted to establish uniform weights and
measures, and developed irrigation and mad systems. He unified all of China
and spread the boundaries into non-Chinese territories. A legalist, believing
in severe laws, absolute autocracy, and encouragement of agriculture, he
burned the books of any who opposed hint and any literature of non-Legalist
scholars. Copies of prohibited books were to be preserved in an imperial
library but could only be consulted by official consent. Perhaps the most
lasting monuments of his reign are the Great Wall and the burial site of the
terra-cotta warriors. Shih Huang Ti died in 210 BC while on a journey. He sent
a letter to his exiled oldest son saying he should claim the realm for himself.
But his second son, along with a counselor, substituted a letter saying the son
should commit suicide. He did, and Hu Hai ascended to the throne, destined to
be an ineffective leader.

Shih Huang Ti's clay army was buried in the huge underground burial
site not rediscovered until the 1970's. Legend told of it being of mountainous
size, containing a reproduction of the heavens and a map of the empire.
holding riches that were guarded by machines which could discharge arrows
on any intruder. It was said that workmen who had completed the final stages
were sealed in alive so they would not divulge the secrets of the tombs. 700,000
artisans and workers laboured on the project of creating a life-size army of
clay warriors to be buried with the emperor, but they were unable to complete
it before his early death. His mausoleum has not been excavated (Latourette 66-
73).While drilling a well east of the burial mound in 1974, farmers came upon
the underground complex. Three rows of 70 warriors each form the vanguard,
followed by six war chariots. Each warrior is individual in appearance. The
figures are hollow except for feet and legs. These figures provide information
about this emperor's military victories. The innovation of a strong calvary and
high level weaponry such as crossbows with sights and long swords are among
his winning tactics (Kuan 382-3).
Lishan Mountain and Huaqing Chi Hot Springs. This area became the
winter residence of the Zhou dynasty Emperor over 3,000 years ago. Huaqing
Chi is also the site of the Xian incident. Chiang Kai-shek came here in 1936
with plans to continue destroying the communists. His general, Young
Marshall Mang Xueliang, tried to convince him to end the civil war and make
an alliance with the communists. The general's troops arrived on December
12, 1936, and Chiang fled to the mountains, in bedclothes and minus false teeth.
Spence tells it as "They killed most of Chiang's bodyguards and finally captured
the shivering, injured generalissimo, who had escaped in his nightclothes,
.1caled a backwall of his compound, and hidden in a cave on the mountainside
before being seized by Zhang's men" (Spence 422). The incident created a
tremendous uproar among Chiang's troops and within the communist camp. At
that time the communists worked under the direction of the Comintern, an
organization dedicated to spreading socialist principles and led by the leader
in the USSR, Stalin. Fearing further civil war in China, Stalin ordered Mao and



the other communist leaders to work for the release of Chiang Kai-shek.
Chiang was released finally on the agreement to modify his policies and to
form the Ut .ed Fmnt with the CCP (1Cuan 381-2).

We are seeing the quarters used by Chiang Kai-shek, including a dining
room and bedroom. This is a pavilion built to commemorate the Xian Incident.
This area shows the rock cleft where Chiang climbed to hide from his
pursuers.

We are at the Large Wild Goose Pagoda in Xian. The walk up to the *.op of
the pagoda provides many chances to catch a panoramic view of the city and
countryside below.
Eight Route Army Museum: In 1937, after a Japanese attack on Shanghai
and after the formation of the United Front between the Nationalist led by
Chiang Kai-shek and the Communists led by Mao Zedong, the Red Army,
stationed north of Man in the area called Yenan, became known as the Eight
Route Army. While under KMT control, before the formation of the United
Front, Man was under martial law, and to one was to enter the city to leave for
the communist area of Yenan. After the agreement to form the United Front,
the Kmr had to provide a governmental office in the city for the communists, a
place through which they could transfer military supplies and process
information.

Through the doors of the Eight Route Army Compound streamed
thousands of Chinese, especially young students, eager to join the ranks in
Yenan. Also through these doors came many important military leaders, as
well as influential Westerners. Among those who visited were Edgar Snow,
Norman Bethune, Agnes Smedley, Ma Haide, and Nym Wales. Today this
compound has been made a museum. (office -day to day affairs processed here.
Ed Snow. reported news of Yenan to the outside world from this room, Zhou
Enlai's room, Agnes Smedley, Nonnan Bethune, Ma Haide,Edgar Snow,Nym
Wales (Helen Foster Snow),recreation room, communist founders - Marx,
Engles, Lenin, Stalin,Helen Snow room - photos from Yenan area.)

SHANGHAI

Shanghai means "up from the sea. It is China's largest urban center
with a population of close to 11 million. "Shanghai is not only China's main
port but also the nation's major industrial centre . . ." (All China. Passport
Books. Hong Kong, 1986 62). It lies south of the mouth of the Yangtze River,
known as the Cbangjiang or long river today, on the East China coast and is
one of the world's great ports. Lying at the confluence of the Huang-P'u and
Wusung rivers, the port suffers from heavy silting and must be drained
constantly. The Yangtze connects Shanghai to the large areas of China's
interior. More than 100 major industrial enterprises operate from Shanghai.
The city is also one of China's leading printing and publishing centers (Chan,
Shanghai). The first trade unions in China were formed in Shanghai, as was
the communist party.

The Changjiang (Yangtze) overflows its banks and floods surrounding
areas. During our trip in the summer of 1991, a terrible flood had ravaged the
area outside Shanghai. Indeed, as we flew over the flood region and looked at
the water below, it seemed that the land was engulfed and returning to of-can.
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Yet it is this same river which has served as a life source to millions, and
which has enabled transportation into the interior of China.

The most rapid growth in the city took place after the Opium Wars in
1839-42. As a result of the Treaty of Nanking, Shanghai became one of the
ports open to foreign trade. International concessions were granted within
the city limits, and western architecture stands today as a reminder of those
earlier days. By the turn of the 20th century Shanghai had surpassed Canton
as China's leading port of domestic and international trade. Foreigners lived in
areas called concessions and e4joyed many privileges, including immunity
from Chinese law. The area formerly known as the International settlement,
today called the Bund, remains Western in appearance, with broad avenues
and European style architecture. At one time the city held a foreign
population of 60,000 (Kuan 205-7). Today the city continues to grow and
remains an important center of commerce. The Yangtze River joins the
Huangpu Jiang River and as one approaches the water boundary the water
turns color almost imperceptibly. (boat in dry dock, approaching the Bund)

Back on dry land, we saw an arm banded representative of the people
directing traffic and giving a biker who apparently transgressed a traffic law
what for.
Yu Yuan Gardens: These lovely gardens were designed as a private garden
and built from 1559-1577. Though it sets on only two hectares, the landscape
arrangements convey a sense of spaciousness. The garden has an inner and
outer section, which includes lakes, halls and pavilions (Kuan 211). (fish
ponds,dragon head motif, windows of surrounding neighborhood homes, little
kids playing.)
Old Town Shanghai: Situated in the southeast part of the city, this is a
formerly neglected neighborhood where foreigners dared not set foot. The
many alleys are packed with people and noises, and a most interesting display
of sights (Kuan 210). We spent a few wonderful hours wandering these back
streets and alleys and gained a few some insights about everyday life of the
Shanghainese. (making dumplings, jisozi, laundry airing from windows
overhead, view down an alley, someone getting a haircut in the alley, barrels
on bikes, watermelon cart, water hydrant and worker(lhr02:43) barbershop
sign, woman cleaning a pot -noodle makers- meat shop window, open air food
market - snakes, crabs, eels, vegetables . . . man stripping eels, baby
receiving a bath)

HONG KONG
Hong Kong has ben a British colony since the 1800's but in 1997 will

return to Chinese control. A 1984 negotiation betwevn China and Great Britain
issued a joint declaration that makes the entire colony a special administrative
zone of China after 1997. The Chinese goverment agreed I-1 preserve the
currency and legal system and the property, witting and travel rights of
residents for 50 years after 1997.

Located south of Canton, China, on tl'e estuary 4* the Pearl River. is
composed of Hong Kong Island, Kowloo , and the New Territories. Victoria is
the mile long strait separating Hong Kong Island from Kowloon. The name
Hong Kong means fragrant harbor or incc.71r harbor in C...antones.? and comes
form the 19th century when Hong Kong wl.:; iSe center ot incenst trade.
Inhabited by only a few fishermen when Brii;st forces ocr;upied it during the



Taiwan The Republic of China
The government of the modem day Republic of China came to power of

the is d of Taiwan after they fled from mainland China in 1949. The
popula is nearly 20 million, most of whom live in cities.

first settlers of Taiwan were probably aborigines. The Dutch
invaded Taiwan in 1624 and were driven out in 1661. The island had gained
about 30,000 Chinese settlers by 1624. Taiwan was made a province of China in
1886. It was given to Japan at the end of the Chinese war with Japan in 1895
and was only given back to China in 1945 after the Japanese surrendered at
the close of WWII (Intro ROC 2-4).

The city of Taipei, located on the northern end of the mountainous
island, is the capital. Taiwanese speak Mandarin Chinese, but a local dialect is
also heard. Traditional, complex characters are still used on Taiwan as opposed
to the simplified characters used on the mainland after the communist
liberation (Intro ROC 9-10).

The government of the Republic of China was actually formed on
mainland China. Chiang Kai-shek was the leader on the Nationalist party, the
KMT, in mainland China, and he became the president on the island of Taiwan.
Until recently no new memberr could be voted into the national assembly
because delegates had to go back to the mainland to cast their votes. The
current presiden! is Lee Teng-hui ( Intro ROC 21). The KMT claim themselves
as the rightful inheritors of the Three Principles of Sun Yat-sen: the principle
of Nationalism, the principle of Democracy, and the ptinciple of Social well-
being. Sun Yat-sen's thinking led to the overthrow of the Qing dynasty and
the establishment of the Republic on Janualy 1, 1912 (Intro ROC 25-29). An
argument continues on betwee the government of the People's Republic of
China on the mainland and the Republic of China on the island of Taiwan as to
which is the legitimate government of all China.
Education: Education is mandatory from the ages of six to twelve years of age.
Officials claim that nearly 100% of all school age children are in attendance.
Schools are extremely large in comparison to American schools. One Taipei
city elementary school serves 10,000 children. Class sizes range from 40 to 60
students. The curriculum is mandated by the state, so every teacher teaches
the same subjects in the same order, as outlined in the nationally printed and
selected text book. Entrance to higher level education or to elite schools is
based on examination results (Intro to ROC 69).
( stand selling smelly bean curd near park on Yanmingshan mountain, art
classes in the park, chasing cicadas item a tree,door gods - mix of traditional
with modern, children's science museum.)

CULTURAL ARTS

Theater: Just as with the ancient Greek theater, origins of Chinese theater are
based in ritualistic dance-dramas. Even today dance and music play an
important role in, Chinese theater. The theater is intensely symbolic. Actors
wear masks or artificial makeup, and with costumes as well as with masks,
colors and appearance indicate a character's social status and qualities.
Movements and gestures carry precise meanings and are carefully
choreographed and codified. Speech is artificial and often musical. Scenery
and stage properties are minimal. Peking Opera began as early as the 1 1 th
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century but evolved in the 1 iith century and gained popular acceptance in the
mid-19th century. Stagehands traditionally dressed in black to symbolize
invisibility and shifted sets and properties. Female roles were played by males.

Music in the Peking Opera is based on fixed rhythmic patterns and two
families of melody. The dramatic presentation consists of a sequence of arias
and recitation. Recitations may be unaccompanied, nr spoken as musical
recitative. The verse is rhymed couplets. All character roles are variants of
one of four types: male (sheng), female (tan), aggressive male with painted
face (ching) and ccmic (ch'ou). (Alan Kagan. The Electronic Encyclopedia.
"Peking Opera." "Oriental Theater" 1990).

Featured here is the performance of Stealing Silver in Storage. In this
opera Bai Suzhen (the white snake) marries Xu Xian. Needing money after the
marriage, Hai Sushen sends the Blue Snake (Xiao Qing) to steal silver from the
local government storehouse. Xiao Qing fights the guards sent by the gods and
beats them, returning with the silver. The second performance is Havoc in
Heaven, a story line taken from the famous novel, Pilgrimage to the West . In
the opera the Monkey King, Sun Wukung, is called the "Great Saint, Equal to
Heaven" by the Jade Emperor in Heaven. The Monkey King is angered because
he is not invited to the Banquet of Divine Peaches held by Wang Mu, the Queen
mother of heaven. So, he steals the divine peaches and helps himself to the
divine wine and returns to the Mountain of Flowers and Fruit. The Jade
Emperor dispatches the troops of heaven to put Monkey under arrest, but he
defeats their attempts.
Music: As in the West, Chinese music has ancient roots and is diverse in form,
including folk music, reEgious music, ceremonial music and other popular
musical forms. It was believed that music was an emanation of the heart and a
reflection of the cosmos. Confucius stressed the importance of music because
of its educational and social effect and urged that students should study what is
beautiful. Music was even regarded as the basis of government, of order. A
later book, "Yue Ji" stressed that "music is composed by man, but man's
inspiration of composing music comes directly from nature."(Beijing Lectures.
1991).

Musical instruments are varied in Chinese musical tradition. In ancient
times instruments were classified according to the materials used to make
them. The eight categories include: metal, stone, silk, bamboo, gourd. clay,
leather, and wood. In the modern world Chinese instruments typically fit four
classifications of wind, string, plucked or percussion. Chinese instruments
depicted here include: drums; zither, bells; flutes, made of bamboo; hsiao,
blown on one end; ti, a flute with rice paper cover that gives buzzing quality;
sheng, a free-reed mouth organ; lutes, short necked mid fretted; pl-p'a, with a
pear shaped body; yueh-ch'in, amoon guitar, and erh-hu, a stringed
instrument. Gongs and cymbals are used in Taoist ceremonies and opera even
today and chimes are incorporated in Confucian rites. The mu-yu, a wooden
fish, is used to direct the chanting in Buddhist ceremonies. The pan,
rectangular wooden clappers, is used in the opera to direct the the music.

Chinese music is based on twelve pitches of the octave, calculated from
the cycle of fifths. A pentatonic, or five pitch scale, is typically employed in
Chinese music. Polyphony is alien to Chinese music. Traditicfnal notation
involves a separate sign for each degree of the scale (Kagan, "Chinese Music").



Each of the regional provinces in China has a folk music
tradition of its own. Music is a vital pan of the life of the people, even in the
modern everyday world. After the establishment of the Republic of China,
some music has taken a turn and employs western musical instrumen's and the
sonata form to portray Lncient Chinese legends. "Liang Shanbo and Zim
Yintai" is such a piece. In 1977 the U.S. space ship Voyager carried into the
sky a bronze disc on which the tune "Liu Shui" was recorded. ( Beijing
Lectures, 1991).

Ping-Deng Elementary School Puppet Show: Puppetry is a traditional
art on the island province of Taiwan. A famous master puppeteer, Master Lee
Tien-lu, and his disciples are the instructors at the school. Traditional
instruments are employed in the performance. The musicians st backstage
but are visible to the audience.

"Chinese hand puppetry, shadow puppetry. and marionettes are age-old
folk arts of China. In the agricultural society of the past, puppetry was an
indispensable part of religious activities and festive occasions. Puppet show
plots are mainly drawn from historical stories, folk tales, and myths. Most
puppet plays aim to teach as well as entertain" (IntroROC 99).

Martial Arts:
Rising early one morning in Kunming, we walked down to the city

square to practice tai chi. Hundreds of others had the same idea of starting the
morning with some exercise routine. This is a common sight in China, but the
variety of activities being engaged in in close proximity to one another made
this particular morning delightful viewing.
Tai Chi Ch'uan: Tai Chi Ch'uan, or t'ai chi, is an ancient art that involves
slow, graceful movement and routines incorporating hand and foot
movements. Originally employed as a self-defense technique, the movements
include hand and foot blows and blocks. Traditionally all fonns of Chinese
fighting were guarded by the family or clan which developed them since an
unknown style or technique could serve as a surprise to an opponent in time
of battle. T'ai chi chuan means 'supreme ultimate fist'. Though it has a
martial side, most often it is associated with the slow, graceful and gentle form
of exercise seen demonstrated in public squares across China. Its origins arc
thought to be as old as SAO years sad a variety of fonns have developed over
the years. The uninterrupted flow of movement from one motion to another
creates calm and restfulness to its followers. The actions are slow and circular.
Since 1949 the Chinese government has incorporated modes of t'ai chi into
school instruction.

The core of t'ai chi is the form, a series of postures with names such as
"White crane spreads its wings." Like ballet, the fonns are not static but in
constant flow. Forms vary in length from 18 to hundreds. Chi is said to be the
universal energy which runs through the body and the whole of nature and
every organism, a kind of vitality or life force. When the chi is balanced the
body is healthy: too little or too much chi results in imbalance.

It is sometimes hard to imagine this gentle movement as a martial art,
but the analogy of a deep pool of water which has no force until damned and
then released may work. The deeply relaxed body belies an acutely alert mind
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which is ready to strike at the right moment. Weapons arc sometimes
employed in t'ai chi.
Ba-Gua:Somewhat akin to t'ai chi are the martial arts of Pakua (Ba-gua) and
Hsing-i Chuan. Ba-gua involves leaning to walk in a circle and incorporates
the idea of eight trigrams, a series of horizontal lines. This concept of
trigrams is referred to in the I-Ching, The Book of Changes. The an was said to
have been founded by a Taoist monk. Ba-gua students do not meet force with
force but try to deflect it. The movement is described as a dancing lady but also
as a tiger. The circular walk conveys the grace of a dancing woman, however,
when he strikes, the practitioner becomes a ferocious tiger.
Hsing-i Chuan is 'body-mind boxing', based on 12 animal forms and
movements. Five basic actions of splitting, drilling, pounding, crossing and
crushing are practiced. The art aligns with ancient Chinese ideas about the
five elements: earth, fire, water, wood and metal. (Paul Crompton. The Complete
Martial Arts. 1989 117 -133).

Beijing Acrobats: Everybody loves a circus, and viewers of the Beijing
First Class Acrobatic Troop are no exception. The performers were young and
we wondered if this might be a training ground for the troops which now
travel internationally. The performances seemed to be attended by primarily
foreign, western audiences. By watching carefully, a viewer can discern that
the same son of concentration and coordination practiced in the martial arts
are evidenced in the acrobatic performances. )male gymnastic team,trapeze -
clown act,dog class, girls on trapeze and high rope, little boy balancing,men
through hoops.)

Cooking: Many Westerners think of Chinese food first when asked to think
about China at all. Indeed, good Chinese food is something worth thinking
about. Throughout China regional dishes arc prepared with flare and
excellence. Each province claims a specialty, and while some may be acquired
tastes for non-native eaters, one can anticipate dining well throughout China.

Beijing cooking features wok fried foods. Vegetables arc purchased
fresh daily and are quickly stir fried in hot oil. The extensive use of oil has
caused many health conscious diners to beware of Chinese food since the oil
used in American preparation is noted to be a leading contributor to high
cholesterol counts.

A specialty in Kunming area is Noodles over the Bridge. The stoty
recounted to us told of the innovation of the first hot lunch program in China.
In olden times, a dutiful wife prepared noodles for her husbands iunch each
day, but when the time arrived for him to eat them the noodles were cold and
hard. After a time she had the idea to send the ingredients uncooked, with a
bundle of fire wood. Her husband heated broth to boiling while he worked in
the morning and added the fresh ingredients at noon for a hot meal.

Also in Kunming stuffed dumplings are served as a regional specialty.
These dough dumplings arc stuffed with a variety of ingredients, from shrimp
to mushrboms, and served piping hot on bamboo steam trays. In the Shanghai
area dumplings are also a specialty.
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Vicki Phebus
11900 Tmut Farm Road
Sultan, WA 46294

LES104: NONEK IN CHM - ROLE IN TARNSITIM

PUFPOSE: It is important to understand the role of women in traditional
China in order to understand the social structure of the time.
it is equally essential to the understanding of the changing role of
women in China today.
By examining instructions Pan Chao wrote for her daughters,
students will see the relationship between the underlying
Confucian values and the social roles that develop.

OBJECTIVES: The student will
Han society.

The student will
The student will

role behavior
The student will

their roles.

understand the role of women in traditional

review concepts of Confucianism.
understand how traditional values influence
in modern society.
examine his/her own attitudes toward women and

TIME NEEDED: one to four class periods

STEPS:

4

1. Tell the class that they are to imagine going to a wedding shower
being given for a girl about to be married. Ask what they might
expect to happen. Elicit the notion of party games with a prize
for the winner. Say, "One such shower game is to give the bride-
to-be advice. On a piece of paper you will have ten minutes to
list as many "Do's" and "Don'ts" as you can for the bride. You
should consider such things as chores she should do, relationships
with her husband, parents-in-law, children, qualities for which
she should strive, and attitudes she should have. Se sure to
begin each with "Do" or "Don't".

2. Form in small groups of 3-5 students. Share lists and try to
come to consensus within your group. If someone feels strongly
about an item, and cannot persuade the others, this can be
presented as a minority opinion.

3. In large group again, share lists. Write ideas on board and try
to come to a class consensus. Suggest to class that they ars
truing to agree on the role of women in toddy's society.

4. Review Confucian principles with class. Possibly use the
following:

"At the heart of the teachings of Confucius is a love for ail
humanity. His ideal man was one who was courteous, loyal,
diligent, and kind. He expected his gentleean to be true to
his principles, though he conceded that no human being can be
totally faultless.

In Confucius' time, only a person who inherited a high
station In society could be considered a 'gentleman.' But
Confucius argued that gentlemen ware made, not born. Since a



gentleman's noble conduct is acquired through edicatIon and
self-cultivation, anyone can become a gentleman, regardless of the
makeup of his family tree.

Confucius endorsed tle ancient Chinese concept honor and
respect for ancestors, parents, and elders. He believed that
those who honored their own parents would honor other people's
parents and elders and that all the people, ultimately, would
honor the head of the national family - the emperor.

Confucius believed that those in authority - from the father
in a family to the ruler of the state - bore the main
responsibility for setting good examples. If a ruler depended
only on official regulations and the threat of punishment to
govern his people, Confucius advised, 'the people will try to keep
out of jail but will have no sense of honor or shame.' But if a
ruler guided his people by virtue, 'the people will have a sense
of honor and respect.'

Com cius counseled his students to seek moderation in almost
everything and to avoid extremes. But he expected them to remain
true to their own moral principles, even at the risk of their
lives.

-from Chu, Daniel, China, Hew York: Scholastic Inc., 1986.

5. Based on Confucian principles, brainstorm what you could expect a
woman's life to be like during the Han Dynasty. Develop a set of
"Do's" and "Don'ts" for her on the board.

6. introduce Pan Chao as a woman scholar of the Han Period. Pan Chao had
the unusual experience of being am educated woman during this time. As
such, her writingE have been used to illustrate how women were to
behave. Her strong Confucian background and sense of morality have
dictated her values with regards to the role of women, Distribute
background paper.

7. Small group (same as earlier). Read paper aloud and discuss a
woman's role in traditional China. Small group should decide if
each of the "Do's" and "Don'ts" on board would fit into Pan Chao's
model.

8. Large group discussion.
R. Did any of our rules not fit the traditional role?

B. Pan Chao was a woman of considerable achievement. From this
selection what can you infer about her attitude towards the
secondary role women played In Han times?

C. How was Pan Chao's attitude influenced by Confucian teachings?

D. Cite at least three practices or rules that were applied to
women in traditional China.

E. How would you expect Confucian beliefs, such as those of Pan Chao,
to hamper the liberation of women in Chino today?

9 Show slides fnom Fulbright Fellowhip trip, showing women in traditional
and non-traditional roles. Discuss improvements in women's lives in the
PRC, as well as problems still encountered in gaining equality. Discuss
the Women's Federation in Shanghai and their efforts to gain equality, as
well as their efforts to protect women. See Motes from Fuibright Trip



attached.

Alternative to slides from Fulbright trip:
Sound Filmstrip and Guide - "Women In China" $24.95, available from

OEM Publications
411 Malialleu Drive
Hudson, WI 54016

10. Distribute and discuss "Women In China and Japan," December 19004
474760 published by the Center for East Asian and Pacific Studies,
University of Illinois at Uhbanal-Champaign.

11. Small group
Compare list of "Do's and Don't" class generated with Chinese women
today.

R. Da our rules of behavior better fit today's Chinese women than
they did traditional Chinese women?

B. In what ways have Chinese women changed?

C. In what ways are Chinese women today more like traditional women
than like American women of today?

O. Why might Chinese women not have gained as much equality as
American women?

E. What can your group predict for the future of ',amen in China? Why?

12. Large group
Each group to share with class its conclusions.

EXTENSION: Before the last small group activity, students could be shown two
segments "Marrying" and "Mediating" of The Heart of the Draaon
12 part series starting 4/10/96 on P. These 60 minute segments
deal with marriage and divorce, focusing attention of women's
roles in China today.

FEMMES: Copy of Pan Chao's background paper for each student
Ono copy of Fuibright notes for teacher
Copy of Women in China article from Cgsztrtis December 1489 for each

student
Slides - women in China
Films: "Marrying" and "Mediating" from The Heart of the Dragon

series (optional)
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Paz clay

(lax am)

In the first cutlery A.D. the Nu Dynasty-cm oneatially Conteili. Lapeer 17 (140417 B.C.) lad
decreed that Coatucianisa was to he the only whoa of doe*. Be motel others ix Ids empire to accept
Conbacinine as L Vlsibi mem people dVi umbrae* the eagerlying morel ben* of this Making, their
swig belavior ins aot so rigid. For ample, Contsimists believed th at people emit aot easily thorn
end tbse widows mai not imam Yet these were cosmos poetises of the dror.

I was Imo this world that Pa Chao ves bow in 40 AM. he 11 into a fenny thee vas obaceesi
end led sone prestige. Plor father, Paths* (344 A.D.), ins a himorlan who had hem the history of the
early Han Dynasty. Pau Chao had two older bothers, Pm Me ($2-102 AM.) eal Palau (VAG LD.).
At tbis tine detighters um raised with their brothers for the drst six pun. Tim they ivere sepested rad
beta to learn the skins ths would aid them es wives. Pal Chao was leeky honest she also hrol aeons to
lute* eM edention in her boldly. Many families of the period wen repaint to son by the Eaperor.
"Fen Ez maims that the Pea Easily, desomaleats of ?mean, a top °Mal of the nate of CV; was
moved to the ma Wan Chia aml Tai, maws Shad." (1, p. 164) Fut Crao heat a Georg and
was sent by tie Emperor to some end mod the meths* rome of the Bilk Root Pan Ku 'Acme a writer
Me his Esther sad was credkel for nospletiag the history berm by his Mar.

The Fan family was very traditional ix their Confute** beliefs. They valued demon behavior Ind
fuadessatal =talky. They shoved this belief system in their writ**. Fax Piao began kis history Ii
otter to revise ad combos the work of the futon histotien OAHU Men who Mteapted to write the
complete history of Chin to his tise. However, Pea Fin @Miami, this miler work. H. nil, In tnak,
if on could have sole *elm Ciles depend on the Met of the an elessies and *At might have kta to
word with the sage (Confucius) ie his juignents of grovel mg disapproval, his genius would be thee
very close to perfectiox." (3, p. 53)

Who Fan Fin 'died, Fax Ex bkhatited the tau of finishing the history sad limited to sake it a unified
history of the &rim House of Hs. Vim he, too, disi, Iwo up to the leaned sister, Pan Chao, to
complete the svole. ilk wrote the tenth treatise, ea essay on *Areaway. However, met for the work
west to Pax Ku.

I is clear thee Feu Chao's work was appreciated by the cowt. Mamie WOZIAM wen new appointed
officials, Emperor H (83-105 LD.) stuamoati her to wet. He mopited her writing skills aM asked
her to writs a Cu (a type of rhyme-pose) to eonsommes the eVeli Wienver he 'mind a ran article ix
tribute froa barlsoisas. He also &noised her to be de governess of the wag empress and her holies-ix-
waiting. "When the Empress Downow Tug personally attended the nett, Fan Cleo also partieireed
goverment silos. Akhoegi she vss given so *Mal tile, her sox was ennoldoi SS ants and
Appointed chneellor of the state of CM, apparently as a retwol for her Me end met In tba cam?' (1,
11.57)

Inn Fax Chao wes ix her fifties, she wrote Lessoas for Von% This was specifically written for ter
owe enagoried iaeghtes to intent them la the proper bekvior for a woe woman. fler ideas have lasted
over two doused yews as the model for feminba morality.

Coafeciait valves Ante the basis for Pan Chao's essays. These values assumed that wawa were
suloorainge to aeL AS girls, a women was expected to obey km faker. Vhan she Mai* she Ism
expected to obey het Wont Man her MONA dkol, she was synod to obey her oldest sox. This was
sten as the newel order of life.

Ix Mar to prepay for ber role, at age seven she stapil home awl leaned to cook and to rpm hemp mut



silk . eus !gybed to less to le liable, gentle, asel salloostrolied. As Po Chao mote, -A aus
(who is yaw) is hosered for las strewth; the beauty of a women (who is yla) &spuds epos kr
gentleness." (60 p. 1821

Beeavse women should reeopin their hub weeksess is compels= to mei 04 they should wish the
tulity of 'milky, Pas Chao 5g it laggelse_Sma, la mind times, peopb pig a baby girl on the
grand on the dig* Ater her bietk...To ky the baby ea the wag signets thei she is Weir ad
wetk, sad that she shoedd humble hers& Won others." (1, p. 49)

Girls aseried, when they wen foetues or Meta sad mita. two families. The main purse of the marriage
was to wry on the ancestral name; thenfore, people with the same smug* mid sat merry house they
may have a cosmos aseestor.

Ones mented,it ins very imports* for the bras to pleas* Ur sew family, putieeletly her pereststs4w.
Riolk or wow, she mist sever disobey them. It yes asseled that a soz weld true his wife well fhb
waits liked bar, ova if he did not.

Amitiag to Coated's angle, eves if a basked disliked his wife, it Ins very Wink to divorce. There
were oily seven grouts cossibred autptable, nemely lisoladiesse to peesks4arlaw, bentsuss, adultery,
*buy, isewille disuse, bout* (ugging), sad that However, klittrify to Cosfecissism, &wets
WM Wag rased derisg this time fw other rums.

Paz Chao admonished her davglittzs that mamas skald be devoted to their kesbasis and dwelt aver
resuffy. Aga* social realises of the day snowed tementege. Alkovvh kw essay was admired est
respected, k did sot tamediately cheap these puttees. h feet, it amen that Ms essay to her daveleers
yes taints directly titer a &agnates wth her huskies sister, ad the implituilos is that the discussion
was mute( remerriegt.

Addhosal guiblises Paz Chao wax. for her dambers Whim:

Let a Amass modestly yield to others.
Let her p* others Mt, herself lut.
Let her even Wye whiz other speak or do evil to her.
Always let her stem to triable am to feer.
Let a vomits retire late to bed, bet rise slyly to bites.
Let her sot West to perform &nestle bates, whether etty or herd.
Let a woman be correct tit, UMW ad upright la elengter is otter
to serve Mr bashal.

Let her love Tot gossip aid silly laughter.
A imam should using her bekvior.
A wows skald choose her worts with care to moil velger lump.
A wows should spuk at appropriate times, sot to weer others (with

much cosversation).
A wows shoebl keep the person free from disereeefel

"Pas Chao is sometimes called the most &mob wows scholar is China." (7, 2. 83) Akhough she was a

wolf *bouts for tratitiosal Cosfecian values, she still eseoweged womes to restive the SAM kind of

educates tku she bid hen given. The rubs for behavior that she set doles for young women has served as

gideltee for newly two thousuid yews of Chian* history.



NOTES FROM FULBRIGHT 1RIP
SUMMER 1991

WOMEN IN CHINA

We then went to the Women's Federation of ShnghaL This was an interesting group. ':1'hey seem
to represent women's issues in a varimy of ways. They me an advocacy group, counseling,
educational, and professional pimp. They work with wmnen' s rights sad pnxnme the "idea:
mother" image. They are a branch of the government, so it does represent party line...but they
also mem to push for the full equality their constitution guaramees.

Women's equality has seemed to be more philosophy than actual fact. Women are treated fairly
well in socialin countries. But China, like the Soviet Union, has failed to gram full equality to
women. Women do lux make up a large percenage of the student body is colleges, excel* in sach
fields as teaching or medicine. They ate mourned to many. Single women are not looked upon
favorably. Women's housing depends, in part upon marriage as homes are not allocated to single
women. If a woman is in a higher work unit than her husband, however, the better housing is
usually granted, wording to Mr. Li, our Chinese guide. Scvnaimes, too, the couple is allocated
housing for both wcat units. Some women are returning to traditicmal roles in the homes,
particularly in some mai areas. This is because they areno lomer mated in the workforce. and
men are preferred as workers in these mem.

1 ')'1



WOMEN IN CHINA

From:
"Women in China and Japan"

December INS *dots
Published by the Center for East Asian and Pacific Studies

University of Illinois at OrbarmrChampaign

%mei la Oda have Wel less Ise ass est Japanese soutepasiso despite the Ike the evelityof
women In hen a gal of the Patty sbee the 1920s. This is be in part to the bet dot ms believe& dot if
everyone W411% made vial tad thus woman Wel givin tie oppetimay to bonne put dam ptotmttve lam tone,
Joviality would in time &mem'. The COSSAVMStS wen eko rehutent to push for wommis egmlity I if
conilimet with other needs of the Piety. h the 1940s vim the Commemists wee building mum in the
colony*, smog for womegs egualgy mos lintel so es not to sagegoain the lomat population. At the end of
the G. Leap Forward, which hal result:et in rem vadwomplayment, watt were pushed ha* imo womets
work. This has also been Wm being the period titer the Cakmal Renbgion.

The agrint Revolution dirl, however, open up oppottonkies forwomen. The nsiaption of tie Cultwal
Revolution sun that given the rigk sodelbt perspeetive, *Terme ono *yule of doing everything. rowing this
tine, women hat freedom they hal arm hal befme. The redireetba of sollety dter the Cultwal Revolution has
modified or mimed that (melon in some bonen with the conntrence of wows thesselms. Chinn women
have aeceptei a tefinition of feateity lase.. on hamificatiem of the body, which Amain* femiaigs rejemetsome
time ago.

The economic awl social reagenization of the omens* lms plant women hook into a more tradaal
situation. The family is again the Inds unit of soelety antmosey especially in the coutsouside which still
contains 70% of Chinis population, me win being naked, os the buil of that usetubms to the family.
Voiles on not given the oluntional oppognities offered to maks. (70% of the illiterate or bluely Iterate we
women; less than 40% of middle school populatimi an female MI kW diss 25% of college stulests, which g best
comprises 1% of the total population, en female.) Oboe women nary om, it is mote *41011011i0 to take advantage
of their labor for as long m possible before they leave eal to save the expense of the cost of their etucation.

The motels of womenhool Whkak Uve ratillatly apparel in the press In of two kiads - tireless workers,
famous people, or heroines who me cited for their leek with no reference to gender, or lomd wives eget for their
female role. Approved feminine vines we the trainload ones - beieg a good daughter-in-1m wife, ant mother -
wild involves selkearifies, subsenienee, ant het work. Bowwomen en to reconcile these two tolls IS not yet
being discussed. Volum still have the double buten of work and housework, ant housework takes an enormous
amount of time.

Also, women still hive the trailitioml responsibility for providinga son to any on the family UM. This
expectation has combined with the government's campaign (bepot in 1972) to limit population growth to Moreau
the physical violence directed toward feasilm. An tureen in femele bleak* keno appwent in the early 1980s
as tit Insidents of wife-Uteri:rig of women by their husbands anti mothws-da-kw who had given bath to daughters.
The central goverment has met to mina these situations by labeling thin as mimes ant prosecuting tioltors,
but it lin been Wink to get local authores to investigate anaplaims because of their disinclination to intrude
into "family setters." It is also Wink for arco-..sia to withdraw from these relationships. Divoree is considered
sheaeful abt &meet women *re eonsitent Wens aM pemiscuons. Then are also strong naval presswes to
avoid conflict and solve problems through nedietion, aM against Okla, problems into cowt. nether, there is the
problem et Bating how* if a woman is divoreet. Housing is in extremely shod supply ant in genentl women
suffer from &elimination in homing assignments; men be* given priority.
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'China Kaleidoscope'
Grades 3-5

THE PROJECT:
Students first formal exposure to the Peoples' Republic of

China, and the Republic of China are necessary components of
curriculum study within our global community. Within these
study units, our primary and intermediate students are able
to compare similarities and differences between these East
Asian countries and that of their own.

By means of an integrated curriculum, students soon
discover that the Chinese people are as unique and as
special as they are. These units of study will also serve
as a prototype for the study of other countries and
communities.

This project is comprised of seven units, focusing on
China's geographical location, the family, education,
currency, festivals, historical areas, and a summary.
Each contain goals objectives, procedure, vocabulary, and
materials. The suggested activities throughout these units
are launching points from which to begin, a pnd are meant to
stir a teacher's imagination. This will enhance a greater
degree of creativity to both students and teacher.

THE STAFF: These units are designed to be taught by an
individual classroom teacher. Team teaching with other grade
level personnel is highly recommended, as well aE input from
outside resource people. Units can successfully take place
within the regular classroom.

MATERIALS: Materials on China can be obtained through
literature, films slides, videos, local travel agencies, and
items found in the home. Institutes of higher education can
provide hands on materials for students use, and the local
library can be a valuable source of information. Continued
additions to an ARTIFAX BOX is essential!

I 3 0
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Unit *1 - INTRODUCTION TO: A Journey Through China

A. Goals

Students will be introduced to the Asian Continent,
The PeoDles' Republic of China, (Mainland) the
Republic of China, (Taiwan Island), and discover
means by which people of the world can be
linked together.

B. Cbjectivess

1. Students will identify the Asian Continent,
and the geographic location of the 2 Chinas.

2. Students will name the 2 Chinas° Capital
cities, population, size, and language.

3. Students will identify Passports and Visas.

C. Procedures

la. Read aloud story 'ASIA' to the class.
b. Ask the students to locate the Asian Continent

on globe and wall map, outlining the Peoples'
Republic of China (mainland).

c. Ask students what they already know about
China, and if they realize that there are 2
Chinas.

d. Locate the Republic of China (Taiwan Island)
on the globe and wall map. Indicate that it is
an Island off the coast of mainland Asia, in
the Pacific Ocean.

2a. Write the following information on chart and
refer to it until completion of Unit.

PEOPLES' REPUBLIC OF CHINA - Mainland
Capital: Beijing
Old Names Peking
Populations Over 1 Billion
Size: 3rd largest country in the world next

to Russia and Canada. ;Biigiftly larger
than the U.S.A.)

Major Language: Mandarin

REPUBLIC OF CHINA - Taiwan
Capital: Taipei
Old Name: Formosa
Populationi About 20 million
Size: Over 2 times larger than Conecticut

or about as large as Ct. and Ma.
together.

Major Language: Mandarin

b. Discuss names of capital cities, population,

131
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size, and language of the P.R.C. & R.O.C.
c. Distribute student Handout #1 & #2. (Maps)
d . Divide class into work groups of 4 students

to discuss and complete info sheets together.
e. Read aloud each statement, while circulating

around groups that may need assistance.

3a. Display an authentic Passport, or replica.
b. Discuss the necessity of traveling with a
000assport as it is a travel document that
provides proof of citizenship, and enables
travel to places of the world.

c. Discuss the necessity of traveling with a
Visaw,which grants permission from a foreign
country for a person to visit there.

d . Make individual Passports.(Student Handout #3)
Assist students with name address, date, and
place of birth.

D. Materials:

Globe, wall map, information charts, magic
markers, pencils, scissors, paste, crayons,
(Student Handouts #1, #2, #3)

E. Vocabulary: Asia, China, Republic, Beijing, Taiwan,
Continent, Citizen, Passport, Visa.

Extended Activities:

a. Make Flags of The Peoples' Republic of China, a
and the Republic of China.

b. List 11 countries that boarder mainland China.
Use map of the P.R.C.
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Afghanistan

Pakistan

India

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

IvIongo lia
e-r Great Wall

4.0

Peoples Republic of China
(Mainland China)

4

of *

Beijing

Vietnam

CHINA

1. Trc t d.ithed lines around the P-:eopl ec` Republ ic
rhina

1,.t
4. Tr.ace e oat:Jled 1 ine. a-ound the Republic of China in

oran9e.

3. Cclor
in

les/ Pepublic of China (Mainland China)

4. Co; c_!-, Republ ic of China (Taiwan Isl and) purple.
3. Color the

6. Write the

bay,9 ocean , and seas l ight bl ue.

name of the capital city of the PeoPle-5'

7. Write the name of the capital city of t e Republic of
China.
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1. Locate and
and color

l abel the Republ ic of China; Taiwan Isl and,
it purple.

2. Locate and label the Capital city of Taiwan.
3. Trace and outl ined area of the Peoples' Republ ic of

China and color it green.
4. Locate and label the Pacific Ocean.
5. Locate and label the South China Sea.
6. Locate and label the East China Sea
7. Circle the Taiwan Strait
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UNIT 11 - THE CHINESE FAMILY I
A. Goal:

Students will be ahle to develop an understanding
of the Chinese and American family roll in our 1.
global society.

B. Objectives:

I. Students will discuss similarities and
differences in lifestyle of the Chinese
and American families.

2. Students will name work related Jobs of the
Chinese and American people.

3. Students will compare members of a Chinese
family with their own.

C. Procedure:

la. Read aloud story, 'A Family in China'.
Identify members of this Chinese family,
including the extended family.

c. Discuss similarities and differences of home
building materials in China and the United
States, including style and household goods.

d. Discuss similaritLes and differences in
customs between China and the United States.

e . Discuss similarities and differences in
transportation, including auto, bicycles,
trains,and planes. "Why do you think most
people in China own bicycles instead of cars?"

f. Describe the Chinese calendar as thousands
of years older than the one we use here in
the United States, with each name for an
animal.

g . Display the following Chinese Calendar of
Animals on prepared chart:

honkey (mischievous) 1980
rooster (aggressive) 1981
dog (worried) 1982
Pig (gallant) 1983
rat (nervous) 1984
ox (patient) 1985
tiger (rebellious) 1986
rabbit (happy) 1987 .

dragon (lucky) 1988
snake (wise) 1989
horse (popular) 1990
ram (charming) 1991

g . Inform students that this is the year of the

13S
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the Ram.
h. Ask: What was the animal for the year you were

born? Does the animal of your birth year fit
your personality? Why or why not?

i. Distribute Student Handouts. (Chinese
Calendar), and assemble as directed.

2a. Brainstorm and make list of known careers
and jobs, listing them on chalkbdoard.

b. Stimulate brainstorming by naming work
related jobs of their parents and relatives.

C. Write additional careers if necessary:

Accounting Architect Child Care
Dietician Medicine Oceanography
Broadcasting Sports Cosmetology
Photography Travel/Tourism Engineer
Veterinarian Nursing Jour-lal ism
Hotel Management Farmer Scientist
Law Enforcement/Police Cook

d. Upon completion of a sufficient list, place
a star beside those same jobs that are
performed by the Chinese people. (Students will
soon observe that most, if not all, of these
Jobs are also performed by the Chinese people.)

3a. Request students to bring in a family photo-
graph from home.

b. Seated in a circle, have each student identify
the members of their family in the photo,
giving name and relationship.

c. Distribute Student Handout (My Family Tree).
d. Ask students to add their family names onto

their Family Tree beginning with "Me".
e. Students may take this Handout home for family

assistance and completion.

D. Materials:

-Book, ' A FAMILY IN CHINA', Student Handouts:
Chinese Calendarand My Family Tree, red and
white construction paper, scissors, paste,

i4S8?2 tAPWS7sItGgREder4 gglif9i19Rbt40049
chalk, and chalkboard.

E. Vocabulary:

relatives, family, transportation, career,
modern, photograph, calendar, bicycle.

ST ILYRY
1 3



CHINESE CALENDAR

1. Ditto on red construction paper.
2. Cut out animals, paste in place by matching to name.3. Cut out pointer and fasten with a brass fastener.
4. Cut out story and paste under calendar.

Teacher Created Materials 1962 12

4011 ;Irr
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CHINESE CALENDAR

RUN DITTO ON WHITE CONSTRUCTION PAPER

CHINESE YEARS ARE DIFFERENT

The Chinese people celebrate each new year by naming
that year after an animal. Twelve different animals, some
real and some not, each take their turn. After twelve years,
they start all over again.
By moving the marker on your Chinese Calendar one animal
clockwise each year, you will see whether the Chinese
people are celebrating "the year of the horse," "the year of
the tiger," etc.

13 l 1



My Family Tree

Try to find out apout your famiy history. Start with

your relatives' Who were your Mother's parents? Who were

your rather's parents? Find out who your grandparents'

parents were. Do this for both sides of your Mother's

family, and your Father's family.
Did your ancestors come from another country? Europe?

Asia? Africa? What do you mean if you say that you are half

French and half Irish?
You can find out a lot of information by asking your

parents. Ask any other relatives, too. You might look at

old photo albums or scrapbooks around your home.
Add family names onto Your Family Tree shown below.

Try to trace your family names as far back into the tree as

you can.



UNIT 3 CHINESE MONEY

A. Goal :

Students will become acquainted with Chinese
paper currency, and the values that the symbo's
represent on their bills.

B. Objectives:

1. Students will recognize currency of The
Peoples' Republic of China.

2. Students will compare symbols and meanings
of Chinese currency.

3. Students will identify equal values of United
States currency.

c. Procedure:

la. Display samples of original Chinese currency.
b. Hand out copies of Chinese currency and ask

students to cut them out and tape them
together back to back.

c. Explain the difference between a jiao and a
yauns Yaun = 1 Chinese dollar

jiac = 1 dime
(10 Jiaos = 1 yaun)

2a.Ask students to study the different paper
Chinese notes. Ask what symbol is in the
right hand corner of the back side of each note?
(One large star and four smaller stars is the
National Symbol of China, located above the Gate
Gate of Heavenly Peace in Beijing)
Locate symbol, and verbally identify each piece
of currency.

b.Guestion and examine both sides of notes:

1 Mao - Farmers (Front)
2 Jiao - A bridge across the Yangtze

River (Front)
1 Yaun - A woman driving a tractor (Front)

A shepherd tending his sheep (Back)
- 2 Yaun - A machine worker (Front)

An oilfield (Back)
5 Yuan - A steel factory worker (Front)

Open pit coal mining (Back)
10 Yaun - Workers, Peasants, Soldiers (Front)

Gate of Heavenly Peace; Beijing(Back)
c. Explain to students that there are five

languages spoken in China. (Mongolian,
Tibetan, Uighur, Zhuang, and Mandarin Chinese)

d. Ask them to locate these on each note.

3a. Examine authentic U.S. notes: $1, $5, $10.

-
.1 3



b. Ask what the symbols on U.S. bills represent?
c. Question how U.S. money compares with Chinese

money in Value? (Based on 4 Yaun per $1 U.S.)

D. Materials:

Scicsors paste, Authentic Chinese currency,
Authentic U.S. currency, Chinese currency
Handouts 1-4.

E. Vocabulary:

Currency, notes, value, dollar, Jiao, Yuan,
language, symbols.

F. Extended Activity:

Request students to bring in any foreign
currency that they might have at home.
Locate areas from which they are from on
world maps.
Examine symbols on each and ascertain if
they reflect societal values.

14.1
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UNIT #4 - CHINESE EDUCATION

A. Goals

Students will investigate the educational
process in modern China.

B. Objectives:

1. Students will name six subJects studied
in schools by the Chinese students.

2. Students will compare forms of written
communication using characters.

3. Students will identify with a daily school
activity in Chine and the United States.

C. Procedure:

Ia. On individual slate boards, ask students
to-list all of the subjects studied in
their classroom.

b. Show slides of Chinese classrooms. Discuss.
Explain to students that if they were grow-
ing up in China their life would be very
different from the way it is right now in
attending school. Not only would they speak
Chinese, but at ages 2-7 they would have
just completed Kindergarten and continued
to Primary school for ages 7-12. At their
age level now, they would be attending 5
years of Primary schools and would learn to
read and write in Chinese, study a foreign
language, most likely English or Russian,
learn mathematics, history of their own
country, physical education, art, music,
and a recess time, Students also spend two
weeks during each half of the school year
doing real work that helps them learn about
the kind of work they will do later in
life.

-c. Ask students to circle with chalk all
subjects studied by Chinese students of
own age in Primary school. Are any of the
subjects the same? Different? If so what
are they? Why? One of our subjects is
writing.

2a. Explain to students that in Chinese schools
students learn to write their names in a
different type of writing system called
characters. Presently in China, students
begin writing characters in Chinese when
they are very young. Some are younger than
you.

b. Today, we will write our names Chinese

14u
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style, but first I will read a story
about two Chinese brothers with very
different names.

c. Read story, "Tikki Tikki Tembo". Discuss
the importance of Chinese names. Tell
students that many families have the same
last name and are known by a given name
or no name at all.

d. Ask students the origin of their own names
and/or nicknames.

e. Distribute Student Handout (Writing Top)
"We will now write our names
Chinese style by writing our last name
first. (Example: George Washington would
become Washington George) Use your best
print/cursive writing by beginning your
capital letter from the top line to the
base line. Now please read me your name
read me your name Chinese style.

f. Ask students to think about how they
spell words in English. You use the 26
letters in alphabet. Sometimes if you don't
know how to spell a word, you can sound it
out. The Chinese language is different.
They cannot sound out words as we canIsince
it does not have an alphabet. Instead it
has characters. A character can stand for
a word or an idea just as traffic signs
allow everyone to understand the same
thing. (Display Traffic Posters, Chinese
writing; newspapers, menu, etc.
When the Chinese people first began to
record information they used only pictures.
Later they wrote characters that resembled
the pictures. Today the Chinese language
has more than 50,000 characters. In order
to read and write well, adults need to
know about 5,000 of them.
Today the Chinese language has
more than 50,000 characters.

g. (Cont. Student Handout #1) Ask students
to look at the character for 'mountain',
and trace it with a pencil. Next trace the
dotted symbol, and make a picture of a
mountain in the third box. Does your
picture resemble its Chinese character?
Why do you think the Chinese people made
this character shape?
(Continue this activity with the remaining
Chinese characters and discuss pictures)
Additional practice may be made on handout
*2.
Students may then graduate from .

pencils to pens, crayons, felt



pens, to paint and brusho-.
3a. Discuss physical educatilses as being an

important part of school for all Chinese
students. The emphasis is always on
"friendship first, competition second".
Distribute Student Handout #2 (exercises).

b. Say, "We will now practice one Chinese
exercise dane by students every day.
Notice how similiar it is to our own. You
may use this exercise sheet to practice on
your own or with a partner."

c. Every exercise activity begins and ends
with 32 steps-in-place. Follow this warm
up by giving class direction from Exercise
.#1, #2, and #3 from the Handout Sheet .

D. Materials:
Handouts #1,2,3,
Book:
'Tikki Tikki Tembo', slate boards, chalk
per student, pencils, Traffic Signs
posters, pens, crayons, felt markers,
paint and brushes, 1" graph paper.
Classroom slides, projector

E. Vocabulary:
foreign, Primary, characters, ancient,
Nicknames, language, exercise, traffic.

Extended Activity:
a. Design a Chinese Birthday Card, using

the character for "Birthday" (Handout
*sp.

b. Writing Activity Create a Wall Poster.
Tell the students that in the Capital
city of Beijing, people write messages
on a wall. These messages are usually
made up to let people know what important
things are happening.
Post a large sheet of paper on a wall
in the classroom. Invite students to
write a one-line message on the paper.
The message should be something important
that tells the writers' feelings of some
happening in school, the town, state or
the world.

1 5
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Chinese Writing ',1/\wia'Nftsk41'
In ancient times, when the Chinese people first began to record

Information, they used only pictures. Later they wrote characters that
resembled the pictures. Today the Chinese language has more than 509000
characters. In order to read and write wells people need to know about
5,000 of them.

In 1979 the Chinese government adopted the Pinyin (p5n-yirm) system of
spelling Chinese characters based on the Mandarin dialect. Pinyin still
uses alphabet letters like the old system, but represents the characters
differently. For example, the capital city of the People's Republic of China,
formerly spelled Peking, is now written Beijing in Pinyin.

Picture Character Pinyin Trace Write
1.

jen = manIf (ztien)

fir

ti

e OfN490

Si
goo.

,rioN

ta = big
(dah)

hsiao = small
(shia ow)

nen = sky
(tin)

t'u= earth
(tdb)

1 1
ogit

Nib

A

3
M a

ii
2 e

se./

41

A

.00

C n
e-711,"`11°'

Challenge! Practice writing the Chinese characters using paint and a brush.
14 Freak Schaffer% CLASSMATE. Feb./Mar. MSS
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UNIT 5 - Chinese Festivals

A. Goals

Students will become familiar with traditional
Chinese celebrations in China and Taiwan.

B. Objectives:

1. Students will name two Chinese festivals.

2. Students will be able to compare a Chinese
festival with an American festival.

3. Students will be able to discuss a Chinese
Parade in the United States.

C. Procedure:

la. Give background information to students on
the Chinese LANTERN FESTIVAL: Discuss;

The Lantern Festival is a festival
celebrating the return of spring, light,-
and the lengthening day. For over 2000
years the Festival has been celebrated on
the 15th day of the New Year, the night of
the first full moon. In ancient times
people, assisted by the light of the moon
and torches, tried to see and guide the
spirits on their way. Torches were soon
replaced by simple and eventually elaborate
lanterns to add to the merriment of the
occasion.

In Taiwan, on the night of the Lantern
Festival, young children often dress in
scarry costumes and parade about in front
of family, friends and carry plastic store
bought lanterns within their neighborhood.

b. Ask students how our celebration of
Halloween is similar to the Lantern
Festival? How is it different? When
do we use lanterns in our homes and
community?

c. Give background information to students
on the CHINESE BOAT FESTIVAL:
The Dragon boat festival was orAginally
brought about by the death of a Chinese
poet and official, Chu Yuan in the 3rd
century B.C. He was a very great man and
.and respected by everyone in his country.
This festival is one that involves the



Community, It is one that looks ahead
to the hot and numid days of summer.
The whole community comes out to watch
and participate in the dragon boat races
and enjoy the last cool days of spring.
Delicious foods are prepared to share with
everyone during this festival season.
In ancient times, and now, the boats are
beautifully decorated. Drums and gongs
were originally believed to be used to
drive away the river dragons, as they
were frightened by the noise. Drums and
gongs used nowadays help the rowers kpep
the fast pace, and also adds to the
excitement of the festivities.

d. Discuss reasons why the Dragon Boat
Festival unites the community?
What community celebrations do we have?
Do we have a National Holidays that
celebrates a person's deed?
(Dr.Martin Luther King & Columbus)

e. Activity: Ask students to design their own
paper lantern and decorative boat, labeling
each with the Chinese festival name.

2a. Read background information on the Chinese
Moon Festival.(Teacher Notes #1)

b. Tell the students that just as the Chinese
people have festivials as we do, they also
have folk tales that tells of its origin.

aloud Folk Tale from Taiwan, (Teacher
Notes #2)

c. Say that since this is a festival that
stresses family reunions. Ask, "Do we have
have a festival that is associated with
harvest time and is similiar to the Moon
Festival? (THANKSGIVING DAY).

d. Compare the Moon Festival with
Thanksgiving. In what ways are they
similiar? In what ways are the
celebrations different?
(The Moon Festival is similiar to our
Thanksgiving Day in that it is celebrated
at the same time of the year that reflects
the harvest; a time of plenty. It is also a
time families gather together, with some
even coming from long distances.
We feast on turkey with all the trimmings,
have happy times with family and friends,
give nice thoughts about how much we have
to be grateful for, and have kind feelings



toward those who are less fortunate than we
are).

e. Also compare the symbols, food and
festivities involved.

3a. Inform students that there are many Chinese
people in America. Most of them live in
large cities such as New York, Los Angeles,
and Boston. On New Year's Day, the Chinese
have a big parade. The star of the parade
is a long, fierce-looking dragon. This
mythical creature is believed to prevent
evil spirits from spoiling the New Year.
It also symbolizes strength and wisdom.
He isn't real of course. His huge red head
is made of wood or paper-mache, with
silver horns anda green beard. It is
carried by as many as 50 people, who walk
and dance under its cloth and bamboo body.
The dragon makes its way down the street in
the middle of the parade. It weaves back
and forth. Sometimes it looks as though it
will attack! It's all done in fun. At the
same time you can hear the noise of fire-
works. The Chinese used fireworks to scare
away bad spirits with the noise. It also
brings good luck in the New Year.

b. Ask students to tell about the most
exciting parade they have seen. Did they
ever participate in one?

c. If you were to see a Chinese parade what
city would you like to see it in? (Use
map of the United States)

d. Tell about some of the things that you
would want to see.

D. Materials:
11

Teacher Notes 4,11,43/4 #3,., 2 sheets of
construction paper per student, scissors,
colored markers, paste, crayons, wall
map of The United States, map of New
England.

E. Vocabulary:
Festival, parade, lantern, community,

gongs, Thanksgiving, Halloween, National,
dragon, celebration, family.

F. Extended Activities:
'Same: 'Catch The Dragon's Tail'

Have students make their own dragon using
paper-mache head. Students stand in a line
and place their hands on students'
.shoulders in front of them. The first

1G1)



student in line is the dragon's head, and
the last one is the dragon's tail. On the
signal "Go", the head attemps to catch the
tail. The whole body must move with the
head and remain together. If a student lets
go of the shoulders in front of him, the
dragon's body breaks, and he remains the
head far another game. If the body breaks
before the he catches the tail, the head
becomes the tail, and the next student
becomes the head.

Make: HARVEST MOON COOKIES

1 cup softened butter
1/2 cup icing sugar
2 tsp. vanilla
1 cup ground blanched almonds
1 1/2 cups sifted all-purpose flour

Cream butter with big spoon. Sift sugar and
gradually mix with the butter. Blend in vanilla and almonds,
and slowly knead in flour. Put dough into refridgerator.

Once the dough has cooled, it is ready for
rolling.
Sprinkle some flour on your rolling pin and on the counter.
Roll out your dough into a thickness of 1/3 inch. Now cut or
form it into shapes. An upside-down glass works well as a
full-moon shaped cookie cutter. A crescent-shaped moon by
cutting a full moon into two halves, and pulling at two ends
until it looks like a crescent shape. To make a
rabbit or a toad, cut thhe shapes out on a piecee of paper,
press the paper down on the rolled-out dough, and trim
around the shape. Bake on greased cookie sheed in a
preheated oven (350) for fifteen minuted.
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TEACHER NOTES: *1

The Moon Festival

The Moon Festival is a major festival in China and
Taiwan which celebrates the Chinese harvest. It falls on
the evening of the fifteenth day of the eight month of the
lunar calendar. It iu also known as the Mid-Audumn Festival
since it generally comes in the middle of fall. During that
night, the moon is very round and bright. The moon is
considered highly poetic and mysterious in Chinese culture
and the Chinese people love it very much. There are many
folk tales written that relate to the moon.

In the past, many peasants in China celeberated their
harvest and performed traditional thanksgiving ceremonies
during the Moon Festival. This festival is considered an
occasion for family reunions. Before the festival, people
are very busy preparing many beautiful lanterns for the
parade. People buy moon cakes and send them to their
relatives. Two important rituals associated with the
festival are theparade of the lanterns and the eating of
moon cakes.

Family members gather together during the evening of
the Moon Festival to have a delicious dinner. Many
different kinds of fruits are beautifully displayed on this
day. Peanuts and boiled taro roots are placed together with
moon cakes on a table in the patio or any other room where
the moon may be seen.

When the beautiful full moon comes out, the family will
have a ceremony wnich includes the burning of incense.
After the ceremony, the family members exchange well wishes
to one another and enjoy dessert. Later, the children carry
their lanterns and visit their friends in the neighborhood.

In the United States, many Chinese still observe this
wonderful festival. Just before the festival, many shops
will display moon cakes and lanterns in their windows. Here
in many of our cities, Chinese families will gather together
for a reunion dinner.
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4t4, Moon Cake Story

During the 14th century, China was under the harsh rule
of the Mongols. A great number of Chines secretly met and
decided to revolt against the Mongols. The day of the
revolt was set far the 15th day of the eighth month. Secret
messages about the time and place of the revolt had to be
sent to the Chinese people in the cities and villages. The
Chinese were unable to come up with a plan to deliver the
messages without the Mongols knowing about it until a clever
man, Lau Pak Wan, came up with an idea. He suggested that -

the secret messages be embedded in moon cakes which are made
for the celebrastion of the Mid-Autumn Festival. The cakes &-

were made and secret messages were inserted, and these were
given by tdhe Chinese to all their friends and relatives.

111°

When the Chinese cut the moon cakes to eat, they found
the secret messages about the revolt. On the 15th day of
the eighth month the Chinese revolted against the Mongols
and drove them out of China. From that time on, moon cakes
have been very popular with the Chinese during the
Mid-Autumn Festival. This is even true in the United States
today.

TEACHER NOTES: #3

The Story About Sun Moon Lake
(Folk Tale from Taiwan)

Once upon a time there was a couple named Tai Gim and
Sui Sai who-made their living by fishing. One day while
they were attending to their fishing nets, they heard a loud
noise above them. When they looked up, the sun disappeared,
and the area was plunged into darkness. Terrified, they
hurried home.

Later that night, when the moon came out, they repaired
their fishing nets. Suddenly there was another loud noise.
The moon disappeared and the area was again plunged into
darkness.

From that day on, the area remained in darkness. The
couple was forced to burn wood and dried grass in order to
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provide light. They soon realized how difficult life had
become for them without adequate light, so they decided to
try to find the sun and the moon.

With torches they searched throughout the forests and
the mountains, but were unable to locate the sun and the
moon.

One day, while searching in some mountains, they saw
flashes of light in the distance so they hurried toward the
light. On the way they came across an old man sitting in
front of a hut. They stopped and asked him about the
flashing light. The old man said, "The light comes from a
lake. Two magic dragons have captured the sun and the moon
and are playing catch with them in the lake."

The couple became very frightened but they continued on
to find these two dragons. They finally arrived at the lake
and saw the dragons playing catch with the sun and the moon.
Hiding behind some rocks, they tried to figure out what was
the best way to rescue the sun and the moon.

.. They saw a mass of smoke coming from behind the rocks and
they also noticed a path beside these rocks. Decidindg to
explore this area, they followed the path which led them to
the bottom of the lake and into a large cave. They saw an
old woman cooking in this cave and were very frightened at
first. But after watching her for a while, they decided
they would take a chance and try to talk with her. The
woman told them that she was captured by the dragons ten
years ago, and had been forced to cook for them. She also
told them that the magic dragons were very large and
powr.T.+1'. In order eto free her, the sun, and the moon, it
was nv- ssary for them to get the golden scissors and axe
which Aare buried at the bottom of Ali Mountain. When those
two things are found, they should throw them into the lake.
The dragons would then immediately die.

So the couple borrowed a shovel and a poker from the
old woman and started for Ali Mountain. They searched and
dug for a long time. Finally they located the golden
scissors and the axe and hurried back to the lake. When
they dropped the scissors and the axe into the lake, there
was a loud noise. They looked in the direction of the noise
and saw the dragons struggling. After a while, they stopped
struggling and died. Out of one of the dragon's mouth came
the sun and out of the other dragon's mouth came the moon.
When this happened, the sun and moon started to bounce on
top of the lake. The couple rushed in and grabbed the sun
and the moon. They tried to put both back into the sky but
were unable to do so. Finally they picked a very tall palm
tree and placed the sun and the moon on top of the tree.
Because they were afraid-that the sun and the moon might
fall out of the tree, they sat by the lake and watched them.
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They continued watching the sun and the moon, and after a
long time they were transformed into two mountains now
called Tai Gim Mountain and Siu Sai Mountain. These are two
famous mountains near Sun Moon Lake in Taiwan. So we now
have the famous legend of Sun Moom Lake.

Every year during the Moon Festival families would go
to this famous spot to admire the beautiful scenery as they
recall the story of Tai Gim and Siu Sai.

TEACHER NOTES #4

The Lantern Festival

The Lantern Festival is a festival celebrating the return
of light, spring and the Lengthening day. It is celebrated
around mid-February. For over 2000 years the Lantern
Festival has been celebrated on the fifteenth day of the New
Year, the night of the first full moon. The festival
celebrated the departing of the spirits at the close of the
New Year's festivities. In ancient times people, aided by
the light of the moon and torches, tried to see and guide
the spirits on their way. Torches were soon replaced by
simple and eventually elaborate lanterns to add to the
merriment of the occasion.

During the 17th century, on the fifteenth day of each New
Year the Emperor's palace was filled with singing,
performances and merriment. The palace was open, allowing
the people to view the lanterns created for the royal family
and court. Lantern making was also popular among the people
and lanterns were displayed at individual residences for all
to enjoy.

In Taiwan, on the night of the Lantern Festival, young
children often dress in scary costumes and parade about in
front of family and friends, and within their neighborhood
carry plastics store-bought lanterns.

Lanterns are believed to provide light to see and guide
spirits on their way until the next New Year season. -They
can be handcrafted out of wood, bamboo, wire, silk, cloth,
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UNIT 6 HISTORICAL PLACES

A. Goal:

Students will develop an awareness of cultural
artifacts and places that are of great pride to
Chinese and American citizens.

B. Objectives:

i. Students will identify historical sites
within the Peoples' Republic of China.

2. Students will be able to discuss National places
of interest within the United States.

3. Students will compare the width of the Great Wall
of China by estimating width of their classroom.

C. Procedure:

la. Display photographs, filmstrips, film, or slides
of The Great Wall of China (Beijing) ,Terra Cotta
Warriors(Xian), Stone Forest (Kungming)
(S.W. China). Discuss importance.

b. On map of China, (Student Handout 1) point out
geographical location of these Chinese historical
places of interest. Label and mark each site on
their map.

2a. Display photographs, filmstrips, film, or slides
of U.S. National Monuments & Parks:
The Statue of Liberty (N.Y. Harbor), George
Washington's Birthplace (Virginia, Oregon
Limestone Caves, etc. Discuss importance of each.

b. On map of The United States, (Student Handout
#2) pointing out the geographical location of
these places of interest. Label and mark each
site on their map.

c. Assign study groups to research and locate other
places of interest in China and The U.S.A.
Mark appropriate locations on their
maps, and share their findings with the class.

d. Read aloud Teacher Notes - STATUE OF LIBERTY.
e. (Handout #3)

Read aloud detailed information on The Statue
of Liberty. Request students to complete as a
group activity, or independently.

3a. Explain to students that THE GREAT WALL OF CHINA
took hundreds of years to build and stretches for
over two thousand miles. It was built over a
thousand years ago 'o protect the country from
its enemies, and is made of rocks, bricks and
dirt. Its height ranges from 15 to 30 feet, with
watch towers rising at regular intervals above
it. Along the top runs a 13 foot-wide roadway.
This is the longest wall in the world, and can
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be seen from outer space. Discuss:
What other areas or countries have built walls to
keep people in or out?

c. In estimating with students the width of the
GREAT WALL.(13 foot-wide), in relatian to their
classroom, prepare graph.
Post a premeasured 13 ft. string or yarn and

decide on a non standard unit to be used for
measuring. Prepare ' guess' tags with each

students name. Allow students to hold their unit
under the 13ft string width. Post estimates

Next have students cluster around and
measure "string" by laying units together under

or on top of "string" until they equal the total
width of THE GREAT WALL. Compare results with the
with the information on the graph. To share
strategies, ask some students to describe how
they arrived at their guess.

C. Materials:
Photographs, filmstrips, film, or slides of
Chinese and U.S. National Monuments & Parks,
Student Handouts #1 -3, Teacher Notes,
wall graph paper,guess stags per student,marker,
13 ft.string/yarn unit of measure (paper clips,
ribbon, unifix cubes, erasers, etc.)

D. Vocabulary:
Terra Cotta Warriors, Great Wall, limestone,
Xian, Statue of Liberty, Oregon, Virginia,
Stone ForestStatue of Liberty, estimate, units,
graph, Kungming.

E. Extended Art Activity:

Using individual copies of Student Handout #3
color, cut, and assemble sections of the GREAT
WALL and mount to your own classroom wall.
Continued estimation skills may be applied.
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TEACHER NOTES

STATUE OF LIBERTY

The Statue of Liberty is one of our, nation's greatest
symbols, and has special significance far people all over
the world. She inspires and gives excitement to all who see
her. The famous lady who presides in New York Harbor was
the welcoming beacon who signified freedom in the new world
to millions of our American ancestors. She was given to us
by the country of France in an act of friendship on July 4,
1884.

One of the largest statues ever made, Miss Liberty
was built in France, then shipped to the U.S. in 214 cases,
and the children of France and the U.S.A. contributed a
great part of the $530,000 it cost to assemble her on
Liberty Island. The statue was designed by the French
sculptor Frederic Auguste Bartholdi. He used his mother as
his model. The statue's iron fr'amework was designed by
French architect Gustave Eiffel, the same man who designed
Paris's Eiffel Tower. The Statue of Liberty is covered by
200,000 pounds of hand-hammered copper sheathing.

She stands 151 feet tall, and her right arm holds a
great torch raised 305 feet above pedestal on which she
stands. The torch represents Liberty shedding light upon the
world. Her left arm grasps a tablet inscribed with the date
of the Declaration of Independence. A crown with huge
spikes, symbolizing light rays in all directions, rests on
her head. At her feet lie broken shackles representing the
overthrow of bondage and tyranny.

On October 28, 1986, a huge celebration marked
Liberty's 100th birthday. Over the past 100 years, she had
suffered serious damage f-om weather and pollution. A major
restoration projet took place to brin the statue back to its
original strength and beauty. Over 230 million dollars was
needed for restoration. Many school children all over the
United States sent money to help with the restoration and
repair of the statue, just as they helped raise money to

assemble her on Liberty Island a century ago. If you reflect
back to 1986, didn't you help contribute your pennies to
this campaign? The Statue of Liberty is now structurally
safe for her two million visitors a year, and she'll look
great for her next birthday, toe?
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Unit 7- CHINA REVIEW (Clos,

A. Goal:

Students will be able to evaluate how much
they have learned during six Units of China's
KALEIDOSCOPE.

B. Objective:
Students will be able to answer questions
based on information covered in this
study unit on China.

C. Procedure:

Same - 'Around The World'.
Players - Classroom Students
Purpose- To have students move as many places

as possible around the classroom
by answering teacher directed
questions first and accurately.

1. Directions: Entire class remains seated.

First lead student stands
beside a seated student. Teacher
directs a question to both students.
The student who first answers question
correctly will move and stand beside the
next person whose turn it is, while the
person in error sits down in the opponent's
seat. The game continues with new question.
When a tie occurs and both opponents
answers a question at exactly the same
time, a new question should be presented.
( If standing lead student makes an error
he immediately sits down in the
opponent's seat and game continues with
new question)

The student who moves the greatest number
of piaces around the classroom is the
the winner. Consideration should also be
given to second and third place winners,
etc.! Continue with as many rounds of
questions as time permits.)

QUESTIONS:

In what country do the Chinese people live?
ANS. CHINA

On what continent is the country of China?
ANS. ASIA



What is the name of the Capital city in China?
ANS. BEIJING

What is the official name of the Chinese Govt.
on China's mainland?
ANS. THE PEOPLES' REPUBLIC OF CHINA

What is the name of the island off the Chinese
mainland? ANS. TAIWAN

Name the capital city of The Republic of China
ANS. TAIPEI

Name the document that i.roves you belong to a
country? ANS. PASSPORT

Name the document that allows you to visit
another country?
ANS. VISA

What means of transportation is mostly used by
by ths Chinese people?
ANS. BICYCLE

How old is the Chinese Calendar?
ANS. THOUSANDS OF YEARS

How many animals symbols are used in the
the Chinese calendar?
ANS. 12

What is the most important work job in China?
ANS. FARMING

BO% of the people in China work as
ANS. FARMERS

What is the main 400d eaten in southern China?
ANS. RICE

Name the main food eaten in"Northern China.
ANS. NOODLES

What is the favorite drink of the
Chinese people?

ANS. TEA

What new food item in China is becoming a
popular dessert?
ANS. ICE CREAM

Name the food group in which nuts and eggs
belong to?
ANS. MEAT
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What is the name of long, thin sticks used
for eating?
ANS. CHOP STICKS

What are the total number of food groups?
ANS. 4

What is the name of the writing system used by
the Chinese people?
ANS. CHARACTERS

Name one other language studied by Chinese
students?
ANS. ENGLISH OR RUSSIAN

Name the Chinese festival when children often
dress in scarry costumes and have a parade?
ANS. THE LANTERN FESTIVAL

What is the name of the Chinese festival that
stresses family reunions?
ANS. THE DRAGON BOAT FESTIVAL

Name the closest American city where a large
number of Chinese-American people live?
ANS. BOSTON/NEW YORK/SAN FRANCISCO

What is the name of Chinese people, who are
American citizens, living here in the United
States?
ANS. CHINESE-AMERICAN

What is the name of a very long wall in China,
that can be seen from outer space?
ANS. THE GREAT WALL OF CHINA

Approximately how many thousand miles long is
the Great Wall of China?
ANS. OVER 2 THOUSAND MILES

What is th4 name of the large statue of a tady
in New York City Harbor?
ANS. THE STATUE OF LIBERTY

Approximately how many feet high is the Statue
of liberty from the bottom of the sandals to
the top of the torch?
ANS. 151 FEET

What is the Great Wall of China made of?
ANS. ROCKS AND DIRT

Which city is closer to the Great Wall of China,
Beijing or Shanghai?
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ANS.

What
ANS.

Name
ANS.

Whitt

ANS.

What
ANS.

D. EXTENDED

Game:

BEIJING

is another name for currency?
MONEY

the currency of the Peoples' Republic.
RENMINBI

is the national language of China?
MANDARIN

is a note?
PAPER MONEY

ACTIVITY:

'Jeopardy', may be used by giving the above
questions in catorgories.
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INTRODUCTION: While the European "Age of Exploration" was still
in its infancy, Chinese explorer, Zheng He, was sailing the
Indian and Pacific Oceans on voyages of discovery and diplomacy.
Introducing students to voyages of Zheng He during a Western
Civilization unit on the "Age of Exploration" will provide
teachers with an opportunity to connect similar events from two
different cultures, and it will provide students with an
opportunity to recognize the Chinese contributions to the
European voyages of discovery.

OBJECTIVES: The students will be able to
- identify Zheng He including the dates of his voyages in

relation to the European "Age of Discovery."
- describe the significance of Zheng He's voyages to China.

name and describe the significance of three naval advances
found on Chinese vessels that were later adapted by Europeans.

GRADE LEVEL: This unit is designed to be taught during the
European history topic the "Age of Discovery" for students in
grades 5-8.

TIME: Four class periods are needed to complete this entire
project. In an abbreviated form this unit may taught in one class
period or it may be used as an enrichment activity for a small
group of student.

TEACHER RESOURCES:

Cotterell, Authur. China: A Cultural History. New York:
Penguin, 1988.

Marshall Cavendish Illustrated Encyclopedia of Dis_covery and
Exploration. North Belmore, NY: Marshall Cavendish, 1990.

Merson, John. The Genius that was China. Woodstock, NY:
Overlook Press, 1990.



ZHENG HE: Background Information

On June 6, 1982, CHINA DAILY, the English language newspaper
published in China, printed the following article on Zheng He.

After reading the article answer the following questions:

1. How did Zheng He become interested in sailing?
2. How did Zheng He, who was not an aristocrat, gain the

backing of the court for his explorations?
3. What was the purpose of Zheng He's voyages according to

this article?
4. How did the natives of the countries Zheng He visited

feel about this Chinese explorer?

CHALLENGE: Find the answer to these questions for the European
explorer Christopher Columbus? Make a chart which compares the
two explorers.
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Ming dynasty
Seven perilous

voyages of navigator Zheng

by Mum
In 1405. about 90 years be(ore

-Christopher Columbus lc.
1451-1506) discovered the
America= continents, Chines.
**rioter Deng He et the Ming
dyeasty set out with a Chinese
fleet on the first of omen peat
voyages of exploration. In the next
Sil years, his travels would take
him to 31 countries la Boutheast
Asia. west Avis and east Africa and
opal a pow era in trade and culturai
relations. Even today the people of
the countries he visited. especially
Chinese residing them recall his
exploits.

Meng He Park
Meng He was born in Kunyang,

Yunnenprovince, south of Lake
Dianchi. In memory of this greet
meltwater, people of this small
town three years ago refurbished
Tumid= HIM. which bad been
neglected for mew years, and built
Zheng He Park. Located on the
Yusalsen Hill on the south bank of
Inks Dienchi. it contains Zbasg
He's manorial pavilion and hall
and hie father's tomb.
.Covering 17 hectares, the pork is

blanketed with green grass dotted
with colorful flowers. Plum,
mimeses mid huh trees flourish
everywhere. From the top of the

one can admire the natural
beauty of the lake and surreunding
mountains. A hexagon-shaped
pavilion built in memory of Meng
He stands on the lawn. Near it is
the Palace of the Jade Emperor
which is over a hundred years old
and woe In on extremely
dilapidated state until rebuilding
started in 1973. After work is com-
pleted in 1982 it will be used as the
memorial hall of Meng He.

A pavilos overlooking Lake
Dlate.dil will be built in the park
mon.

for precious 'tones, pearls. spices.
ivory and dyestuffs.

Mem He's expeditions not only
developed navigation and
woognipiricel insowledge. and ex-
plaided China's trade with foreign
countries, but also promoted inter-
national cultural and economic ex-
changes. . Many countries, after
Zheng He's visits to them, sent am-
bassadors to China in return, thus
establishing friendly relations and
trade with China.

In memory of Sanbao
In the countries visited by Meng

He, amecially in southeast Asia.
stories about the great navigator
are still told today. Named after
him ars &whoa Harbor. Saliba*
Pagoda, and Santee Temple in
Thailand. In a temple near
Bangkok there I. a statue of Meng
He, and local people burn income
there hi his honour. In Maleisie
there I. a Seabee Town and &mime
Wet In Indonesia there is Senbao
Long. It I. said that Meng He
came here on the thktieth day of
the sixth Ismer month, and people
of Chinese descent living here come
to Dejue Temple to pay their
respects to him 'Neil year on this
day.

One story still told among the
overseas Chinese is that on each
trip Meng He would carry with
him two things, big white gourds
and mud dug from Beijing wells.
The gourds were used to hohl water
on the journey, and since they
could float, could also be used as
life preservers in case of shipwreck.
Wherever Ms fleet arrived, he
would have Beijing mud put hi
local wells as a reminder of home
and, he believed, to help his crew
become accustomed to strange con-
ditions more quickly. Many long-
time Chinese residents In Thailand
stilt have the habit of tiringing
home well mud with them on trips.

Life staty
As. most el Theng He's family

have left the area. ft is difficult to
find records of yaw We ark, life
In Jiagraing county has
now organised the collection of
materiels almost his Ilk and saw
researchers have come buns Moven
the country for the same purpose.
Liu JiWIN $2-yeer.eld vice-heed of
Aligning N. 21 Middle &hoot has
compiled voluminous notes.

Meng Be, bone Ma Seabees wm
front a poor ismer of Hui =Nona&
ty. Both grandfather and father
were blimlime who had 'Med to
Mecca on pilgrimage despite the
hazards of the long eft voyage.
'Tbeee journeys moused Seabee's
curiosity about the see. At ego 12
be was selected to servo in the
palace of the Duke of Yen. Zhu Di.
in Beijing. Some yaws later Mu Di
overthrew Emperor Minghui and
proclaimed himself Emperor Chong
Zn. Under hie rtde Seabee was pro.
meted to the position oi Imperial
eunuch and given the honorary
name of Meng because he had
distinguished himaeli on the bet,
defield.

To dendop the Chinese economy
and trade with foreign countries,
Emperor Chong Zu asked Meng to
lead seven (eight, according to
some historians) yea exeedltions-
The largest of these comprised
some 27,000 people including
technicians, sailors, interpretrus,
doctms, carpenters and merchants
in over 00 large end more than 100
smaller vessels.

Meng H. also commanded a
number of troops whom he several
times led against marauding
pirates, thus earning the gratitude
of the local people la many coun-
tries. The fleet was welcomed
eyteywhece. Chinese goods such as
silk, artifacts of procelain, iron,
copper, gold and silver as well aa
rare birds and arimais were traded

13

Valuable data
Meng H. reconirCd mach al

voyagee grant detail and emits.
a set of 24 navigation

sze... as Meow He's NOV=
Sailing directions. distance%

where the !ism enchensil,
and the distraentiou of areederraut
submerged reels were all
These are China's first mays at
ocean geography, and are mod*
ingly accurate compered to modern
maps developed with much more
sophisticated instrument& They
were incorporated into Selected
War*, ow the Art of Wear by Mee
Yuanyi, a peat writer of the Ming
dynasty. Ma Haan. Pet Xln and
Gong Zhen.'who accompanied the
fleet,, wrote books describing social
customs and life in the countries
thhy had visited.

Hometown revival
Thong He's hometown. Minya's&

has a history of aver a thousand
years. A poor hilly town Were
liberation, it had only a single road
one kikmetre long, dirty and fagot
potholes, and with polluted water
flowing everywhere. Life wee very
hard for the people. Now new
buildings stand row upon row frons
the foot of the hill to the top. The
north end of the town is a business
centre, and at .the west end Is a
watm purification plant. ;int out-
side the town are chemical fertiliser
plants, a tire plant and other small
and medium-sized enterpriees. Out-
put value of industry in 1991 was
nine times the 1949 finurre 1981
grain output was double that of
1949. Railroads, highways and lake
boats link this stnau ancient town
with other parte of China.

Recently, Zheng He's image bag
appeared on stage in the play
"Thong He Sails to tbe Western
Oceans".

from China Reconstructs



MORE REASONS....
(Source: The Genius that was China)

Find the underlined words in an encyclopedia or dictionary and
then explain in your own words the reasons for Zheng He's
explorations.

"There were two significant aspects of Zheng He's voyages for the
Ming government:

they were to represent the emperor of the Middle Kingdom
(China) to the tributary states of Southeast Asia in order to
bring previously unknown kingdoms into the aPProPriatq
relationship with the source of all civilization (China)
and they were to collect tributes of pepper and sapanwood, and
exotic plants and animals in exchange for gifts of silk and
porcelain."



THE SEVEN VOYAGES OF ZHENG HE

Materials: A world map, a geographical dictionary or a set of
encyclopedias.

Goal: The students will be able to describe the geographical
area explored by Zheng He's.

Procedure: Using a world map locate the ports that Zheng He
visited during his voyages.

Voyage 1 (1405-1408): The purpose of this voyage was to extend
Chinese influence in the Indian Ocean and South Sea. Zhen He
took with him 317 ships and 27,870 men. The ports visited
included:

- Philippine Islands
Java
Brunei (a sultantate located in the NE section of Borneo

- Java
- Sumatra
-India
-Ceylon, now called Sri Lanka

Voyage 2 (1408-1411): Zheng He's fleet at least reached Ceylon.
We know this because Chinese histories indicate that when Zheng
He returned to China after this voyage he brought the King of
Ceylon to Peking as a punishment for failing to show proper
respect to the messengers from the Chinese emperor also kno,, as
the"Son of Heaven."

Voyages 3, 4, 5, 6 (1413-1424): Zheng He undertook trading
expeditions to the Malayasian countries.

Voyage 7 (1431-1434): On this final voyage Zheng He sailed to
the Persian Gulf. He visited the Red Sea port of Jedda and
sailed along the African coast as far as Malindi.

Source: m4.yliALLALmiiati_l_112gAtmaIgA_ILLILursJsumcWL_ILLkkags_m_Ta
and Exploration, North Belmore, NY: Marshall Cavendish,
1990.
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THE TREASURE SHIPS OF ZHENG HE
(Source:The Genius that was China)

Goal: Students will be able to explain the nautical advances
found in the ships that Meng He sailed.

Procedure: In the paragraph following locate 3 important
characteristics of the Chinese ships. Explain the significance
of each of these features.

"These fleets of Chinese junks that traversed the Indian and
Pacific Oceans in the thirteenth century were equipped with
watertight bulkheads, stern-post rudders and compasses.They were
manned by sailors with a knowledge of navigation by the stars,
and were far advanced in size to any ships built in Europe..."

CHALLENGE: Some historians believe that Europeans learned how to
improve their sailing ships from the Chinese. If this is true,
how do you suppose the Europeans found out about these nautical
innovations?

kr41411,

II, its;70 1111,I4
411114,,th:Mtri: iliptioN

"...-,:s'".., (.,.....4
I

4 vANI ..%
f 10111" APIP?Zi NI, '11

°I1P1447117N

241 AAl4it
44t

.......!&" _ZZ-Mila 744:jitt4,/:

"The ships which sailed the southern seas and south of it, are
like houses. When their sails are spread they are like great
clouds in the sky. Their rudders are several tens of feet long.
A single ship carries several hundred men and has in the stor,--
year's supply of grain. Pigs are fed and grain fermente,i
board." Zhou Chufei, 1178
(In contrast, any of Columbus' three ships wouid fit
tennis c and would hold 30 sailors.)

IFE;
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INTRODUCTION

Over the last fifty years, China's economy has gone from
capitalist to socialist and now to market socialism. The
political climate hes also changed at least as much with
alternating cycles of conservatism and liberalism punctuated
by traumatic events such as the Great Leap Forward of the late
50's, the Cultural Revolution of the late 60's and most recently
Tiananmen Square in 1989. Trends in the educational system
closely parallel changes in the political and economic climate.
To view classroom education in China separate from these events
is to miss the motivating force behind these educational trends.

To a greater degree than in the United States, education
in China serves the policy goals of the central government.
The perceived need to modernized agriculture, national defense,
industry, science and technology (the "Four Modernizations")
by producing many highly trained technical experts led to the
development, in the 50's, as in many less developed countries,
of an educational system designed to reward the academically
competent and weed out the less academically fit.

The perceived need, in the 60's, to create an egalitarian
society by class struggle against the descendants of "middle
class" and "bad class" persons (landlords, capitalists,
shopkeepers in pre-1949 China), to create an ideal socialist
citizen with proletarian and peasant virtues, the need to
continuously inspire revolutionary class struggle in the people
led to the Cultural Revolution. The consequences were opposite
to the aims of the 50's. Instead of creating experts and
technocrats, the leadership deemphasized grades and academic
achievement to create a more egalitarian school system. What
they got was chaos and a virtual halt to classroom education
for several years. The bitterness created by class struggle
between those of "middle class" or "bad class" origin and those
of revolutionary or proletarian origin still lingers today in
a multiple generation gap between the skills, education and
ideals of those schooled in the 50's and early 60's vs. those
"schooled" during the Cultural Revolution vs. those schooled
in the late 70's and 80's.

The contest between modernization and egalitarianism
(between economics and politics) as the driving force behind
educational change is now decidedly swung towards modernization.
Especially since the opening of China to Western technology,
visitors and even culture and ideals, Chinese students feel
the allure of money and new ideas like democracy. They feel
the contradictions of a political rhetoric that seeks Western
technology yet warns of the shortcomings of Western culture
and ideals. With the declining emphasis on the virtues of
socialism since Mao's death in 1976, education has sometimes,
ironically, steered political policy. Both anti-government
student protests of 1979 and 1989 shaped government economic
and political policy.



OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this project is to have students explore
and analyze the links between educational, political and economic
policy in the People's Republic of China (PRC). The structure
of an educat,ional system is closely related to the particular
socio-political-economic setting in which it has been developed
and in which it operates. The project is designed to increase
students' awareness of basic issues relating to the role of
education in a society, and to broaden and enrich their
understanding and knowledge of that society. In this unit,
students will acquire specific historical information on the
educational system of the PRC.

Students will try to answer questions such as: To what
extent did the leadership of the PRC use education as a tool
to further economic and societal goals? Did they succeed?
How did policies change with time? Did certain regions or
classes of people benefit more or less than others? Students
can contrast China's educational experience with theory and
practice in the West, e.g. educators like Horace Mann and John
Dewey.

What were the changes ;n curriculum, administrative
procedures, attitudes of teachers towards students and students
toward teachers?

What were the effects of fluctuating policy on graduates'
goals and aspirations? How did these varying influences contri-
butes to a contemporary generation gap? What were the varying
contributions of the farm and workplace towards formal education?
What is formal education in China now compared to Confucian
ideals?

Finally, how relevant is a study of Chinese education to
American education? Are there spoken or unspoken goals and
aims the government or the educational system seeks to instill
in young Americans? What are the means used to instill these
goals? Is education in America tilted toward education for
all or does it select an educated elite to be tomorrow's lea.1.?rs
in government, business and science?

GRADE LEVEL

This project is de-i.gned for high school students in global
history studies or Asian studies or government sLudiet, or pol-
itical science s adies courses.

- 2 --



STRATEGIES AND PROCEDURES

Divide students into two sections with each section taking
a slightly different perspective on education. Section A will
have a historical/political emphasis. The history of education
is studied as part of China's history and politics. Section
B looks in more detail at what students experience, what they
are taught. Alternately, parts of both sections could be com-
bined.

Section A1--Pre-1949 education

Lead into a discussion of education with a general histor-
ical survey of China. Note that through much of the past 2500
yearq rinfucian thought was the cornerstone of state ideology.
Conflas taught that the individual, family and the state were
bound by a code of moral obligations. Less a religion than
a humanistic philosophy, Confucius' teachings became part of
the education of imperial scholars who in turn aided the emperor
in governing the state. This education system was the education
system in China. So the sole role of education was to select
qualified administrators who, imbued with years of learning
Confucian philosophy , would govern in a humanistic way.

Choosing scholars was a highly selective process. Implicit
is the idea that some are more talented than others and that
the state is best served by choosing the most talented.

The learning process itself relied heavily on memorization
of the classics.-

After the establishment of the Chinese Republic in 1912,
China created an educational system from American, Japanese
and European models. For example, China adopted a 6 year +
3 year + 3 year + college program with each higher level accom-
odating fewer and fewer students. The curriculum was generally
college preparatory in nature covering science, art, music,
language and math.

Section A2--Post-1949 education

Following the revolution, Mao consolidated the cadres into
a potent force for reorganizing and reeducating the peasants
and proletariat. By the mid 50's agriculture was commune based
and the economy was a command production type similar to where
the Soviets were in the 1930's. Likewise, the education system
was geared to producing technical experts and towards universal
primary education (eventually). The Chinese however put much
higher emphasis on one's clss origin (peasant, proletariat,
revolutionary cadre, middle class, intelligentsia, capitalist)
and participation in political indoctrination classes. (After

3-
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Mao's death the class system was greatly deemphasized). Until
Mao's death in 1976, the balance between teaching politics vs.
teaching knowledge would reflect the struggle between the
leftists' desire to use education as a liberating tool for egal-
itarianism (or more often, as weapon to redress past perceived
class based subjugation) and the conservatives' desire to produce
a modern industrial state out of a rural/agricultural economy.

The Pendulum Swings

Leftist dominate

1958-60 (Great Leap Forward)
1966-76 (Cultural Revolution)
Political education over

knowledge education
Students class background

important
Egalitarian grading
No key schools
Practice over theory
Identical education

for all
Physical labor (farm, factory)

imbues everyone with
proletarian virtues

Develop own technology
Love of state sufficient

motive for study
All men created equal

Conservatives dominate

1950's (Heavy industrial development)"
1976-91 (Deng)
Knowledge (especially science

and technology)
Background less important

Academic criteria important
Key schools
More theory
Vocational emphasis for many

Less work, more study

Adapt Western technology
Academic competition needed for

study motive
Talent exists more in some and

should be nurtured

Students might contrast classical Chinese and modern Chinese
educational goals. How does education serve the state? What
about classical Western liberal education--similarities, diff-
erences?

Section B

There are 93,000 secondary schools with roughly 50,000,000
students. About 80% of the students are located in rural areas.
There are 821,000 primary schools in China with 140,000,000
pupils. 90% of them are in rural areas. On average there are
600 to 1200 students in a secondary school and 80 to 800 pupil,_
in an elementary school. Average age to enter school is 61
to 7. Chinese students attend 6 years of primary school then
3 years of junior high school. Alternately, five years of elem-
entary school is combined with four years of junior high school.



After completing this nine year compulsory education, some
students will enter three year senior high schools in oreder
to try to get into colleges. Others will continue their educa-
tion in vocational or technical schools, then obtain jobs when,
they graduate.

The entrance examination for entering key high schools
is highly competitive. (Key schools have the best equipment,
teachers and students). To enter the universities and colleges,
exams are even more intense. In the whole country, only 10%
of senior high school graduates can get into colleges. What
happens to those who fail college entrance exams yet do not
have the vocational background to get a factory job? If the
economy is vibrant, they are absorbed into the labor force.
If not vibrant, they used co be sent to farms or live with
parents while waiting for work. In recent years, some have
gone into private business (very lucrative but low status).

About half of China's senior high schools are on a pre-
college track and the other half are vocational schools. Con-
sidering the small percentage who make it to collfgel should
more emphasis be put on vocational education? Is the existence
of key schools egalitarian? Should ther be key schools? Con-
sidering that China is still 80% rural and the population mostly
non-mobile, is the emphasis on urban education fair? Is it
practical? Cost effective?

There is a very serious teacher shortage. About one-third
of the teachers have not completed college and some just finished
the grade they are teaching. This is especially true in the
rural areas. Nonetheless, it is often China's best college
graduates who end up as teachers. There is also much in-service
training and a conscious effort to upgrade the status of
teachers. (Teachers and administrators were sometimes beaten
by students during the Cultural Revolution). Also, the quality
of education is often high despite shortage of materials.
Lessons are often coherent, practical, imaginative and group
oriented. Contrast this with education in the United States.
What is the status of teachers here? Are lessons structured
similarly? What is the priority of education in this counLry?
Curriculum is more tightly focused in China and uniform through-
out provinces. Contrast the benefits of teaching a uniform
curriculum as in China with courses that differ from school
to school as in the U.S. Should U.S. schools emulate China's
group learning? Should time be devoted to paramilitary training,
outdoor activities, social training (e.g. street cleaning),
factory or farm work, i.e. practical experience as in China?
Is China's policy of teaching minorities in their own languages
(bilingualism) as well as affirmative action likely to aid or
hinder integration into Chinese society? Is integration or
perhaps maintaining differences a desirable goal?

5-
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CONCLUSION

At the end of this unit students should have a grasp of how
a larger societal and economic agenda can shape educational
policy and as a result of that policy students can both aid or
negate those goals.

A close look at China's educational system today shows
contrast to U.S. schools. Can we learn from these differences?
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FROKMAQ TO MIK:
Chinabaransition and Changx

A teaching nodule researche and developed by Robert Ste hos, Upper School Dean 1 Faculty
and Social Studies Teacher, Morgan Park Academy, Chicago, Illinois.

Robert Station was a participant in the Fulbright Seminar in the People's Republic of China,
Hoag Kong, and the Republic of China, sumer 1991.

This unit was prepared as partial completion for the summer seminar. The module was
completed for classroom use ci Robert Stelton and may not be copied without permission.
Permission to duplicate articles in the reading section has not been requested nor granted.
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FROM MAO TO NOW:
China In Transition and Change

A teaching unit created by Robert Ste lion to fulfill a requirement for participation in the 1991
Fulbright Summer Seminar in the Peoples Republic of China, Hong Kong, and the Republic of China.

luiroduaiga:

The events taking place from 1989 through 1991 underscore the need for updated teaching materials.
Clearly publishers are less able than ever before to keep up with expectations and demands. The
department of education Fulbright programs provide an exceptional opportunity to fill such voids.

The need for updated teaching materials for China is obvious. Americans have shared distinct and
peculiar interests in China since first encounters with the declining Ching dynasty, through the
Chinese Revolution, domination by the Nationalists, and the aging Communist bureaucracy. There
are as well American interests and concerns vis-a-vis Hong Kong and the Republic of Chins
(Taiwan) and to a lesser extent Macxo.

Regardless of American concerns, often predicated on humanitarian groundse.g. thc Tiansinmen
Massacre of 1989, there is the real significance af the third largest nation, home of more than a billion
peoplemore than a quarter of the world's population. Critics of American policy prior to reopening
of formal relations in 1972 were correct in their assessment that the existence of China could not be
ignored. This is not to judge either the appropriateness or timing of the policy.

To provide the learning/teaching unit with a center of gravity I have struck upon the continuing
significance of Mao Zedong. Future events may dictate reconsideration of Mao as the pivotal point,
but Mao seems to be a reasonable point of departure.

The basic text, Clark, James I., China. McDougal, Littell & Company, was selected to provide
students with a survey of China's history. To cover five thousand years of history would be a difficult
task even given the luxury of a full school year. The shorter text allows time for the additional
readings and film viewing.

The course is designed to make maximum use al films available on video. The videography at the cnd
of the unit presents a sampling of films on video that can be purchased or rented. There are numerous
videos that can be substituted for the author's personal video, Glimpses of China.

Students are required to keep reading and film notes. A precis for each film will be written.
Notebooks will be collected at least twice during the course of the unit.

Course length was determined by the length of a marking period at Morgan Park Academy. From
Mao To Now is a single unit course that is a part of a five unit introduction to non-western history.

RECOMMENDED GRADE/COURSE LEVEL1

Junior/Senior High school. Average and above average reading ability. The module can be used in

2
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World History/World Cultures and Asian History courses.

From Moo To Now is structured to achieve a wide range of learning objectives. Knowledge
objectives include enhanced and up-to-date understanding of contemporary China. The study of
transition and change in China should provide the student with a better understanding of American
policy visa vi China. Students may discover new insights into Chinese character.

There will be improved mastery at a number af social study shills including those relating to critical
reading and interpretation. By working with recent press accounts and standard textbook accounts
students should develop a better understanding of the constituents of the historical process. Specific
writing assignments, i.e. precis and library reports will aid in improving writing skills.

TIME REQUIRED;

-Five weeks, twenty-five class period.

TEACHINGAND 1,,VARNING MATERIALS;

Videocassettes: As Indicated
VCR and Video Monitor
Chalkboard
Bulletin Board

4. Reading Resource Packet
Textbook

VIDEOGRAPHY;

There is a videography at the end of the unit. The extensive caltalog of films on video tape provides a
rich lode for the teacher to mine. Students can be encouraged to select individual films to view and to
report on.

Evaluation

My own experience has been that it is unrealistic to expect most students to manage their homework
and study assignments unless they arc "threatened" by thc inevitability of some testing. Shorter
objective tests usually can keep them honest with themselves. Testing for isolated facts is
unacceptable. Instead it is hoped that the student will gain an understanding of the sweep of history
and especially events of the last century. Furthermore it is expected that students will also develop
analytical skills and the ability to distinguish between factual and normative statements.

The real learning must take place within the student. A requirement to submit a caref ully prepared
precis for each film viewed ts essential. The final evaluation can be determined by a formal library or
research paper. I require the paper to be created on a word processor. Instruction is usually
necessary to help the student. Colette Daiute's book, Writing ct Computers. is a useful guide to the
use et the computer in writing. Work on the "research paper" should begin early in the project.



Mao's Inheritance
The Good Earth (4 class sessions)

China in Turmoil
The Last Emperor (4 class sessions)

Mao's China
Biography: Mao (1 class session)

Mao's Legacy
Breaking With OI Ideas (4 class sessions)
Hibiscus Town (4 class sessions)
Yellow Earth (3 clas.; sessions)

FIRST WEEK: Mao's laberitance

FiIms:
The Heart of the Dragon: Remembering
Glimpses of China
The Good Earth

Readings:
"Report From A Chinese Village"
"Rickshaw"
"The Good Earth"

Day 1: Introduction to the unit. The text book is reviewed. Class is advised that the course will make
extensive use ofis videos. The book provides an outline of the history. Short lectures and
readings augment the text. Students are provided with a reading resource unit, selections from
many of the books and pamphlets in the bibliography. The bulletin board must be an integral
part of the unit. Require students to bring articles to class for posting on the bulletin board. A
grade can be a.motivational force. Before posting the article students should make a brief
presentation or introduction of the article to the class. Time is allowed during the first period
to show the video, Glimpses of China. Before the period ends they are given the homework
assignment, reading in the China, text, Chapter 1 and that their precis for Glimpse of
China will be due on day 3.

Day 2: Aftcr allowing time for bulletin board presentations (have one ready--in case) begin the
session with students writing several sentences about the previous night's reading. A
good topic, What is the most surprising thing about the reading? Spend approximately ten
minutes discussing the reading in terms of the student's conclusions. Before presenting the
next video explain what a precis is. Begin viewing of The Heart of the Dragon:

Remembering.

4
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Assignment for Day 3, China, text, Chapter 2.

Day 3: Begin the class session with bulletin board presentations. After having one or two precis read
haw students comment. Next collect Glimpse of China précis. China, text, Chapter 3.
Complete showing of Remembering. Before end of the period give assignment for the next
day, Chine, Chapter 3. Precis for Remembering is due on day 1 of week 2.

Day 4: Begin class session with posting of bulletin board items. Begin the session by discussing the
next day's homework. China, text, Chapter 4 and reading in packet, "Rickshaw" for the
seminar session on Day S. In addition to the textbook assignment have students bring in
one or more topics for their research paper. At this time it may be essential to explain the
thesis. Write on the chalkboard or overhead projector:

The °great proletarian cultural revolution* was necessary for the permanent
success of China's communist revolution,

Insist that the thesis or theses be typewritten, or preferably computer generated and printed,
and submitted on a full 8 1/2 x 11 sheet. The theses can be read, commented on, and
approved before being returned to the student.

Day 5: Begin session with bulletin board posting. Announce homework assignments for day 1, week
2, China, text, Chapter 3. Have students arrange chairs or desks in a circle for the seminar.
The topic is "Rickshaw."

SECOND WEEK: China In Turmoil

Films:
The Last Emperor
Battle of China
The Yellow Earth

Readings:
"A Meeting With Mao"
-Three Poems By Mao"
"In Memory of Norman Bethune"
"My Brother: Communist Martyr Qin liajun

Day 1: Begin session with bulletin board posting. Return thesis proposals. Indicate on thc proposals
changes that arc necessary. Announce homework assignment for the next day, China,
Chapter 6. Students are also advised that the Remembering precis is due wed( 2, day 3.
Begin showing of The Last Emperor.

Day 2: Begin session with bulletin board posting. Make homework assignment for the next day,
Chtna, Chapter 7. Continue showing of The Last Emperor.

Day 3: After bulletin board posting, collect Remembering précis. Announce homework assignment
China, Chapter 8 and that précis will be due on week 2, day 5. CCM plete showing of The
Last Emperor.
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Day 4: After bulletin board posting advise students that notebooks will be collected on week 2, day 5.
Homework assignments are China, Chapter 9. Baiance of the period is to be used to read the
week's outside reading asignments, 1. e., "A Meeting With Mao," etc. These readings wil' form
the core of the day 5 seminar.

Day 5: After bulletin board posting co:leet The Last Emperor precis then advise students of the
next day's homework assignment, China, Chapter 10. Balance of the period is to be spent on
the seminar.

THIRD WEFJC: Maits China

Films:
The Biography of Mao
Breaking With Old Ideas

Readings:
"Quotations From Chairman Mao Tsetung"
"Cultural Revolution"
"Class Struggle Under Socialism"
"Fanshen"
"Beyond The Chinese Shadow Play"
"The Family"

Day 1: Begin period with bulletin board posting. Advise students that they will participate in a
simulation. "Settling Accounts," on day 5. China, Chapter 11. Begin showing the video, The
Biography of Mao.

Day 2: Begin period with bulletin board posting. After making the announcement for the next day's
homework assignment, China, Chapter 12. Complete showing of Mao and remind the class
that the Mao precis is due on day 4 of week 3.

Day 3: After bulletin board posting announce the next days assignment, China, Chapter 13. The rest
of the period is to be used for the showing of Breaking With Old Ideas.

Day 4: After bulletin board posting review the activity for the next day, the struggle meeting.
Reading completes the text, China, Chapter 14 and "The Family: Part 11 Women? Balance of
period, complete showing Breaking With Old Ideas.

Day 5: The struggle meeting. Selected students will have read thc script and the assignment. The
class is to be divided into two parts: the characters and the peasants. The peasants will not
know the script and will be advised to act spontaneouslytheir actions unknown and
unanticipated by the caste of characters.

youRTH WEEK.: Me o's Legacy

6
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Hibiscus Town

Readings:
"A Small Town Called Hibiscus*
"To Rebel is Justif ied"
"One Step Forward Two Steps Back"
"Fullness And The Void"
"To Get Rich Is Glorious"
"Connections"

Day 1: Precis for Breaking With Old Ideas is duc. Students are to meet in the library to begin their
work on their research project. Students are required to develop a thesis and write a formal
research paper that will be due on the first day of the sixth week. Possible themes:

What is the future of capitalist roaders in China?
Is there a future for Chinese democracy?
China after the funerals, what happens after the passing of the old men?

The three items arc suggestions. Students may select and develop their own topics. Papers
must present their paper in either the MLA or Author Date Style. Final draft must be
computer generated and a computer printout. There is no homework for the rest of the week
except for the work on their research project. First page of paper is due day 3 of week 4. Final
draft is due day 1 of week 5.

Day 2: Have students post any articles, because of work on research project there will be a lessening
off of contributions. Begin showing of A Small Town Called Hibiscus.

Day 3: After posting of bulletin board articles collect first page of paper and continue showing of
Hibiscus. Precis el Hibiscus is due on day 5, week 4.

Day 4: Post bulletin board articles and complete showing of Hibiscus.

Day 5: Bulletin Board Contributions.Return first page and review research paper project.

FIFTH WEEL_What's Next?

Day 1 Bulletin Board Contributions. Collect research pr*cts.

Day 2: Bulletin Board Contributions. Using the chalkboard introduce the diagram that discusses
change,

[Sources of

Change

Obstacles

to Change

Draw upon students to create scenarios.

Resultant

Change



Day 3: Bulletin Board Contributions. Continuing the problem of change use triangles to illustrate
change. Students can bc shown the three components of change:

1. Line AB, length of time allowed for completion social change.
2. Line BC, amount of change being proposed or imposed.
3. Angle CAB, resistance to change--the bigger the angle the greater the

resistance.

Diagram of Resistance

Degree of

Resistance

Amount of
Change

Time Length

Students are to begin work on a triangle after they have created a scenario for change. The
can begin the project in class which is to be completed as a homework assignment.

Day 4: Have volunteers read their scenario and then illustrate on thc chalkboard. Three or four
students can make a presentation. The balance of the period can be spent in discussioc.

Day 5: Return research projects, discussion of the individual papers

END OF UNIT
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CHAPTER ONE

THE PERSON we want to introduce is Hsiang Tzu. not Camel Hsiang
Tzu. because "Camel" is only a nickname. Well just say Hsiang Tzu
for now, having indicated that there is a connection between Camel
and HsiangTzu.

The rickshaw men in Peking form xaveral groups. Those who are
young and drong and springy of kg rent good.looking

rickshaws and
work all day. They take their rickshaws out when they feei like it and
quit when they feel like it. They begin their day by going to wait at
rickshaw stands or the residences of the wealthy. They specialize in
waiting for a customer who wants a fast trip. They might get a dollar
or two just like that if it's a good job. Having struck it rich they might
take the rest of the day off. It doesn't matter to themif they haven't
made a deal on how much rent they'll have to pay to the rickshaw
agency. The members of this band of brothers generally have two
hopes: either to be hired full time, or to buy a rickshaw. In the latter
case it doesn't make much difference if they work for a family full
time or get their fares in the streets; the rickshaw I their own.Compare the first group to all those who are older, or to all those
who, due to their physical condition, are lacking ;n vigor wnen they
run, or to all those who, because of their families, do not dare wade
one day. Most of these men pull almost new rickshawl. Man and rick-
shaw look equally good so these men can maintain the proper dignity
when the time comes to ask for the fare. The men in this group work
either all day or on the late afternoon and evening shift. Those who
work late, from four P.M. to dawn, do so because they Save thestamina for it. They don't care if it is winter .1.. sununcr- Of courv it
takes a lot more attentiveness and skill to work at night than in th .
daytime; naturally you earn somewhat-more money.It is not easy for those who are over forty and under t-sv,nty to find

21
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a place in these two groups. Their rickshaws are rickety and they dare
not work the late shift. MI they can do is stad out very early, hoping
they can earn the rickshaw rental and their expenses for one day be-
tween dawn and three or four in the afternoon. Their rickshaws are
.rickety and they run Very slowly. They work long hours on the road
and come out short on fares. They are the ones who haul goods at the
melon market, fruit market, and vegetable market. They don't make
much but there's no need to run fast either.

Very few of those under twentyand some start work at eleven or
twelvebecome handsome rickshaw men when older. It is very diffi-
cut. for them to grow up healthy and strong because Of he (1Cprivil-
HMS they suffer as children. They may pull a rickshaw all their lives
but pulling a rickshaw never gets them anywhere. Some of those over
forty have been pulling rickshaws car only eight or ten years. They
begin to slow down as their muscles deteriorate. Eventually they
realize that they'll take a tumble and die in the street sooner or later.
Their methods, charging all that the traffic will hear and making
short trips look like long ones, are quite enough to bring their past
glory to mind and make them snort with contempt at the younger gen-
eration. But past glory can scarcely diminish the gloom of the future
and for that reason they often sigh a little when they mop their !Prows.
When compared to others among their contemporaries, however, they
don't seem to have suffered much. They never expected to have any-
thing to do with pulling rickshaws. But when faced with a choke be-
tween living and dying, they'd had to grab the shafts of a rickshaw.
They were fired clerks or dismissed policemen, small.time merchants
who had lost their capital, or workmen who had lost their jobs. When
the time came when they had nothing left to sell or pawn, they gritted
their teeth, held back their tears, and set cut on this death-bound road.
Their best years are already gone and now the poor food they eat
becomes the blood awl sweat that drips on the pavement. They have
no strength, no experience, and no friends. Even among their cowork-
ers they are alone. They pull the most broken-down rickshaws.
There's no telling how many flats they get in a day. They'll get a fare
and then beg for "understanding and pardon." Fifteen cents is a large
fee but they want a tip, too.

Besides these groups, there is yet another one romposed of those dis-
tinguished by background or knowledge. Those born in fisi Yuan and
Hai Tien, west of the city. naturally find it advantageous to work the
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Western Hills or the Ch'ing Huss and Yen Ching University routes.

Similarly, those born north of the An Ting Gate make trips to Pei

Yuan and Ching Ho. Those bons sleuth of the Yung Ting Gate go to

Nan Yuan. They are the long-haul men. They refuse to take shod-run

customers because wearing yourself out on little three or five cent

trips isn't worth it. But they ykki to the prowess of the pullers in the

Legatkm Quarter. These specialists in foreign trade run from the

quarter to the jade Foundation Mountain, the Summer Palace, or the

Western Hills in one trip. But stamina is not what matters. The reason

all the other rickshaw men cannot compete for the foreign trade is

because these "eaters of foreign food" have a smattering of exotic

knowledge. They have picked up some foreign words. These fellows

understaml when British or French soldiers say "Longevity Moun-

tain" or "Summer Palace" or mispronounce pa ta hu rung (the red

light district). They know a few foreign words and do not pass what

tiwy know along to others. Their running style is also peculiar to

them. They run at a moderate pace with their heads down and eyes

fixed straight ahead while keeping to one side of the road. They have

an air of superiority, of not being at odds with the world, about them.

Because they work for foreigners, they can do without vests with num-

bers on them so passengers can hail them. Regulation dress for them is

a long-sleeved white jacket and white of black troligers With full legs

tied tightly with white cords around the ankles. They wear very thick-

soled black cloth shoes and have a smooth clean appearance. Other

rickshaw men don't argue over resting places or challenge them to

races when they see these clothes. These fellows seem to be engaged in

another occupation.
And with this simple analysis we can, we hope, be just as precise

when talking about Ilsiang Tzu and his position as we are when de-

scribing the location of a certain bolt in a machine. Hsiang Tzu,

before the events which produced the nickname "Camel," was a com-
paratively independent rickshaw man, That is to say, he belonged to
that group made up of the young and strong who also owned their

own rickshaws. Ills rickshaw, his life, everything was in his own
hands. Ile was a top-ranking rickshaw man.

Becoming independent was not a simple matter at all. It took one

year. two years, at least three or four years, and one drop of sweat,

two drops of sweat, who knows how many millions of drops of sweat,

until the struggle produced a rickshaw. By gritting his teeth through
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wind and rain, depriving himself of good food and good tea, he finally
saved enough for that rickshaw. That rickshaw was the total result,
the entire reward, of all his struggle and sufferng. It was theequivalent of the campaign medals vorn by a soldier who has gone
ths ("ugh a hundred battks.

When Hsiang Tru ren!led someone else's rickshaw he fan fromdawn till dark, from east to west, from south to north. 1 fe had no sayin the matter. He was like a top someone else was spinning. But in themidst of all this twirling his eyes certainly had no spots befare them
nor was his mind confused. Ilk thoughts were fixed rm that distant
rickshaw, the rickshaw that would make him free and imiependent,
the rickshaw that would be like his own hands and feet. Ile would nolonger have to put up with the bad temper of rickshaw agency owners
or be hypocritically polite to (Ahem when he bad his own rkkshaw.With his own strength and his (run rickshaw. he would have some-thing to rat when he opened his eyes in the morning.

Ile did not fear hardship and bad none of the bad habits of theother rickshaw men, habits which all of them could understand andpardon but were certainly not to be taken as campks of proper be-
havior. His intelligence and exertions were enough to realize his ambi-
tions. Had his enviromnent been a little better. had he had a little
education, he certainly would not have ended up in the "rubber tire
corps." Furthermme, no matter what Ise wurked at, hr certainly
would never have failed to make the most of his opportunities. Unfor-
tunately. he was compelled to pull a rickshaw. All right, be could
prove his ability and intelligence in this ()eruption, too, Ile seemed tobe just the met of person who would even be a good demon in hell if be
had to.

Born and reared in a village, he lost both his parents and the few
pieces of family land as well, l le came to the city when be was eigh-
teen. Bringing with him a country boy's muscles and forthrightness,
he earned his keep by selling his strength in one day labor job after
another. But he realized before long that pulling a rickshaw was the
easiest way of all to earn money. There are limits to the income f rom
other laboring jobs. There was more variety and opportunity in met-
ing a rkkshaw; you never knew svhen you might gain a reward great-
er than you had ever hoped for. Naturally he was aware that such an
encounter did not Min' afxnit entirely by chance. It was c-iential that
both man and rickshaw have a handsome air. Yin, can do brisiness
with a man who recognizes qnality when you have the goods to sell.
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After thinking it over, he believed that he did have the qualifications.
He was strong and the right age. The trouble was he had never done
the running, He didn't dare just grab hold and take oif with a fine-
looking rickshaw. But this was no insurmcp. Amble difficulty. With his
physique and strength as a foundation, he would need only ten or ftf.
teen days of practice to be able to run with style. Then he would rent a
new rickshaw. Perhaps he'd get hired on a private basis very quickly
and then after eating sparingly and spending very litfle for one year,
or two years,or even three or four years, he would certainly be able to
get his own rickshaw, and one of the best! Looking at his youthful
niuseks, it seemed to him it was only a question of time until he
achieved Isis ambition and reached his goal. It was no dream at all.

His height and strength had both developed beyond his years; by
twenty be was already very large and tall. Although his physique had
yet to be molded inks a definite form by the passage of time, he
already looked like a mature man, a grown man whose face and form

still had something naive and mischievous about them. While watch-
ing the top-notch rickshaw men he thought about bow he would pull
in his waist to really show off his "iron fan" chest and hard straight
back. I k'd turn his head to look at his shoulders; how very broad they

were and how very impressive! Once he had his waist bound tightly,
he'd put on wide white pants and fasten them down at the cuffs with
'libber bands to show off that pair of great big feetl Yes, there was no

doubt be could become a most outstanding rickshaw man. lie grinned
at himself like a simpleton.

There was nothing remarkable about his face. It was his enthusias-
tic expression that made him likable. His head was not very large; it
hail two round eyes, a thick nose, very short and very bushy eyebrows,
and a scalp that was always shaved and shiny. There was no fat on his
clweks and even so his neck was almost as thick as his head. Ills face
was always red. A large scar between his left ear and cheekbone was
particularly lurid, lie had been bitten by a mule while asleep under a
tree when a boy. lle took very little notice of his face. His love for it
was the same as his love for his body: both had the same tough
strength, lie regarded his face as if it were one of his limbs; it needed

only to bc strong and that was fine. Yes indeed, he could do a head-
stand for quite a long time after he came to the city. In this position it
seemed to him he was very like a tree: up or down, there was no place

that wasn't straight and strong.
Ile was almost like a tree; sturdy, silent, and yet alive, lk had his

in
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own plans and some insight, but he did not enjoy conversation. Each
man's grievances and difficulties were topics of public discussion
among the rickshaw pullers. They all reported, or described, or yelled
about, their affairs at the rickshaw stands. in the small teahouses, and
in kelt of mixed courtyards, the horizontal tenements of Peking.

'Afterwards these tales became everyone's property and like a folk
song were passed along fmm one place to another. Ilsiang Tim was a
peasant; his speech was not as glib as the city fdlows'. Assuming that
cleverness of speech COMM from innate ability, what was innate with
him was an unwillingness to talk. lie was also, therefore, not inclined
to copy the spiteful lips and wicked tongues of thr city folk. Ile mind-
ed his own business and did not enjoy discussing it with others.
Because his mouth was niten idle, he had plenty of time to think; his
eyes seemed always to he peering al his mind. Ile needed only to de-
cide: then he would inflow the road his mind had opened. If it hap-
pened that his path was blocked, he would remain silent for several
days, grinding his teeth, just as if he were chewing up his heart.

lie dec.ded topsoil a rickshaw, so he set out to get one to pull. First
he rented a battered one and practked. Ile did not make any money
the first day. Ile didn't do too badly the second day but then he had to
spend the next two days lying down; his ankles had swelled up like
gourds and he couldn't lift his feet. Ile endured it. Ile didn't care how
much it hurt. Ile knew it was unavoidable, a stage of rickshaw pulling
he must experience. lie would be unable to run fearlessly unless he
had been through it.

lie dared to run after his ankles healed. This made him extraordi-
narily happy because now there was nothing more to fear, lie was
well acquainted with place names. It wouldn't matter much if he
made a mistake once in a while aml had to go the lung way round, he
had plenty of stamina. His experiences while pulling. hauling, and
carrying things on poles guided him in the technique of rickshaw pnll-
ing, so he didn't think it was very difficult. Furthermore he had his
own notions; coneentrate a lot and don't be prisliy and you probably
won't do anything wrong! itis way of stammering and then bhirting
out his words hindered him when shouting out his price and compet-
ing for pascengers with the other pullers. Ile cmildn't get the better of
all those fast talkers. Ile was aware !hat he had this shortcoming co he
hardly ever went to a rickshaw stand. Ile waited for customers where
there were no other rickshaws. In these ont-of.the.wav jilaces he could
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discuss fees calmly. Sometimes he didn't set a price: he simply saki.
"Get in. Pay me what you want." His manner was sohonest, his face

so open and likable, that it seemed all lin* could do was trust Nan.
It didn't occur to anyone that this great shnpleton could be an eater-
tionistif people dki wonder about him, it was only to suspect that he

was a fellow from the country and lew in town. lie probably didn't
know the streets so he didn't know how mueh to charge. When some-

one asked him "Do you know how to get there?" he just smiled in a
way that looked as if he were trying to be clever by pretending to be
stupid, which left the passenger at a lass what to think,

Ile got his stride right after three weeks of work. Ile knew his way
of running really looked good. The way a rickshaw man ran was
proof of his ability and qualifications. That splayfooted fellow, flap-
ping his fed down onto the ground like a pair of rush leaf fans, is un-
doubtedly a beginner fresh from the village. That man with his head

sunk way down and his feet scraping the ground, who puts on a show

of running but isn't moving much faster than he walks, is one of the
fellows over fifty. The ones who have all the experience they need but

not mai strength have another method. They push their chests way

out and hold their stomachs way in. They raise their knees high. 'They

stretch their necks aml heads forward when they move. They look like

they are nmning with all their might, but in fact they aren't a bit
faster limn anyone else. They rely on exaggerated gestures to maintain

their dignity.
l [slang Tzu certainly never chose to conduct himself in any of these

ways. I !is legs were long, his stride was long, his torso was firm. There
was scarcely a sound when he set out. His stride seemed to expand and
contract. The rickshaw shafts did not wobble, which made the passen-

ger feel secure and comfortable. Tell him to stop and no matter how
fast he was going at the time, bed be standing still in two more light
steps. his strength seemed to permeate every part of the rickshaw. Ile
ran with his back bent forward, his hands gripping the shafts lightly;
be was energetic, smooth in his motions. preere. fh. (1141 appear to
he in any hurry and yet be ran very fast, but without jeopardizing
anyone. Indeed, even among rickshaw men hired by families such a
technique was regarded as very valuable.

Ile changed to a new rickshaw, asked a few qiirst ions, and learned

that one like it, with soft springs, bright brass work, a rain cover, two
lamps, and a brass horn, was worth something over one hundred dol.
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bars. A similar rickshaw coukl be easily got for one hundrrd if the lac-
quer and brass work were slightly defective. So in all probability heonly needed a hundred dollars to buy a rickshaw. Suddenly he
thought, if I could save ten cents a day I'd have one hundred dollars in
just one thousand daysl He couldn't figure out how many years werein one thousand days but, Ve decided then and there, one thousand
days were all right. Even ten thousand days were all right. Ile just had
to buy a rickshaw! The first thing he had to do, he knew, was to get
hired by a family. lf he were hired by someone who haft many social
engagements and went oot to ten or so dinners a month, he could col-
lect two or three dollars in tips from the hosts. Add that to the dollar
eighty he could se% each month am! mayhe he could save as much as
five dollars, and hf. 4. maybe fifty or sixty dollars in one year! Ili%
hope came much closer that way: I le did not smoke, did mit drink, did
not gamble, wasn't addicted to imything, and had no family burdens.
Ali he needed to do was grit his teeth and he wouldn't fail. Ile swore
an oath to himself: in one year and a half he would have his own
rickshaw or elsel It would be a new one, too. Ile wanted no eld rebuilt
rkkshaw that passed for new.

lle actually did get hired by a family, but it didn't do much to ad-
vance his hopes. gritted his teeth all right, but after a year and a
half he was nowhere near fulfillieg his vow. He'd get private job, and
take great pains to be careful in everything he did. Unfortmately, af-fairs in this world have more than one face. f would mform his
duties punctiliously hut he'd be fired anyway. It might take two orthree months or only eight or ten days and out he'd go. Ue'd have to
look for anotlier fob. Naturally he'd have to look for private work and
look for fares at the sanw time he was "rhling a horse while looking
for a horse" and had no time off at all lie made mistakes frequently
during this period. f le drove himself. Ile paid no attention to how
much food he needed every. day. After all, he had to save his money to
but a rickshaw. But forcing your strength is never a somal practice.
lie always seemed to be thinking of something else and couldn't keep
his mind on his work when running. The more be thought, the more
frightened and ansious he became. If things kept cm lite this, when
would he ever be able to buy a rickshaw? Why was it like this? Could
anycnie say he had no goal in life? In the midst of these confused
thoughts he would forget his customary cantioin the tire wcndd rim
over bits of brass or broken pottery and Now out, and all he mold do
then was quit for the day. Sometimes he ran into pedestrians, which
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was even worse. The limit was reached when the rickshaw had Ns top
ripped off because he was in a hutry to get through a crowd. Canals.
ly none of these mistakes would have occurred if he had been working
for a family. His mind was not very quick and after kning a job he
was muddled. It is understood that if you smash up a rickshaw you
must pay for the repairs. This vexed him even more; it was like thrpw-
;rig oil on a fire. Sometimes, because he was afraid of bringing on
3011W greater catastrophe, he Just slept aH day in a kind of stupor. A
whole workday had been wasted when he finally opened his eyes and
he felt even worse and hated himself. At such limes he was even hard-
er on himself as his anxiety increased and his meals became irregular,
lie thought he was made of iron but even he could get sick.

I le was very stubborn and would not let go of his money for medi-
cine when he fell ill. The illness would get worse and worse lie not
only had to buy more medidne, he also had to force himself to rest for
quite a few days. MI these problems made him grit his teeth and work
even harder, but the money for a rickshaw dkln't pile up any faster,

It took three whole years but he saved one hundred dollars!
Ile couldn't wait another minute, lie had originally planned to buy

the latest model, the one that was most compktely outfitted and
pleased him the most. Now the best he could do was see what he could
get for his money. lie couldn't wait any longer. Perhaps something
dse would come up that would lose his money for hing As it happened
there was a new rickshaw, one that had been ordered but never paid
for, which was not much different than the sort he had hoped to get,
Its original price was over a hundred dollars but the maker svas will-
ing to cut the price a little herause the deposit had been forfeited.

Isiang Tzu's whole face was red, lie took out ninety-six dollars, his
hand shaking. "I want this rickshaw!"

'the maker decided to press for a round hundred. He talked and
talked, be pulled the rickshaw back and forth through the gateway,
raised the top and lowered it, and squeezed the born, accompanying
each action with a stream of superlatives. The finale to his perfor-
mance was to kick the steel spokes twice.

"listen to the soundi like a bell! Take it. You can bring it back and
Now it in my face if mu. spoke is weak or even if you pull it to pieces.
One hundred dollars. Any less and it's no dealt"

Hsiang Tzu counted his money again. "I want this rickshaw.
Ninety.sis dollars!"

'nu, maker knew he had run into a clever man. lie looked at I isiang
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Tzu and sighed. "For friendiiip's sake, the rickshaw is yours. Guar-anteed fie. six months. It repair everything free unless you smash upthe frame. Here's thewarranty, take itl"
Hsiang Tzu's hands shook even harder. Almost weeping, he tookthe warranty and the rickshaw. He pulled it to a quiet spot and care-fully examined his own rickshaw. He tried to see a reflection of hisface in the lacquered panelsI The longer be looked, the more he lovedit; even those features which weren't exactly what he had wantedcould be overlocAced because it was his rickshaw now. Lnoking overthe rickshaw led him to feel he ought to take a little time off. He satonthe perforated footrest and stared at the gleaming brass horn on thefront end of one shaft. Suddenly he realized he was twenty-two yearsold this year. His parents had died too soon for him to know what dayhis birthday was and he had never celebrated a single birthday sincecoming to the city. All right. today he had bnught a new rickshaw. Lettoday be his birthday, his and the rickshaws. It would be easy toremember. Besides, the rickshaw was his heart's blood. There wassimply no reason to separate man from rickshaw.

How did they spend this double birthday?
Hsiang Tzu decided that his first customer must be a well-dressedman. It absolutely must not be a woman. Best of all would be a manwho wanted to go to the Ch'ien Gate; the Tung An market was nextbest, What he ought to do when he got there was go to the best foodstall and have a mealhot pancakes stuffed with fried mutton orsomething similar. Then, after hed eaten, he'd take one or maybe twofares if they were profitable. If there weren't any he'd put up hisrickshaw; this was his birthday!

His experiences in life became much more interesting after he gothis own rickshaw. Working for a family was fine, and so was workingby the day. He never had to worry about a rental feewhatever he
earned was all his. He felt very much at ease and was more polite toothers than before; consequently his business was very satisfactory.Why if things went on like this, by working two more years. two yearsat the most, he could buy another rickshaw. One, two, why he couldeven open a rental agency!

But hopes for the most part come to nothing and Hsiang Tzu's wereno exception.
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hive inoney::What I. the price of the earth you wish
:sell?" Before the Old Loyd he heard himself saying and

in the Old Lord's agent, "Count me as anyone else. What is
thelair price? I have it in my hand."

And kis wife, who had been a slave in the kitchens of
!.;tftat proud family, she would be wife to a man who owned
0a piece of the land that for generations had made the I louse

of Hwang great. It was as though she felt his thought for
vilhe suddenly ceased her resistance and she said,
V''"...."Let it be bought. After all, rice land is good, and it is
vicar the moat and we can get watcr every year. It is sure."

And again the slow smile spread over her face, the smile
that never lightened the dullness of her narrow black eyes,
and after a long time she said,

4. "Last year this time I was slave in that house."
And thcy walked on, silent with the fullness of this

.

i?' thought.
..

CIIAPTER SIN1.

,. Tim piece of land which Wang Lung now owned was a.
'.-'. thing which greatly changed his life. At first, after he had
i... dug the silver from the wall anti taken it to the great
,..... house, after the honor of speaking as an equal to the Ohl
r-' Lord's equal was past, he was visited with a dcpresskm of
-.spirit which was almost regret. When he thought of the

hole in the wall now empty that had ken filled with silver
tihe need not use, he wished that he load his silver hack.
;JAlter all, this land, it would take hours of labor again, and..!
... II alan said, it was far away, more than a ii which is a
!( third of a mile. And again, the buying of it had not been
:Attire so filled with glory as hc had anticipated. lie had

1
...
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gone too early te.the.greit bowie and tbe'fil
still sleeping. True, k was noon, but when :,be
loud voice, 4

"Tell his Old Honor I have important busiatessteli
money is concerned!" the gateman had answered positively,

"All the money in the world would not tonpt me .4
wake the old tiger. He sleeps wish his new conoshine,4
Peach Blossom, whom he has had but three days. It is not.4.
worth my life to waken him." And then he added some:li
what maliciously, pulling at the hairs on his mole, "Andl
do not think that silver will waken himhe has had silver.T.
under his hand since he was born."

In the end, then, it had had to be managed with WV
Lord's agent, an oily =tundra whose hands were heavyll
with the money that stuck to them in passing. So k seemed ,-$1
sometimes to Wang Lung that after all the silver was more'

.4..
valuable than the land. One could see silver shining. . :1;;

Well, hut the land was hid He set out one grey day in: f....,
thc mond month of the new year to look at it. None knew4,
yet that it belonged to him and he walked out to see

. .
alone, a long square of heavy black clay that lay stretehed-f:
beside the moat encircling the sfil of the town. He
the land off carefully, three Isured paces lengthwise an&Nr,

a humhed and twenty across. Four stones still marked, thetriS

corners of the boundaries, stones set with the great sealili
character of the House of Hwang. Well, he would have.:1",
dot changed. Ile would pas!' up the sumo later and het,',iL

would put his own name therenot yet, for he was nof:,t1
ready for people to know that he 4V311 rich enough to 6111,iii

land from the great house, but later, when he was
rich, so that it did not matter what he di4. And looking ar 1.

that long square of land he thought to himself,

ful of earth, but to me it means how much!"
"To those at the great house it means nothing, this hand44,1

. . 4

:,

.:.
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.4 424 turii. 4 his Mind aid he was filled widt
mianienipt.for hitusdf that a small piece of land shoukl

jiteeio important. Why, when he had poured out his
4silver proudly before thn agent the man had scraped it up
Icarelessly in his hands and saki,
% .."1-Iere is enough for a few days of opium for the old
lady, st.any rate."
'And the wide difference that still lay between him and

f the great house seemed suddenly impassable as the ntoat full
uf water in front of him, and 24 high as the wall beyond,

If stretching up straight and hoary before him. i le was
I.:, filled with an angry &germination, then, and he said to his

heart that he would fill that hole with silver again and
: again until he had bought from the House of liwang
enough land so that this land would be less than an inch
in his sight.

. And so this parcel of land became to Wang Lung a sign
and a symbol.

Spring came with bhmering winds and torn clouds of
rain and for Wang Lung the half-idle days of winter were
plunged into long days of desperate labor over his land.

h:!The old man looked after the child now and the woman
worked with the matt from dawn until sunset flowed over
the fields, and when Wang Lung perceived one day that

!S.-again she was with child, his first thought was of irritation
that during the harvest she would be unable to work. lle
shouted at her, irritable with fatigue,

17: "So you have chosen this time to breed again, have your
i.; . She answered stoutly.

"This time it is nothing. ft is only the first that is bard."
Beyond this nothing was said of the second child from

I"' the time he noticed its growth swelling her body until
the day came in autumn when she laid down her hoe one

.

, ;.

morning and crepaito the house.
day even for his noon meal, for the sky'itis heavy wisf
thunder clouds and his rice lay dead ripe for 'gathering into
sheaves. Later before the sun set she WU back beside him

g

her body flattened, spent, but her face silent and undaunted, .
li impulse was to say,

1*

"For this day you have had enough. Go and lie upon
your bed." Hut the aching of his own exhausted body made
bin, cruel, and he said to himself that he had suifered as:1
much with his labor that day as she with her childbirth, and
so he only asked between the strokes of his scythe,

"is it male or female?"
She answered calmly,
"It is another male."
They said nothing more to each other, but he was pleased. )

and the incessant bending and stooping waned less ar-
duous, and working on until the moon rose above a bank
of purple clouds, they finished the field and went home.

After his meal and after he had washed his sunburnt
body in cool water and had rinsed his mouth with tea, '*
Wang Lung went in to look at his seam! son. 0-lan had :I
lain herself upon the bed after the cooking of the meal
the child lay beside hera fat, placid child, well enough,'51t,
but not so large as the first one. Wang Lung looked at Hat At
atul then went back to the middle room well content..:rf
Another son, and another and another each yearonel
could not trouble with red eggs every year; it was enough
to do it for the first. Sons every year; the house was full-,
of good fortunethis woman brought him nothing buel:;,'

"Now, old One, with another grandson we shall have%:i'
to put the big one in your bed!" ,

The old man was delighted, tie had for a long tima
been desiring this child to sleep in his bed and warm Ida

55

good forum!. fie shouted to his father,

'
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ivith *hi ressews170 pang bones and blood,

'child would not leave his mother. Now, however,
ha with feet still unsteady with babyhood, heistarcd at this new "chiki beside his mother, and seeming

:oo comprehend with his grave eye' that another had his
,:place, he allowed himself without protest to lie placed in
rtitia.grandfither's bed.
4A.nd again the harvests were good and Wang Lung
githered silver from the selling of his prodnce and again

elk hid it in the wall. But the rice he reaped from the land
of the Hwang; brought him twice as much as that from

tibia own rice land. The earth of that piece was wet and
t. rich and the rice grew on it as weeds grow where they are
!. not warned. And everyone knew now that Wang Lung

owned this land and in his village there WW1 talk of making
him the head.

ellsrrEit %Frew

WANo LIMO'S mule began at this time to become the troublewhkh Wang Lung had surmised from the beginning that4 4 he might be. This uncle was the younger brother of Wang
.7: Lung's father, and by all the claims of relationship he might

depend upon Wang Lung if he had mit enough for himself
and his family. So long as Wang Lung and his father were1 poor and ,scantily fed thc uncle made muster to scratchi? about on his land and gather enough to feed his seven

it children and his wife and himself. But once fed none of
them worked. The wife would not stir herself to sweepWthe floor of their hut, nor did the children trouble to washti the food from their faces. It was a disgrace that as the girls

)1 .

N6

e.
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grew older s'Ood:tven to marriageable sgetkr Still
about the village street and left uncombid their sough sun;browned hair, and sometimes even talked so men. Wang,.Lung, meeting his oldest girl cousin thus one day, was aoangered for the disgrace done to his family that he daredto go to his uncle's wife and say,

"Now, who will marry a girl like my cousin, whom anyman may look on? She has been marriageable these threeyears and she runs about and today I saw an Idle lout onthe village street lay his hand on her arm and she answered
him only with brazen laughter!"

Ills uncle's wife had nothing active in her body excepthcr tongue and this she now loosed upon Wang Lung."Well, and who will pay for the dowry and for the wed-ding and for the middkman's fees? It is all very well forthose to talk who have more land than they know whatto do with and who can yet go and buy more land from the :great families with their spare silver, but yotw uncle is anunfortunate man and he has been so from the first. His
destiny is evil and through no fault of his own. Heavenwills it. Where others can ptoduce good grain, for him theseed dies in the ground and nothing but weeds spring up,and this though he break his backl"

She fell into loud, easy tears, and began to work herselfup into a fury. She snatched at her knot of hair on thehack of her head and tore down the loose hairs about her
face and she began to Stream freely,

"Ah, it is something you do not knowto have an evildestiny! Where the fields of others bear good rice and
wheat, ours bear weeds; where the houses of others stand .for a hundred years, the earth itself shakes under OUTS sothat the walls crack; where others bear men, 1, although
I conceive a son, will yet give birth to a girleit, evildestiny I"
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. That auttiMer4 thinggnIrveni4mt4 III fleanreelea: 1 he 1100. hegan
fighting among themselves. Thome «Ito had once been enrroarle. freemen.
modal enemies, owl the ahret. of I Isnrha ran with leInnel in the
hundred-degree heat of Augurit. Mr (*.Awed Ilniihrtian in.( nil rme-
fleC11611 with its original crewlulown on rinti-Faxinlist element.. mew long
forgotten. A Civil war wag. gningon: with each !IMP clAittliiir hi le

Cksirman Mon better than the other. tn 1,r pullet-lin, hi. lletnlotiemmy
line against the polkies that Ott...Menet! it. 110th uhlre item «Ming in
die for the right in 'richt !rawer miler Chniman Mari. name.

The Rebels harl gone nem. and mntr. They had
bayonet. Itfld MAW" guns rind cannon awl forli: miff nIeli,niffinfe
missiles, off the weapons that China', military martial. fowl ter offer.
Siang Qinit and the Cultural Ilnalutian Ilirertmatr'. .inran "Annuli
with Words, Defend with Curse" lunt !wen intrtptrtrol thtnnyhout the
country In mean that all gnestinna should he settled thrnirgh eunwd
struggle. and since Chairmen Moo himeelf hs,I ashl that ihr Rebel,
should hare owe,. they (eh they were rotitirtl I., st) the weapon, they
could get 'The guns rliatrihnterl to the Hebei: email offirial neililin by
the 47th Army *comely aatioriell them. Very marled what they lend risra
from the Consertathes, tide from the local militia., ty,pped traing fnr
weapons Phipmente. broke inlet nveremIn. send athwitell military bourns.
Then they stariell slmnsing RI PRA Alm, in near, in arrifk neptimrnty
ghoul who Ivail preinr. in he in charge. The "mraletate- %Cratere.' Alliance

was the huge (action cooperating with the amt.; their opponent. wen.
the Xiang Hirer Wind sod limnifer pimp, 'shirt! wanted In .eire rower
from the military. Me, thr wise dor aritortiontortil cii inmrt,
the power to nen the Great hairtmian CnIttual lletaIntimi in all of
Hunan Por$ ince, Mutated, of thrnmanda ed ihmaneor stair!s nerd eln-
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area, temeol thenearhea cam& up in a 'nettle far arty cenbsed gnats,
with nen wive newl beloceil Chairman.Man at the center of the conflict.
It was dining thia gory climes dist people began to teoliie that the
(*.Antal llerolothen limit, never mice wow.

II was ahsnlntrly terrifying. Bulk% whistled in the *Ueda, and the
mar of a motorcycle or the wail of a !Ikea Want violence and tragedy.
lhe gateways ol many emits had broad white lines drawn arms them,
and armed privets waited on the other side to shoot anyone who sleppeti
AM/11A without permirewirm. 'there Nan a 9 p.m. curfew, snel no Me
wanted In go out dming the day unless he hml to; there were many
tepottit of the deaths of innocent regetahle-huyers hy stray halide.
People etiaacrogard their windows with tape to prevent their shattering
me the city ehook with esplosiners and gunfire, and at night the sky
timelier! light mul then dark with the palming of rockets.

hec, evening Father ineshrtl a heavy bureau np ageingl the door
tutu foll flown in hie ohl hamboo chair with a volume of Chairman Alno's
Sfirctrd Works open on his lap, his broadloom knitted in concentration.
Met he tweet trail amtleing. for the salmi* of war in the city beyond

him. lhen some alarm Imola mind, warning ns to turn off
nil tile liritts, awl we a/1,dd wait he darkness wondering if this lime the
ler t%Ctilltf- I II nedif *ncrnmi/ ire attark, and

ma

uttMR fain* winch) he.
IIvev mtit wan claimed by one nf the forti-ms. mil the %nice's'

Albanye cnnttolirci nnta; they note white handierchiefs tied In their
nnti4 cf, %sr crnehl recognize them in limns of trouble. When the light:1-
ga nbunt *murder!. I need to go to dee glassless wiminws, ohirh hadn't
lwrir fitrul 4ince the !Wyche chihhen 'mil thrown their rocks, awl in
the ommtight or by the light or the flares, I 'mils! onmrtimrs are a
!wows- to a howl cml helene ving aeimewitrre. the light glinting off their
hehom ott,i genre. their %bite Immikerchiefs like !centimes. gimlet.

Iteternele hi. immerlinte terror. Father waft pmfmunlly tronbled. lt
f-enst.ri intinmsibie in him that Chnirman Man cmdd appretwe mech Ifin

Imwr. awl he renathe't tinartaintui why it %RA tient evervone seemed la
hair pm., or oln they %err fightheg at all. 1 here 1V:di 1111 woven1 miler,

her t ninphittril again mot again. Veneer 'den wree aupporeed In lee pro-
le( ling else pral'e term rnestrihnting In the thaw, even the police Atli!

rm-mselmini inganu hit,1 gone to nat.
thee ieLtriiir mnresing I 14ent met to Ifict kerns:gene In tear aultql sheer

%vie firs of Orritirity. rather wimirti he go himadf ited I insinfrel,
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for I had been cooped up inside for flays and was itrhing for a Inn& at

the city. Contionring me to stay nest the will'. when I walked And to run

home at the fitat sign of winkle. he 'inertly hi me go.

The road just beyond the gate was temally a bilay thotonglifiste,

but nonsal traffic hnd ceased end it wag empty
eseept bir an ncra.imull

army truck and a few faist.pedalest
bicycle.. I was Owl to be ontdo,r .

and felt MOM etched than itennita; I walked the few
!docks It, the tffnw

and bamboo precincts since awl with a ringing snirr I called fur the

uleapertion.
The old woman emerged reluctantly and

siasa bottle, disappearing
again info Ihe firooms. nun.. batter.. RIO

feather dusters like a tat into a pile of rice straw. She ihthill ilninqien

my Opitifa though, anti I whistled as 1 rounded the comer bat h the

read. *winging my bottle in my net bag.

ThensuMenly, too
stsIderds, fifty or 4illty men coming iunchino

prts ran past the gate cit tlw Hunan Ihril owner,' me. A Ihnit man in

Mack carried the flagwith theword. "Vining People's thwlygnat,15.1.04-

on it, the name nf one rif the gunner in tlw Xiang (liner Wind bml

TImmler faction. I instinctively 11ittem41 myself agaimst the wall and a

number of perisfr leaped for their ItivIrira in fent: Ithro the men were

almost
abreast cif me they opened fire. aiming off &own the mad into

the distance, sdisking with the titivations
of ibeir glum

The enemy was mit nf sight. Ina 1 responnled illi burr. 1hr Whig

whined through
the air anti. aa if ever)thing were in ahoy motion, the

flagman fell in front of me awl rolled over and over like a lead ball.

The flag newer touched the gromwl. Someone caught it mid raised it,

hardly hreaking stride. Then he crumpled and rolled and ...sinew,- Oar

seized h and eanied it forward. Ihry newer hemitated to take their lances

in the front line, Awns. nmning erect awl prom& then frolliog n,,rh Ifylling.

The pnol of Wood widened to within A few feet of os) tw.c. I &night

I would vomit.

At last there was ton much blood for the Yming l'cople".1 Dumb gmutl

Squad. too. ami they retreated to she nearest shelter. 11,i. 1,:ppeurd to

he the Hunan Mill, now apparently.
Ibatolosied iss the Wmisci.s'

hater. which must hair been behind the intioillte flffis et the Wier

end of lin! street. Those of ns nn the twat wall /arm sr Willis 1,14v. fur

mt din 41 toward the gateway-
',Iwo-Ives. but

tanked siitielsnie
thost an the ntherigenet flee In *Inc

11110411k
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I didn't dare to rim home. Instead I cowered by the tall office

!wilding with the other notwomhatatts. Other
Bodygnond Sqnad mem-

bers trete waiting inshk our gate with trueks anti sartichens. Ail wounds

were statmchell and hanalard, those still arnharnted reloaded mildly,

tweaking open linge woollen erste* and spillhig the long pointed WIWI

in random billncks on the grmtnti. There were a member of ormy riven

nt the gateway, hut since official policy woes neutrality, they neither

toriped inn intrIfetra. Still, when they saw the foolish way the ymmg

itrio-14 oereplanning in march 0111 IMO the Wed in reitkire their fallen,

they coilldn't restrain themselves. "Crawl, you forda." Ihry cried. "Do

you want them to he able to pick ymt off with their eyes closed?"

So the dead and thing were shagged hock, and some of their

corium/ell will and threw themselves on their Mends' bodies while others

grabbed machine gums MA tan Mal NMI shot wildly and pointlessly into

/he flietmwe. 1 hen 000! 01 the Rebels tinned a ',whine gun on the group

nf u ho41,11,-4 against the Invading anl cried, "Blankets, we need blas-

tula! Where are the Capitalist floaskr families in this unit?"

Mt trait ohnoat %hipped. hut no one spoke. UnbelievisMy, our

tonnicniolit of tlir preceding immihs didn't Leon uoi. We children with

"toul.trni- patents hore them with white foreerchnt no este was heatless

enough h, hassle ott na Ihrac fanntica, dam, MA with pier mil fury.

1 be mon dud n warithsg Insist of Indicts itho the air, then cried imps-

MIMI-. "All right then. ahrte's Ihe clinic?"

tale you." a worker saki, and they were grwre.

In the meantime, three shining black cannon hall been taken dr

11.,. ow is mul the Rebels were tr)ing to get the **Miens to show them

how to 414e ACM. The Itert" refilling, and yokes were. hnwl and

migny. uhe'eatmon hastiest apleinlid and terrihle, of the and intemied

for vise in Vietnam against the Anterkan Imperialists. Finally the Ilehels

&vaned of enlisting the aid id the military and deckled to go alieml

1,41,nut ingtructimt.
.11or% thot three times, hot earls time the shell wend wildly astray,

(Mr esrlraling thrunigh the rriof of the Nark filed mils across the way,

anather limiting in dor road, another smashing
directly 1111110 a ear parts

frototv.
At the time. fintml this vaguely misusing. WI Inter it seemed

moo Is !cgs an. A worker in the factory %Isere I winked )rafa after 10112 q

two auhked haw a slislanee of Iwo feet
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bemuse he Met know how to use a machine gun. Children were rim
down by driven who couldn't tell the difference between a brake and
an accelerator, men blew themselves up with bombs and purnades,
gimps set fire to their own headquarters. The people were tmaecustomed

to dealing with even the simplest ',whines: iophisticated weaprms were
like desih-clealing toys in the hand. of babies.

With the failure of the cannon. the enemy began its offeneive nfresh.

and spent cartrklges bounced off the ground like /AA. The soldiers
ordered us inside the office Wilding for protertion. and at the eame
time the Bodyguard Squatri got thr Mrs of climbing to the top and shooting

from the roof. There must hare been about twenty of us framed lot the
fray, weeping old grandmothers. the workers from the newspaper. fry-
/Hied people of all shapes and sires. I was as frightened ns the rest Inu
II/SOSO a boy first and foremost. A passionately curious boy of thirteen.

to I followed the machine gunners up to the roof and took cos er nn the
first level while they went on to the very top.

They had only one heavy machine gun. and fain of them carried
it while two followed with ammunition. Three of them left the others in
set it up while I looked out over the city arul sow everywhere under the

perfect skies the white smoke of explosione. the red tongnes 1 fires.

Bulkis echoed from all directions. many from the Martyrs' Park %illy
ha glistening white monument taller than anything in the whole city.
The machine gunner aimed not towsrd this hui down along the road,
toward the site of their original skirmish.

Ile would have done better to reconsider the situation. remembering
that the Workers' Alliance's cooperation with the army had brrnight them
expertise and better weapons. Perhape he didn't know that the Monument
to the Martyrs was in the hands of his enemies. lie had heen in place
less than minute, firing in the direction of his vanished opponents.
when he was struck in :he belly with a shell and came tumbling dewn
to my level, his guts spilling out in midair anti falling hack more or les,
into place as he landed. Ili+ helmet fell off when he hit aml came rattling
to my fret. I was inn petrified to really,. that 1 rmght to linve pirkrrl it
up and put it on. bin I had the brains to know that the ninn was dead
anti I should stay right where I was.

Someone hail already mined in to replace the dead turni. hitt he
didn't have time tn realign the pm More he 1/as b,i 111 the head.
Enriunsiely I was spurred a second view of airborne death. but I was
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Me 1 shouhl he the nest to go. How I regretted my adventurousness
now! I couldn't even weep, and the .urine was running down my legs,
hot and orrid.

Fortunately the third gunner was no seeker of demh, and he crawled
down the steps muttering "Terrilik, terrible" to himself. Ile was utterly
astomukd when be saw me, and stared for a moment with red eyes

gnspitig. "Do you want to get yourself killed? What the hell are

It (Wog here?" Then he threw open the door 'and shoved me inside.
lhe stairwell smelled musty and ever so safe after my brutal vul-

nerability under the hot blue sky. I collapsed numbly onto the steps as
the gunner shouted for help, and within moments people were nmning
up front below carrying gum and stretchers. They lircmght in the two
bodies. and I saw the face of the man who had died so close to me; one
ryr was open and there was blood flowing from his nose and mouth.
Ills intestines hail fallen out again and I heni over quietly and was sick.

"lien., kid, lend *hand," someone said, and I clutched the smooth
rinind brunlion of the stretcher and moved my legs numbly one step
below the other down down down aml around, down down down and
summit. until we had rearlwd the second flaw.

Someone they calle4 Commander Tang was 11 ere, a distraught
nunIg mnn with two guns in his hell arid a small contingent of body-

guards. "Quickly, quickly." he MIA saying furiously. "Retreat, retreat."
F.VerWIte clattered down the stairs after him asking each other,
"Where's the hack gate?" AS they ran.

1hey piled into the trucks, a bloody collection of bandages and
filth, the motors roared, and they were gone.

11int tiny was a nightmare sprung up from the darkest place in the
human mind. full of tenifying images that flashed and faded hut never
held still emnigh to he grasped, just melting on and on into new ones,
each mote distorted than the last. The city shook the whole day, and
that Melling the skies glowed a queer orange, as if buildings were
homing -Iter an earthquake. The next day we leatned that members of
the ''t :leingslin Youth" orgnniration htel leveled anti-aircraft missiles at

the \iang rinbrniderY 1116116ft on May First Square in on Murk on
the Workers' Alliance. The entire blork-long four-story building kid
Ito Hell to the puma,
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"He's not going to be promoted of transferred, is
ber.

Hurt should all send a petition to the county: lf he's
to be made an official, why not here?"

It is still a mystery why Old Cu offered to ;cr Sister
Hibiscus buy sixty pounds of rice seconds for litr bean-
curd stall foe each market. This later landed him in
serious trouble, but he never would admit that he had
done lareag. Noc did his attitude to her change even
after she was Classified 2$ the widow of a rich peasant
But this is anticipating.

In ie61, the County Bureau of Commerce sent the
men in charge of the Hibiscus markets the following
directive, with a bright red chop on it:

These last few years in ycv r town, pedlars taking
advantage of the state's financial difficulties base
engaged in speculation and profiteering. Quite
few commune members have given up farming for
trading, using state materials to prepare various
snacks, disrupting commerce and sabotaging the
collective economy of the people's communes.
Please check up on all the stall-holders in I libiscos
and close down all illegal stalls. Report the results
of this clean-up to the county.

To this was appended a comment "Approved" from
the Finance and Trade Section of the County Commit.
tee. And Secretary Yang Min'gao had added: "Atten-
tion must be paid to these problems." Clearly those in
authority supported this directive.

This document was delivered to Go Yanshan. As
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Hibiscus had ao Mario Control Committee, other
cadres headed by Old Gu were responsible fur running
things, settling dispotes and issuing trading licences.
Gst called a meeting of the head of the tax-office, the
managers of the supply and marketing co-operative and
the credit co-operative, and Hibiscus Brigade Party sec-
retary Li Mangeng. The tax-officer suggested co-

opting the manageress of the state-run eating house,
since she bad recently shown such an interest in marl
control and public security. But Old Go said there was
no need to trouble her, as hcr eatinghouce raffle under
the supply and marketing co-op, the manager of which
was present.

First Gu read out the document. Then they started
discussing it and speculating:

"Obviously someone here has lodged a complaintr
"People have to eat, even small pedlars."
"Cadres in government pay, eating state grain, don't

seem tO Care whether the peopk have oil, salt, firewood
and rice or whether they go imogryr

"lbat 'counter-revnlutionary slogan' sct Hibiscus by
the cars. This is going to turn things even mote upside-
down."

Li Mangeng, the only one to hold his tunpie, kncw
that Li Guoxiang was behind this. Ile had witnessed
her fracas whh Yuyin. And she was thc smart niece
of Yang filin'gan whom he had met smne years before
in the district. She appeared much older now, sallow
and wrinkled, so that at first hc hadn't rccrignind her.
Apparently still a spinster, she was devoting all her
energies to the revolution. A few das previimsl) she
and Wang Qinche, with two security men, had kctored
the Five Categories and Checked Mt their handwriting;
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so Site wasn't simply running the eating-hossse, Moreover
Wang Qiushe had been appointed a security arKeR
without anyone consulting the Party secretary of the
brigade. And now here was this directive hem the
°Mit y BUMS! Of Commerce odder and odder! At
trr u hat Li Guoxiang's aim was, he didn't give that
notch thought. Indeed, none of them analysed this
carefully.

Filially they concluded that in view of the policy of
encimraging trailing in the countryside, it would not
lie right to close down all, stalls, they should have a
kgirimate status. They made the tax officer responsible
fur re-registeting all the pedlars in flibiscus and issuing
temporary trading licences. fie should tljen write a re-
port on the action taken and the policy he had followed,
and send this to thc County Bureau of Commerce to be
pa5sed on to Sc.:retary Yang Min'gacs.

'the taxofficer asked Li Mangeng with a smile, "Sis-
ler I libiscos who sells brancurd is your adopted sister,
isn't she? Does your brigade approve of her keeping
that stall?'

"Noel. mind wbether sine's my sister or not," said
Mangeng. "Oiikial business must be done according to
of fit ill principles. I hrs Yuyin paid her tax each market-
day? She's paid our brigade for the days she's not come
to work. Normally she and her husband work hard for
floe whIrctive. WC Consider her stall Si a family side-
line in keeping with the Party policy, so we think she
shrinkh have a licence."

tIld Cu nodded his approval.
When the meeting broke up, the two of them stayed

on there, liavMg something eo their minds.
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"Smell anything fishy, brother?" Old Cu might be
easy-going, but he was shrewd.

"Manager Gu, a hornet hes broken into our hive. We
shan't be left in peace," was Mangeng's answer.

"Well, lees fust hope there's no trouble...." Old 01
sighed. "But one rat turd can spoil a 7an of soup."

"All the townsfolk are behind you, and )ou're the
only one who can handle this so that Sister Yuyin and
the rest don't land in trouble."

"Yes, she's in a weak position. But so long as we have
the say, we can see that no harm comes to them .
In a couple of da)s I'll go to town to look up some
old comrades-in-arms, to figure out a way to get this
hornet transferred...."

!laving exchanged views they went thdr different
ways.

That autumn doe manageress of thc state eating-house
was transferred back to the county, to be a section chief
in the Bureau of Commerce. Then thc Ilibiscus towns-
folk breathed more freely, as if the dad( cloud hanging
over them had been wafted sway.

Little did they know that one night whik they were
snorini peacefully in their beds, a hand-written repmt
from the County Security Moreau was lying ou the deck
of County flatly Secretary Yang Min'gan. The only light
in his office was a tabk.lamp on his desk. Yang. seated
in a wicker chair, was studying this report about a reac-
tionary "clique" in flibiscus. On n sheet of official
stationery fie drew a diagram, putting questionanarks
against the name of (o Yanshan, the "soldier from the
notth". lic was in two mimls about him. The diagram
of this "clique" was as follows:

'The Ilicanittrd Ilcauty
one of the new bousgenisie, daughter of

a gangster and a prostitute)

fi Nlangeng
(brigade secretary with
no (lass stami)

(2ill
(reactionary Rightist)

Ger Yanshan
(manager of the grain

depot now corsupted???)

1

the tax officer
(alien-class clement)

After llidding this up to admire it, Yang Min'gao
rinmolcd it up and chucked it into the waste-paper
baskci. nut presently he retrieved it, smoothed it out,
lit a match and burnt it,

In the lamplight he looked overworked, exhausted.
Afwr tic had written his comments on this material
(tom illy Set-Hilly MUM!, he could limber up on the
vrlaail.lh, have a wash, then sleep for a fcw hours.
Finall he took another sheet of official stationery and
pkked up his pen, that pen which determined the fate

so man, people. lie wrote:

libiscus lies on the border of three provinces.
liciog remote and complex, it has always been a
Hilical backwater. Whether or not such a "clique"
(sins requires careful investigation! Any new
developments must be repotted directly to the
Commty Patty Committee.

(If
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As my stay in China lengthened and numerous other Chinese
took me into their confidence as jian Ligtio had. the sterility of
conventional images of the People's Republic became increasingly
apparent. Everywhere I looked, the richly complex reality of Chi-
nese life, with its fascinating irregularities of opinion and behavior,
seemed to deflate, if not demolish, exaggerated or romantic cliches
about socialist China. Though I had long since set aside the myth
of monolithic Cli;nese communism. I was still unprepared to bear
a young Communist Partybinember mock Mao's famous bluster
that the United States is only a paper tiger. " We are the paper
tiger." he told me. Despite being suspicious of Beijing's claim
that the PRC has left feudalism behind in its march toward the
socialist millennium. I was still taken aback to hear the Party seae-
tary of a production brigade complain to me that the nationwide
birth control campaign was snaking it difficult for his dan to attain
its rightful, pre-World War II size.

: 2 3 S
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Inirodsietion: Bernd the Chinese Shadow Play

Few socialist cliches survived careful and lengthy scrutiny. I
found that instead of being unflagging builders o( socialism. peas-
ants work a lethargic six hours a day for the collective and spend
their remaining tune tireleuly cultivating their private plots. feed-
ing their domestic animals, and selling their produce on the free
market: that in a country that espouses state and collectilie owner-
ship of Property, most people still own the homes they live in.
and build new homes themselves when their families grow large
and divide: that many Chinesepeasants, workers, and cadres
alikeare alienated from politics by the endless cycle of political
movements that the quixotic Mao sent hurtling down on their
heads: that in a state where equality of the sexes is not only a
law but a point of official pride, women do almost no administra-
tive work. nearly all domestic work, and a good half of collective
work: that despite efforts by the Communist Party w instill in
its cadres a new morality of selfless devotion E0 the common good
i'Serve the people"). the Chinese I spoke with insisted that MOSE
Cadres lOOk out for their own interests first, last. and always: that
despite decades of political conditioning by the world's best-coor-
dinated propaganda machine. most Chinese retain their tradi-
tional values and beliefs.

I knew beforehand that the State's efforts to create -new so-
cialist men" out of China's peasant masses had not been entirely
successful. hut I was still surprised at the traditional ways villagers
ordered their !Ives. Village temples had been mostly destroyed
or converted to collective headquarters dunng the -Great Leap
Forward" (GLF). but I discovered that most villagers still wor-
shipped the gods regularly on the first and fifteenth of the lunar
month in the privacy of their home. Ancestral tablets had been
marked for burning during the "Great Proletarian Cultural Revo-
lution" (GPCR), but peasant:, told me how they had hidden the
inscribed tablet itself, casting only its wooden frame on the bon-
fire, and continued to memorialize their forebears on the pre-
scribed days behind closed doors. As the months passed. I saw
that peasants still feast on. festival days, marry on "lucky" days,
pay bride prices for new daughters-in-law, celebrate births with
full-month ceremonies, prefer sons to daughters, invite Taoist
priests to chant following a death in the family, bury their dead
on "lucky" days. and then rebury them seven years later in "golden
pagodas" set above ground in a "lucky" spot.

csH.F
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I also had to learn that despite the state's t, ow to reducc
material inequality, cadres and the well connected led much morecomfortable lives than their less influential neighbors. The TIM.ings of Western scholarship. that rich peasants in rufal collectives
earn only twice as much as poor peasants. held true for the villagesI visited as well, but turned out to matter Ear less than I hadoriginally imagined. Money alone counts for little, I was told re-peatedly by Chinese friends, who never tired of complaining thatthey had "money but nothing to buy." They explained that notonly is the production of consumer goods insufficient to meetdemand, but the bicycles, tape recorders. and television sets thatare produced go to those who have guanxi (connections) or ganging(influence or sentiment) with key cadres that can be manipulated

so one can wu-houmen (go in the back door). The annual quotaof bicycles allotted to every village, for example. is spoken forwell beforehand by peasants who are either related to or on goodterms with, or in desperation have bribed, the cadre in chargeof distributing what the peasants revealingly term -treasures.-It was this ineradicable selfishness in a system predicatedon selflessness that dispelled for me the propaganda vision ofsocialism in the making. I was not overly surprised to find thatindividuals and families were still motivated primarily by personalor familial gain, for I had surmised in advance that they had notbeen radically transformed. but I had not been expecting collec-uvesproduction brigades and their constituent production
teams--originally created by the state to have been captured bythe peasants. who use them tO advance their own interests. I didnot fully come to see how particularistic and partisan the rural
Chinese remained, however, and how openly they violated socialist
mores both individually and in groups, until I was told by a young
teacher about the misadventures of an attempt by the Guangzhou
(Canton) municipality to build a middle school in Longwei County,a poor county located in the mountainous periphery of the munici-pal area and well in need of better educational facilities. Schooldistrict officials located a building site for the proposed schoolon uncultivated land near the road which linked the county seatto Guangzhou. They then approached the local production Learnthe lowest level of collective agriculture, under the productionbrigade and communewhose hamlet lay nearest the projectedsite to discuss terms. The team head asked only a modest anrtIal

2
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rent of 100 ramisixhi, or nab, for the approximately 5 axes of
land, or roughly the value of the mid herbs and firewood formerly
gathered off that plot each year. and readsly agreed to provide
laborers to help with the construction of the school. He would
cooperate fully with the state's effort to help his culturally hick-
ward district, he assured the visiting cadres. They then returned
to Guangzhou. pleased that the negotiations had gone so
smoothly, and a dozen teachers were sent to supervise the con-
struction of the school and start classes.

Then the demands began. The team head first requested
an indefinite loan of 2.000 ntsh ($1.333) from the school. and
the newly appointed school principal had no choice but to comply.
Then the head insisted that the laborers he was sending over
be paid I nu ($0.67) a day, or three times what they normally
earned in collective work. Next came a demand that the school
"lend" the production team enough bricks and cement from the
stockpiled building materials to allow the construction ofa sizable
grain storage silo. Worst of all, nearly all of the twenty-odd families
in the team had taken advantage of the convenient store of nearby
materials to begin replacing their original huts of thatch and mud
brick with new homes of fired brici ',rich tile roofs.

With supplies disappearing almost as fast as they were
shipped in. the beleaguered teachers decided in desperation to
take up residence at the building site itself and moved into the four
classrooms that had been completed by that point. Their presence
proved to have little effect. however. The peasants kept pushing
their wheelbarrows over to the building site, loading up a 50-
kilogram bag of cement or a barrow of bricks, and shoving off
for home to continue work on their half-completed houses. If
their piracy chanced to be discovered by a teacher. they would
sing out cheerfully, without a trace of embarrassment. "just bor.
rowing a bag of concrete" or "load of bricks, teacher." and trundle
off with their prize. The teachers were furious, but there was
little they could do. "We couldn't complete the school without
their assistance, and they knew it," the teacher I talked with said

1

At the 1981.official exchange rate $1 was worth 1.5 people's
currency). ma would make 100 or rwik worth approximately $67.
but 1 cakulated that its real buying power in the countryside was only about
two-thirds of this amount,. Whenever dollar figures are given they are based
on the official conversion rate.
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helplessly. "And if we had really tried to stop their thefts; they
probably would have broken an of the windows in the schoolhouse
or worse." Senior cadres frau the brigade and commune to which
the production team belonged simply shrugged their shoulders
When approached by the teachers for aid, my informant said. "This
is a very poor area, they would say. as if that explained everything."

The unruly richness and anarchic complexity of Chinese life
has remained largely hidden from the view of Western observers.
in part obscured by the flat projections of official propagandists
and Maoist apologists. in part because opportunities for Chinese
and foreigners to associate in the PRC openly and easily are few.
There are a formidable series of hurdles. mechanical, political.
and cultural, standing in the way of foreigners hopeful of making
contact with ordinary Chinese in everyday settings. Those in China
for brief stays are shepherded about in tour groups and official
delegations by interpreters and guides from the China Travel
Service, or by cadres from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, who
never leave the visitors' sides as they make their predictable
rounds of model schools. model nurseries, model factories, model
communes, and other tourist '-aunu.

Foreigners who actually reside in the People's Republic live
lives of privileged isolation, either in the suburban ghetto near
Beijing that passes for a diplomatic quarter or in one of the hotels
for foreign guests that are found in each of China's major cities.
In these all-purpose institutions, such as the Beijing Hotel in the
capital or the Dongfang Hotel where I stayed on my trips to
Guangzhou, foreign residents play out a dreary suitcase existence.
eating, sleeping, and working in the same building. The only Chi-
nese they see are the members of the hotel staff and the cadres
with whom they deal professionally. For ordinary Chinese these
hotels are off-limits.

Stretching around each of these alien outposts is a high wall
the one at the Dongfang Hotel in Guangzhou. for example. is 9
feet high and topped with metal spikes and glass shardsbroken
only by one or two entrances manned twenty-four hours a day
by guards who sit in a sentry box checking all who enter and
leave. While .those who arrive in chauffeur-driven automobiles
are not challenged. because only cadres of some rank have cars
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276 PEOPLE'S CIIINA

Make the fullest use of big-character posters and great de.
bates to argue matters out, so thin the masses can clarify the
mend views, criticize the wrong views and expose all the
ghosts and monsters. In this way the masses will be able to
raise their political consciousness in the course of die struggle.
enhance their abilities and taknts, distinguish right from wrung
and draw a ckar line betwerm ourselves and the enemy.

5. FIRMLY APPLY THE CLASS LINE
OP THE PARTY

Who are our enemies? Who are our friends? This is a question
of the first importance for the revolulkm and it is likewise a
question of the first importance for the great cultural revolu-
tion.

Party le.idership should be good at discovering the Left and
developing and strengthening the ranks of the Left; i: should
firmly rely on the revolutionary Left. During the movement
this is the only way to iodate the most reactionary Rightists
thoroughly, win over the middle and unite with the great ma-
jority so that by the end of the movement we shall achieve the
unity of more than 95 per cent of the unties and more than
95 per cent of the masses.

Concentrate all forces to strike at the handful of ultra-reac-
tionary bourgath Rightists and counter-revolutionary revision-
ists, and expose and critkize to the full their crimes against the
Party, against socialism and against MR0 Tse-tung's thought RI
as to isolate them to the maximum.

The main target of the present movement is those within
thc Party who are in authority and arc taking the capitalist road.

Tire strictest care should be taken to distinguish between the
anti-Party, anti-socialist Rightists and those who support the
Party and socialism but have said or done something wrung or
have written some bad articles or other works.

The strictest care should be taken to distinguish between the
reactionary bourgeois scholar despots and -authorities" on the
the one hand and people who have the ordinary bourgeois aca-
demic ideas on the other.
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6. ColtItECTLY HANDLE CONTRADICTIONS
AMONG HIE PEOPLE

A strict distinction must be made between the two different
types of contradictions: those among the people and those
between ourselves and the enemy. Connadktions among the
people must not be made Into contredktions between ourselves
and the enemy; nor must contradictions between ourselves and
the enemy be regarded as contradictkms among the people.

It is normal for the masses to hold different views. Conte*
thm between different views is unavoidable, necessary and ben-
eficial. In the course of normal and full debate, the masses will

. affirm what is right. correct what is wrong and gradually reach
unanimity.

The method to be used In debates is to present the facts.
reason things out, and persuade throush reasoning. Any method
of forcing minority holding different views to submit is 'im-
permissible. The sninority shottA be protected, because some-
times the truth is with the minority. Even if the minority is
wiung, they should still be allowed 10 arg0C their case and
reserve their vkws.

When there is a debate, it should be conducted by masoning,
not by coercion or force.

In the course of debate, every revolutionary should be good
at thinking things out for himself and should develop the com-
munist spirit of daring to think, daring to speak and daring to
act. On the premise that they have the same general orienta-
tion, revolutionary comrades should, for the sake of strengthen-
ing unity, avoid endless debate over side issues.

7. RE ON GUARD AGAINST THOSE WHO
BRAND THE REVOLUTIONARY MASSES
A. "Cot INTER-REVOIA/TIONAMES"

In certain schools, units, and work teams of the cultural revo-
lution, some of the persons in charge have organized counter-
attacks against the masses who put up big-character posters
criticizing them. These people have even advanced such slogans
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as: opposition to the leaders of a unii or a work team means
opposition to the Central Committee of the Party, means op-
pmhion to the Party and socialism, means counter-revolution.
In this way it is inevitable that their blows will fall on some
really revolutionary activists. This is an error on matters uf i-
ciliation. an error of Hne, and is absolutely kupermissible.

A number of persons who suffer front serious ideologkal
errors, aniparticularly same of the anti-Party and antisocialist
Rightists, are taking advantage of certain shortcomings and
mistakes in the mass movement to spread rumors and gossip.
aad engage in agitation, deliberately branding some of the
masses as "counter-revolutionories." it is necessary to beware
of such "pickpockets" and expose their tricks In good time.

In the course of the movement. with the exception of cases
of active caunter-revolutionarks where there is clear evidence
of crimes such as murder, arson, poisoning, sabotage or theft of
state secrets. which should be handled hi accordance with the
law, no measures should be taken against students at universi-
ties, colleges, middle schools and prhnary schools because of
probkms that arise in the movement. To prevent the struggle
from being diverted from Hs main target. it is not allowed,
under whatever pretest, to incite the masses or' the students to
struggle against each tither. F.vert proven Rightists should be
dealt with on the merits of each case at a later stage of the
movemeut.

8. TUE QUESTION OF CADRES

The cadres fall roughtly into the following four categoi ics:
(I) good;
(2) comparatively good;
(3) those who have made serious mistakes but have not

oecomc anti-Party, anti-socialist Rightists:
(4) the small number of anti-Party, anti-socialist Rigmists.
In ordinary situations, the first two categories (good aml

comparatively good) are the great mxiority-
The anti-Party, anti-socialist Rightists must be fully exposed,

refuted, overthrown and completely discredited and their halo-

21i;
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ence eliminated. At the same time, they should be given a
chance to turn over a new leaf.

9. CULTURAL REVOLUTIONARY GROUPS,
COMMITTEES ANO CONGRESSES

Many new things have begun to-emerge in the great peoktrian
cultural revolution. The cultural mvoluilonsry groups, commit-
tees and other organizational forms created by the masses in
many schools and units tut something new and 4 great historic
importance.

These cultural molutionary groups, committees and colt-
gresses are excellent new forms of organization whereby the
masses educate themsehes under the kaderstsip of the Corn-
munist Party. They are an excellent bridge to keep our Party
hi close contact with the masses. They are organs of power of
the proletarian cultural revolution.

The struggle of the proletariat against the old Ideas, culture,
customs and habits left over by ail the exploiting chutes over
thousands of years will necessarily take a very, very long time.
Therefore, the cultural revolutionary groups, committees snd
congresses should not be temporary orients/1km but perm*
tont, standing mass organizations. They are sultabh not only
for colleges, schools and govermnent and other organizations,
but generally also for factories, mines, other enterprises, urban
districts and villages.

It is necessary to instill's& a system of general elections, like
that of the Paris Commune, for electing members to the cultural
revolutionary groups and conunitlees and delegates to the cul-
tural 'evolutionary congresses. The lists of candidates should
be put forward by the revolutionary masses after full discus-
sion, and the elections should be held after the masses have
discussed the lists over and over again.

The mosses are entitkd at any time to criticize members of
the cultural revolutkmary groups and committees and delegates
elected to the cultural revolutionary congresses. If them man-
bets or delegates prove incompetent, they can be replaced
duough election or recalled by the masses after discussion.
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The cuhural revolulkinary groups, committeei and congresses
In colleges end ochools should consist mainly of representatives
of the revohstionary students. At the same time, they should
have a certain number of represematives of the revolutionary
teaching and administrative staff and workers.

10. EDUCATIONAL REFORM

In the great proletarian cuhural revolution $ I most important
task is to transform the old educational system and the old
principles and methods of teaching.

In this great cultural revolution, the phenomenon of our
schools being dominated by bourgeois intellectuals must be
completely changed.

In every kind of tehool we must apply thoroughly the policy
advanced by Comrade Mao Toe-tung of ethicatiosi serving pro-
letarian politks and educatkin being combined with productive
labor, so as to enable those receiving an education to develop
morally, intellectually and physically and to become laborers
with socialist consekrusness asul culture.

The period of schooling should be shortened. t:outses should
be fewer and better. The teaching material should be thor-

oughly transformed, in some cases beginning with shnplifying
complicated material. While their main task is to study. stu-

dents should also learn other things. Thal is to say, in addition
to their studies they should also learn industrial work, fanning
and military affairs, and take part in the struggks of the cul-
tural revolution to criticize the bourgeoisie as these struggles
occur.

1. 711E QUESTION OF CRI1WIZINH
RY NAME IN THE PRESS

in the course of the mass movement of the cultural revolu-
tion, the criticism of bourgeois and feudal ideology stionld be

well combined with the dissemination of the proletarian world
outlook and of Marxism Leninism, Mao Tsc tung's thought.

r
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Criticism should be organised of typical bourgeois represen-
tatives who have wormed their way into the Party and typical
reactiooary bourrois academic "authorities." and this should
include crhicism of various kinds of reactionary views in phil-
osophy, history, political ccciforry and education. in works and
theories of literature and art, in theories of natural science, and
in other fields.

Criticism of anyone by name hi the press should be decided
after discussion by the Party committee at the **me level, and
in some cases submitted to the Party CafaMiliCt al a higher level
for approval.

1 2. POLICY TOWARDS SCIENTISTS,
7ECIINICIANS AND ORDINARY MEMBERS
(IF WORKINO STAFFS

As regards scientists, technicians and ordinary members of
working stalls, as long as they are patriotic, work onergolkolly,
are not against the Party and socialism, and maintain nu illicit
relations with any foreign country, we should in the present
anwcment continue to apply the policy of "unity, criticism,
nnhy." Special care should be ts.en of those scientists and
scientific and technical personnel 'who have made contribu-
tions. Efforts should be made to help them gradually transform
their woold outlook and their style of work.

1 3. TUE QUESTION OF ARRANGEMENTS FOR
INTEGRATION WITH TIIE SOCIALIST
EDUCATION MOVEMENT IN CITY AND
COUNTRYSIDE

cultutal and educational units and kading organs of the
l'arty and government in the large and medium cities arc the
points of concentration of the present prokterian cultural rev-
olution.

The great cultural revolution has enriched the socialist edu-
cation movement In both city and countryside and raised it to
a higher level. Efforts should be made to conduct these two

2 1
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movements in close combinathin. ArrarigeMenis to this effect

may be made by various regions and departments in the light

of the specific conditions.
The socialist edneation movement now going on hi the

countryside and in enkrprises in the cities should not be upset

where the original arrangements are appropriate and the move-

ment is going well, but should continue in accordance with the

original anangements. However, the questions that are arisill
in the present great proletarian cultural revolution should be

put to the masses foe discussion at the proper time, so as to
further foster vigorously proletarian ideology and eradicate

bourgeois ideology.
In some places, the greet ptoletarian cultural revolution is

being used as the focus in order to add momentum to the social-

ist education movement and chan things up in the ficids of
politics, ideology, organization and economy. This may be dune

where the local Party committee thinks it appropriate.

14. TAKE FIRM HOLD OF TIIE REYOLUIION

AND STIMULATE PRODUCTION

The aim of the great proletarian cultural revolution is to revo-
lutionize people's ideology ami as a consequence to achieve

greater, faster, better and more economical results in all fields

of work. If the messes are fully aroused and proper arrange-
ments are made, it is passible to carry on both the cultural rev-

olution and production without one hampering the other, while
guaranteeing high quality in all our work.

The great proletarian cultural revolution is a powerful motive

force for the development of the social productive forces in oor

country. Any idea of counterposing the great cultural revolution

to the development of production' is incorrect.

15. TIIE ARMED FORCES

In the armed forces, the cultural revolution sild the socialist

education MOvellt_di should be carried out in accordance with
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the instructions of the Military Commission of the Ceatral Com- ,

mince of the Party and the General Political Department of the

People's Liberation Army.

16. MAO TSE-TUNG'S THOUGHT IS THE GUIDE
TO ACTION IN THE GREAT PROLETARIAN
CULTURAL REVOLUTION

In thew-cat proletarian cultural revolution, it is imperative to
hold aloft the great red banner of Mao Tse-tung's thought and

put proletarian politics in command. The movement for the
creative study and application of Chakman Mao Tse-tung's
works should be carried forward among the masses of the
workers, peasants and soldiers, the cadre* nod the intellectuab,
and Mao Tse-ttmg's thought should be taken as the guide to
action in the cultural revolution.

In flits complex grut cuhural mahatma, Party committees
at all levels must study and apply Chairman Mates works all

the more conscientiously and hs n creative way. In particular,
they must study aver and over again Chairman Mao's writings

on the cultural revolution and on the Party's methods of leader-
ship, such as On New Democracy, Talks at the Yemen Forum
on Literature and Art, On the Correct Dandling of Contradic,
tiaras Among the People, Speech at the Chinese Communist
Parly's National Conference on Propaganda Work, Some Ques-

tions Concerning Methods of Leadership and Methods of Work

o Party Committee&
Party committees at all levels must abide by the directions

given by Chairman Moo over the years, nemely that they should
thoroughly apply the mass line of "from the masses, to the
masses" and that they should be pupils before they become
teachers. They should try to avoid being onesided or ft/crow.
They should foster materialist dialectics and oppose meta-
physics and scholastichm.

The great proletarian cultural revolution is bound to achieve
brilliant victory under the leadership of the Central Committee
of the Party headed by Comrade Mao Tse-tung. 251
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Chapter 1
Class Struggle Under
Socialism
The Great Prdetarian Cultural Revolution in China may
well bc the most important political development of the
second half of the twentieth century. As a turning point in
history it can be compared with the Russian Revolution of
1917. Ever since the RusSiali working class, led by Lenin,
seized state IMWCI more than fifty years ago, world politics
has been in essence action and reaction around that event.
Now, when the Russian working class has lost power to a
resurgent bourgeoisie, and sovialism in the first workers'
state has degenerated into social imperiahsm, the Chinese
working class, led by Mao Tse.tung, is smashing the chal-
lenge of a resurgent bourgeoisie in its own country and
carrying the socialist revolution forward to a new stage. As
this movement progresses. world politics will increasingly
revolve around it and China will stand at the center of the
world stage for a time iust as the Soviet Union did from
1917 to 1956.

The victory won by the Chinese people in 1949, impor-
tant as it was to the balance of class power in the world,
cannot he evaluated in the same terms as the Russian Rev-
olution. In 1949 Chinese workers, allied with the peasants,
the urban petty bourgeoisie, and elements of the capitalist
class seized power and began the socialist transformation
of their land. But since the Russian people had earlier pio-

9
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meted the socialist road, this was not an histone bleak-through; it was rather the continuation and extension ofthe October Revolution already tinily years old.By 1966, however, 3 whole new situation kid VII inthe world. Socialist revolutions, though they had suc-ceeded in transforming the economic base in a number ofcountries, had failed to solve the probkm of bomgeois icstoration. With the couscionsuess of the people only par-tially remolded, and the siqwistructure of society only par-tially recast, woiking class power bad ahead) heelssubverted in Russia and most of Easteni Europe and wasunder serious chalknge everywhere else. At this criticaljuncture, the Chinese working class and its CommunistParty went on the offensive. 'raking the upset of the Callin front as a warning to the cart behind," they hundiedtremendous st uggle to expose and defeat revisionist fincesinside China and reverse the course these forces had im-posed on much of the country.Without any beaten path to follow, without any testedtheory to light ihcir way, (lines revolutiommes nowstand at the cutting edge of Iiistorymoch as the Bolshe-viks did hi Moscow and Petrograd after 1917. Whethei ornot they are able to consolidate IMWCI and Calf)" the social .ist revolution forward where others have failed is of c uncialimportance not only to the CIMiese people, but to theanti-imperialist struggk of all thc oppressed peoples andto the revolutionary struggle of all exploited classes.Whoever doubts this should try to imagMe the world with-out a powerful socialist state to confront and expose bothimperialism and social imperialism, to give aid to nationalliberation struggles, to pioneer in building a new societyfree from exploitation and oppression. Cleady tins is aturning point, not ouly for China hut los the rest of theworld.

Class Struggle tinder Socialism 11

Truth, it has been said, is always revolutionary. No ex-
ceptimi to this rule, the truth ibout the Cultural Revolu-tion is full of surprises. Most of the theories that circulatein tlie West fan far shod of explaMing the basic forces in
conflict, much less the twists and turns of the developing
stiuggk. Revolutions arc tooted in crisis, but the Cultural
Revolution, despite the alarums sounded by so many
China watchers, did not evolve out of social, political, or
economic Crises in the usual WM. China W3S 110t, fOr in-
stance, facing any economic impasse in 1966 when the up-
heaval began. The Chinese econoiny had been growing
steadily for a nmnber of years, crops bad been good, and
industrial output had been iising. A number of foreign
economists had predicted that the country was on the eve
of further rapid industrial developmeut. hi fact, this very
healthy progiess and giowth potential was one reason for
the Cultural Revolution taking place when it did. When
any economy is on the verge of expansion it is important
to the class forces in commaml that the direction be clear.
To be specific, in the Caie of China; it Was important both
to Mao and his supporters and to the opposition whether
thc countsy's huge economic potential was to develop in a
socialist or a capitalist ditection. China's economic health,
then, was -a cogent reason for the issues to come into the
open when they did.

That China's economy was doing well in the sixties is
continued by a number of rather extraordinary facts. First,
China continued to feed, clotim, equip, and care for its
growing population at rising per-capita rates while compa-
rable countries Midi aS India struggled from One Crisis to
another. There is no way to prove this statisticallystatis-tics have not generally been available since 1959but the
observatious of munerous fo..:ign visitors who, taken col-
kctivdy, traveled the lengths and breadth e: the land in
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the years preceding the Cultural Revolution, add np to apicture of stability and prosperity both rural and whim.Second, prices had remained stable in fliina for seventeenyears. In fact, since 1949 many prices in China had fallen.Throughout the whole period of socialist constructiouafter the Communist Party took power the Chinese dollarWas among the soundest in the worldone of the fewcurrencies not subject to the general natation %%Indswracked most economies east and west. Third, afterpaying off all debts to the Soviet Mimi in the middle six-ties, the Chinese government carried no debt, either inter-nal or external. China owed nothing to any foreign govein-went or banker, not did China owe auything to anyinternal bank or individual. This is something unique intoday's world.
Crises, of course, can be external as well as inkrual.Some observers, Ilan Suyin for onc, have stressed themoimting military threat from American impeualism inthe Pacific and Southeast Asia and from Soviet social im-perialism in Siberia as decisive iu forcing a realignment inChina. From this standpoint the Cultural Revolution is in-terpreted 2S all effort to put one's house in order in preparation for massive external attack.

Certainly one cannot deny that Such a threat msted orthat it was mounting in scale and intensity. Ceitainlyissues of foreign policy were important M the CultmalRevolution. Differences over how to handle the risingthreat of American imperialism, the growing collahoratnmbetween America and the USSR and the sharpening gnat-rel wills the USSR Oyer border probkins and world poliey;differences over how to develop modem defensive :unia .silents; differences Over support for national liberationstruggles: all came to a head after 1966 and helped to
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Class Struggle Under Socialism 13

define the dividing line between the contending forces in
China. But it would be wrong to consider rising external
pressure as the source of these differences ot as the prime
cause of the Cultural Revolution as a whole. The Cultural
Revolution developed as a Milk of iuternal contradic-
tions, as a result of dashes of interest and ideology arising
out of the socialist construction of China and the stage
whkh that construction had reached. Differences over for-
eign policy likewise had their source in these internal con-
tradictiOns. Concrete analysis of the socialisi revolution in-
side China is needed in order to understand what
happened.

In general, the American academic world does view thc
Cultural Revolution as a dash of internal forces, but
within this overall con1 i,_.%1 very inadequate theses
have been postulated One of lieu is that Mao Tse-tung
arranged the Cultural Revolution in order to test and train
all revolutionary cadres and espeeally those students of
the new generation who had no firsthand experience of
class struggle, civil war, or international war. In other
words, no real struggle went on in China at all but only 3
kind of shadow play arranged by Mao for the education of
his followers. The Sallie people who promote this view are
pailiculaily vehement on the subject of voluntarism. They
claim that history and human nature have a character of
their own which cannot be tampered with by individuals.
They claim that Mao is a utopian dreamer who is trying to
impose his will nu intractable human and social reality, an
exercise in futility that only a revolutionary fanatic would
undertake. At the same time they claim that Mao has
singkhandedly thrown China into six years of estraordi-
nary turmoil involving hundreds of millions of people in
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.1-tv Ling is a small village lying Imrkd among the hiessial

V hills west of the River Nan, inunediately south of Yenen in
ioribern Shensi.

The easiest way of getting there is hunt Sinn. You first go
to Tangkwan, either by branch line train or by bus via
ihienyang. In either event, you continue northwards from

4 Thnikwan by hos up the old lisienyang Yulin highway,
spending the night at the inn at Ilwangling. A couple of

" bundled yards,north of this inn is where the 'Yvilow Ern.
' woe, Ilwang-li, the nrythkal fotmder of the Ilan people
and culture, is reputed to have been buried 4.00n years ago,
At all events you can visit his tomb and the temple. recently. restored, that was put up in his honour. In 1959 the govern.

: ment had a new stone plaque put up there, inscribed: Tether
' of the ihn people .. .

1-, This is the heart of China. The first day of your fourney
lakes you through the river country, where 4. hina's classical

-;.aisticsilsusall civilization look shape and the people (of Ilan de.
veloped their individuality. It was here that the catty forms
bl she Chinese state came into being, and it was from here
,hat China was united. 'I he sesond day lakes you northward

'! P4: ss the loessial plaPenit -with its deeply etched ravines,
ptipidy rivers, treeless hush and cultivated flekls. 'Ibis is a

pert of China, a borderland thrmigh which, during long
:lcoasties, the imperhi levies marched on their way north to
he fronfire for Ications at Violin. Sian was the big capital

chy of this fro..:r. gricrittsual province, Yulin its border with
the realm of th monads in the north. Yenan is 600 li north

'of Sinn and the same distance south of Ynlin. Northern
Shensi is bete and barren. its climate hard. 'the crops fail
there every other year, arid its people are famed fur their

4
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'"toughness, industry and rebellious nature.:A11 through LansursAlong history, northern Shensi has been one of the botbads446the unrest that has repeatedly flared sop among the peasaitryitiand a hinterland lot the peasant armies of snany a civil ware,162a the peasants of northern Shensi rose, and *a thins

spread over the Empire. In 1636 their toren combined nada%
the command of 1.1 Tie-cheng and feUr 'rests woeatmornwed that 'all land shall be divided equally bettreesthe poor and the.rkh', while at the same lime all taxes Were,sky:laic() abolished for live years. In 1644 IJ Tao-chews rodq
into Peking at the heed of the victorious peasant levies
as they entered the city, Se-tsting, last emperor of the Mingiidynasty. hanged himself to alone for his Ass. This vkloty%sac soon turned into defeat, however, let the generals of theMing dynasty preferred to let in foreigners and be conquered*:.by the Manchurians than allow their own peasants to seizo";...*power.

early 1930s the peasants of northern Shensi sisse.:1,

;,1;
3.

and (hove out the landowners and las collectors, let up;.;,,,their own soviet republic and formed their own Red Arnsy,'.;;which was led by the now kgendary Liu Chi-tan. It was' tonorthern Shensi that Mao 'Ise-Icing and the Central Cerinlr;.?mince of ( Isina's Communist ratty led Chine's Red Army:iv.:ot %%tinkers and peasants in the lung March, ha great;61
metreal. It was 19 October 19.15 when the SUIVIVOri,

Fran litul t'usbichert in Ktrynan hskn. Then the Ittensl-KaissulNiursia Muller Region' was set up with Yenan as its ad..miliktrafive capital, arid from there their struggle againstthe lap.inese was directed. and it was Irons there that the -Cluinere People's Liberation Army eventually conquered ailChinn.
kave the hus after Ten-mile Villagebefore 11'..-;icadurc rnanand turn off to the left down a side road !,,.lerulirtr to the river. You are now heading west. You CMSthe River Nan by the ford and, as you climb the opposite-sr.

!be white caves of Liu lAng's basic school win be on..:f4your right and, above them, the caves of the village Welt :V:dug him Naripanshan. Paths wind up the hillside and the s;caves lie in rows, one above the other.
Alie village lies 2,500 feet above sea level, on the loessialplateau with its peal hills of loess with their vast erodedslopes. VIi-ele the ground is not cultivated, the hills arecovered with scrithby bush, ihe landscape is predontinandy fochre in colorir. 1.oess cannot easily absorb large qtrantltks.ol:::2

ram. It can suck up a gentle rain, but here the rain is seldom

M.'ik.D4 13.
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:' Liu LINO V41.4806
1qgenliee end so, when it COMM haffelth of yeliew muddy wafer

1:iMslovvis across the fields, digging deep furrows in the
ol loess

Iisees is rich and. if II fen water et the rishi time. can
nibs big yields; but the climate here is continental one end I
e;the rein refuses to come et the right lime. 11w average annual i

Al rainfall I. Lin 1.ing is *hoof 20.72 in.. 54 . per cent of ift *Web falls la July-August-September. The snowfall it not
Piped, slay 3.115 in. of the above total falling in the form of
if ism.' The ground is frost-botmd to a depth of 4.2 in. ior
;INtlstee months of the year. 1he winters are cold, dry and
deafty, and, the ground being hare, the frost often damages

i the winter wheat. Spring is 4190 a difficult seawn with itsi
_i drought and high winds. 1 hen they have tn horn h.ush-
'tweed, we the headlands between the Seidl at night to pulled
. .
".1 inn yoimg corn from the frost, and the smoke hangs
I be y over the yellow earth. April and May are months of
lelesbelskavand great heat and in them no rain falls. 001 of
p three yews they reckon on one good, one middling and one
si bad barest. To them there is nothing unusual about crop
:Ifailure; drought. (fold aml hail are a constant menace.
1. :The variation In temperature during the twenty.fmir hours
'. is considerable: up to 20° C. Or more. 'Me ninsimum re-

. .1 corded temperature As 19.7 C., recorded on 29 July 19i2,
;and the minimum IV C., termini on 23 Innusty 1956.
1 The year's average is 9.3 C.
a. .. i

i Mean temperatures are:
f
1.'
a - January 1.2 ( '. July 71 n e.l' Febniary 1 4" August
N!.. March 4 S.. Sertembtr 15 9*

April 11 4' October 9 2'
'; 'May 1611° l'inrcmlier 2 6'

Jane 21.1° 1/ecember 48'
P :
1:;
I;
r

.
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A Meeting with Mao
by Edgar Snow*

I met Mao soms after my arrival (IWO a pont rather
Lincelnesque figure, above memo height far a Mines!,
somewhat steepetb with a head of thick black hair grown
very long, and with large, searching eyes, a high-bridged
nose and prominent cheekbones. My fleeting implession
was of an inteNectual face of great shrowthoess, but I had
nO unity to verify this for several days. Neat time I
saw , Mao was walking hatless slang the street at dusk.
taing with two rims peasants, and gesticulating earnestly.
I did not recognize hint until he WKS pointed out to
memoving along unconcernedly with the rest of the
strolkn, desiMe the $250,000 which Nanking had hung
over his

'Sum Red Star Over China.
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Mao has the repetatkon of a charmed life, lie has been
repeatedly pronoenced dead by his enemies, only to re-
turn to tier POWs columns a few days later, as active as
ever. The Kuomintaeg has also allicially *Idled" and bur-
ied Om Tek many times, assisted lsy occasional cumbers-
nuns from dakvoyant utissioneries. Numerous deaths of
the two famous atm nevertheless, did not 'nevem them
fruits being involved in Emmy spectacular esploits, includ-
ing the Long March. Mee was indeed in one of kis perksds
of newspaper demise whets I visited Ned China, Ina I
found hies (pine sebstantiany Ave. There seems to be
some basis for the Iepos,d of his charmed Ilk, howevec in
the fact that, althor0 he has been in scores of bank% was
once captured by enemy troops and etesped, and has had
the waders highest reward en his head, during all these
yeas be has never once been wounded..._.

Mao seemed to me a very interesting and complex man.
Ile had the theplicky sad naturalness of the Chinese
posant, with a lively sense of humour and a love of rustic
hughter. Ills laughter was even acthfe on the subject of
himself end the dmdcomings of the Soviets--a boyish sort
of laughter which never isa the least shook his ismer faith in
his purpose. Ile is plain-speaking and plain-living, and
some people might think him rather coarse and vulgar. Yet
he combines curious qualities of naiveté with the most
incisive wit and worldly sopldsticatkin.

think my Out 1- ninantly one of flatly
shrewdnesswas y correct. And yet Mau is au
accomplished of tlosiml Chinese, an ousnivorous
reader, a deep student af phiknophy and history, a guild
speaker, a man with an unusual memory end extraordinary
powers of concentration, an able writer, careless in his
personal habits and appearance but astonishingly meticu-
inis about details of duty, a Wan Of WOWS energy, and a
military mid political strategist ofcoosiderabie genius. It is
an interesting feet that many Japanese regard him as the
ablest Chinese strategist alive.

Ilse Reds were putting sip some new Imildings hi l'au
An. lint accinnsoo&liims were very primitive while I was
there. Mao lived with his wife in a two-roomed peo-fans
with bare, poor, map-covered walls, lie had known tuna.
worse, and as the son of a "rich" peasant in lioness he had
also known better. The chief luxury they boasted was a

26 1
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mosquito net. Otherwise Mao lived very mods like therank and file of the Ned Army. Mks ten years or leader-ship uf the Beds, alter hundreds sionsilmations of prows-ty of hissdktrds, officials and tax-collectors, he owned onlyhis blankets, anti a few personal belouglay, including twocotton =Worms. Mihail). he mu a Bed Army commanderas well as chairman, he wore on his coat collar only thetwo red bars that are the insignia of the ordinary fledsoldier.
I went with Mao several times to mass ascellogs a thevillagers and the Bed cadets, and to the Red theatre. Hesat inconspicuously in the midst of the crowd and enjoyedhimself hugely. I remember once, between acts at theAnti-lapanese ilseatre, there mu a geneval demmid kir aduet by Mao Tse-tung and Lin Pim, the twenty-eight-year-old president of the Bed Academy, and forme* a famedyoung cadet on Mang Kai-shek's stet Lin blushed like asdsoollsoy, and got them out of the "rnmmsnd performance"hy a graceful speech, calling upon the women Communistsfirr a song insteed.

Mao's Lied was the same as everybody's, hut being alunanese he hed the southerner's al-la, or "love of pepper."Ile even had pepper cooked into his bread. Except for thispasskm, lie scarcely seemed to notice what he ale. Onenight at dower I heard him expand MI a theory of pepper-loviug propks being revoltakmaries. Ile first submittedhis own province, finnan, famous fur the revolutkmaries Ithas produced. Then he listed Spain. Mexico, ROSSia andFrame to support his custodies% but laughingly_ had toadmit defeat when sornehody mentioned the wen-knownWien love of red pepper and garlic,, In refutatkm of histheory. One of the most amusing songs of the "bandits,"incidentally, is a ditty called the Ilut lied Pepper." It tellsof the disgust of the pelves with his pointless vegetableexistence, waiting to be eaten, and how Ise ridicuks thecmstentment uf She cabbages, spinach and beans with theirinvertebrate careers. Ile ends up 17 leading a vegetableinsurreetkm. "The nut Bed Pepper was a great favoritewith Chairman Mao.
Ile amens to he gene free from symptoms of megalo-mania, but he has a deep sense of persimal dignity, andsomensing about him suggests a power of ruthless decisionwhen he deems it necessary I never saw him angry, hut I
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heard from others that on occaskms he has been roused to
au intense and wfthering fury. At inch times kii commind
of irony and invective is said to he classic and lethal.

I found him surpthksgly weLinforneed on current world
politics. even on the Lung March, it seems, the Beth
received news broadcasts by radio, and in the Worth-west

!Iirepusablished their own newspapers. Mao is eaccokmally
Is world histosy and has a realistic amcepthm of

&mope= soda and polUicel conditions. Ile was very
interested In the Labour Party of England, and questioned
me Intensely about its present policies, soon exhausting all
my informatftm. It seemed to me that he found it difficult
fully to understand why, in a country where workers are
enfranchised, these is eta no workers' government. I am
afraid my answers did not satisfy him.

Three Poems
by Mao Tse-tung

MANINATEEP BY WUXI BARNSTONE

Warlords

Wind and clouds suddenly rip the sky
and warlords elssh.

War again.
Rancor rains down un men who dream of a Pillow
of Yellow Barley.

Yet otw red banners leap over the calm Ting fiver
011 our VAlly

to Shan&ing and to Lungyen the dragon cliff.
The golden vase of China is shattered.

We mend it,
happy as we give sway its meadows.

September or October 1929

Kunlun Mmsntain

Over the earth
the greenhlue monster Kunlun who has seen
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all spring color and passkus of men.
Three miffieu dragons of white jade

and Creze the whole sky with snow
When a summer sun heats the globe
rivers Rood
and men tern ink, ash and turtles.
Who am judp
a thousand years of seunnplishinents or Allures?Kunlun,
you don't need aN that height or snow

i could haus os leasves, grab my sword,and cut you in three parts,
I would send one to Bemire, one to America,

antl keep one part here
in China

that the world have peace
and the globe Aso the same hest and ice.

October 1935

Llupant The Mountain of Six Circles

Dazzling sky to :he far cirrus clouds.
I gaze at wq-.1 geese vanishing into the south.
If we 01111101 reach the Lang Wall

we are not true men.
On my fingers I count the twenty thousand U we havealready marched.

On the summft of Liupan
the west wind lazily ripples our red banner.
Today we have the iong rope in our bands.
When will we tie up the gray dragon of the sevenstms?

October 1915
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IN MEMORY OF

NORMAN BETHUNE

[In Part II, we tried to show some of the ways in which

China made progress during the 195os. We suggested

reasons for the success of the Chinese people in their
efforts to build a new society, and we mentioned certain

problems that arose.
The io6o's saw further progress, but they also saw the

unsolved problems of the previous de=de come to a head

in the spectacular movement known as the Cultural
Revolution.

It is time now to look at this period. To introduce it,
we turn to the third of Mao's "Three Old Favorites"
an article entitled "In Memory of Norman Bethune."

The reader will remember that "The Foolish Old Man"
suessed the positive qualities of the Chinese peasants
and portrayed them 2S the basis for China's liberation.
"Serve the People" praised the dedication of the rank-
and-file Cummunists and predicted that this spirit of
service would build a new China. "In Memory of Nor-
man Bethune." though it was written before the other
two articles (1939), anticipates the problems of the
106o's, the problems China would meet as she grew in
strength,

Pre-revolutionary China was a simple society in com-
parison with the vast and complex country that the Com-
munists find themselves trying to run triay. In Yenan,
the Communists' mountain stronghold in the war against
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Japan, government was a fairly straightforward matter:
The anny consisted of small and relatively self-sufficient
guarilla unitt the economy could opaate on a shoe-
string budget leaders and the people %wicked closely to-

gether in a rather romantic semifinal envixonment Thtwe

were the days when *Saab ivore homarm clothes, and

Chanson Mao grew his own tobaccol
Things have changul since then. Now the Communists

are responsible for more people than any pvemment has

ever been in history. It is not the sheer numbers, how-

ever, that complicate matters; it is the changing nature of

the society itself, particularly the growing sophistication
brought about by the development of technology.

Such a society inevitably tends to breed a class of peo-

ple with special knowledge and skills. Managers, bureau-
crats, Party officials, civil servants, educators, technicians

of every kindthese are bound to proliferate. They are
also bound to have power.

The growth of this elite became a political issue in the

1960s. President Liu Shao-chi and his supporters seem
to have felt that China's future progress would depend
primarily on her ability to produce enough experts to
keep pace nith development, and that the society should
he geared toward this end. Mao and his followers, while

not denying the need for apertise, insisted that moral
and political education was more important in the long

run than mere technique. Spe6alists had to be kept con-

scious of their enormous responsibilities to the masses of

the people. If this were not done, said Mao. a class of

self-seeking professionals would one day take over. and
China would follow the Soviet Union on the downhgl
road away from people's power.

"In Memory of Norman Bethune" was one of the prin-
cipal weapons used by the Maoists in this .fight. They
pointed out that Mao, way hack in the 1930's, had been
aware of the dangers of specialization. He had singled

out BetInme for praisenot just because this Canadian

doctor had come and patched up Communist soldiers

2 f;
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during the war against Japan hut also because he was an
expert, one of the hest =gems in the world, and yet he
had used his skills in the service of semiliterate Chinese
peasants, wounded an a battlefield thousamis of mila
from his ham

Mao wrote this article on hearing of Bethune's death.
(He contracted blood poisoning and died at the front in
19394 It is not two pages long, yet it contains the quin-
tessence of Maoism. Every word became part of the
Red Guards' vombulary: With Mao, they pmised inter-
nationalism, utter devotion to others, selflessness, re-

spontibflity, warmheartedness, constancy, purity, moral
integrity; with Mao, they condemned buck-passing, in-

difference, coldness, apathy, self-centeredness, pride, and

vulgarity.
It is somewhat ironic that Norman Bethune should

have been made a model of virtue, for he was, according
to those who knew him, a rather gruff, short-tempered
personhardly the gentle Franciscan. But this does not
worry the CY nese they are less interested in the true
personality of the man than in the kind of morality he
represents. He has provided China with an ideal of com-
mitment that is not only international in scope but that
also militates against the growth of an uncurbed aristoc-

racy of experts.]

Comrade Norman Bethune, a memba of the Communist
Party of Canada, was around fifty when he was sent by the
Communist parties of Canada and the United States to
China; he made light of traveling thousands of miles to help
us in our War of Resistance Against Japan. lie arrived in
Yenan in the spring of last year, went to w3rk in the Wutai
Mountains, and to our great sorrow died a martyr his post.
What kind of spirit is this that makes a foreigner selflessly
adopt the muse of the Chinese people's liberation as his own?
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Dr. Bethottiot work in so
emergency fluid hospital

It is the spirit of internationalism. the spirit of communism
from which every Chinese Communist must learn. .

Comrade Bethunes spirit, his utter devotion to others
without any thought of self, was shown in his great sense of

responsibility in his work and his great warmheartedness
toward all comrades and the people. Every Communist must

learn from him. i here are not a few people who are irrespon.
sible in their work. preferring the light and shirldng the heavy.

passing the burdensome tasks on to others and choosing the
easy ones for themselves. At every turn thq think of them-

selves before others. When they make some small contribu-
tion, they swell with pride and brag about it for far that
others will not Imow. 'They feel no warmth toward comrades

and the people but are cold, indifferent, and apathetic. In
truth such people are not Communism or at least cannot be

counted as devoted Conununists. No one who returned front

the front failed to express admiration for Betritine whenever
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his name was mentioned. and none remained unmoved by

his spirit . .
Comrade Bethune was a doctor, the art of healing was his

profession, and he was constmtly perfecting his skill, which

stood very high in the Eighth Route Army's medical service.

His example is an excellent lesson for those people who wish

to change their work the moment they see something different

and for those who despise technical work as of no conse-

quence or as promising no future.
Comrade Bethune and I met only once. Afterward he wrote

me many letters. But I was buv, and I wrote hhn only one

letter ai;c1 do not even lasow if he ever received it. I 2M

deeply grieved over his death. Now we are all commemorat-

ing him, which shows how profoundly his spirit inspires every-

one. We must all learn the spirit of absolute selflessness from

him. With this spirit. everyone can be very useful to the

people. A man's ability may be great or small, but if he has

this spirit, he is alreaily noble-minded and pure, a man of

moral integrity and above vulgar interests, a man who is of

value to the people.



My Brother: Coorestaist Martyr Qin fiajon

o f Ptitident Chiang Kai-shek, Jiajun at the time became an ardent
admirer of Chiang.

His education was interrupted by the Japanese attack on Shanghai.
The bombing of the Great World Amusement Park, in which more
than a thousand people were killed and many more injured, made
it clear that Shanghai was no longer safe. Even though the Japanese
stayed out of the foreign concessions, Father made plans for the
family to move to Hong Kong.

Before leaving, however, he had to attend to the burial of his
parents. His mother had been dead for thirty years and his father
for twenty-five, but he had put off the burial in the hope of finding
an auspicious site that would bring good fortune to himself and his
descendants.

Meanwhile, the mother of his first six children, his common-law
wife, Cao Yueheng, had also lain unburied for over a decade, whik
his brother, Lianynan,2 had died in 1933. The beginning of the Sim-
Japanese war imparted a sense of urgen.:y, since the unburied coffins
could well be lost or destroyed during the fighting, resulting in the
desecration of the bodies. With the assistance of his filth sistet , who
was closest to him in age, Father Ixnight a piece of land outside
Hangzhou. Three graves were dug. In one he buried his mother
and father, in another his brother, and in the this d he burkd Cao
Yueheng, the mother of Jiajun and his siblings. By burying het and
not his lot mal wile with his patents, he was in effect publicly 14.--

knowledging her status as his wife. Even as the burials were pro-
ceeding, Japanese bombs were falling from the sky.

The Lloyd -1 riestioo liner Conti Verde steamed (nit of Shatigkii
harbor on Saturday, August 28, 1937, um using 1,0.12 passengets,
including nine members of our family. this time, Mother had
given birth to two children, a daughter, ,Julia. and a sfm, Antlionv.
The 11,527-ton liner was scarcely out of the has bor when it wit eseswd
one of the tragedies of the war: the bombing of the Presultut Mauer
by Chinese planes that mistook the Ames ican vessel for a Jarmese
transport. Passengers on the Conk Verde saw four Chinese planes
appear in the sky above them. After circling over the Conte Verde,
they flew off toward the President lioover and began to drop bombs.
The nervous passengers were fearful that they would be next. Ap-
parently what saved the Conte Verde from a similar fate was its dis-
tinctive white and cream color.

cl
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CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN

My Brother: Communist Martyr Qin jiajun

With her marriage to Father, Mother at age seventeen found
herself in the difficult position of being stepmother to six children
--one of them marriedonly slightly younger than herself.

.1 hose thildten had been separated at an early age, apparently to
lighten the load on Father. The two daughters, Margaret and Mice,
had been sent to live with their aunt in Suzhou. They remained with
her until that lady died, and then returned home to live. The sons
mainly giew up at home, except for the middle one, Jiajun.

Tmtgli's concubine, Van Lizben, who had been a dose friend of
Jiaput's mother, was very fond of Jiajun and adopted him. So jiajun
Was sent to live with them while still an infant and stayed there until
he was ten sears old, at which time Miss Van left "Tongli to marry
another' Man. and Jiajun resin ned home. But he continued to main-
tain a dose relationship with Miss Yan to the end of his life. She was
the oolv inothet he ever really had, for his own mother died when
he was au infant.

The death of his mother, combined with his being sent to live with
foster parznts for many years, undoubtedly had an effect on him.
The mat riage of his father to Tongli's daughter must have been
especially unsettling; it must have seemed almost incestuous since
now his foster sister was his stepmother.

Ilis 4161411mM experience appears to have turned him into some-
one decidy 4 oncerned with the ills of society fie was filled with the
idealism of youth aml became a vegetarian at an early agc, when he
considered himself a Buddhist. Once, after his friends had enjoyed
a t hit ken meal, Jiajun composed a requiem in memory of the chicken.

11% the time of my parents' wedding, all five of Father's unmarried
child; en %set c living at home. Father set up two households, adjacen:
to eat lt othet, situated at Fuming Terrace at Avenue Foch in the
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After this narrow escape, the liner continued on its three-day
voyage to Hong Kong, from which it was to continue on to Venice,
Trieste and Brindisi by way of Singapore; Colombo, Bombay and
Port Said. On September 1, the liner reached Hong Kong, and its
passengers joined thc hundreds of thousands of Chinese refugees
pouring into the British colony. The very next day, !long Kong was
struck by the worst typhoon in the colony's history. Uncounted thou .

sands of fishermen drowned. Twemy-seven steamers wer v sunk or
blown ashore. Our family had just moved into a house in Kowloon,
on Boundary Street. But the roof caved in because of the typhoon,
and the family had to find new living quarters, this tune cm Ar-
buthnot Road. Eventually, more permanent accommodations were
found in an apartment at 11A Robinson Road. halfway up Victoria
Peak.

The three boys did not remain long in Hong Kong. Before the
end of the year. they returned to Shanghai to continue their studies.
Although much a Shanghai was in flames, the foreign settlements
were still unaffected and classes contMued in the Zhengshi Middle
School. The school hired foreigners to serve on their board If di-
rectors as a shield against the Japanese. In this artificial atmosphere.
the brothers continued their studies until graduation in mid-1938,
hut many students had dropped out. The class in which Jiaju atol
Jiajun had started out had about fifty students. When graduation
time came, only eighteen remained.

Though the Kuomintang forces put up a vahant resistance in the
defense of Shanghai. they were overwhelmed by Japanese troops.
who inflicted a quarter of a million casualties.

Chiang Kai-shek traded space for time, repeated), r en eating be-
fore the well-trained, welVequipped Japanese soldiers.
teen. wauhed helplessly from Shanghai as the Japanese sei.ed
Nanking. The Kuomintang then moved the capital to Ilankow urnil
that city, too, Was lost. Finally. the Kuomintang gocri Innen( %%nil-
drew into Sidman province, in the southwest, and estabbshed their
wartime capital in Chungking.

Jiajun wanted to go to Chungking to join the gover Infirm in re-
sisting the Japanese, but Father wor,;(1 riot hear of it and mole biro
continue his studies.

A frustrated Jiajun enrolled in Datong University, where he pur-
sued a curriculum in the sciences. Datong University was very dif-
ferent from the right-wing Zhengshi Middle School. I .ic MU( h of
444
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Shanghai at the time, it was a hotbed of intrigue. There were agents
working for the Japanese. tine Kuomintang and the Communists, afl
of them acting clandestinely, spying and rPporting on one another.
Mom of the students wer4 nationalistic, but many did not dare speak
openly. Even in the foreign settlements, anti-Japanese activities were
discouraged. There were no antijapanese public speeches and no
public: rallies. The united front between the Kuomintang and the
Cimmumists was holding, but neither side really trusted the other.

By the end of 1938, thc Japanese controlled most of northern
China and vast tracts of eastern and central China. So large was the
territory that they sct up several puppet administrations to help them
govern. Thc puppet administration could control only key cities and
communicafions lines, such as railroads. In the countryside, espe-
cially in border regions where provincial boundaries met, the Com-
munists set up anti-japancse bases.

When Paints entered Datong University, the Communist New
Fourth As my had just been formed, with the sanction of the Kuo-
mintang government, and was operating in central China, primarily
in the southern part of Jiangsu province. Northern Jiangsu was
dominated by Kuomintang troops. As long as these two forces, both
ostensibly anti-Japa, rest, were on opposite sides of the Yangtze, there
was no direct confrontation. But in the spring of 1940 the New
Formai Ar my moved into northern Jiangsu, and in July 1940. at a
small tow si calkd lluangqiao, Communist forces wiped out a Na-
timudist unit. The Kuomintang brought in reinforcements and, at
the beginning of September, another battle was fought at liu-
angqiao. Severe casualties were suffered by both sides, but ultimately
the communist ii ;Hips succeeded in routing the Kuomintang army.'
'1 he final igiliao banks lgought into the open the deep r ift between
the Kuomintang and the Communists.

1;1 J mural y 1911, the Kuomintang government ordered the dis-
solution of the New Fourth Army, charging serious breach of mil-
itary disc ipline. The Communists. instead of obqing the order,
reorganired the army into seven divisions. From this time on, the
Kimminiang-Communist alliance was, for all practical purposes, at
an end. And alw New Found, Army, which was entrenching.itself
in nm them Jiangsu, acted like a beacon for Shanghai's student in-
teilectuals.

.jiajun's interest in politics found expression in the
Milky Way Drama Society, a students' organization. Jiajun prob-
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ably did not know it at first, but the society was a Communist-from
organization. It had only a small core of party members, and all
public activities were done in the name of those who did not belong
to the party. Gradually, Jiajun became one of the most active par-
tkipants. lie acted and directed, as well as wrote so ipts. By the
autumn of 1939, he was one of the three kaders of the group. only
one of whom was an umkrground Communist-party member . Per-
formances were held both on and off campus.

Underground party members at Datong had their eye on Jiajun.
Though from a relatively well-off family, he was frugal, did not
play cards or mah-jongg, and dressed simply. "lie was very active
and enthusiastk," one recalkd. "Ile was engaged mostly in anti-
Japanese propaganda. Ile was hardworking and patriotic; a very
good comrade."

Jiajun was zealous in acting on his beliefs, easily auracted to new
ideas. lie had great sympathy for others and once, when he observed
two policemen shoot and kill a robber. he voiced sympathy for tlw
victim, saving t bat he kul fallen like a "paper man" after being siva.

lie thought all Chitwse should speak Mandan in, the natimal Lii-
page. Sin( e he himself spoke only thc Shanghai dialect, he devoted
himself to the study of Mandarin, going to the park regulat h to
practice. After a month, he had made so much progress that he was
able to speak Mandarin when be performed onstage.

Many of the underground Communists rose to positions of prom-
inence at this time, but the person who undoubtedly elm cised the
greatest influence over pain!) was a woman known as Qu jin. She
was the underground party secretary at Datong University.

Shanghai being the cosmopolitan city that it was, many of the
students at Datong were very sophisticated and wm Idly, but jiajun
did not find them anractive. lie found girls more appealing who
were straightfor ward and warm. Qu ilt was such a Iverson. iler
father was a wealthy banker, but she wore no makeup and kept ber
hair short and straight. She was very lively and a good talker. She
was also the editor of a school magaline.

The two of them often discussed politics, and she :clef red him
to works on ptlitical philosophy. She told him that it was not nec-
essary to go to Chungking to resist the Japanese, that revolution:it y
activities could be conducted anywhere. They often strolled t In ough
the streets of Shanghai until late at night, she propounding lwr

ee'N fTh
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political views and he listening silently while falling in love wkh her.
Though site visited him at home several times, she never met other
members of the family. Father, of course, was still in Hong Kong,
and Margaret was married and not living at home.

Jiajun did not know at first of Qu fin's Communist affiliatioa. To
him, she was a like-minded thinker and the romance of his life.

There is no evidence that she led him oil. In fact, it is likely that
she let him know, gently but firmly, that he should put romance out
of Isis mind. That is probably the reason he attempted suicide by
taking poison. After he recovered, he decided to accept her on her
terms. And with her introduction, he was inducted into the under-
ground Communist party.4

In a simple ritual held in the home of a friend, attended by only
two or three peopk, Jiajun officially became a Communist some time
in August or September of 1940. In a plainly furnished room, bereft
of flags or portraits, he swore that he wasjoining the party voluntarily
and would wive all his life to fulfill the party's aims, preserve its
secrets and never betray his comrades. In the interest of security,

membet ship card was issued.
Communist-party members were never publicly identified as such.

In fact, pat ty members might not know each other, as each cell of
three was isolated from the others to minimize damage. Thus was
forged a chain, each link of which could be exposed without the rest
automatically suffering a similar fate. Of course, that also made it
(iifficult Gn Communist to know whom he could or could not trust.
And ts hen a link in the chain was severed, it was hard for those at
lower levels to reestabbsh contact with party authorities. For this
reason, dolls% the Cultural Revolution, many party members were
jailed for at ts that they had carried out under party direction in the
1930s and 19.10s, since they were unable to prove tin Gtcts. Their
leaders had been arrested or killed and no records bac! been kept.

In March 1911,. at the express instructions of the pa; ty, jiajun
weut Mu) hiding. To prevent capture, he had been advised not to
live at home, fle therefore went to stay with his foster mother, Yan
Lizhen. Later, the party decided that he should leave for the Com-
munist -field areas in northern Jiangsu, under the New Foocth &my.

In eat ly 1912, jiajun left Shanghai, having completed only the
midterm of his third year at Datong. His foster mother gave him
two huuudi ed dollars. lie and other students were led through enemy
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My lrother: Commailist Mari" /hivelint.. by guides who moved back and forth between the Japanese

and the Communist areas. Strict .secrecy was imposed, and even
people within the same group did not know each other.

From Shanghai. he took a passenger ship up the Yangtze River
to where the river divides into a number of narrow nib/statics. There,
the Japanese controlled the coast. but virtually all the inland counties
were under the Communists. Trekking up to twenty miles a day.
Jiajult made his way deep into the interior. There were stations set
up along the way, where he was greeted warmly as a newly arrived
comrade. 1 le passed through Iluanggiao, the stem of tlw two major
battles between the Kuomintang and the Communists, and pressed
on until he finally reached his destination, Dongtai, the stronghoki
of the New Fourth Army.

When Jiajun arrived in Dongtai. living conditions in the area were
poor. There was enough to eat, hut each person received only a
dollar a month for such necessities as soap and toilet paper. The
money given to him by his foster mother Was gone. lost to robbers
who accosted him on his journey. jiajun wrote to his oldest bi other
in Shanghai. who managed to send him some money.

In the New Fourth Army, Jiajun adopted not orsh a new way of
life but a new name, calling himself Wang Shenghai. It was the
custom for party members to change their names once they wet e in
the "liberated areas" controlled by the Communists. This was be-
cause, in those areas, they operated openk as Conununists If their
real names were known, their friends might be endangered and
their party connections exposed back home.

.fiajun donned the gray army uniform, complete with gray cap
and cloth shoes. Ile was named political Mstructor. Ills dillies in-
cluded organilation of cult ut al events. teaching and spiemling anti-
Japanese anti pio-Communist propaganda.

But he WaS not satisfied with limiting himself to ptopaganda and
educational woi k. lie wanted to Onow himself into the actual fight-
ing. Ills high spirits were refkcted in a rate letter he wrote to an
old school ftiend in Shanghai: "I am very happy fot today I ex-
changed my gold watch for a pistol.-

His comat ts wnh fannly and ft lends wet e by net essit) sporadic.
Fr OM lislic to 1IIHC, he I oilld ai tange fon lettets to be sew ihdii et ily
so a family member or to one of his former colleagues at the Milky
Way Drama Sot ietv. One day, a Mint ade of his arrived f rom Jiangsu
and called on Father to seek financial assistance. Father, who at the
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time had been unemployed for years. took a ring off his finger andgave it to him.
Jiajun engaged in actual combat, going into the field armed withhis pistol and with grenades strapped to Isis side. He fought severalbattles in northern Jiangsu.
In the autumn of 1942, his unit was in the vicinity of Dongtai,engaged in a major battle with the Japanese. The fighting was goingwell and the Communists clearly had the upper hand. Jiajun roseand called upon some enemy soldiers in a pillbox to surrender. Hewas struck by a bullet and killed. At the time of his death, jiajunwas only twenty-three years old.
It was a long time before our family knew about his death, Con-ditions at the time made it impossible for the New Fourth Army tonotify bereaved family members of their loss. When the Communiststook over Shanghai in May 1949, as they were sweeping to victorynationwide, 11fargaret hoped to see her brother return. When effortsto locate him failed, she placed a notice in the personal columns ofthe newspapers inquiring about his whereabouts. But there Was noresponse.

Thee years later, in 1952, Margaret received a kner from aformer comrade of Jiajun't informing her that "Comrade Jiajunjoined the revolution in northern Jiangsu in the winter of 1940. Hewas 3 brave man. Unfortunately he was killed in the battle of jiaoxietownship in Dongtai during the autumn of 19-12.-
jiajust had been buried where he fell, in an obscure, unmarkedgrave. But he was not forgotten. In 1953, the Shanghai municipalgovertunent issued a certificate to his surviving family members,hailing him as a martyr in the t:011111111815t cause. The certificate wasddiveled to Margaret's house with much clanging of gongs anddashing of cymbals to mark the joyous occasion.The co tificate turned otn to be very useful in later years. as Mar-Fuel was abk to overcome !M.:7 problems by demon:trating thatthe was the sister of a Communist martyr. Unfortimatdy, it was lostfut ing later political disturbances.
Although Margaret knew about jiajun's death, the lest of .the"amily in !long Kong and the United States did not learn about itir many year s. We were separated by great distances, and did notommunit ate often.
Father app.irently did not find out until Margaret and her family'loved i (long Kong in 1957, and the news did not appear to affect
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Can the Stio Rise in the West?

Dirty frog' want to feed on crane,
Poor sew 'lope for great happenings in rain.
took at yourulf i,r some ditch water, do°
What great deeds can be done by the likes
Can snow fall in mid.luly?
Can the sun rise in the western OW

I andlind I I'M
Front the (Irwin

Wang Kiwi and Ii Ilsianglisiang

LONG NOW VILLAGE shared in the turbulent history of feudal
China. Over the centuries the Empire was many times invaded and
twice conquered from without. From within the body politic wag
rocked by violent rebellion no less than 18 times. Province.wide and
county-wide revolts were too numerous to record, hut neither con-
quest nor rebellion altered the basic contours of sodety The invaders
weft pastoral nomads who grafted themselves onto the apex of the
country's power structure without modifying its base. Ihe rebels
were most of them peasants. Even though these peasants several
times brought dynasties low they proved historically unable to estab-
lish any ahernative to the empetor-ruled, landlord-tenant system.
After each upheaval life returned once again to the old way.

Even the century of mounting Criis and change that began for
China with the British.imposed Opium War ill 1840 failed to shatter,
though it certainly weakened, the hold of the gentry over China's

Many scholars use the word feudal to describe oniy the %mill lord.
erlendmanor system characteristic of medieval Europe. In this hook the
word is used in is btosder sense to describe a society in which a ruline class,
basing its power on the private ownership of and control over !awl. Ihecf
off a share of the produce extracted horn that land by a class of laboring
people. The latter, though neither slaves nor Mil, were still so cloyeh hound
to the land which they cultivated as to matte them little better than seriS
of the landed proprietors. It was a society, furthermore. in which these Iwo
classes constituted the main social forces and determined the contnins of
development.
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good earth and the peasants nho tilled it. As late as 1945 many
gentry in the interior still could not conceive of basic change as
possible. Families might rise and fall, rebel armies advance or re-
treat, new gods challenge a..1. machine teatiks replace handwoven
goods. steam and electricity replace man and muk in distant ports,
brit in the quiet countryside landlords continued so don long gowns,
collect exorbitant rents, pay oft the soldiery, manicure their finger-
uails. and eat white flour made from wheat. Tenants continued to
wear dirt.stained trowels. sweat in the fields, render up the major
patf of what they raised in taxes and rent, and shiver through the
winter on cense millet, chaff, and bran. When anyone mentioned
change, the gentry askc confidently: "Can the sun rise in the west?"

'I his confidence of the gentry was based on the stability of the
land system and the cuhure it engendereda system and a culture
that had survived and often flourished since before the time of Christ.
!ruler this system, which in one decade abruptly disappeared forever

from mainiand China, a typical community was made up of a small
rmnther of landlords and rich peasants and a large number of hired
laborers, poor peasants and middle peasants.* The landlords and rich
rasatits. wim made up less than 10 percent of the rural population,
owned from 70 to 80 percent of the land, most of the draft anhnals
and the hulk of the carts and implements. The hired laborers, the
poor peasants, and the middle peasants, who made up more than 90
percent of the population, held less than 30 percent of the land, only
a few draft animals., and a scattering of implements and cartsa con-
dition sshich placed them perennially at the mercy of the more well-
to do and tismicmntd them fo a life of veritable serfdom.

II one lakes the percentages above as a yardstick one finds that
the peopk 01 1.ong flow were tnore fortunate than the average, for
the concentration of land ownership these, in the early 1940's, was not
nearly as high as was tenetsl in other parts of China, or even in °the.

those who possess a rest deal of land, who do not thenndves labor
hut depend entirely on explorting the peasants through rent end usury, sus-
taining iliemsehes without toilingthese are the landlords. 'Those who own
large minium; of land, plow animals and farm implements, who themselves
take past in labor although at the same time they exploit the hired laboe of
peasant; these are the rich piquant,. Ihose who have land, plow animals,
and farm implements. who labor themselves and do not exploit others, or do soonly sliyhtly---fhesy are the middle peasants. Those who have only a
amount of knit fatm implements and plow animals, who labor on their ownland ha at the same time have to sell a part of their labor powerrhese
fur the poor prowl's. Those who have 110 land, plow animals, Of falm itTl
plcmems and who must sell their labor powerrhere art thr hired laborers."Mimi len Pi shift. .Serrral Probirms Flrgarding l.and Reform, 1948. Notplihts.licii iii Fnglish )
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pals a the Shangtane region. On the eve of the land revolution the
landlords and the rich peasants further made up about seven per-
cent of the Italian and owned directly 164 acres, or 18 percent of
the land. 41Iransigh religious and clan aSSOCiatiOtIS they eontiolkd
another I 14 acres bringing the total land umkr their cnntrol to 278
acres, or 31 percent. They also owned 18 oxen, mules, and donkeys,
or about 33 percent of the draft helifilals. These were low times coin,
!wed to many other Chinese connaunities.

H the landlords and rich peasana held less than was usual, the
middle peasants %ad much more. They made up 40 percent of the
platWit. held 45 percent of the land and 66 percent uf the draft
animals. liven so,_they were not the largest group in the village. 1 he
pour peasants outnumbered all others with 47 percent of the popu.
tailors. They held only 24 percent of the land. Six percent of she 'work
were hired laborers. The two AICOSI exploited groups thus made op
MON than half of the population, owned less than a (piaster of the
land, and only five percent of the draft animals.

Very Worsting and significant was the factor of family sire. The
landlords and the rich peasants averaged more than five persons per
household, the middle peasants fewer than five, the poor peasants
between three and three and a half, and the hired laborers alum!
three. There WAS thus a direct correlation between the sire of the
family and its basic economic security measured in Kilns Of roam:-
live property. Although the birth rate in all established families was
approximately the same, those with land, fools, and stock Mere able
to maintain larger families and prosper. Those without laud or %ill,
very Mall holdings were often unable even to marry. lf thcy 4141

marry they .were unable to hold their families together, lost mole
children to disease and famine, had to sell children, or even sell wives,
and thus had households about half the size.

If the land holdings of the prerevolutionary period were calculated
on the basis of the number of families, rather titan per capita, the
concentration of wealth in the hands of the landlords and rich peasants
was more marked. On that basis-4 very realistic one for China.
where the traditional emphasis has always been on the family wilier
than on the individualthe landlords and rich peacants_ s ith only
five percent of the families, contiolkd 31 percent of thc land, the
middle peasants, with less than a third of the families, held 45 per-
cent of the land; and the poor peasants and hired laborers together,
with 62 percent of the families, held only 24 percent of rite laud
Even on this basis the concentration of land ownership in I onr now
was not high; the landlords anti rich peasants were relatisely poor,
and ihe middle peasant group was onusoally 114.:, a factor w hit It was
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to have crmsiderable influence on the whole future of the community.
One reason for the comparative dispersion of land ownership was

Ihe poXlf quality of the land. Whereas in many pans of China it took
only hall an acre or less to support one person, hi the southern dis-
tricts of Lucheng ('oursty it took about one acre. Irrigation easily
could Irmo doubkd yields, but without large-seek ensingering proj-
ects no geliK!al irrigation was possible, even on the flat that sur-
rounded she village. In addition, a good part oi the landat least
one thud was on the hill and therefore impossible so irrigate. The
whok region, located at the very end of Shansi's Intik central valley
only a few milcs from high, often rocky mountains, was extremely
high and coki and hence a peripheral area agricuhurally. I generai,
in every country in the world she highest concentration of landing
is to be found in the richest, most fertile valleys, and the lowest
concentralicm in the poorest mountain regions where she surplus
possible from onc man's labor is least, and hence the rate of exploits-
lion is the lowest. The mountainous regions of Southeastern Shansi
were no erccption to this rule.

The land held by the landlords and rich peasants, while ample, was
not enough in itwIl to make them the dominant group in the village.
It served primarily as a solid foundation (Of other forms of open and
conccakd exploitation which taken together raised a handful of
families far above the rest of the inhabitant:. economically and hence
politically anal socially as we4. Usutious interest rates on loans, profits
from commeicial and industrial ventures, the spoils of public office,
and graft or commissions from the management of temple, church, and
clan affairs when added to the revenues from land ownership and
land IMIllagerlIrill Faye these families an influence in gross dispro-
portion to their numbers or tc the acreage which they held.

Long How's richest family, the seven-member household of the
landlord Shcng Ching-ho tapped every one of these income SOUrces.
Sheng Ito was a healthy, able-bodied man, but he never en-
gaged in any form of manual labor. lie did not have to. His income
was many times that of the moi prosperous middle-peasant family.
lie cultivated long fingernails,wore a long gown that made manual
work impossible and considered it beneath his dignity even to lift his
bag onto his cart ss hen he went on a trip.

1 hc heart c,f Ching-ho's "empire" consisted of 23 acres of fertile
land ore largest holding in the village if one excludes the land of
the ('arry011 Society-of the Catholic Church.° To work these acres
he hired trio )ear-round laborers ?lug extra hands al harvest time.
In livcssock, the second most important category of rural weahh, he

170f a desoiplion of this society and its operations, sec Chapter 5.
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owned two draft animals, a flock of shall. and several hogs. Ile em-

ployed two boys full time to look alter the sheep. Ills imiustrial
emerprise was a small distillery where pniAor was made from kaoliang
grain. The wine cost about 20 cents a catty to make and sold for
about 30 cents a catty.* When in full production this distillery turned
out over 100 conks a day. In this plant Ching-ho employed two men
for about seven months every year. The distilkes grains lett over
from the process were fed to fattening hogs.

The income from these enterprises was fairly large and stilce the
family lived very frugally. Sheng Ching-ho had a rally surplus.
Some of this surplus he converted into silver coin which lie butied in
the hack part of his courtyard. Another parl he invested in a dic,illery

owned by another landlord. Fan Putru. The rest he loaned riot to
peasants in desperate need and, by charging exorbitant interest rates
(up to 50 percent a month), often doubled or tripled his jitiocipal
in one season. Those who were unable to pay lost their land to him.
lf they had no land, they lost their livestock. their carts, their int-
olements. This loan business was actually run by his wile. a siiuiiii
with a Very sharp busin.ss head who kept careful track ot eve!),

copper coin.
With his wife in command of the loans. Chingho himself had plenty

of lime for such eiptally hrcrative operations as managing the affairs

of the Pei f.ao Shift or- North Temple Society, a charitable organira-

lion set up to help s-pport the village school, lend money to inenthers

in distress, give insurance-type benefits, and placate the gods. "1 his

was a Buddhist religious group to whkh many peasants conliihtited

money and grain. The society owned about five acres of land %chick

Chingho managed. Ile also ran the gronp's annual fair and hired

the traveling players who staged the opera without uhiLli no lair

could be called a success. Since ( hing-ho was in charge of all the
funds, it was a simple matter for bun to deduct a suitable commission.

It was alSO a simple matter for him to arrange the accounts in such

a way that the amount written down as the cmt of the entertainment

was always greatly in excess of the sum actually spent. lie pocketed

the difference. Once every 40 years the North Temple Society spon-
sored an especially grand fair. On such occasions mach name money

was spent and Ching-ho's share. when this fele finally fell to him,

was roportkmately greater lie himself confessed that he made more

than 500 silver dollars on this one big CU alone.'
As a fertility and good lock offering In the ruts. eat II member

' A rally is ecitts1 to hall a kitosiam of 1 1 rnitlich rounds
" fit Over dollars ntentinned in this hook all th at ti qi cents in

U S currency.
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01 die Ninth Temlik Society had to pay annually a certain amount
of grain per acre. Ail this grain went to Ching-ho's home and eventu-
ally found its way io his distillery. No accounting for this wealth
was eVef Made to the people.

Concerning the manager of a shnilar temple society in South China,
the well-known sociologist, Fel Ilsiao-tung, has this to say:

Ile is theoretically sekcted hy common consent; In practice, the positkwo
is held in imitation by influential men of the village by their common con-
sent. 1 he invariable practice of ignoring the poor in questions of ad-
ministration is justified by the statement that their poverty disqualified
them, since they could not reimburse the public coffers were they to make
mistakes. It is impossible to ray how much profit accrues in the treasurer,
for, since the only concern of the people is that Ike tradhional functions
be performed, them is no system of auditing or making public his
accounts

lly no means a man to place all his eggs in one basket, Ching-ho
also headed the Vans Tzu Tao (Confucian Auociation) of the whole
Fifth District. The Confucians of 30 villages were under his kader-
ship. In I.ong Bow the overwhelming majority of the peopk belonged
to the Confucian Association. Periodically Ching-ho held a banquet
for its members and collected contributions to pay for the food and
the entettainment. The contributions were usually greater than the
cost of the banquet, and Ching-ho kept the difference. Since the Con-
fucians of the whole district contributed, the income was large.

'lids Association undertook another service to members from
%billy the income was also considerable. This was spirit talking. For
a sum of money or grain one could talk. with the aid of a medium, to
a print long dead. This was called pan imangthe distant view,

emptivalent sum one could talk to one who had just dicd.
"I his was called hal yinthe return impression. Payments for both
types of messages were paid to Ching-ho, who managed the whole
procedure. The ability to arrange these conversations with the dead
gave him awesome power over that wide cross section of the people
who believed in this occult practice.

"lo round out his career Sheng Ching-ho was active in politics. Ile
served for many years as village head under the administration of
Shonsi's thiverrmr, Yen Ilsi-shan. This office carried with h no salary
but it put the incumbent in a position to receive all kinds of emoluments
gifts and invitations to feasts on holidays, favors in Felton for the
arbitration of disputes between families, graff in the colkction of taxes
aumI flw assembling of materials for public wotks, commissions on

rei I Want, king and Chang Chih-i, Earthbound China, Chicano: Univer-
sity of Ctlicagc Ness, 1941, p. 35.
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the handling of public funds of all kinds, fly far the largest source
of Ching-ho's administrative "take" came hom the cut he took of
aft tams. If the county magistrate demanded twobushels of grain
per family, he demanded five and kept three. Ile accepted no excuse
for failure to pay. People had to deliver their tax grains Cscll if
they had to sell their children to do it. In fairness to thing-ho ii
must be added that of the three bushels he held back, only a polhon
went into his own granary. Ile had to split the laws many ways with
subordinale officials, soldiers, etc.

Since lAing now was the district seat and a garrison limn. in addi-
tion to the frequent tax collections, the population had to heat the
burden of feeding sohliers and officers who walked in and demanded
meals. If anyone offered them coarse food such as imiliki, they threw
it in the privy. They wanted good things to eat. 1 hey often went to
the village inn, ale their MI and made the people pay, but they never
bothered Ching-ho in such 'petty ways. They depended on him for
tax gathering, public administiation, and the adjustment of community
disputes. II was elling.ho himself who invited officers to his home,
entertained them lavishly. fed them wheat dunip1Mgs, and r me them
the finest tobacco 117 smoke./11e, of c(111(SC, 1uitl for all flu% %%silt
riblk hinds.

As village head Sheng Chg.ho was also a member of the Kui/111111-
tang Party. Altiunigh, out of prudence, he resigned from village office
just before the Japanese comincuns r_veL, .1r _ kCr. op his Kuomin-
tang membership througlumt the occupation and the subsetplent
render in 1945.

The rower which Clting-ho wielded by means of these satious
connections was enormous in terms of villar life lk used it to
acquire wealth and more wealth. Ile was especially vigotinis in taking
over ullter people's land and houses. Ilan-iheng was an old man who
owned halt an acre of very good land just to the east of the village.
In a crisis he once borrowed SI 3 from Shrug Ching Ito. "Ince yeas
later the principal plus interest amounted to a very large sum. lhough
Ilan-Meng paid rill some of it, he couldn't pay it all, Ching Ito then
seized the half Me Slid the summer harvest 11121 11211 just liec11 reaped
on it. llecause he did not want the millet he plowed it under and
planted wheat in the fall. Ilan-sheng was kft with nothine

The middle peasant Shut S/11-113f 1,0110wetl 5125 (tom the Ninth
Temple Society managed by t hinglut. 'two years later. when Sits har
was unable to pay, he lost his land --all six acres, his ekven.section
house, his donkey, and his cam' 'I he whole family, includitig several

A section nf Chinese home is fiiitn si% to nine feet 1k and inrynt may not he marked 011 by 3 paIltlion Ii ts 1,) die iltstrioceI/tinsels; the main :aims 14 Nth /WM np the foul
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33very young children, were driven outside to live in the open. LuckilySiohar had both loyal friends and skill as a carpenter. He foundshelter and work and was able to save his family from starvatkta.At the time when Ching-ho took possession of Szu-har's land ithad just been planted. The young millet shoots were pushing through
the soil and they had been hoed once. Ching-ho put the land up forsale hut the price he asked was so high that no one could afford tobuy it. 'though weeds smothered the young -millet, Ching-ho wouldnot allow Szttiar to go on the field and the crop was lost.A poor peasant named Shen borrowed $4 from Ching-ho in orderto buy edicine for his sick wife As a guarantee for the loan he in-dentured his son Faliang to Ching-Ito for seven years. At the end ofseven years, because of illness, deductions for broken tools, and out-right cheating on the part of Ching.ho, Fa-liang owed many timesthe miginal debt and had to tear down part of his house and sell

the roof timbers to win his freedom.ihe lankness anti the land poor were not the only victims of Sheng
Ching-11o. A posperotis rich peasant, P'ei 110-yi, owned 13 acres and
a fine Inillse of 20 sections. 'Ibis house adjoined Ching.ho's and the
landlind wanted very much to add is to his own. In order to do so he
first had to bankrupt lio-yi. Ile encouraged Ilo-yi to smoke opium,
and when flo-yi could no longer afford to buy opium, he loaned him
the immey with which to keep the supply coming. When llo.yi's debt
had pow In to alarming proportions, Ching-ho deckled to form a re-
volving loan society by means of which, in the course of several years,

could pay off his debt. Quite a few peasants
were drawn intothis scheme. Each contributed three 11f four silver dollars to a fundin min could use interest bee for a year. Ilo-yi was madesecretary of the society and got the first year's poi Since he was

floating itt an opium trance most of the time, llo-yi easily lost track
of the exact standing of the shares arid, when Ching-ho suddenlyannounced that $50 was missing, he had no way to refute it. Ching-tin came forward with a solution. Ile took Ilo-yi's house aml three
cres of his land in return for paying oil the other partners. To settle
the rest of the debt to Ching-ho, llo-yi had to sell what remained of
his land. Completely bankrupt, he and his family were ddven intothe street anti forced to leave 1.ong flow.Next to Meng Ching ho the most important landlord in Long
now Village was the Catholic, Fait Pu-tzu. Ile owned 14 acres of
land, a Hock of sheep,

several hogs, a distillerylarger than the one
fun hy Ching ho-- and a liquor store in florse Square, one mile to
the ninth. Ile cinployed two Winne laborers, two shepherds, three
distinct), workers, two clerks, anti seasonal help when needed. Ills
hoirceliold was 114/11/1inus foi the bad treatment meted OW to laboros
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and servants. He paid one youthful worker in the.distilkry $7 ayear. called him IA the straw in the cowshed at three o'clock in themorning and set him to grinding grain. Ai noon. when the wholefamily took a nap, this boy was not allowed to rest but had lf1 cattywater. In the afternoon the family ate an VMS meal of noodles, butthe laborers got only tht two regular meals of coarse millet and corndumplings.
Among the tich peasantsmen who themselves labored on theland but earned more through esploitation than they did by theirown labotKuo Fulvang and his brother (*hunts% ang tsere thebest known. In fact, they Atte considered to be the meanest cmployets in the whole village. The brothers owned 22 acres that yieldedeach year close to eight tons of grain, two draft animals, and all suchnecessary farm tools sod equipment as carts, plows, harrows, andseeders. Part of their land they woiked themselves with tlw help ofhired labor. The rest they rented out to tenants.
During the famine years of 1942-1943. Ch'ungwang had nomercy on his tenants. The hliao brothers hail been paying rent tohim for many yeArs, hut in 1942 they did not harvest enough of acrop to live on. (l'ung-wang insisted on payment in full. -1 hey offeredhim some of their own land, lie refused it. In order to settle up withhim they were then forced to borrow grain from others. Atter payingthe rent they had oohing to cat. Iloth of them died of starvalims be-fore spring. rei Ming-wen's mother, another of Uls'ung wang's dela.ors, also died after paying him back $1.50. A third peasant. Ihs p'ang,lost crop, clothes, and household furniture to ( h'ung.e.ang
At the height of the famine, with the people dying of starvation onevery side, Ch'ung-wang collected n11 the grain he could and hehl itfoe speculative prices in an underground vault that served as thefamily Inmb. Ile held it so long that much of it rotted.
Kuo th'ung-wang also evaded taxes for more than 20 years onthree Acres of land that acre not registered with the connty. Hisofficial deeds called for three Wes kss than he actually tws ned andthe evasion of tans on this land threw an extra burden on the middlepeasants who had to bear thc brunt of all grain levies I his type oftax evasion wits common among those gentry with wealth or inflnenceenough to bribe or otherwise pressure the makers of deeds and thecollectois of tases. The acres it/ held were called "black lands,"

ihe word entry is wed here Ift describe landlords, rich pcacanir, antipet(ons uho made 9 MUT of srtving them and their interests tsush as bailiffs,public officials, village scholars? %hose standard ot tivirrg tra% 0,1,11,3111e rotbat of the ssealthy and come from the same sourcethe e.ilonAtion of thepeasants.

St e Itlt: WIND
35The weahls accumulated by Kuo Ch'ung-wang, Fan .Pu-teu, Shengthing-ho and the other gentry through usury, land rent, and the ex-ploitation of hired labor could not easily be converted into capitalthat is, it could not easily be invested where it would yield a profitand reproduce itself with certainty.The returns from money-lending wen large, but the risks were alsogreat. 'Ihere was no limit to the number of parr peasants in desperateneed of grain and funds, but few could offer anything by way ofsecmity. All the possessions of many a family could not realize $5ua the market. Children could be seized in lieu of property, but ina had crop year teen-aged girls sold for less than a hundredweight ofgrain, and they had to be fed.

A profit could be turned by making liquor but there was a limitto the amount of grain available for mash and a very restricted mar-Wet. People were wittiest enough to drink liquor, but they had nothingwith nhich to pay for it.
1 here were no savings banks; there was littk commerce and lessindustry. -1 he only thing left to invest in was land. Land was safe,hut the returns were small when compared with those from usurybecause scarcity drove land prices ever upward. The amount of goodland our the market in Long Dow and the surrounding villages wasnever large while prospective buyers were numerous. Improving theland was out cif the question. Ittigatkm would have doubled yieldsbur the water table was too low for the donkey- red bucket pumps441 C41111111011 on the plains of Hopei a hundrervesiles to ihe east. Inorder to bring water, a canal several miles long was requiredarico that was berm+ the power of any one landlord or even ofthe whole village. For such a proiect county-wide cooperation andollipoi 1 was necessary. hut the bureaucrats of the l'arnen (countygovcr ;Intent ) were not interested. So the land remained dry whilethe waters that drained from the ranges to the East flowed untappedto the North China plain.

Money could have been spent on indigenous fertilizers, better seed,and imprined implements, hut there was no guarantee of any im-mediate return A dry year could make fertilizer useless. Should theyield by chance go up, taxes claimed the increase, Under such con-ditions ms one developed fertilizers, seeds, or implemeuts. The land-lord'c oortos grain was converted instead into coinage and buriedis, the Futuna

I. I oessing !luck in his Chinese farm Economy esihnnled thi-t the
interest on capital invested in land averased only 8.4 percent annually. Usur-
ious 111311% )iehleti ID percent a month and Mete. See K. 11 litsaney, Land
end 1 ahour in Chinn. london: Cleoric Allen and Unwin, ltd., 1932, p. 61.
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The loans that were made to the peasants went mainly to cover
emergency expenses such as funerals. illnesses. weddings. and the food
consumed during the "spring hunger," rather than ;or productive
improvements such as wells, plows, or stock. Once the money waS
spent. neither the borrower nor thc economy bad anything to show
foe it.

Money spent on land likewise added nothing in the productive
forces. it only gave the purchaser the right to demand whatever share
of the tenant's meager crop current social relatirms allowed. lt in no
way increased that crop

!Warding the remainder of the surplus only deepened and perpet-
uated the stagnation. A community in desperate need of development
could not use the only capital at hand. While a fortune in gold and
sliver isy in secret caches underground. peacants for whom an rya
or a plow might mean prosperity were comknmed to starvation; at
feast half the population sat idle five months of the year because they
lacked the resources for handicraft production. for small local in
dustries, even for the mules and carts with which In do transport
work once the crops were harvested in the fall 'the iron ofe in the
hill south of Long Dow and the coal in the mountain north of Lucheng
were never mined for lack of funds, while thousands of people in
the villages between roughed it through the winter like cattle, doing
nothing, and eating as little as possible in order to make their grain
last until spring.

Unused feCOUrCes, wasted manpower, declining production these
were the fruits of a system that in the long run mile only bring
disaster on its victims and beneficiaries alike.



19. To Rebel Is Justified

DISSENT

"Some people have the following view: it is revolutionary if we act in
accordance with tbe will of the leaders in power and counterrevolution-
ary to oppose the will of the people in power. I cannot agree with this
debasing of the concept of revolution."

Wei Jingsheng

It seems an old story nowPeking's Democracy Wall is already covered

with billboards advertising water pumps, fork lifts, and machine tools. But

one bitterly cold winter evening, a few weeks before an irritated government

ordered the posters ripped down from that two hundred-yard stretch of

yellow-gray brick wall in front of a bus station on the Avenue of Eternal

Tranquility, I remember setting out for the home of an activist, Liu Qing,

a thirty-six-year-old factory technician. The previous afternoon, a Sunday, he

had been at the ball distributing copies of the transcript of the trial of China's

best-known dissident, Wei Jingsheng, wheo a phalanx of fifty policemen

arrived and arrested several customers and a teen-ager helping Liu count

change. Liu himself melted into the crowd and escaped. The Public Security

Ministry was angry that Liu had gotten hold of the text of the trial and
published it, even though the government officially described it as a public

proceeding.
I had found Liu's address in the back of the underground magazine he

helped edit, The April Fifth Forum, where be daringly printed it so people

who shared his ideas could contact him. But that Monday night it was hard

to locate his house down a labyrinth of narrow mud-paved alleys in an old

quarter of the city. There were no streetlights and no numbers on the doors.

As I walked in the pitch black, each compound of traditional tile-roofed

courtyards looked the same. The darkness did serve a useful purposeit was
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easier for me to escape notice as a foreigner, dressed in a fur cap and a
borrowed Chinese long blue overcoat. At one corner I almost tatinped into
r man drawing water from an outdoor common spigot. The encounter did
not lessen my anxiety. After a few wrong guesses, I finally stumbled into Liu':
tiny one-room apartment. Three men and woman, all in their twenties,
were sitting on low stools sod Liu's bed debating what had happened to him.
In an act of idealism, he had gone to a police staticm after the arrests to plead
for the release of the innocent bystanders and confess that he was the man
the police really wanted. That win twenty-four hours before, and lw still had
not returned

The four people in the apartment were rattled when I wok off my cap and
coat to see I was a foreigner. I vim the first Western journalist they had met,
and I could have been a danger to them, given the rules about con= with
foreigners; but being Chinese, they were hospitable and give me a stool to
sit on. The first thing I noticed was how cold it was in the room. There was
a small cast-iron stove in the center of the concrete door heating a tea kettle,
but it did not radiate much warmth, and in a corner of the room was a basin
of water frozen into a block of ice. When I cook my hands out of my gloves,
it was difficult to write notes. My breath showed in tiny puffs. A pile of trash
had been swept, or pushed, under the bed; Liu was a man with a mission,
too busy for housekeeping. The one bare duorescent bulb, dangling from a
wire in the ceiling, cast a dim light, adding to the conspiratorial atmosphere.

There was a knock at the door. One of the rien moved to answer it and
asked in a whisper, "Who is it?" "We are people from Yunt#," came the
reply, a province 2,000 miles to the southwest. They had read Liu's journal
and had come all the way by train co visit him. It was a remarkable feat. Travel
is expensive in China, and they either had had to get permission from their
danuii Party committee or, more likely, had forged travel orders, an act that
could land them in jail. I was astonished by these visitors; it showed that
dissent in China was not limited to a coterie of malcontents in Peking.
Indeed, ZS I 'WU to discover, dissent was spread throughout the country and
took many forms.

As the evening wore on, more and more young people arrived to fill the
cramped room, about eight feet by ten feet. Most were factory workers,
young people in their twenties or early thirties. Few of them had more than
a high school education. But in their spare time they had been laboriously
using a primitive mimeograph machine to print Tim April Fifib Farum and
then sell the copies at Democracy Wall. The old wooden-frame machine sat
on a bench. Each page had to be copied by hand on a cloth MAU iX. Then a

sheet of paper was placed beneath and an inked cylinder roller over the
matrix, printing the magazine one page at a time. Still they had managed to
churn out 1.000 copies a month of the fifty- to sixty-page journal. There was
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an intensity in their conversation, an earnestness, and an innocence which

reminded me of my own college days.
"What we need is demticracy and freedcen of speech," said Lu Lin, a stocky

twenty-fouryearold press werator in an electric machine factory whom I
had met before. "We also need mate science." The Oxtaposition of democ-
racy and science was striking, because thaw were precisely the slogans of
China's great nationalistic revival of the early part of the century, the May
Fourth movement. It was named after the date in 1919 of a student demon.
stration in Peking againstjapanese colonial occupation of parts of China and
warlord nde. The movement had led to :n upsurge of political activity by
intellectuals and indirecdy to the founding of the Communist Party in 1921.

Over and over again in talking with the young activists who took part in
writing posters or printing underground iournals for Democracy Wall I
heard t&-se echoes of the May Founh periodit was es if the intervening
sixty years had never occurred. China's political discourse runs on a strong
historical track, and the workers who were responsible for Democracy Wall
saw themselves 1LS the descendants of that earlier movement. To them as
Chinese the connection was made even more explicit by a historical and
linguistic coincidence. For the Chinese term for May Four is Wu Si. or "Five
Four," the month and the day. But the activists in Liu's house had taken their
name from another more recent popular demonstration, the commemoration
of Zhou Enlai on April 5, 1976, by 100,000 people in the Square of the Gate
of Heavenly Peace which turned into a protest against the radicals and Mao.
In Chinese, April Five is written Si Wu. "Four Five."

In listening to Lu and the others talk that night, I sensed they were
grappling with the same questions and using the same language their pre-
decessors had six decades before: how to bring about more democracy in
China and how to modernize their country. There was one fundamental
difference. Where for the young people of the 1920s Marxism was new and
exciting, the latest and best panacea, it was now old and tarnished.

"Before, I used to believe in Marxism," said Lu, a dark4kinned man with
a mustache. "But that wu forced on me and I was blind. I didn't understand
what it meant. Now I can see Marxism has not brought China any benefits."
He did not want outright capitalism either, capitalism exploits the working
class, he was convinced. But China should borrow more of the techniques
of capitalism which make the Western nations and Japan more advanced than
China, like democracy.

Most important to Lu was his commitment to China. "I believe the Chinese
people are great, that they are intelligent and hardworking and our country
should not be in this backward and tragic state." Here again was a theme
redolent of the May Fourth era and of all modern Chinese patriots, including
Mao and Deng.
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Lu spoke slowly, almost awkwardly, not with the nyle and polish of col.

lege-educated Chinese I knew. Both his father and mother were factory

workers, and he had gone only through junior high school. As with many

puns Chinese, his first political interest came in the Cultural Revolution

when he heard older students shouting one of Mao' s dictums: "To rebel is

justified." Mao the revolutionary had unintentionally fostered a spirit of

skepticism among young people about the Communist Party and Marxism.

But it was the demonsuanon on April 5, 1976, which the radicals crushed

with the urban militia, that triggered Lu's own political *cavity. He had been

in the square facing the Gate Heavenly T .mce that day and was infuriated

when he saw the militiamen beat people who had come to honor Zhou Enlai.

"The people are not masters of their own country, there is no democracy,"

he charged.
As we were talking, Liu Qing's younger brother arrived. He had been at

the main public reception center of the Peking Public Security Bureau for

seven hours trying to find out about Liu's fate. The police were not helpfuL

In a Kafkaesque scene, they had first met his questions with silence, then a

police officer had asked him to register, and next they had escorted him to

a dark empty room.
-We repeated the process each hour. each time with another policeman."

the brother told the group gathered in the apartment. He was smoking cheap

cigarettes. lighting one after anatner in his nervousneas. "They would never

say anything, just stare at me, then make me register and lead me to another

room." Finally one policeman broke the silence.

"We have been ordered to detain your brother, he is a counterrevolution-

ary.
Why, the brother asked, is it counterrevolutionary to print transcripts of

tne trial of Wei jingsheng when the government itself declared it a public

trial? (Despite the government's pronouncement, only specially selected

spectators had been invited to attend, and even Wei's family were excluded.)

"The trial was public," the policeman replied. "but Wei was a coutnerrevolu-

denary and therefore the transcript is a state secret" His double-speak

brought laughs from the audience in the apartment.

It was approaching midnight, and I needed to go back to the Peking Hotel

to file a story about the day's events for the paper. If I stayed longer. I would

be too tired to write and would miss my deadline. Liu's brother put on his

COlt and escorted me with a flashlight back through the alleyways to the main

street where I had parked my car It was a Chinese gesture of courtesy. But

I knew chat I and the other foreign correspondents in Peking also repre .

semed one of the few resources these young dissidents had. nv April Fifth

Forum had a core of at most twenty-five people who put it out. Chinese .

friends estimated there were no more than twenty similar underground
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publications in Peking and perhaps another dozen in other Chinese cities

during the period from late 1978 to early 1980 while they were allowed to

exist. On any given day a few thousand people who had the time and the

nerve might read the patters on Democracy Wall. But my story about Liu's

arrest, and that by Victoria Graham of the Associated Press, who had also

stopped by the apartment that night, would be picked up by die BBC and

the Voice rd. America and broadcast back to Chins. Since Mao's death, the

government had aLawed Chinese t listen to foreign radio beoadcasts with-

out interference. The new policy was designed partly to help Chinese im-

prove their foreign-language skills after a decade of stunted education. But

it was also a sign of a genuinely more liberal approach by Deng Xiaoping

and his colleagues. So millions of Chinese would hear the next morning

about Liu's decent:km hum their shortwave sets. I knew how intendy people

listened. If a story of mine was mentioned on the Voice of Amerka, the next

day I often got calls congratulating me from Chinese friends. This made

foreign journalists panicipants in what Chinese called the democracy move-

ment and angered the government, which saw our actions as outside interfer-

ence. We could argue, justifiably, that we were only doing reporting we
would do in the United States or Europe. But I understood their complaint.

In China, the press is supposed to play a different role.
TberewasauagicdenouementtoLu'ssoryInthefaflofj98,af ter I

had left China, he-managed to smuggle out a 196-page manuscript describing

his nightmarish odyssey from his first day in the police station till he was sent

to a labor-reform camp. That first afternoon at the Public Security Bus=
station, Liu wrote, when the police had detained him, he had bravely chal-

lenged them: 'Without legal procedures, to arrest people is against the law."

"But they replied simply, 'This is the office of the dictatorship."

For six months, Liu said, he was kept in solitary confinement in a small

unheated cell in Pelting's main detention center with only a single thin

blanket against the winter cold. He began to realize the harsh conditions

were affecting his health. "One day I saw a great pile of hairs on my blanket.

I walked over to the mirror on the dcor and saw I was bald on top. My left

side was swollen and painful, possibly because of the coldness and dampness

of the room and my habit of curling up for long hours in a corner to try to

keep warm. My already severe nea.rsightedness deteriorated even futther."

Liu was repeatedly interrogated by a white-haired policeman about his

contacts with other dissidents, and one day when he refused a guard's order

to bow his bead and cup his hands over his crotch, he was beaten until he

was black and blue. The guards then handcuffed his hands behind his back

and covered his face with a cloth mask that impaired his breathing.

OnJuly 21, 1980, more than eight months after his original detention, two

guards entered Liu's cell and ordered him to get ready to leave. He was to
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serve a three-year sentence of reeducation through labor" at a camp in
Shaaxi province, in western China, known as the Lotus Flower Temple. He
had never been fotmally indicted or tried. What happened to Liu after his
manuscript reached the outside world can only be surmised.

Liu's arrest had come on Noveraber 11, 1979. Tim democracy movement
did not have much more time. On December 1, the Pam Daily reported
that the city gavernment Lad decided to close Democracy Wall. Then coi
January 16, 1980, Deng gave an important speech in which he insisted that
the right to put up wall posters be stripped from China's constitution. It was
being abused by a "handful of reactionaries with ulterior motives" to under-
mine Chs "stability and unity," two of Deng's favorite words, and
threaten his plans fix economk development. Deng's speech conuosted with
the position he had espoused only a little over a year esuiier, at the start of
Democracy Wall in November 1978, when he told a visitingJapanese pad-
clan that the appearance of the wall posters "is a normal thing and slums the
stable situation in our country. To write big character posters is allowed by
our country's constitution. We have no right to deny this or critie.ze the
masses for making use of democracy and putting up big charscter posters. If
the masses feel some anger, we must let them express it."

What went wrong? Had Deng miscalculated, as Mao did in the Hundred
Flowers period, and believed that if he allowed people to speak out they
would support him? Or was it just a political maneuver? la November 1978
Deng was preparing for a key party conference, the Third Plenum of the
Eleventh Central Committee, in Communist terminology, where he scored
a significant victory over Hua Guofeng and other conservatives who wanted
to hew closer to Mao's old policies. At the beginning the posters had been
largely aimed at these conservatives and had been useful to Deng. But after
the Third Plenum, Deng himself began to become a target of some of the
writers who complained he was not going far enough in allowing freedom
of speech. There was still a third possibility that some thoughtful Chinese
suggested. Deng was genuinely concerned that Democracy Wall had gotten
out of hand and might turn into another chaotic me-mment Isle the Cultural
Revolutkm. He also had not yet really finished ofi the conservativesHua
remained Party Chairman and Prime Ministerand he had to stage a tactical
retreat to prevent many of the old hard liners in the middle and lower levels
of the bureaucracy from siding with Huts.

I happened to arrive in China on a tourist viSa in December 1978 near the
beginning of the movement. The fint posters I saw were in the People's
Square in downtown Shanghai pasted over three sides of an empty building.
A ctowd of 10,000 people was surging excitedly, almost euphorically,
around the huilding, Re surf breaking on a sandy beach, carrying me from
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One Step Forward. 11w Slept Bark

Mink it. sav it. do it, Serew
ESe0 tinint ends in it mess?

iiii MI pragmatism helm rural Shansi

Sinne of the early lesidts of the -responsibility system.- litotes cr.seemed to prove my fears wrong. 'the income Itt matey -noodle land"contractors increased beytnid nutst expectations. Behind this rise bymit only the big price increases decreed for maity farm products butalso the bonuses paid by the state for :dune-quota deliveries. Peasantsin previous'iy Vagnant villages roomd these lumows easier to earn nowthat ample supplies of fertilizers anti pestieules. long in the pipeline.fUund their way onto the market. At the Sallie iiine 111311V individualswho tilos, not to contr:ui land fusr comniodity gi:nn or lost out iii thescramble !Or cinttracts. went mit to seek their fun times elsewhere andby other meal, Less than half of them hound work :it first, but ammutthose that didartisans, pvildkp . carters coustroction milkers. amiday hiborers of all sortsthere were many whose incouw also in-creased. Ami so. as the u.forin gathered
momention. prosperity cameto many in the countryside. Contrary to my expectations, yields gener-ally held their own or even went up at first. at least on the charts(government statisticians never hesitated to make the most of whatviewed soberly, were no more tkin crop estimates), and on fon of thattile output of commercial cmpscotton. oil weds. tobaccms. and other

speciagtYproductssuddenly favored with incentive prices, ruse evenfaster. Add the rectipts from these source's at enhanced prkes to the
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18 11se Great Reversal

receipts hum off-the-farm labor at enhanced Wages, and one has the
basis for lively expanskm of the rural economy.

hs 1984, the government It-panted and ecklnated an histoi ic lurid:
thmugh in grain productiona gmss Ism Vest of over 400 million lone
tom So much commodity grain appeared fin sale that the pi kr of bee
maiket grain fell to almost the same level as that of state-conholled
grain. This generated euphoria in regaid to reform. Responsible
kW. decided that the grain problem had been solved and tolde
negotiators began to discuss c(ntracts fin solistantial espial ts of leeil
grains. The reform, it seemed, was really wosking. at least ou the
production front. If there were sellouts goestions they %Woe
where the privatized new society was headMg. 1)itl the lefia la mad
lead to socialism?

With prosperity breaking out all mil (jnogsess actoalk was se, s
uneven), not too many people seemed to vale abont cud sesolts
Nevertheless, given the (:ommunist loug-standiug cosumil meld
to socialism and mindful of Mao's dictum, that the only road o)eo
China was the socialist tuatl, the "lefinmers" wooed the -alielsmals-
was it the waverers?) with poh.mics that ivemdirmed socialism as the
goal while fundamentally redefining what the %wad meant. Cel tails
theoreticians turned to this task with a will. Since at that point they load
nut yet discovered the -first stage of socialism.** an umbrella stage that
could justify just about any ecommtie behavior, they reduced socialism
to (1) public ownership (the haul still belongs to the state). awl (2)
payment according to work (each eimtracting peasant family takes
responsibility for its own profits aud losses).

When no one could deny any loager that massy jwasalits (flsh pond
operators, orchard magnates. and las ing hen t ycoous--- the new dar-
lings of the press) were biting their neighbors and pocketing big
profits, the theorists declared managing to be legitimate wink (which
was never in dispute), but failed to make any distinction between
return on capital invested and payment for services rendered. They
lumped hods these things together as the legitimate rewards a entre-
preneurial effort. hbvis surplus value disappeared and almig with it
exploitation. "How can thew be explantatilm.- they asked. "wisest tile
employees earn more at their new jobs than they did as peasants?"

This "fair day's pay fin a fair day's work- logic laid esploitation fears to
rest, at least for the uninitiated. *Ibe t :Nal al I Amimiltre decided that
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liii ing wage lalmr was all i ight, deriralrle, so kang as the number of
milkers did HO exceed eight. Establishments with up to eight workers
it called "individual eaterplises." It einisklered workers in these enter-
prises, most of whom weir indeed Alen relatives, to be faindy mem-
bes s. If there was any surplus value it remained in the family, so to
speak. Bid soon kamtlier inolaems arose, in the fiirm or newly rich
cuticpreneurs who built arid owned whole factories and employed
lotodteds, even thousands, of workers. 'They really did look like, talk
like. earn like, mid spend like capitalists. No one mold maintain that
dwi, ....kers were all family, nor could anytme maintain that the wages
they paid or the conditions they granted were fair. Since theory cooki
m it emu die such "devils" it soon made room for them with a provost-
tic as eclectic as the still to be invented -first stage of socialism, '11w
iww apologia went mote or less like this: socialism, as everyone knows,
vfistil vs MI advanced level of productive finces; therefivre, whatever

st imulatcs podlicti011 ipso Jutu advarwes the cause of sociahsm. Eat-
Itt Hulk des elopment, by definitims, turns into socialist pmgress. Deng
alvtavs put tlw emphasis ou "catching Hike," by wiskh he meant
pi miming goods and serviees lay auy method that norked, including
alai good dcl fashioned method, private investment fir privak prufit

fdd colleagne, Archie Wright, the leader of the New York State
I Union. used to call "making a dollar like a dollar ought-
:u lie illadv." Based on this tyjx. ccl wasinsiug. the Central Committee
then cleated a new categm y ccl enterprise yalled "pa ivate," a category
that bad no limits.

IVIlen translated into social reality this pragmatism quickly pmdueed
all sm ts of anomalies contradictions, and conflicts, finemost among

was accelerated social pohnizatitm throughout a society, both
m km and total, where classes and class struggle !sad been dechired

liy isolalitatiou I Mean class differentiation. In Unarily the large-
scale shift from peasmst smallhohler (in cooperative China this meant
rommunity shalehohler) to wage laborer, arid at the same time, the
%Mall-scale collider shift from peasant smallholder to capitalist (mostly
petty). illy vast inajolity. it goes willunit saying. took part in (he fisrmer
transformation, dropping mit of their bh alright, petty bourgeois class
status. and landing in the %sulking class, pmbably the most massive
class transfer its %sushi history. And it took place without ineclianizatkm
if clop piednethni by draw-lug off some of the sultphis Npulation
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20 The Great .11ecersal

backed up on the land. Takiog past in the trausfer were some who tlitl
nut want to contract land and many who Were unable to do sit doe hi
age, health, gender, lads of labor power. or lack of the means to tom.

lite transfer of millions into the wmking dass had a unique aspect.
howe..ee In the majority of cases the individnals invohetl and Owir
families still retained a share ofper capita grain land, a subsisteme plot
or plots that could provkle fiasel for survival but uot ciumgh imome tic
live on: In so far as their main source of livelihood was emweroed,
these ',ten and women :tecame wage woo kers. lout they did ned klieg!c
aft land-use rights. They simply abstained or lost out in the set:mach .
for contract rights to land used firr commodity productime. Snow of the
implicathms of this firs- China's future development are discussed in the
final essay, "Why Not the Capitalist Boadr

Next to social polarizatkus, the most shiking eionseeptence cmi ielot m

was the far-reaching cultural regression. Pt ivatindhni. by reinm ning the
rural economy to something closely resembling pre-revolutiostat
China (even to the generation of Loge contractors who stibesmtt acted
the extended land-use rights they snooped just as subletting lan(hlinels
fluid had dune) ',might with it, a sevival of all tlw winst leatiors cml the
old societyprostihdhm. gambliug, drug abase, and tin. polder-Aim
of underworld gangs that controlled and profited limn these phe-
nomena. In the cultural sphere, ohl customs, ohl habits. ohl hleologv.
and old superstithms, all bearing a distinctly femial flavor. also sur-
faced. On their own mice more, without the collectise strength to
tackle the challenges of the envinumwod. families tendril to fall !nu k
on the cultural props of the past, soch as shrines to the Vasil, god. the

. Aingkitchen god, the fertility god, and offsets. 'lite newest Wdth ogi
Bow village is 8 temple to the earth god. They also revived in vsei mme
blatant form all the traditional cereintmies that mask prowess thumgh
life &elm birth to death, paying mote emit bitant In hleprices, aualeging
mom lavish weddings and.more extravagant funerals, Wiling mine
elaborate tombs and borrowing more otwy at more millions rAtei to
pay for all these excesses. Commitment to sdentific rationalism re-
ceded along with all the emphasis on simplivity, frugality, mid tluilt
that the revolution had tried so bald, without sticcess, to pmpagate amid
consolklate.

Cultural regression inside the Commendst l'artv rivaled the woes .
slots in society as a whole. Once the patty told the peasants to este ich
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themselves. communists knl, perfince, to lead the way. Otherwise
olter& would believe that the party meant to struni by those who made
md well at production or he die nulaketidace. The scramble hr personal
advantage. mak.rmined whatever standards of cemmsunist conduct re-
maim& (:orruption, as nlmse of nivik.ge, had long been a serious
ploblent linked to power bottling in the collective system. Transformed
mow by the growing casts nexus, corruption as profit taking spread far
and wide, from low to high and from high to low Grafi, kk-khowks, and
illegal speculation multiplied, sinking the party's prestige, what was
left of it. to lieu' lows. Most alarming, the country conk) no longer
count on caches, high or IOW, 10 pH! nathmal interest first when dealing
with hoeign nationals and, more to the point. multinatiemals. At this
level cultural 'egression threatened Chims's hanl-eam automnuy, the
fruit of more than one lamdred years of hitter struggle.

Finally the reform unleaslwd its its wake an unprecedented attack an
tlw envitonmeot. By making each family responsible for its own profit
and hiss the new policy changed the goal of economic effint from the
long.terto maximizatkm of yields and other outputs thremgh the mohi-
li/at ion of all skills, talents, and tesources to the shoe Herm nit8811111721-
hum of family income. This change sent hundreds 1.f millions out
looking lin :myth* that might turn 811 10'1001 profit or be COUVelled hi
immediate Iwnefit. 'Ilites began a wholesale attack ma an already much-
abused and toes valeti coviionownt, mi mountain slopes, on trees, on
water lesinerces, ent grasslands, mi fishing gremeds, ens wildlife, on
mine' als modergumml, on anything that could be cut down, plowed

pomped °VIM tIng M11, shot dead, or eluded awa y. thiriug the
collective period the state Imel wserved such things as mineral and
timber tights to itself. Ind allowed some load exploitation under con-
trolled couditioni (goyim innately often violated). The state had also
!rotated (mit always successfully) the use of steep mouotain slopes,
grasslands, large bodies of water, and other fragile ecosystems. Many
peasant toomourities, for emittial benefit, also est ablislied and enforced
some imitiols oil th exploitation of local remotes. With the refirrni,
tonommitis lost their clout in such matters anti the state snot only
:closed its tegulatious, but could no longer enfinee those that still

cimrInelvd fieml the expetiem.es of those wars that what the. Deng
pimp was !nodding in China was not socialism, hut something much
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22 The Great Reversal

&Set tO the old mixed economy of the NeW Uemocracy pea incl which

the revolutkni brought into being in the emly 1950s with the stulesslul
compktkm of land reforma ciunbinathus of public, private, joint
public-private, and cooperatively owned enterprises. While it seemed

that this was wwking reassmahly well, it also seemed tlgit limn a
si Ja list perspective it was very unsiabk. The inosi ilynamie sector iii

industry, transport, and trade Was the private sector. While it was still

small in percentage terms it boasted the most rapid rate of growth ily
contracting large chunks of publicly mired industry to antis idnal
managers the government was in died privatizing the publa scc tor as
well. When une added to this the sacra+ comphied, all but imitrisal
privatization of agriculture it became clear that: (Odle cast maim it y iii

Mine Se, the peasants, were already limmikmhog in a free epics pi ise

environment; (2) the nonfarm private sector would sum be subctantial;

and (3) the public sector of the economy allocated by contiact and

concession to individual managers was headed In the same &et lion.
lids did not seem to be a very solkl kirmisla for building socialism.

Beginning in autumn 1985, the euplunia concerning the pingiess
brought about by refium in China began to wane. The 1985 clop rpm t

issued by the Ministry of Agriculture showed a shocking dinp cif :HI

million tons. Alternative figures frum emnpetiug ministiies slinwed a

sho.tfall closer to 50 millkm tons. Everyone fin:dly agwed on 25
million, though where that figure came fowl is obscure. Since the

weather had not been particularly bad there seemed to be no iaticaml

explanation fur the setback. Some authorities blamed it on pike fluc-

tuations, on price promises broken by state grain swiftly: when cmi-

fronted with the 1984 glut,
It seems clear now that the problem lay not with the 1985 clop last

with the figures on the 1981 crop. The harvest ol 198 1 was Its's er a
record breaker. It was May sturtlial or near normal. Most of the gieat
increase registered that fall canw out of collective slot age. It linind its

way onto the market after the collectives broke up and ilispeisea their
assets to their membeis. 11w sndilen thaw of glans all hut big 4.«v the

market because the government, feat ing irossible shortfalls %%Oil O

family amtract system, bad simultaiwolisly Innught IA tons

of grain from overseas. "We weie all eating Canadian cc twat that

winter," said a Beijing resalent.
Since China's peasants had not in fact prodmed .105 million I. iii

3
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itS I they (mild aut subsepwsitly duplicate the record -harvest" of that
year. 1 lie wfinaiwri most celebrated success turned mit to be a phan-
tom. 'the spreter of chronic grain' shortages sobered the whok country.
lit It'llitSpeci, the year 1985 proved to be a turning point in other fields
as well, for that was the year when speculators in high positions, taking
micaulage of the iscw dual price system, raised official eorroptkm not
Indy If, new quantitativc but also to new qualitative levels. At the same
tune decentmalizatkum. some devolutkon of central power downward,
allowed pi-minces and even some municipalities to act as virtual inde-
pcaident kingdoms km the realm cif trade. On the one hand they set up
bait ieis to inlet provincial trade when it was advantageous to them--
Imaiding scarce esources or (Immo:lines, fir instanceon the other
they calmed into huge fineign trade deals that brought in a Hood of
lend consumer items, including automohiks, at exorbitant prices.
lims they (middy ran thicnigh a large part of the isaticm's firreign
curilemy reserves. (lista cin up an adverse trade balance of $15 billion
that year, the bulk of it with japan, and the iinpOtts undercut some
sh uggling native industi ies.

Om Mg the same per hal capital investment soawd, Init far too little
cif it scent inhr pi (Outlive elites prises and far too much into nonproduc.
five pwieds such as lamming (mainly urban high-rise aparhnenls),

Inlildings, recreation facilities, mind underbooked luxury hotels.
Eves y chivisimum of the govermitent trit;t1 to get in cm the huge profits
anticimed fmomu the fineigir tom ist hack, hut wily a few succeeded. At
the same time no unit could laimeh major projects to hnprove the
arta Wawal inkastructure because without the cooperative system no.
body could inobilin peasants for work without paying cash wages, and
no unit had that kind of cash. .

All the spending witlmut compensating productimm Imnight on kith-
parlicAuly the inflation of fiiod prices which hit urban residents

liar& They were abeady spending half their incomes on fiard. But
inflation hit industrial commodities as well, particularly the fuel, fertil-
izer, pestkkles, amid inadthiery needed by peasants ID gmw crops,
which finced them to buy less and adversely affected yields.

ilms 1985 was the year when the chickens began to come home to
most, when the impetus that the refiirm pre to the economy began to
unravel. MI the contradictions generated by direct and contracted
privatizathni cmnbined with the half steps taken to transfer decision-
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making born government offices to the mai kelplace sharpcowd. liv the

time October cause anumd masses of stmlents %woe snarclthig he tlw

sheets of major cities throughout the country inotesting tlw flood of

Japanese girods, rising prices, awl spending rvirrnpl km.

Since doers, the diskreatkens inside (likia have contirst:erl to escalate.

While IlK reassertkur of stricter controls from the muter has teamed

the trade kuhalance somewhat, tionpmdmiive capital evemlitsires ale

still out of haml. The lidlation rate is higher ean ever, leading in late

1988 to an epiikniie of runs on hanks. MI other problems, crime, birth

rates, population growth, epklumir diseases, enviommental destruc-

tion ami Iast . hut not least. shin Halls in grain production me gelling

Nurse. In 1988, hLuning bad weather, the government reported a chop

of over 9 millkm hms In grain inialuction and this %los probably an

iimlerstateinent. Some city &tikes now have to lake coarse grains

along with the ruse in their grain ration. Peasants are killing oft dthl-

ens, pigs, and even slaughtering dairy eowi beemse there Ore mit

enough coarse grains to go aroma
tpwstirm raised by all flu .

devehrpments is no longer: Does

this marl lead to sodalism or capitalism? The edpitalist character of the

wad is pretty clear. The ifilestiois is: Ihws the mail kart firrwaill or

Itackward?
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FULLNESS AND THE VOID

During my trip to China, in addition to monuments
and visits to factories and communes, in addition to
conversations with people of all kinds, there was an-
other spectacleneither anticipated nor included in'the
program drawn up by the tourist officethat of the
Chinese crowd.

I should say that this sight alone .is worth a trip to
China. Moreover, without this experience any report
or information, explanation or interpretation of the
Cultural Revolution nms the risk of being incomplete,

if not actually false, "Take a look for yourselr is not, at
least in this case, a worn-out and handy cliché. It means
adding to reports and information the feeling of sub-
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jective collision wills objective reality, or, if you prefer,

the message or messages that things transmit directly

and immediately by way of our sharpest and most

amurate sense, sight.

It nmy be impossilik to know things, but it is pos-

sible to see them. And although knowledge requires

long familiarity and habit and an equally long assimila-

timi by the memory, a glance, on the contrary, requires

speed mid candor. I am not speakieg here of the so-

called "impressions" so overindulged in by journalists,

diarists, and writers about filings that have been seen

for a centmy. I should say that a glance shotild lead to

the very opposite of an "impreaskm." In certain favor-

able cultural and psychological circumstances, it would

be the eqnivaleut of an identification between the

observer and what is observed. Not as much, then, a

fugitive and ambiguous impression as a kind of captur-

ing of the entire objectindeed, nothing more or less

than knowledge, albeit instantaneous and unreflective.

I say this so that no one will think that I presume to

know the Chinese crowd in, let us say, a traditional

manner: I was in China too short a time. But I have

seen it, that is certain. And perhaps, since all I could

do was look at it, I did come to know it as if I had lived

wills it for many years. However, I will limit myself to

two aspects of it, which are in a sense complementary:

its violence and its impassivity.

I will begin wills its violence. On my return trip, the

hain taking me from Canton to Bong Kong made a long

stop at a small station to allow a crowd of Bed Guards
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and peasants to stage a demonstration *phut the im-
perialism of the moment, that of this English governor
of the colony of Hong Kong.

The train slowly passed under the roof of tfit station
and stopped. We got up to watch. The platform was
crammed with a tigl: v knit crowd. But they were not
travelers, they were demosutrators. In front were the
Red Guards, boys and girls wearing the scarlet band
on their arms. Behind them were the peaunts, men and
women, young and old. MI of them held red banners,
portraits of Mao, and posters with anti-English slogans
at the top of bamboo poles. They all waved the little
red hook of the sayings r f Mao. I wathed them through
the hermetically sealed windows of the compartment.
Naturally I heard nothing, but I could see evetything
very well indeed, precisely because I could hear nothing.
In a certain sense I could see better than I would have
if I had been able to hear. I saw mouths open in a
bellicose and menacing chant and then in shouts of
"Long live" and "Down with." I saw arms waving the
banners, I saw the pictures and the posters, I saw closed
hands point at us in the Communist salute and men-
acingly wave the little red book of the sayings of Mao.
Above all I saw faces: hostile eyel, expressions creased
and hardened in hatred, wide-open mouths displaying
teeth, and neck veins bulging with the effort of shout-
ing. I saw all this. Yet, strange to say, I did not feel the
sense of intimidation and apprehension which violence
arouses. Everything was violent but at the same time
everything wus curiously lacking in violence.

as
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What does this mean? I shouldn't like to be misunder-

stood. The crowd of demonstrators was certainly sin-

cere. They were not feigning hatred. I am well aware

that the fanaticism of the lied Guards is not theatrical;

it is not false. But I also know that the Chinese have

another side to their nature, one of unconHous and

ancient culture that automatically
transforms every

passionate manifestatkm into something nervous, volun-

tary, and, above all, mental. As I watched the demon-

strators lined up in front of the train under the station

roof, the thought came to me that they could have been

more violent, they could even have turned to vandalism

and murder, to destruction. But this would have taken

place in a manner that would hehow should I say?

entirely the work of the mind, with relined cruelty

probably but without real fury. It's hard to explain what

I felt. Iwould say that where behavior beyond the limits

of perfect self-control is concerned, the Chinese always

act in bad faith. But it is a kind of physiological bad

faith that has nothing to do with the soul and its

passions, which do not enter into it, for they have long

since been trained and dominated. But the mind is

sincere and its participation is sincere even if it is cold.

The Chinese mind, in a cold blaze of fanatic thought,

wants to be violent, and it succeeds. And there was the

result, before our eyes: a political demonstration that

was both fanatical and strangely lacking in true passion.

In China even the simplest and least educated peas-

ant seems to have been horn equipped with a second,

eulturar nature, In other words, culture in China is
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92 The lied Book and the Great Wall

so old that it has become second nature. Even in mo-
ments of the greatest violence, private or public, the
Chinese fail to reach the primitive violence of their
original nature beneath the second nature they have
acquired through culture. In the West, on the other
band, cultere is much MOW recent, nothing more than
a veil thrown over a primordial violence that is always
ready to explode. Thus, whereas the Westerner never
finds it very difficult to regress in an instant to Neander-
thal man (as we saw bring World War II), the Chi-
nese, despite his efforts, remains the man of the Tang
dynasty. A curious consequence follows from this:
Western man is born violent and dedicates his whole
life to learning to be cultivated and civil. 'Ile Chinese,
on the other band, is born cultivated and civil and must
learn to be violent. This is the explanation of the spon-
taneous, muscular, sanguinary, and brutal charecter of
Western man's violence; and of the willed, nervous,
mental, hysterical character of Chinese violence.

One of Confucius's sayings goes something like this:
"If you take ignorant people to war, you are taking them
to disaster." Granted that by ignorant people Con-
fucius simply meant untrained people. It is still signifi-
cant that even there it is instruction that is invoked,
not feeling. Let's skip over several centuries and come
to Mao Tse-tung. As we know, Mao has been, in addi-
tion to oilier things, chiefly a military leader, both
during the civil war against the Kuomintang nationalists
and in the struggle against the Japanese invaders.
The little red book of the sayings of Mao consists
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largely a maxims of conduct in war, and it Was origi-

nally intended for the army, before it became the brevi-

ary of the Chinese people. Now it is in Mao's book that

the following, imdonbtedly Marxist maxim appears:

"There is a gap between the ordinary civilian and the

soldier, but it is no Great Wall, and it can be quickly
closed, and the way to close it is to take part in revo-
lution, in war. By saying that it is not easy to learn and

to apply, we mean that it is hard to learn thoroughly

and to apply skillfully. By saying that civilians can very
quickly become soldiers, we mean that it is not difficidt

to cross the threshold. To put the two statements to-

gether, we may cite the Chinese adage, 'Nothing in the

world is difficult fur one who sets his mind to it: To

cross the threshold is not difficult, and mastery, too, is

possible, provided one sets one's mind to the task and

is good at learning."
The quotation from Mao is long; the one from Con-

fucius is very brief. But the meaning is the same:
violence is taught and learned. Man is not born violent;

man is born cultivated and civil. That is, be is not born

a military man but a man of letters. But we know that

in the West man is born violent, without wisdom,

drenched in blood and sex, primitive: for centuries

Christianity has done nothing hut remind us of this

fact. And without indulging in consklenitknis of a re-

ligious order, I will simply mention that in the past the

Chinese child was initiated very early into the rites of

respect toward his superiors (paren:s, teachers, leaders,

emperor) and in the maxims of Cmfucian wisdom,
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For anyone familiar with the great cities el
Asia, which teem with activity, it was eerie to
walk the streets of urban China while Mao still
lived. In Chairman Mao's China. all private enter..
prises, even individual sweet venders, had been "-
branded "tails of capitalism." And so &L. tly
had the government gone about eluniping these
tails that the streets looked as if ra. neutron-bomb.
like device had been detonated, destroying small i

businesses while leaving everything else intact.
There were no curbside restaurants with their
smells of food wafting in the air, no peddlers hawk- .
ing their wares, no dirmigs of shoppers browsing
and haggling with merchants on the sidewalks. '

The streets of Mao's China were crowded, but with
silent, purposeful people, buying the bare necessi-
ties of life from dreary state-owned stores or going
to and from work.

When I first went to China, in 1975, Mao Zedong
and the so-called Gang of Four, led by Mao's wife.
Jiang Oing, were still firmly in power. The shadow
of the Chinese Communist Party fell across all
aspects of life, freezing the Chinese people in a
combination of fear and socialist rectitude. Mi.
tics was "in command." To put one's own inter-
ests above those of the Party and the task of
"building socialism" was a dangerous form of her-
esy. And to be branded a heretic in a land where
there were few places to hide and fewer ways to
escape was a grim prospect indeed. Should one

3
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momentarily forget the Party's dedkation to cre-ating a "new socialist man," who would, in Mao'swords, "serve the people" with all his "heart andsoul,'t slogans were everywhereon billboards,walls, smokestacks, 'ships, dams, buildings, evenmountaT:isides---as reminders:
NEVER FORGET CLASS Si aircaa_e

CARRY THE REVOLUTION THROUGH TO IIIE ENV
DOWN WITH ALI. CAPITALIST ROADERS

Travelling in China at that time, I felt as if I hadfallen down a well, like Alice into Wonderland,and entered a strange new universe in which allthe imperatives of the outside world had been re-versed. Whereas other countries eafgerly sought tobuild economic rehitions with their neighbors,China was dedicated 10 isolation and self-reliance.Whereas most goveinments accepted class divi-sions, China's leaders waged an unceasing battleagainst them. And whik most govermnents viewedpolitics as simply one aspect of life, China's lead-ers viewed it as life itself.
I returned to China several times after Mao'sdeath, in 1976, and I watched as the country cau-tiously began a cultural transformation. Like apiece of paper in a fire, whose edges slowly burnbefore the flames finally move inward to inciner-ate the center, old-style Chinese Communism wasbegianing to be consumed by change. Western in-fluences were penetrating China's protective isola-tionism, creat.ng unlikely contrasts. The Chinesepeople, once so mute, were beginning to expresstheir curimity about the outside world. Politicsslowly receded in importance as China's leader-ship implemented a new political "line" str essinga pragmatic approach lo rebuilding the country'seconomy rather than class struggle.A new political line is the Chinese Communist
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equivalent of the Christian notiort of being bornagain. It offers the opportunity to jettison a bun-gled past and sally forth on a different politicalcourse into a better future. This is exactly howMao Zedong came to power years ago, when theChinese Revolution was rising from the ashes oftraditional China. fie and other leftist Intellectualsstruggled to detach China from its Confucian pastand to regroup the Chinese people behind a newideology and identity, &rivet' from the teachingsof Marx and Lenin.

Now the Chinese Communist Party has declaredMao's political line defunct. Under the leadershipof Deng Xiaoping, who consolidated his power in aseries of political maneuvers in the late nineteen-seventies, China's doors have been thrown open tothe outside world. Militant egalitarianism and classpolitics have been abandoned in favor of produc-tion. "Black cat, white catit's a good cat if itcatches mice," Deng has told his people.The first stirrings of change become evident in1979 and 1980. Democracy Wall, on which Pe-king's activists posted petitions demanding greaterfreedom, came and went. So-called free markets,where peasants were allowed to sell produce fromtheir recently reinstated private plots, began toappear all over China. The notion of working forone's own benefit rather than for the abstractionof socialism began to be discussed. Incomes startedto rise. After 1981, these forces gathered full mo-mentmn. and when I first arrived back in Peking,in July of 1983, after an absence of less than twoyears, I found the streets markedly transformed.felt as if 1 were walking back in on a film :hat hadmysteriously speeded up in my absence, so that bythe time 1 regained my seat a whole new plotdevelopment had begun; it was hard to imaginehow, shor t of being at war, a country could bcginto change so fast.
The Chinese Communist Party has always beenfond of using the term da gao, which means "to do

3 7
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aomethinix in a big way"---as in "to build social-ism in a big way" or "to start a mass movement ina big way." Aldwugh the present leaders of China,unlike their predecessors, now view political massmovements as disruptive and unproductive, theyhave lust none of the old penchant for doing thingsin a big way. Their current project is the decen.tralization and decollectivization of the Chineseeconomya radical departure from the past, whichthey have embraced with an almost desperate op-timism and exhilaration.

As I set out my first morning in Peking to walkthrough the outdoor market that had sprung up onDongsixi Street, in the quarter known as the EastCity, the first signs of chair I encountered wereseveral "tails of capitalism.' An old woman squat-ting on the sidewalk was selling an ecumenical
collection of gilt plaster statues of Buddha and theVirgin Mary. Next to her stood a young man witha tray slung around his neck; he was selling snap-shots of sinFers and movie stars, many of whomlived in Taiwan or Hong Kong. A little fartherdown the street, I saw a man with a tall bamboopole strapped to his back. Dangling from the poleon a string was a life-size cardboard cutout of asewing machine, which had a needle affixed to it.Drawing closer, I saw that the man held a smallaluminum device shaped like a fighter-bomber,
with which he threaded the needle over and overwith masterly ease. "Just amazing, I tell your hewas saying in a throaty, rapid-fire rap like that ofa Forty-second Street cardsharp. "There's nothinglike it on the market. It saves time! Cannot bepurchased at a store! Would you like one, or two?"At this point in his pitch, he paused and, holdingthe aluminum gizmo up in the air, gazed in turn
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at several women in the onlooking thmng. Saleswere brisk. Next in line on the sidewalk was anold man who sat patiently and silently on a tinywooden stool before a motley offering of medicinal
bones, roots, and herbs spread out on a back issueof the Workef's Daily. Nearby, a severe-lookingmiddle-aged woman sold a Chinese version of typ-ists' white-out. As a knot of curious people gath-ered around her, she bent over a pad of paper andinscribed a Chinese character with a traditionalwriting brush and ink. Then, taking some liquidfrom a large brown bottle, she swabbed the paper,making the black character vanish in an instant.On a short street that runs toward the People'sMarket, the sidewalks were chockablock wish smallbooths, all displaying retailers' licenses on clothbannersa formality tnost of the more itinerantpeddlers ignored. These booths were constructedof boards laid across sawhorses, or were simplyset up on the backs of the bicycle carts in whichthe goods were hauled to and from the makeshiftmarket each day. An elaborate patchwork of plas-tic tarpaulins was stretched overhead to keep outthe scorching sun and the occasional shower. Mostof these merchants sold clothing, with a heavyemphasis on T-shirtsan item of apparel that youngChinese are particularly fond of these days. T-shirtsmade in flung Kong or abroad confer the moststatus on a wearer. One youth I spotted in BeihaiParkformerly a preserve of the Imperial familywore a T-shirt inscribed with the message "UncleSam's Misguided Children, Beijing, China." A Chi-

nese construction worker who was working on theremodelling of the International Club wore a T-shirtmarked "Department of Commerce, NarcoticsSquad." Perhaps the most popular T-shirtso pop-ular, in fact, that I could not find one !nywhere inPeking to buy for myselfshowed a picture of abodybuilder's naked body. Beneath one flexed armwere wiitten the words "Vigotous and Graceful."In fact, in June of 1982, China YouthNews had 3 i
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CONNECTIONS

Zheng Yefu

This essay by Zheng Yefu is another product of the newly revived
sociology in China. Zheng, a researcher in the Sociology Office of the
Peking Social Sciences Institute. offers here not an empirical study. but
a theoretical analysis and critique of a disturbing social tendency. In
his view. recent developments in China have reuwed and reinforced a
traditional tendency for Chinese to rely on personal connections to get
ahead or simply to cope with life. (The Wuhemiin selection in Chapter
Four provides a vivid exampie of how such connections have worhed
in the past.) The proliferation of what Chinese call "connections net-
works- (gwinxi wang) undermine community solidarity and faith in
the system and orient Chinese to compete again.st their neighbors and
colleagues in the effort to gain special favors.

Over the long history of Chinese feudal society, the atmosphere
of "Stressing human feelings and emphasizing personal connections"
ijiang refwing. :hong gudnxii has prevailed in every realmamong
officials and scnolars. within secret societies, and in villages. Al-
though in almost every dynasty there were honest officials., such as
Bao Zheng and Hai Rui. they could never counter this general tend-
ency.1 For thousands of years4 reliance on connections continued
to exist from generation to generation. In feudal society, guanxi
were the talisman used by people to manage their lives, and by offi.
cials to get promoted; they were both the morality and the law of
societythey were the underpinning of all of social life. With the
establishment of the new China, we were for a time successful in
sweeping away this rubbish, and thus we went through the "naive"

*.
1 These two individuals earn;c1 fame in Chinese history as officials

who sacrificed their power in order to challenge corrupt emperors.
Hai Rui is especially significant in the history of the PRC because
his name was invoked to legitimize criticism of Mao Zedong in the
early 1960s. The Cultural Revolution was launched in 1965 with
an attack on a play whose hero was Hai Rui. truns.
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352 Society

1950s and the "devout" 1960s. However, as a result of the ten
years of chaos of the Cultural Revolution, the tendency of stressing
human feelings and private connections has, like the genie in The
Arabian Nights. reemerged from the bottle and grown in an instant
from a small wisp or smoke into an uncontrollable monster. Now
once again it has penetrated every corner of our societyin all
realms, for big things and small things, for public and private
things. ir you don't rely on guanzi nothing gets done. Of course
greedy people are delighted to use connections, but even upright
people can't get by without relying on themthrough looking for -a
way." and studying some "connections-oloa." Of course, calls for
justice never end. and by their day-to-day joking and cursing of the
reliance on connections people reveal their hatred of it. But they
can do nothing to stop it. and in fact they are controlled by this at-
mosphere to a great extent. What 3 bizarre phenomenon: This
phenomenon has a basis in our illstory and in our current society.
It is both contradictory to the spirit or our times and indicative of
current social problems; it is both hated and utilized by all. Our
writers have already exposed this phenomenon wtth detalied and
vivid descriptions. It ts time for us sociologists to matte an analysis
of it based upon its historical ortgins, its contemporary reality. and
its theoretical basis. This article presents a brief analysts or
reliance on connections in the hope of arousing public attention and
stimulating discussion or this major social problem.

Poverty and Reliance on Connections

This sort of "reliance on connections" is inseparable from
poverty. Some popular sayings of recent years reflect this
phenomenon. For example. "A stethoscope, a steering wheel, and a
sales clerk are three precious things." The three kinds of people
referred to in the saying were at the center of connection activities
not because they were so important, but because people made
demands upon them. Shop clerks had the petty power to control the
selling of goods; drivers had the ability to travel to other places and
markets, and in the situation of general scarcity, this became a
very valuable resource. As for doctors, people sought them out for
a variety of reasons. But for many it was not because they were ill,
but rather because they wanted a certificate of illness. "Educated
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youths" who had been assigned to the countryside needed certifi-
cates of illness to be able to come back to the cities, and other people
had a variety of similar motives. If we study what it was that gave
these occupations their special powers st the tune, we see that in
many cases during the Cultairal Revolution period connections were
used to cope with the basic necessities of lifegetting back to the
cities. getting employment, and so forth. The extensive 'poverty and
the difficulties of the period were one of the important reasons for
the change in social atmosphere. If it had not been for these real
difficulties in livelihood, then the butcher in Mo Yingfeng's short
story would not have become an "emperor,"2 and doctors, drivers,
and sales clerks could not have become so important in the hearts of
citizens. or At least connections would not have become so dominant
in daily life. In a society with poverty it is easy for corruption to
grow, and on the contrary in a wealthy society it is easy to
eliminate this atmosphere. Marx said.

The reason there must be a development of produc-
tion forces i3 also because if there is not such
development poverty will be widespread. and in this
kind of extreme poverty, people must struggle anew
for all the basic necessities of life, and in this situa-
tion all the old and decayed things will revive.

It. goes without saying that the poverty that characterized the Cul-
tura! Revoiuuon years is ..ine of the reasons for the revival of that
outworn thing, reliance on connections. lmagme if the pork supply
was unlimitedwho then would be willing to seek help subservient-
ly just for a few pounds of pork? And if bicycles were freely sold.
there is no chance that the son of the cadre in charge of bicycle dis-
tribution would get arrested for selling a bicycle coupon.3

Poverty encourages unhealthy tendencies. But on the other
hand, when unhealthy tendencies abound. the economy cannot
prosper. When connections penetrate the education field. they inter-

2 This story, entitled "The Butcher Emperor," describes how the
shortages of pork enabled a butcher to become arrogant and over-
bearing.

3 Pork, grain, bicycles, and dozens of other items were rationed
during the Cultural Revolution decade, and a black market trade
in ration coupons sprang up. trans.
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fere with the selection of the best talents to be trained; when con-nections permeate the personnel field, the selecticet and promotion ofofficials depends upon personal relationg when .coneedtionspenetrate into production, they interfere with payment according tocontrlutions and harm labor enthusiasm when connections per-meate kno commerce, those who have connections are like fish inwater, but. the money of those who don't have connections might aswell be scrap paper.4 All of these outcomes imply to people thatworking hard isn't necessarythe important thing is to build a net-work of connections. This is the highly corrosive effect on our sociallife of reliance on connections. This atmosphere is incompatiblewith social progress and the Four Modernizations. As for the ques-tion of whether poverty causes the emphasis on connections, or viceversa, this is something like the question or "the chicken and theegg." But the difference is that the chicken and the egg are linkedtogether in mutual causauon by evolution, whereas the relation be-tween poverty and reliance on connections is a vicious circle. Theless of the unhealthy atmosphere of relying on connections there is.the more society and the economy can progress; and the higher thelevel of economic development, the more there is the desire andability to stop this reliance, so that over a period of time thisproblem can be basically eliminated.
Reliance on guanzi and poverty are inseparable. but economicdevelopment is still not a sufficient condiuon for the elimination ofthis phenomenon. Since social interests can never be totallyegalitarian, and since the desires of some people know no limits, srthere are no institutions and laws to put limits on power. thenpower will continue to be affected by personal relationships and willbe used to serve selfish interests.

4 The metaphor used by the author here immediately brings tomind the short story, 'The Big Fish," by Chen Jo-hsi, from hercollection, The Execution of Mayor Yin (Bloomington: IndianaUniversity Press. 1975). In that story an old man goes out to buya fish to cook for his ailing wife. He makes a purchase but isthen forced to ipve his big fish back when it is determined thatthe sale was a "mistake." The fish are "display items" kept outto impress foreign visitors.frans.
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The Legal System and Reliance on Connections

Thus the reliance on connections is also a product of the lack of
development of our legal system. In societies with a well-developed
legal system, it is difficult for personal relations to penetrate into
the realms of the economy and administration. Without a doubt
personal relationships are a source of warmth, and social life
without them is impossible. But they are antithetical to a rational
legal system. In all of public life they should be kept under in-
stitutionclized constraints and be held in check by definite norms, so
that taking advantage of personal relationships and weaving con-
nections, if carried to an extreme, will be seen as violations of dis-
cipline and law. Unfortunately, the reliance on connecuons is
generally seen as legal, or at least not illegal. For exam*. most of
the educated youths sent to the countryside have now returned :a
the large clues. and many of them used connections and took ao-
vantage of personal relationships to open the door to get back. But
who among them in the last analysis did not have the proper
procedures followed, in order to make their transfer "legair lii
work units where employees complain that too many children of
cadres and of families connected to them have been given loos. the
leaders may try to pacify them by announcing, 'If you can find one
wno was hired by the back door, then that person will be :m-
rnediately fired." It should be understood that the distinctive
characteristic of this -new" reliance on connections is its -legality."
since it is legitimized by going through the required procedures.
The people in power can take good care of those connected with
them and still be within the boundaries of what is 'not
That is to say, relying on connections includes both acts that are il-
legal and acts that can be considered "legal." Most such acts are
between the extx-emes of legality and illegality and can go on occur-
ring because of the gaps in our legal system. In sum, both poverty
and the weakness of the legal system are breeding grounds for
reliance on connections.
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Traditional Morality and Reliance on Connections

When the reliance on connections is like wild seeds growing onChinese soil, with great vitality and persistence, it is also becausethis reliance, has a deep basis in China's traditional morality. Fromancient times, our family-based small agricultural producer societyprovided a social basis for a morality based upon human relationsand human feelings. And as these concepts of human relations andhuman feelings acquired sonic autonomy, they spontaneously
developed into a strong social force. The distinctive feature of thistraditional Chinese morality is that it is a personalized ethic thatis, one stressing treating people differently depending how closely ordistantly they are related to you. Several decades ago Fei Xiaotongin his analysis of Chinese traditional morality said.

There are different lines in the treatment of otherpeople. The most basic is for family members, betweenparents and children and among brothers, where the
morality requires piety toward parents and respect forolder siolings as the hallmarks of humaneness. Thenext line is for friends, and there the moral element
stresses loyalty and trust: "When working for someone
you must be loyal, with friends you must be trustwor-
thy." The tenets or Chinese morality and law all
change in accordance with the degree of intimacy of the
personal relationship. Because of this, in this sort. or
society general models of behavior have no utility. Youfirst evaluate who it is you are dealing with, and then
you can decide what standards to use.

Mencius reproached the Mohists: "Generalized love means you don'tacknowledge your parents? So you can see that what Con-fucianism emphasizes in morality is making distinctions based uponintimacy.
The great Western sociologist Max Weber also made a com-parison of Chinese. and Western ethics. He said that Chinese lackeda sense of impersonal rationality, and that all behaviors were seensolely in personalized terms. "Confucian personalized ethics is un-doubtedly an obstacle to the development of a sense of impersonal

rationality, since it keeps lumping individuals under kinship con.
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texts. Whatever the circumstances, working in a sPeoifio Post is al-ways seen as working for a particular person." In Westerncountries it was the emergence of capitalism that dealt feudalmorality a death blow, and the ideological preparation occurred inthe occupational ethics and the ethics centered on money thatemerged during the Protestant Reformation. (Marx and Engelswrotet]

The bourgeoisie, wherever it has gotten the upper
hand, has put an end to all feudal, patriarchal, andpastoral relations.... It left nothing else between
man and man than the naked self interest expressedin cold cash... . The bourgeoisie has torn away from
the family its sentimental veil and has reduced its
relationships to a simple money matter.

When money as a marker nf general value replaces other measuresand dominates social life, then a universal morality will replace spe-cial treatment based upon personal ties, and occupational esteemwill surpass sentiments of friendship. In regard to the role of theProtestant ethic in the West. Weber said. 'From the economic view.point. it meant basing business confidence on the ethical qualities orthe individual revealed in his impersonal work in his vocation.- incapitalist societies. where self interest can be realized with the aidof money, one does not need to rely on kinship and friendship rela-tions, and moreover a large scale division of labor develops thatworks to exclude these relationships. It is not that in traditionalsocieties interests are not important. but that they are expressed interms of kinship and friendship relationships, and it is very easytherefore to develop factions and cliques. For thousands of yearsthese ethics spread to all corners of Chinese society and expressedthemselves in a variety of forms: Factions became important
among officials, teacher and student bonds were emphasized in theworld of education, and in secret societies you got masters and dis-ciples and blood brother relationships. The fact that this outmodedethic can be so vigorous today is because as in the past it IS boundup with the people's pursuit of their interests and because it is con-nected to traditional outlooks that have penetrated into people'shearts. Therefore, in such a society that stresses human feelings, aperson who wishes to handle a matter impartially will find himselfin a very difficult and embarrassing situation among his relativesand friends.
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The Causes of the Rise and Fall of Reliance on
Connections over the Last Thirty Years

But stressing human relations and relying on personal connec-
tions has not been an unvarying tendency. The good social order
and atmosphere of the 1950s leads people even now to look back
fondly on that time. If we say that capitalism used money and law
to destroy feudal special privileges and personal connections, then
what mechanisms did the newborn people's China use to eliminate
this reliance on personal connections, and how was it possible for
this bad atmosphere to -evive itself? The reason that the Qing
Dynasty and the Republ,c of China were overthrown and replaced
by the new China was because they were corrupt societies, in which
the bureaucratic strata and exploiting classes suppressed the
people. The Communist Party led the revolution to overthrew this
system. and the Chinese people were willing to follow the revolu-
tionary road because they suffered a lot under its corruption. And
when the new China was established, the destruction of the old sys-
tem cleared out the atmosphere or the old ways. At the time every-
thing was fresh and pure. But we need to see that the good social
atmosphere of the 1950s was only based u;ion a spiritual forcethe
people's hatred of the old system and the old atmosphere. and their
trust in the new society and communist morality and their support
for the new rules of this society. Our social structure had not
produced any force which could thoroughly eliminate the reliance on
connections, and neither had it produced anything like the reliance
on money that in the West provided a force to give human feelings
and connections a fatal blow. Therefore we did not totally eliminate
from our system the possibility of "going by the back door" opening
up again. In other words, it, is not that people in the 1950s didn't
have opportunities to go by the back door, or that there were no
gaps where this behavior could penetrate. but rather that at the
time the great majority of people would have been ashamed to do it-
The hopes people had for the new China purified people's morality.
And so the evil spirit of relying on connections was squeezed into
the genie's bottle. But the plug which sealed the bottle was not
some impenetrable legal system, nor was it a material force such as
money. Instead it was a spirit, a faith, a morality that people
voluntarily obeyed. Without a set of forces to replace the reliance
on connections, and without a legal system to place limits on this
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phenomenon. the new social ethic was based upon a spiritual force,
and so this basis was inherently weak. Once the situation had
changed, the revival of the "'monster" of old customs was almost in-
evitable. The ten years of chaos provided such a changed
situationthe economy stagnated. Livint standards went down, and
the imperfect legal system was smashed. People lost faith in com-
munist thinking, and they were also affected by some of the absurd
reforms that were tried, such as using recommendations to select
workers, peasants. and soldiers to fill the universities.5 All of
these things smashed the faith and morality that people had
developed in the 1950s and 1960s. and so the social atmosphere
changed. and relying on connections reared its ugly head again.

The Two Main Forms of
"Connections" Today

The kinds of making connections and going by the back door
that exist today vary and can be classified into two forms. One of
these is connected to sentiments of "face." To stress face and em-
phasize establishing feelings has such a long history and such a
deep basis that it is hard for people to avoid its influence. One
should say that some people use connections not to serve their own
interests, but simply because of "face"they surrender before the
"bullets" of human feelings. The other form is people using connec-
tions ED directly serve their own interests. These p.mpie are more
deeply infected by the poison of relying on connections, and they use
them to seek selfish profit and take advantage of their positions. In
traditional Chinese morality obligations are adjusted to the people
they apply to with strangers there may be little obligation felt. but

5 The Cultural Revolution reforms prevented young people from
going directly from secondary school to college, but instead re-
quired them to go to work or tAi join the army. Then people were
recruited .to attend college through work unit recommendations.
rather than by their academic records or entrance exams. In
theory this was supposed to foster educational opportunities for
youths from worker and peasant backgrounds, but in practice
powerful families often used their connections to get their own
offspring recommended. trans.
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in regard to parents, sillings, and friends, there is loyalty, piety,
and trust without calculating one's profit or loss. These sentiments
have the appearance of self-sacrifice, so they can be viewed as a
sincere elci custom (which is, of course, backward). But in the
second type of relying on connections, 'human feelings" become the
bargaining chip in a naked trade.. . . In this kind of wade of
"human feelings." power then becomes the basis, and people are
really exchanging power for favors. Of course, the kinds of power
that can enter into such exchanges are very broad, and include
power over personnel decisions, the power of recruiting employees
atxl students, power over providing medical certificates, power to al-
locate housing, and even power to sell goods in shops. But naturally
enough in relying on connections those who have the most power
have the most capital to use in such exchanges. Since it is an ex-
change. there will be bargaining and a comparison of values. And
since the social status or people is not equal, the weaker side will
have to pay tribute money to the stronger side. Ln this fashion the
last drop of the simple old custom of "human feelings" is squeezed
out, and what is left is the stink of cash that makes people vomit.

Simple Suggestions for Eliminating Relying
on Connections

The ten years of chaos were the last struggle of feudal politics
in China. By the same token, relying on connecuons is the last
gasp of feudal morality. But old institutions die hard, and we
should not underestimate the influence of this one. If we want to
make progress in the Four Modernizations, then we need to clean
out this decayed old custom. Historical experience teaches us that
being a recluse such as Tao Yuantning or an upright official such as
Hai Rui will not solve the problem, just as keeping oneself clean will
r)t clean up a polluted river. If you shut one back door that is still
only one, while the entire system has to be eliminated. It is high
time that the cycles of Chinese history were ended, and this can be
done when this new generation of revolutionaries establish changed
institutions. People are still human, se there Will still he the Pm'
sibility that some will fall prey to the "bullets" of human feelings.
But institutions and laws must be impartial, not recognizing bosses
and kin. Only when we have these will we have the dams and em-
bankments for a new morality and a guarantee of success in the
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Four Modernizations. We don't wish to deemphasize the impor-tance of the moral quality of individuals, but those who are intenton reforms should keep their eyes on the question of the system anduse sll of their energies in order to establish solid institutions in allareas. This is what the several thousand years of Chinese historyand the experience of the last thirty years has taught us. ..Finally, 1 talk a little about what will take the place oftr aditional mo . Many Western writers feel that whencapitalism took the stage in history, money replaced the sentimen-tality of kinship and friendship: when people in the West are im-mersed in pursuing their interests, they lose that which is most pre-cious in lifethe human feelings between individuals. Thus al-though the economy in Western societies is developed, people therebecome the slaves of money and machinery, and so spiritually theyare impoverished. On the other hand, traditional societies for themost part emphasize human feelings, and among kin and friendsthere is great warmth. Especially in our five thousand year oldcivilization, human feelings nave been cherished from ancient times.It should he noted that in our tradition, human feelings includesboth a calculating side and an altruistic side. But those in oursociety today who stress human feelings and connections are onlydeveloping the base side of the Chinese tradiuon, and they have lostthe beautiful and lofty side. This beautiful and lofty side wascherished from ancient times in our society, and socialism shouldprovide a means for it to be expressed even more. As we proceedon the road to modernization. we should draw lessons from the ear-lier experience of the West. We should establish principles ofrationality suitable to our socialist economic and political life, andnot allow relying on connections to be a part of this. At the sametime we should establish our own spiritual civilization. Our peoplein studying, working, living, and engaging in recreation togethershould preserve human feelings in their lofty form. Respect forelders, teachers, parents. and older siblings and esteem for friendsthese are part of the good essence of several thousand years ofChinese society, and they should stand as spiritual treasures amongworld civilizations. Only if the rubbish of relying on connections isdiscarded can we absorb the essence of our own motherland'scivilization and enjoy the fruits of real human feelings.

Translated by Chen diming and Manin K. Whyte
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THE PRaCIS

Precis: A concise summary of essential points, statements, or facts.
An Abstract.

It is a compendium that has gathered together and presented in concise or outline form all the
essential facts and details of a subject.

While the precis is ordinarily a summary of a written article, its value can also be applied to
film, pictures, and even music. There are no rides regarding length age author must kept in
mind that all essential facts and details must be included.

A precis is not a paraphrase, neither should it include direct quotations. The precis should
avoid use of adjectives or adverbs. The precis must provide the reader with a reliable
analysis.

Unless a personal reaction to the subject will help to advance an objective understanding of
the subject it should be omitted. Thus the author's conclusion that the subject was boring tells
more about the author than the subject.

precist.91
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THE SETTING OF THE STRUGGLE MEETING

Gold Flower was won over to the Women's Association. Encouraged by her friends she
decided to go through with a struggle meeting against her husband, who was furious.
Dark Jade set the date of the meeting and sent orders for Gold Flower's husband to
appear at the meeting. When he didn't come on his own, a half-dozen women of the
village (encouraged by the new policies of the Communist Party and the Comn.anist-led
Eighth Route Army) actually came to Gold Flower's husband, bound his arms behind his
back, and marched him off to the Women's Association meeting. Within a half hour or
so the struggle meeting was ready to begin.

These are the characterr:

Dark Jade, who is Chairman of the Women's Association, and chairman of this
meeting. She calls the meeting to order and explains what they have done to bring
Gold Flower's husband to the meeting. She is on Gold Flower's side and
intervenes when necessary.

Gold Flower, who is given a chance the first chance to speak. She describes her
marriage, how she hated her husband from the beginning, and how he beat her.

The husband, who is given a chance to speak only after Gold Flower is done
speaking. When he interrupts her and tries to deny the stories against him, Dark
Jade very quickly rules him out of order.

Gold Flower's father-in-law, who is in the audience. He yells support for his
son and shouts out short accusations against Gold Flower from time to time.

Two friends of Gold Flower, also sitting in the audience, jeer at the husband
and support Gold Flower.

The cro wd, mostly women, who watch the struggle. Like the peasant crowd in the
struggle meeting against Goodman Tu, some of them are in support of Gold
Flower, and they cheer her on, yelling out abuses against the husband from time to
time. Others remain silent.

struggle.91
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SETTLING ACCOUNTS

A STRUGGLE MEETING

CHARACTERS:

Narrator
Old Sun
Chairman Kuo (pronounced gwah)
Mrs. Pal (pronounced bah-ee)
Goodman Tu (pronounced du)
Big Li (pronounced lee)
Peasants

NARRATOR. Tenants and laborers oi Tungmao Village, members of the Peasants
Association, were coming out of their huts once again to meet at the temple and discuss the next step
in land reform. The meeting was made particularly urgent by the recent news that Han Number Six,
the most evil of the landlords, had just escaped from the village. They were anxious that the actual
reform should begin, taking land and possessions away from the landowners and distributing them
among the peasants in accordance with the plan of the government in Peking. But the process had
been slow and deliberate. For some it had seemed far too slow.

(Voices of peasants gathering together. As they settle, one voice is dominant. )

OLD SUN. Chairman Kuo. may I spcak?

CHAIRMAN KUO. I hear Old Sun, the carter.

OLD SUN. Chairman Kuo. we have been talking and talking for weeks now. But when are we
going to take action?

CHAIRMAN KUO. Old Sun, it is the wish of our government... .

OLD SUN. To be thorough and just, yes, and that's good. But let rue say something. Half the
peasants stay away from our meetings. Do you know why? They say we talk but do nothing.
And all the while the landlords keep stewing in their fat. We must act!

PEASANTS. He's right. Let's get the landlords. No more playing around. Let's begin
tonight.

OLD SUN. You will see, Comrade Kuo. I suggest we go to the home of Goodman Tu this very
evening and have it out with him.

PEASANTS. Yes, yes. To Goodman Tu's. Before he runs like Han Number Six. Let's beat

Goodman Tu.

CHAIRMAN KUO. Hold on. We'll go to Goodman Tu and struggle against him. But the
Party forbids the beating of landlords. (pause ) All right, let us leave immediately.

NARRATOR. The peasants were happy. Singing and shouting they began to walk together

across the village to the house of Goodman Tu. along the way other peasants joined them, anxious to

see thc actual reform begin. Goodman Tu, meanwhile, pacing up and down in his big house had called

in his bodyguard, Big Li, for protection and comfort.
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GOODMAN TU. Aftrthe jewels hidden? Good. And the cloth? You've covered the grain in
the cellar? We Can't take a chance on anything.

BIG LI. Everything of value is out of sight, Master Tu.

GOODMAN TU. How does my coat look? I've put patches all over it to make me look like a
poor man. Pretty clever, eh? You've hidden all the gold behind the wall? How about the
kettles?

BIG LI. Buried in the orchard, Master.

GOODMAN TU. So Han has run away has he? That's all we need to get the peasants yapping
at our ankles. I've read the law of these Communists. They'll have Han strung up by his toes
for this. The fool. Well, I've got nothing to fear. They won't find a thing here of value. All of
it is hidden away. I'm not afraid.

BIG LI. No, Master Tu.

GOODMAN TU. Don't interrupt. Can't you see I'm trembling with fear? Listen to my wife
and daughter in there. Crying since dawn. And for what? For fear these dogs will come strip
us of everything, take our goods and land. An you. I know you. You'll take to your heels, once
those peasants come clawing at our walls.

BIU LI. They wouldn't dare enter this place.

GOODMAN TU. Oh they wouldn't, huh? They'll come crashing along like stampeding
sheep....What's that? I heard shouts in the distance.

BIG LI. It's nothing, Master Tu.

GOODMAN TU. There, I heard it again.

BIG LI. The peasants are meeting again; that's what you heard.

GOODMA N TU. To decide what to do about Han, no doubt. Well, I've got nothing to worry
about. This peasants' reform is bound to pass over and things will keep on like before. Then I
can stop sweating and gct some sleep. There! I heard it again. What's that noise?

BIG LI. There are many lights in the distance, Master. The peasants are walking this way by

the looks of it.

GOODMAN TU. How many?

BIG LI. I would say a hundred at least. Master, they're marching straight for your house!
Here they come!

GOODMAN TU. Quick, get the whip! Lock the door! You've whipped them before, so now

do your stuff.

BIG LI. Too many for my whip. I'm going.

GOODMAN TU. Then get the dogs, bring me my dogs. Hey there, where are yot, running off
to? Come back here, you coward. I knew you would take to your heels....Oh merciful Buddha.
show them how poor and what a good man I am.
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PEASANTS. Goodman Tit! Open up your door to the peasants of T ou':e at oar
mercy now. Your bodyguard has run away. Open up.

GOODMAN TU (hesitantly calling out). What do you wan( with mt.?

CHAIRMAN KUO. Wc have come to settle our grievances with you.

PEASANTS. Open up! Drag him into the yard! Break down the dooc!

CHAIRMAN KUO. Open your door, Goodman Tu.

NARRATOR. The peasants waited for thc door to open. When they hel-..rd Lie latch lift, they
came forward a little, eager to meet their longstanding enemy face to face. But instead el Goodman
Tu appearing, three growling watchdogs were let into thc yard, gnashing and clawing at the peasants'
throats.

(Sounds of dogs, the peasants yelling, "Watch out, the dogs," "Help, Help!" "He's
let his dogs loose")

PEASANTS. Kill them! Kill the dogs, then we'll kill Goodman Tu! Hang the dogs on his gate.

NARRATOR. The peasants, with clubs and forks which they had in hand, killed the dogs and
hanged their bodies on Goodman Ws gate. Then they crowded close, beating en the door, demanding
Tu's life in return for this insult. The door was rushed and the peasants rushed into the house.

tt.
Chairman Kuo managed to step in front of them, holding up his hands to quiet them.

CHAIRMAN KUO. Comrades, we must not beat the landlords! Quiet, please, everybody.
Goodman Tu is at our mercy. (The peasants quiet down, grumbling) Goodman Tu., come
out of hiding. You have no choice. You know who we are. You're not a stupid man. You
know the rules of the land reform. We are here to settle accounts with you....Soon as all is
quiet, any man or woman who has suffered by your hand may step forward and speak against
Goodman Tu. (There is a pause)

GOODMAN TU. Good fnends, why do you bother me? I am only a good man who...

CHAIRMAN KUO. Silence! Your turn will come....Will no one step forward? Comrades, do
not be afraid...

OLD SUN. Goodman Tu, you know me, Old Sun, the carter. Once I tried farming on my own.
But I got vety sick, and you came, pretending to want to help me. Then, when I got well again,
I discovered that you had forged a deed to everything I owned, and I was left with nothing.
And if that wasn't enough, you took every picul of grain I had harvested, just so you could feed
your fat horses.

GOODMAN TU. That's a lie. I've been kind to the peasants.

MRS. PAl. Kind! Listen to the stupid fox! Whose dogs were those let loose just now in the
yard? Goodman Tu. I know you're not used to hearing women speak up boldly to you. But I
accuse you to your face. One day my husband asked you for a loan. You said you couldn't giv e
it to him. How about a fifty percent interest? You said no. Eighty percent? Still no. ( To the
crowd) Not until he got Wu percent interest did this scoundrel agree to loan the money. And
we had to take it, for it was winter, and so cold that if wc hadn't bought clothes with the mone.
we would have died of the cold!
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GOODMAN TU. These are lies.

PEASANT ONE. Shut up you pig! You took a coat right off my back once, all because I
didn't bow my head when I passed you. You're going to get beaten, and I'm the one to do it!

CHAIRMAN KUO. Hold on. Remember, the law forbids the beating of landlords.

PEASANT TWO. what about the well? Remember? We peasants sweated like houses
digging that well outside your gate. But when we were done, you bet us back, saying it was your well.
Any man who wanted to use it had to work for you for nothing, three days e month. (Spits)

GOODMAN TU. These are lies, lies!

PEASANT THREE. How many acres of land has he stolen from us, can anyone tell me? He
is an evil man.

PEASANT ONE. Don't worry, we'll get everything he owns.

PEASANTS. Yah, yah. Let's get even. Han may have gotten away, but not Goodman Tu.

MRS. PAL Why are you sweating so much. Goodman Tu? Are you afraid? Well, you should
be, for you have the burden of a black heart to carry.

(Appropriate reactions of the crowd, as the Narrator's voice comes in, close)

NARRATOR. Every peasant who had a grievance spoke up. Goodman Tu stared at the floor,
thinking that his one chance would be to convince the peasants that he wasn't as evil or rich as they
thought. Finally it was his turn to speak, and he turned to face the peasants, blinking as if tears were in
his eyes.

GOODMAN TU. Friends, you arc too hard on me. You say you want my land, my money, my
goods. What you sec, you are welcome to. 1 o.1 accuse me of being evil. Have I ever broken
down your doors like this and come crashing into your homes? Do you hear that crying?
(Appropriate sounds) My wife and daughter are flooding out their tears because of you.
You accuse me of many things. But you must realize that I worked harder than any of you.
Yet I am not rich. Look around. If I had gold and expensive jewelry I would gladly give them
to you. But now, I beg of you, let me alone, for you have caused me great trouble. Please. my
good friends, take what you can find, but let me alone. You have bothered me enough. An
besides, you're messing up my house.

NARRATOR. Some peasants were taken aback by this. They edged toward the door
believing he was sincere. But as Goodman Tu turned from the crowd, Old sun spotted something and
he leapt forward angrily, yanking at the gown which Tu was wearing.

OLD SUN. Look here! Look at this, comrades! Poor, is he? He's got patches on the outside,
but inside it is line with silk. He's a liar! Look over here, he's put ashes over his table to fool

us. How much else have you hidden, eh. Goodman 'ru?

GOODMAN TU. There is nothing else, leave me alone.

OLD SUN. Back away, you hunk of fat. Look there, a brick is loose in the wall. Tear it out.

one of you. Tear open the wall.
(Appropriate sounds)

4



Well, look at the gold. Oh, he's a poor man, all right! Where have you hidden the rest,
Goodman Tu.

GOODMAN TU. There is nothing else, leave me alone, I tell you.

OLD SUN. Friends, don't listen to him. Get your picks and shovels. We'll shove the lies right
back into his damned face!

(Great uproar among the peasants)

NARRATOR. The peasants, angered once again, quickly dug up the cellar and the orchard.
finding clothes here, silver lanterns there, and grain hidden elsewhere. Mats were thrown back. Every
possible hiding place was torn up and the goods were brought in and dumped at the feet of Goodman
To, who by this time was frightened to death. Within an hour the mansion was dug apart, top to
bottom, and the peasants gathered once again, hatred glaring in their eyes.

CHAIRMAN KUO. you know the pen-lty for resisting us, Goodman Tu?

GOODMAN TU. I have read your laws.

PEASANTS. Whip him! Beat him like a dog! Death is too good for him!

CHAIRMAN KUO. Do you confess your evil?

MRs. PA I. Listen to him, begging las for pity!

OLD SUN. Someone hand me that stick.

CHAIRMAN KUO. It is against thc law to...

OLD SUN. Oh, I won't beat him. I just want to play with him a little. You remember,
Goodman In, how you made me kneel in your stable for two whole days, because a colt died
and you thought it was my fault? Well, now it's your turn. Get down on your knees.

GOODMAN TU. I can't. I'm too weak.

OLD SUN. Too fat, you mean. Get down!

GOODMAN TU. Friends, I will confess everything. Only let me stand.

OLD SUN. On your knees! There, that's better. Now, how much land do you own?

GOODMAN TU. One hundred acres.

(Sounds of a stick cracking on the f loor. Goodman Tu cries out in fear)

OLD SUN. How much?

GOODMAN TU. One hundred and twenty acres.

OLD SUN. Is that all? What else have you hidden?

GOODMAN TU. Nothing else.
(Sound of the stick again)

5
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Well, a few other things, perhaps.

OLD SUN. Where are they? Where is the rest?

GOODMAN TU. Please, I will tell everything, only let me up.

OLD SUN. Comrades, what shall we do with him?

PEASANTS. Keep him on his knees, beat him, he's on his knees. Death is too good for him.
Kill him, kill the landlord!

CHAIRMAN KUO. Hold on, everyone. Quiet please. Peasant comrades, we must be just.
even to the landlords. We will get evetything he owns, be assured of that...Goodman In, do
you confess your guilt?

GOODMAN TU. In the name of Buddha, don't strike!

CHAIRMAN KUO. Answer me! Do you confess your guilt?

GOODMAN TU. I confess.

CHAIRMAN KUO. It will be better for you if you do not resist. Many landlords have already
been put to death. You will not be hurt if you obey us. One week from tonight you must
come to the temple, where everything you own will be distributed among the peasants. You
will learn then what your share will be. You will be an equal like every other man in the
village. An equal: no better, and no worse. Do you agree?

GOODMAN TU. Please, my legs!

CHAIRMAN KUO. Do you agree?

GOODMAN TU. I must agree.

CHAIRMAN KUO. Goodman Tu, for the life you have lived, let us see you bow down before
the peasants of Tungmao, until your forehead touches the floor. Bow deeply. Show that you
honor the Revolution.

PEASANTS. Bow! Bow! Bow down before the peasants of Tungmao!....

NARRATOR. As Goodman Tu bowed, they laughed and shouted at thc humiliated landlord.
Then they left the house of Goodman Tit, happy and proud, for the first of the landlords of their
village had been defeated. The rest would follow. In fact, three days later Han was found, tried, and
put to death for having killed more than eight peasants, and for resisting the Revolution. When word
came of Han's execut on, Goodman Tu knew that there was nothing for him to do but comply with the
wishes of the peasants. He came to the temple the following week, where a complete distribution of
all the lands and goods of his and Han's was made. Though it burned him like fire to do it. he quietly
accepted his share, like any other peasant. Then, a month later, as the peasants held another meeting
of the Peasants Association, Chairman Kuo made an announcement.

CHAIRMAN KUO. Comrades. tonight I have received an application from Goodman l'u who
wishes to become a member of the Peasants Association. Hc is outside the door. waiting for
us. What shall we do about it?

MRS. PA1. Don't let him in! We may have gotten his land, but we can't change his heart.
Hell always want to be rich again. You can never trust a landlord.

8
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OLD SUN. Chairman kuo, I disagree. I think we should accept him.

MRS. PAI. No man can wear jewelry all his life and then give it up, just like that. Besides,
he'd ruin our meetings. Keep him out.

OLD SUN. How can he ruin them? He has no power now. His bodyguard ran off. His cellar
has been emptied. His animals arc scattered around the village. His land is gone. I have
suffered as much as anyone under him, but I say, give him a chance. Besides, the Party says so.

PEASANTS (murmuring, mixed reactions). A landlord, sitting here with us? Not while I
have anything to say about it. No, wait a minute, maybe he's right.

OLD SUN. We have nothing to be afraid of. The peasants are now in control. The landlords
will never thrtaten us again. Look at Tu. He shares his house with former tenants. he wears a
patched coat now, and with no silk on the inside. Even his wife has begun to mix with the wives
of poor peasants. He is a man now. I think he should be admitted.

MRS. PAI. Old Sun, I will agree with you, only on the condition we keep an eye on Goodman
Tu. It's true, he works in the fields with the rest of us, but he still hates to get his fingers dirty.

CHAIRMAN KUO. Then we are agreed?
(Appropriate reaction)

Let Goodman Tu enter.
(Noise as Goodman Tu enters)

Goodman Tu, you have applied for admission into our association. In what spirit do you come
to us?

GOODMAN TU. Chairman Kuo, I must be honest. I have no other choice. If I am to live
among you in Tungmao, I will do the best I can. There is no stopping the Revolution, and
therefore I submit to it.

CHAIRMAN KUO. Then we accept your application. With these conditions however: First,
we have the right to investigate your property any time we wish. Secondly, evety three months
you must bring to us a written report of the progress in your attitude towards the peasants; in
giving up the thoughts and ways of a former landlord. If these reports are not satisfactory, we
have the right to press you to mend your ways. Do you agree? And do you understand?

GOODMAN TU. I agree, Chairman Kuo.

CHAIRMAN K UO. Then be seated. Comrade Peasants, make room for our newest member,
Goodman Tu, who shall sit among us from now on. Now, to continue our business. Tonight
we have finished the distribution of Han's estate. The tenants south of the village are to
receive their allocations, and we will begin by calling out the names....

(His voice diminishes, as the Narrator's takes over)

NARRATOR. And thus the struggle against one landlord is completed, in one village of many
thousand villages, as the peasants' Revolution of China proceeded towards its goal: land
reform.

Based oc Chou Li-po's covel.The Hurricane (Pcking: Foreign Language Press. 1955). The dialog is taken from Episodes
In Social Inquiry Series, Social Change: The Case of Rural China.

sctling2.91
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Traubitz
lomajaWarriorUnit
Brief Introduction to China: Dr. Traubitz as Visual Aid

Objectives:

-to provide specific background information on China as part of
our study of loan Warrior
-to provide general background information on the Far East
relevant to our study of the contemporary poetry and short
fiction of India, China, and Japan
-to provide related background for the study of Passage lo India
and poetry and short fiction set in Far East by European writers
such as Conrad: Hesse, Maughan, and Orwell.

-to provide background from the study of modern poetry and visual
art by Pound, Yeats, the French Impressionist painters and other
Westerners influenced by the literature and art of the Far East

Procedures:

I will use a part of each class period next week to share
with you some background information on China. To do this I will
wear some of the ethnic clothing I brought home with me from my
summer in China. Please ask questions and try not to giggle.
View the showcases both in and outside the media center with care
and take some notes. The display items I malt:Lon here are in
these showcases.'

Monday - China in t-shirta. In ten minutes I will explain life
in China in the summer of 1991. Display items include maps and
posters.

1. China plans for the return of Hong Kong to the People's
Republic of China. (Chinese painting red paint over the Union
Jack)

2. China suffers severe flooding. Hong Kong moves to raise
relief funds. (Hand raised above flood waters. w Support your
brothers. It is your responsibiliW)

3. Taiwan as a repository of ancient Chinese cultural values.
(Ting/Yang)

4. Dr. Traubitz goes to China. (Xian shirt painted with my
zodiac animal, a tiger)

5. Dr. Traubitz studies Chinese art and literature. (Qui Bai
shrimp on front, scrambled English translation of popular song on

back)

6. Dr. Traubitz returns to teach you Li Po. (Poem translated
wLife is so short, but yet it's (sic) troubles are so many. The
daylight passes so quickly as the long nights set in. Regardless
of the time, why not go out and enjoy the nighttimel")
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Tuesday - Chinese history through a brief look at its art and
falkways. My vest is from Xian, site of the terra-cotta warrior
army. It is a protective device against the five poisonous
beasts: toad, snake, spider, centipede, and scorpion. Display
items include framed folk paintings, examples or traditional
paintings and calligraphy created by street artists and objects
such as baby clothing, baby's tiger pillow and tiger cap, ceramic
fertility figure or child with fish. We will look at sl!des of
art objects in the Freer and Stickler Galleries. You have seen
some of these objects on our field trip. We will attempt to give
them some historical context.

Wednesday - Modern China in relation to its minority
populations, notes on geography as destiny. My hat and dress
are typical of the Bia people of southwest China. Display items
include folk music instruments, needlework. We will look at a
very few slides from over 1500 I took last summer. We are
especially interested in the one child policy, the differences
among the geographical regions and the contrasts between urban
and rural.

Thursday - Chinese literature. My indigo blue laborer's smock
should tip you off to the fact that we are finally getting down
to work on the novel. Bring your reading response journal ai.,1
your novel and be prepared to ask questions on the first section,
"No Name Woman."

Friday - Chinese symbols. My silk jacket with dragons and
phoenix and the tiger t-shirt have introduced three important
symbols. We will look at slides showing symbolic animals in an
architectural context. Be prepared to ask questions on the
second section, *White Tigers."

Evaluation:

Annotated list of slides viewed
Notes on artifacts in showcases, classwork
Student reading response journal on Nowa Warrior
Unit test



Traubitz
Introduction to the Art of China

OBJECTIVES

to intoduce the major types of Chinese art
to introduce the chronological development of Chinese art
to study a few fine examples in local collections
to suggest possible models for individual student projects

1. Carved Jade - Late Neolithic S87.0734
2. Bronze (1200 BC) Shang 887.0035
3. Bronze (1200 EC) Shang 887.0060
4. Bronze (1100 1000 BC) Shang 91987.66
5. Bronze - (900 BC) Western Zhou 887.0044
6. Bronze You - (900 BC) Western Zhou 587.0047
7. Bronze Zhong (500 BC) 887.0005
8. Terracotta warriors - (221-206) Qin
9, warrior detail
10. Bodhisattva Avalokiteshvara (1000) Tibet or Kashmir
11. Vairabhairava - (1500) China, Tibet
12. Handscroll, Scholar Taking His Ease (1400-1500) Ming
13. Hanging Scroll, Pine-shaded Pavilion - (1500) Ming
14. Pine-shaded Pavilion detail
15. Album Leaf, Man in a Boat with a Vase Chen Hongshou,

(1600) late Ming - early Oing, F61.106
14-. Fan, Maiden in Bamboc. Grc.)e - (1600) Qifi, 75.I6
17. Bottle, porcelain/underglaze blue (1280-1368), Yuan, PS!
18. E.:owl, porcelain/underglaze red 1300-1400, M18.54.35
19. Jar, peach bloom glaze - (1700) Ch'ing, P4
20. Dog Cage, brass and cloisonne (1750) Ch' en, P8

FIVE CONTEMPORARY PAINTINGS BY WANG YANI

21. This Is for MOMMY age 5
22. Hurry Home! - age 6
23. The Lotus Flowers Are So Pretty - age 10
24. Last Night I Dreamt I Saw the Racing Egre - age 11
25. A SunnY Day - age 11

26. Chinese painting equipment and supplle,E
27. The Four Trealkures of a acholar/ii studio

Note: I have rounded dates to the nearest century where objects
are representative of a long period and not specifically dated.
The numbers which follow each entry are the museum slide
numbers should you care to look more closely at these works. S

is Sackler, F is Freer, M is the Metropoltian Museum of art in
New York, P is the Phildelphia Museum of Fine Art. Slides with
no numbers came from teacher workshop packets assembled by the
education department of the Sackler.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE GUIDE

China Arross Lines ts a study guide for secondary r ograms focusing on China. Most studies of
culture and people from other nations is done in isolation or not at all. The history class teaches once
it in the fall, the geography class tiaches about China freshman year. the literature class maybe has
one hour devoted to Chinese literature, and the art class studies Chinese painting at the end of the year
if there is time. At larger schools there may be an elective course on China, but rarely does it connect
with any of the other offerings in the school.
This guide attempts to cross the diiciplinary lines put up by most secondary school departmental

structures. It would be useful if a team of teachers from art. music. SCUMS. social sciences, and
vocational studies in home economics would get together to do this entire program at a similar time an
order to cross reference the concepts and skills needed to start students on their way to an
understanding of China and its people .
The way the China Across tikes guide is structured presents teachers with the ability to separate

the various units and present them as individual units or to utiiize the entire guide as a team-taught
program over a number of weeks. The China Feeds Itself unit, for example, can be presented in a
food's class, nutrition unit, or part of an overall study of China.
There are ten units in this guide. Each unit contains a small amount of factual information, graphs

-Jr photos, charts, a series of activities, and a short bibliography. These units are self supporting or
can be used in coordination with texts. films, or other related materials. In working with activities
please note that there are a number of possible uses for them in terms of when they are to be used.
Many can used as the introduction of a unit while some are best used a review.
The best ut,e of China Acron Lints it as a total interdisciplinary approach to the study of China. It

covers the nature of its people, the lifestyles the,. have, China's history and politics, the fine arts, and
economic development. No study of a part of the world should be done in isolation. In an integrated
approach enhances the major concepts and helps the student understand the importance of the overall
subject.
The content areas in this guide art as follows:

BEING CHINESE (sociology, world cultures, geography)

HAVING A BANQUET IN CHINA (home economics, world cultures)

CENTERS OF CHINA (urban studies, sociology)

SPEAKING AS ONE IN CHINA (language, current studies)

CHINESE DRAGONS AND FIRE (world history )

THE EVOLUTION OF CHINA (political science, current studies)

CHINA AT WORE (economics, science, industrial technology)

ENCHANTED CHINA (art, music, literature)

CLOUDS AND SUN OVER CHINA (religion, cultural studies)

CHINA LOOKS EAST (U.S. History)

The units are not designed to be content specific
various aspects of each theme. The most current
computer data banks. Still, each unit contains
discussion, creative thought, and further inquiry.
that iollow.

. Students should do their own research ,r.to the
research can be found in the school library or
enough information and activities to stimulate
Enjoy the stutPy of China and all of the wonders
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I THE PEOPLE CW A

1
While the non-Han groups may be relatively insignificant in tams of numbers, they have considerable political

impxtance. Many of them l..ve in very strategic areas. Over nme-tentlis of China's borders extend through non-han
territory. Many of these groug have ethnic or religious ties with peopki that live across the border. The Chinese
iovernment. while recognizing the importance of ethnic diversity, Owes more value,on the strategic importance of
these people. In order to 'stabilize° many ot" the areas. the Chime government has sent Han people to settle in non-Han
areas.

,:lunese use a number ot language, often called dialects. These languages possess a common written form but for the
The people traditionally known as the 'Chinese' are Han. there ars probably over 937 million of them. The Hasa

most part are mutually unanteiligible. The Belong dialect of the northern language has been selected as the national
language and is now taught in schools through out aina.

l'he Han originated in the Yellow river area in northern China. As they expanded thca territory, they assimilated
other groups. The result was different groups in the north and south. For esample, southern Chinese tend to be shorter

different languages, and lived in different ways.
and stockier than their counterparts in the north. For over 000 years the Han have expanded territory, taken on

is the most populated rauon on earth. The population is estimated to be arouni: 12 billion people. Half of the

11

c,;auon is under 21. Mao Zedcq said 'the more people the better,' but ainese planners have long since adopted a
'.:;1'1,4 eat point of view. The problems relating to population are startling. .

nabon increases 1.1 and 15 . This enough to replace the whole population cd Shanghai or Tokyo.
OF eywy 2-1 hr. there are an additional 33000 mouths to feed in aim. In one year the population across the

in order to combat the population growth. China has implemented tIvi °one child° policy People with one child are
hang rewarded with income bonuses, better health care, and better schooling. The family will be given priority in
housing and land plots for farming. In contrast, families vith move then one child are penalized by being given less
food coupons and paying a welfare tax.

Many of the measures relattng to lone child° are aimed at the country side. Early 'one child° programs were
successful in the cities, but could not overcome the traditional large family in the rural areas. This is especially true as
it relates to having a daughter rather then son.

The population problem in China is further complicated by the geography ot the nation. Eighty percent of the
population lives in the countryside. Half tt the country is covered with mountains and two thirds of the land is arid.
Civer 93% of the population inhabits little more than 15% of the land. Another imbalance occurs when considering the
area of Ube and Inner Monsplia. Only four peramt of the population is found there.

.:luna is a nation of many nabonalities. Apart from the Han who represent over 93% of the popelation, there are about
56 other et= or nationalities in China. These non-han groups, known es liatiosal Minorities' together form a
population ri about 70 million. A reminder of their presence is. in the arts, crafts, customs, and dress of people through
out the nation ot China.

:153
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DE MIMES CM r A

About 90 percent of China's long border divides territory occupied by non-han people. While
they represent only 6.7 percent of the population, they occupy p.ist unckr two-thirds of the total
area of China. About 10 of these "National Minoritin" have populations of one million or more.
More than 25 different -National Minorities' live in the province of Yunnan.
Over thousands of years of interaction, many nationalities have been absorbed into the

Chinese-Han way of life. Many of them however, have retained their cultural identities.
111

Mongols
There ere a few million Mongols living in thina, mostly along the northern border. The

Mongols once ruled China. Under Genghis Kahn, they invaded China and controlled the area
north of the Yellow River. Under Kubilai Kahn, they took ell of China and mtablished their

tpital in present day Beijing.
The Mongols have for centuries been nomads, depending for their livelihood on domestic

animals particularly cattle. sheep, and horses. Over the centuries they have tended to be
Icornful of the farmer's way of life and his commercial instincts. There is some evidence they
are resistant to the Chinese practice of settling Han into their territory.
The Mongol religion has for a long %me been Lama Buddhism

Tibetans
In 1950 the Chinese took control of the area known as Xizang or Tibet. Many in the west saw

this as an invasion, t ut the Chinese communists saw it as a liberation.
About BO percent of the Tibetan popukition ere farmers, mainly in cultivation of crops such as

barley, wheat potatoes, and turnips. The remaining population are nomads raising sheep and
yaks in the northern plateau.
During the Cultural revolution (1966-1976) severe damage was inflicted on Tibetan religious

shrines, temples were destroyed or looted. The Dali Lama, leader of the Tibetan religion, had
fled out of Tibet when it was occupied by the Chinese. The religion of the Tibetans, known as
Lamaism. is a form of Buddhist basis with an emphasis on evil spirits and spirits of nature.

uygurs
The Uygurs live almost entirely in Xiniiang Province end are Turkish in language and moslem 111

in religion. They are fiercely independent and maintain ties with the moslem world outside of
China Their social customs place great emphasis on the family. Marriage and raising a family is
considered to be a religious obligation. Living in one of the most barren areas of China. the
Uygurs are largely dependent on agriculture that is supported by irrigation and oases or natural
springs.

Miao
Most of the population of the Miao is found in inaccessible settlements on mountain sides along

3treams and rivers. They are agricultural people who raise crops, often on terracm carved on
the side of mountains. Their religion features magical rites and elaborate ceremonies involving
vacrifice. The Miao place particularly strong emphasis on supernatural beings that cause unusual
evemts.

YI

This minority divides into clans and have a social organization based on caste. The dominant
caste owns all property and thereby controls the lower caste. marriage is confined within clan
and caste. Agriculture is the main form of activity with the work being performed by those in
!he lower caste. The religious beliefs of the Y1 place emphasis on spirits which inhabit all objects
and lives are ruled by destiny.

These are just s of the minorites that inhabit China.
For more informatiuti see references in your library on Chinese I
people. 535 .1



STUDIEY

Title: Chinese People

AC"M

Introduction:
many nations. there are no stereotypes or generalities that can be applied to the

Chinese people that would be accurate for everyone. By reading about and looking at the
Chinese. we are able to see while they come from the szme nation they are very different
human beings. Many of them, however, have similar goals and needs.

Objectives:

:. For students tc identify different kinds of people that reside in China.

F:r student to observe thorough photos the people that live in China.

3. For students to De able to draw conclusions about Chinese people, their was, of life. end
:ome of the needs they may have.

Materials:

Handout *I - The Chinese People
Handout 02 - Some Minorities in China
Photo Page 1
Photo Page 2

PreY:edure:

Discuss the people of China by using the Chinese People (handout #1) and Some Minorities
',handout 023. Discussion should center around diversity and the unique lifestyle that some
Ohinese have. Discuss the problems with population and with majority and minorities living
;de by side.

Have students look at the photos of Chinme men and women Including those on the cover of
the unit. That conclusions can be made by observing these pictures? What kind of lifestyle do
these Chinese have, and where. Any thoughtful conclusions about minority, farmer. city
resident, or similar should be acceptable.

Students then could write a shori letter from one of the people in the photographs as a -pen
par in reverse. Tell as much fibotr. themselves as they can by the picture end what they
have read. (just one paregrapn)

Students should research more about the Chinese way of life.

3556
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(STUDENT METY

Title: Chinese Life

lntroducuon:
Looking at the way of life most Chinese live ts extremely difficult. Every person has their own

hopes and dreams, their own way of doing things. While generalities can be made about a
.:ulture. it is useful to see close up what a person or family may te about.

Objectives:

1. To give students a close up look at the Chinme way of life through short stories.

2. For student to develop ideas relating to how the "average" Chinese live.

3. for students to xeate a 'vision" of what life in modern China is like.

Materials:

Storv Handout *1 A room
Story handout #2 A Dream

Procedure:

Discuss for a short time the introduction. Ask about drawing conclusions and how that happens.
What conclusions have American drawn about China?

Handout the stories (handout 1 and 2) about life in China. Discuss, after reading them, what life
in modern China is like. What conclusions can be drawn from these stories.

Conclusions should rektte to: Looking tack. dreams, material goods, interaction between people,
life goals.



THE ROOM
Today, behind the somber walls of the mansion-turned-museum,

is the beauty and serenity cherished by the mandarins that built
the siheyuan centuries ago. The Granting of Grace Pavilion looks
out on a brook, pond, and garden. After a short climb up worn
stone steps, I imagine the last emperor listening to showers play
delicate melodies on the roof of the gazebo called the Room for
Listening to Rain.

On the other side of Back Lake is perhaps the best-tended
museum in Beijing, an immaculate siheyuan that is the residence of
the late Mei Lanfan, the best known actor in Peking Opera. Inside
the compound, within apartments with red lacquered columns and
eaves painted in green and blue, are photos of Mei posing in the
jeweled headdresses and silken gowns of the opera's tan, or female
roles.

a
Within Mei's apartment, fragile wooden carvings separate the

rooms. From the ceiling hang hexagonal lanterns of glass and
carved wood with long red silk tassels at each corner. Like the
photos of Peking Opera's greatest female impersonator, the siheyuan
is a tribute to the refinement and frailty of China's old culture.

The daughter of Mei, actress Wang Yulan, fondly recalls
growing up in her father's rambling siheyuan before the revolution.
during parties after opera performances, in the golden light of
their garden courtyard, she often sat wide-eyed before. European
artists and royalty.

"The splendor of those days is gone but many siheyuan remain
in Beijing," says Mrs. Wang, stant ig in the center of her own
courtyard, a patch of bare dirt now larger than a horse-drawn
wagon.

The best way to learn of the warm civility of the people
living in Beijing's maze of cold stone is to win an invitation to
a home within courtyard walls or the apartment blocks.

Around a New Year's holiday table stacked in two tiers with
steaming platters of food, a Chinese friend briefly forgets his
grinding effort to get by and inadvertently teaches a battened
Westerner.like myself the true meaning of "feast."

Occasionally, I'm asked why I want to work in China at a time
when the leadership is systematically dismantling the gains from 10

years of enlivening economic reform and eased regimentation.
The answer is easy: Poverty and repression cast a stark light

on the lives of Beijing residents. They must struggle to defend
their dignity; their lives have profound clarity and paths.

sometimes it seems a visit by someone from a wealthy democracy
like me lifts the hope of my Chinese host that freedom and
prosperity are within reach.

Today, for residents of this ancient capital, liberty and
affluence are like the refreshing air and soothing verdure in a
forbidden garden beyond an insurmountable wall.

Source: The Christian Science Monitor March 20, 1990



DREAM OF A GUITAR

I had always wanted to buy my wife Ah Zhen a guitar. She had
taken hers from Guangzhou to the village where we had been
resettled as educated young people and played it alone at night in
her room, sometimes briskly, sometimes languorously, its notes
spilling from her wirdow like water from a crystal stream, to the
delight of many a listener. To be frank, my love for Ah Zhen had
started with her music.

Then she was sent for by her boss and given a dressing-down
and had her guitar confiscated and smashed because she was too fond
of music popular before the "cultural revolution'. She had
mentioned this with bitter regret more than once and seemed keen to
get a new one. I say "seemed", because she would never say
outright that she wanted something lf it might make me feel at all
awkward, and I could scarcely say that the melody of two hearts was
no substitute for the music that no longer surrounded us, though,
to be sure, I would have welcomed such an embellishment to our love
and our minds.

Yet even so trivial a wish had never been realized. It had
been out of the question in the early years after our marriage when
we were still living in the village, and even when we were moved to
the county town, she as a clothing factory worker and I as an
elementary school teacher, there was still no room for rosy-tinted
fantasies in a little family earning a pittance of 65 yuan a month
and having to think first of nappies and daily necessities. And as
time passed by, the wish gradually faded from my memory.

Then a month ago life took a turn for the better when Ah
Zhen's.factory re-equipped and brought back piecework. In the day
she ironed clothes at the factory, then brought some home at night
to sew buttons on. She worked hard day and night and at the end of
the first month she brought home all of a hundred and one yuan.

"That leaves us with eight yuan fifty," she announced happily,
"after the groceries and paying back what we owed." She produced
the money. "Now why don't you go out and buy that...thing we need,
the one we were so keen to get?"

She said it with the archness of a young lover testing the
attentiveness of her beau, and I sprang to comply.

Outside, I remembered the guitar. The stationer's where I had
gone for ink the other day had a mandolin for sale at a reduced
price, only eight yuan.

When I came back with it, Ah Zhen was immersed in sewing
htttons. The table, the desk and the two cane chairs were piled
high with semi-transparent red dresses. As soon as she saw the
instrument, she leapt to her feet.

"What about a tune, Ah Zhen?" I said. "You play so
beautifully, and I haven't heard you for ages. Now we can have a
little music at night!"

"The nerve of you," she railed, "wanting to waste time like
that now!"

"I thought you wanted one," I said, puzzled.



DREAM OF A GUITAR 2

"Did I ever say I did? Well, maybe I did, but that was years
ago. What I really need is a good, strong bag, a big one to bring
more clothes home and do more spare time work at night so that we
can get enough money to stop every one sneering at how poor we are.
A bag of our own: I feel dreadful when I have to borrow one. I
must have complained time and time again. Don't you ever listen?"

"A hundred yuan, and you're still not satisfied?"
"What's a hundred yuan? Nothing!" she shouted back. "There

are people in my group getting up to a hundred and fifty. The
factory's decided the dresses are to be ironed by whoever sews the
buttons on. Every one else's husband and children help, but all
you care about is yourself!" And she was choked with sobs.

"So we buy a huge bag, and I help you sew on buttons instead
of reading and preparing lessons, is that it?"

"You'll hang on to your reading like grim death, uon't you?
You've been at it for I don't know how many years, and what good
has it ever done you? Yes, you could do with sewing buttons and
seeiAg the results right away!"

I would never have expected so direct an outburst from my
normally reserved wife. It was ciear that she had kept her
grievances and her anger to herself for a long time. Staring at
the mandolin's golden body and the exhaustion and disappointment on
her face, I thought painfully: How could our two hearts so
misunderstand each other? An I so stupid, or has she changed so
much? Now that we're trying so hard to bury poverty, do we have to
bury other things with it? Such as the dream of a guitar?

Lu Haiquio, the author, was born in Guangdong. He worked on

a farm and is now a teacher as Shundee No. 1 Middle School

12
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BEING CHINESE AN
OVERVIEW OF GEOGRAPHY

China is a large country, third largest in the world after
Canada and the Soviet Union. It is slightly larger than the United
States.

China's physical environment is dominated by the mountains.
The major mountain chains are oriented west to east and tend to
divide the country into separate climate zones. The orientation
also impeded the movement of people and goods from north and south
and to some extent has created natural cultural boundaries.

The*mountains dominate the way of life in China in another
way. The rivers have created distinct patterns of land use along
their routes. The best agricultural land lies in fertile plains
and valleys along the three major rivers of China - the Yellow or
Huang He, the Yangzi or Chang river, and the Xi or west river. As
agriculture developed, so did the population. With the growth in
population came the development of cities and industrial areas.

The very existence of China's vast population depends on the
food grown in a small area of the country. The climate is
therefore crucial to the population's existence. When there is
little rain many of the fields must be watered by hand which places
a great deal of strain on the peasantry. Too much rain causes
floods which devastate crops and take large numbers of lives.

Climatically, China is located in the Monsoon area, but it is
only in the southwest that the hot and wet monsoon climate exists.
The venter of the country has little rainfall and the north even
less. The east tends to be humid and moist in contrast to the far
west which is hot and dry.

In winter cold Siberian air covers much of the Asian land
mass. The winds do not bring much rain, however, and much of the
country remains dry. In the north winters are mostly clear and
cold, but in the south mild and a bit warmer. In the north there
is little rain or snow during the summer and winter. The number of
trees are few and most of the land is relatively flat. During the
spring and winter, dust storms come off of the Gobi Desert.

The southeast is comparable to that of any sub-tropical area;
dense forest in some areas with fertile valleys and rugged
mountains in some areas. Winters tend to be short and summer is
very hot and humid. Autumn is especially pleasant. The northeast
is especially hostile with long winters and short mild summers.



TLiDIENT ACMETY
Title: Where Chinese Live

Introduction:
Geography is more than just maps and outlines. It is a

picture of where people live. The mountains, rivers, and location
of plac.ts make a difference in what kind of lives people live. It

is important to equate the lifestyles of people with their
geographical location. In China, the development of many aspects
of the civilization relate to geography.

Objectives:

1. To familiarize the student with the geographical features of
China.

2. To Develop an awareness of how geography (location of rivers,
political boundaries, mountains) affect life.

3. To create a cultural map based on limited facts relating to
Geographical data.

4. To develop conclusions about problems the Chinese may face in
the future due to geographical data.

Materials:

Handout Hap il - Political Bouildaries
Handout Map #2 - Rivers/The Great Wall
Handout Map #3 - Topographical Map
Overview of Geography/Culture

Procedure:

Introduce ale concept of geographical data - location,
features, boundaries with other nations.
Discuss the Chinese geographical and cultural article. What
conclusions can students make about how geography affected cultural
development?
Handout maps 1,2,3 along with cultural overview. How valid are
those conclusions?
Hand out a blank piece of paper -
1. Have the students draw a rou.jh map of China on 1/2 of the

sheet.
2. Have them divide the map into quarters.
3. Add topography, rivers etc.
4. On the other half list the type of culture that may exist in

this area and why. Example: Nomads because of dry arid
climate, raiding animals - moving from place to plice. Homes
out of animal skins because of no trees. Not many people
because of lack of water also ...
Cover housing, agriculture or industry, family, lifestyle,
foods.

3" 14
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HANDOUT EXTRA - alank Map & Places

How well do you know your Chinese geography? Try locating the

following places on the map.

Borderinl_countries/Colonies Autammaug_Reaima

Afghanistan Guangxi-Zhuang

Bhutan Nei Mongol

Burma Mingxia-Hui

Hong Kong (U.K.) Xinjiang-Uygur

India Xizang

Korea

Laos Erwinces

Macao (Portugal) Anhui

Mongolia Fujian

Nepal Guangdong

Pakistan Gansu

Vietnam Guizhou

U.S.S.R. Hubei

Hubei

Sea Henan

East China Sea Heilongjiang

Yellow Sea Hunan

South China Sea Jilin

Pohai Jiangsu

Jiangxi

Main River Systems Liaoning

Yangtse River (Chang Jiang) Qinghai

Yellow River Sichuan

West River Shandong

Shaanxi

Municipalities Shanxi

Beijing Taiwan

Shanghai Yunaan

Tienjin Zhejiang
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3E T ACT: :TY

Title: Chinese Values

Introduction:

The values of a culture are an important component in

understanding it fully. Values are very difficult to assess, but

there are clues. People from all over a culture or nation express
their values through action as well as written word. To make
easier, this activity will use only survey results from a limited
number of participants. Keep in mind the literature, history, and
art of China.

Objectives:

1. To have students identify their values without judgement or
comparison.

2. To identify the values of Chinese students and how that is
translated into societal beliefs and actions.

3. To develop an overview of the Chinese value system in

comparison with myths or preconceived ideas.

Materials:

Handout on Chinese beliefs (Handout 1/1)
Handout on Chinese Zodiac (Handout 12)

Procedure:

Discuss the values that people in the United States have. List
some values on the board. Ask students to translate how these
values have shaped what is to be an American.

Discuss some myths about being and American - how that affects
the way the U.S. society is seen.

Hand out the Chinese Zodiac (Handout #2). By the animals that
are chosen, what values should people have in China? List them
next to American myths.

Handout the Chinese Belief Survey (Handout #1). How does this
compare to the zodiac? How will the values that these students
have affect society in China?

Review the impact of values on cultural development.



HANDOUT #1 - Chinese Values

IDEhLtaSJIQSEtLJILaECLQNDbRY_Sn=tra

Ideals

The right ro have freedom 59
of choice

To Realize the four 18
Modernizations

To find a satisfying 16
Profession

Communism 6

11
To Establish a comfortable 2

family

Part II
11

What Kind of Person Should one Become

Choices

An honest person with integrity 56

One who observes discipline and 22
obeys the law

Patriotic 20

One who persists in the four basic 3

11principles of life

Source: An Investiaation of thg Values of Some Secondary StudeAts
in Shanghai

Shanghai jiaoyu keyan No. 6 November 1989

21
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RAT
You are rtrest, channIng, amhtious
and very gummy..

f:re
le , .

4. "11.4 AL:ei I

; OX
. You are conservative, rellat* and

. Noy tmsling.
A_ -

.

; I. ;: .

TIGER
; 1 You are a natural leader, cowageous

- and aggressive.
I.

?asr*

. .

RABBIT
You are talented and articulate,
affectionate and attractive to the
opposite sex.

DRAGON
You are Intelligent, powerful,
persuasVe and possess leadership
capabditites..

The Chinese Zodiac centers around a
12 year cyde. Each year is named
after differed ankuals signs. These .

signs determine your personality,
degree of success and other
circumstances governing your We. To
learn about yourself, find the year of
your birth from the 12 signs.

The Year You Were Born
. Indicates Your Sign

RAT MI6 1912 ,1924 1914 1961 1966 1972
911 1913.1113 1917 HMV 1911.191M
Pin 1914 ;1926 19111 1919 1942
190 1917 10:011194,1941.401910197,
1964 1111e1921 1946 1952 1961 PM
1903 1917 1929 1941 1913 1963 11477

19% 1911 1921 1942 1914 1916 1979

89177 1919 1911 194) 1971 1967 1979
I** Ina 1932 1944 1976 194 1966
MN 1921 1911 1943 1917 1949 19111

1910 MS 1914 1946 1991 1970 1962
1911 1923 1933 1947 1979 1971 19113

TIGER

'DRAGON
MARE
MAUL

=Iva
ROAR

SNAKE
You are quick-witted, entertaining and
determined.

HORSE
You are hard-worldng, sociable and

PePuler

rAM
You am generous and chwItable,
always elegant and exhid
exquisite taste.. .

1..

MONKEY
You are weft-liked, intelligent end
strive to excel. .

:
.

ROOSTER
You have a plateering spirit. You are
devoted to yaw work, outgoing,
grogariousAuxtalighier,

DOG
You ere le*, honest, workwell with
others and always ready to give aid.

BOAR
You are wonderfully virtuous; possess
great inner strength and fortitude.
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STUDENT ,AC

Title: Youth in China

Introduction:
The state of youth in any nation tells al lot about the future of the culture. Chinese

problems relating to the young are similar in some ways to those in the United States.
Some of them are quite different. The readings in this activity will help student become
aware of those similarities and differences.

3bjectives:

1. For students to define some of the problems relating to youth in China.

2. To identify some of the problems relating to "growing up in China.

To develop an opinion on how the Chinese may solve some of the problems relating to
youn.

4. To contrast some of the proposed solutions to those used in the Urnted States.

Materials:

Handout Youth proolems in China
Handout Youth Culture in China

Procedure:

Handout materials on youth ir China flandouts 1 and 2). Discuss the problems and way of
life that young people have in Cnina. What are the main problzms and how will they affect
the future of China.

Have the students write an article proposing ways to deal wish some or the problems that
Chinese young people are havinz t.education. activity, Jobs ). Discuss how these solutions
might work - or how they may not.

Compare the solutions .A.,th those tried in the United states for the same problems. How
are they similar or different^

A

4

2 3



Handout 1 1 - Problems in Chi,

YOUTH PROBLEMS -CHINA
The nineties generation also exhibits some characteristic

youth problems, from smoking and drinking to drug use and crime.
At a time when the government has finally begun to criticize
smoking, young people are fast taking up the habit: some teenagers
are reported unable to sit through the university entrance
examinations without lighting up a cigarette. While smoking has
historically been a rile habit, it has now been seized on by
teenage girls as fashionable, adult, and modern, along with makeup
and miniskirts. Au China's nightlife develops, teenage drinking
and even brawling are also beginning to become problems.

The media have admitted that China, which officially
eradicated drugs soon after the Communist revolution, now has a
growing drug problem; even English-language publications for
foreign consumption feature articles on it. The problem is
primarily linked to drug traffic from the Golden Triangle through
Chine- puthwest provinces; the bulk of China's officially
estimated 70,000 addicts live in this area.

Both experimentation and addiction are reported as far afield
as Xian, Beijing, and shanghai, and are associated chiefly with the
growing affluence of youthful entrepreneurs. According to one
report, approximately 80 percent of some 7,200 drug addicts located
by the police in Xian are under 28 years of age, and the youngest
are only 15. The report quotes one newly rich young man as saying,
"If I do not take drugs, how can I spend my money?...eating,
drinking, patronizing prostitutes, and gambling can't deplete my
money."

Drug-related crime and prostitution, familiar in the West,
have exacerbated China's burgeoning crime problem, previously
linked more to frustrated aspirations, unemployment, and declining
social control. Reports of violent robberies, rapes, and even gang
warfare are common in the media, at least when the perpetrators
have been caught (and, in many cases, given the death sentence).
The proportion of crimes committed by youths has increased
approximately three fold since i949; last year almost three-
quarters of all convicted criminals were under the age of 25.

While premarital sex is still officially frowned on and blamed
on "the evil influences of the Open Door," even the media
acknowledges that young people cannot always be expected to forgo
sexual relations until marriage. Like similar discussions in the
American media in the 1950s, the one occurring in China only
confirms the everyday reality. By the mid-1980s more than half the
women undergoing abortions in urban hospitals were unmarried, while
reform centers were full of teenage girls (but not boys) who had
committed so called "sex offenses." In the early 1990s it is
common knowledge that the officially criticized Western practice of
young people living together before marriage has becore widespread
among the gaoganzidi. Reports from the countryside have revealed
that in some villages as many as 50 percent of all young women
marry below the official minimum age of 20 because they are
pregnant.

17Q
Source: Current History Septem6er 1991
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tHandout02 - Youth C bl

YOUTH CULTURE IN CHINA
Formerly subjected to one of the world's highest levels of

social control - through the urban danwei (unit) or the rural
collective - the Chinese now Aave far more geographical,
employment, and socioeconomic mobility than at any time since the
early 1950s. Young people take the reduced controls for granted
and, despite the events of mid-1989, are challenging them and
stretching their limits.

While young Chinese have never lived solely for the official
ideal of serving the people, the current generation is openly
displaying a range of behaviors and values that run counter to both
socialist and traditional norms for well-behaved youth. Many of
these are characteristic of the "international youth culture" that
has been evolving.

Freed from the Maoist cult of austerity, China's youth has
taken to consumer culture with a vengeance. As in the West and in
other developing countries, puth spending power has become a
target for both local manufacturers and the multinational
corporations that have established markets or joint ventures in the
People's Republic. The transistor radio of the 1970s and the
cassette recorder and television set of the 1980s have given way to
VCRs, computer games, and stereo systems, not to mention brand

denim. Indeed, of all thnames from Adidas to "Fun" faded e
generation gaps in China, one of the widest is in clothing. Both
sexes participate enthusiastically in the "appearance revolution"
but it is young women who present the strongest contrast to their
conservatively dressed elders.

In a society that traditionally held age in great respect,
today's stress on youth in magazine and television advertising is
particularly striking. Glamorous young female models drape

11themselves over motorbikes, sip expensive canned drinks, and tout
the latest beauty products that guarantee to make the buyer
attractive to the opposite sex.

Chinese youth is also fast developing its own leisure culture.
While parents spend their evenings attending to household and work-
related matters or watching revivals of Beijing Opera productions,
the younger generation listens to pop music or watches videotapes
of Hong Kong or Western films. (A reasonable array is available in
Chinese stores but there is a huge market for smuggle.' videotapes.)
Discos, bars, and the ubiquitous singalong bars are regular haunts
for urban youth; in small towns and the more prosperous villages
the occasional dance helps alleviate the boredom of rural youth.
Because 60 percent of the national population has access to
television, a large population of rural youth is becoming aware of
urban and foreign lifestyles.

Young people's personal relationships, too, are now more like
those of youth elsewhere in the world. Gone is the piAblic facade
of pure comradeship and sacrifice of the personal life for the
communal good. Nowadays relations between the sexes are grist for
youth magazines like Shanghai's Youth Generation and Guangzhou's 11
Golden Generation: from officially criticized "puppy love" to
romantic attachment, marriage, and sexual relations (not always in
that order). Letters to these magazines' advice columns sound a
familiar note, although their Naivete reveals a society in which
such matters have only recently begun to be discussed openly.

11Source: Current History September 1991 25



A FEW CHINESE CITIES

Meanine in Chinese "Northern Capital"

Location: Approximately the same latitude as denver and Philadelphia.

Elevation: 165 ft. Above sea level

Population: 93 million

Climate Jan. July Oct.

Daily Temp. (F) 35 89 69
*Days Rain (ave.) 3 13 3
Shanehai

Meaning in Chinese: "Up From the Sea"

Location: Approximately the same as Jacksonville, Florida

Elevation: SO ft. above sea level

Population: 11.9 million

Climate Jan. July Oct.
Daily Temp. ave. 47 91 75
*Days Rain ave.: 10 11 9
Ktun-minz

Location: Approximately the la+itude of the Florida keys

Elevation: 6,200 ft. above sea level

Population : 1.5 million
Climate jan. July Oct

Daily Temp. (F) ave. 61 77 70

*Days Rain (ave.) 2 19 12

Meaning in Chinese: "Western Peace"
Location: 34 degrees N (latitude) 109 deerees east (longitude)

Elevation: 656 - 1640 ft. above sea level

Population: 1.9 Million
Climate Jan. July

Daily Temp. (ave.) 23 77

Rain mostly between May and October
3S2
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STUDENT ACTIVITY

Title: Urban China

Introduction:

About 17 to 20 percent of China lives in urban areas. While this percentage is low.
many of China:s cities are the most crowded on earth. The cities are also places of
history and culture. In China the cities have played an important role in the history of
China and its present economic outlook as well. It is extremely important that any
study of a culture include the urban resident.

:Dbjeotives:

1. To give an overview of the Chinese urban resident - how they live and what some of
the traits of urban life are in China.

2. To define some of the major highlights of cities in China - run-ming, Xi'an,
Shanghai. Beijing.

3. To acquaint the student with the difficulties some urban areas in China may have.

4. To develop an awareness of Chinese city and its impact on the culture, history, and
economy of China.

Materials:

Handout A Overview of Urban China
Handout B Chinese Cities and Populations
Handout *1 - run-Ming
Handout *2 - Xi'an
Handout *3 (A,B) A Walk in Beijing
Handout *4 (I,II) Shanghai

Procedure:

Discuss urban life in China using the overview /.Handout A and What conclusions
can be made about life in 3 Chinese city ?

Break the class into four groups. Give each group a different Chinese city. Have them
critique the city as written atmut. What kind of place is it? What was its importance?
Does the problems cited in the overview fit this city? Have the students present their
critique (it should be short and descriptive). Which city sound the most welcoming,
historical, economically well off?

Have student research the different cities further. Which city is the most appealing?

2 9
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K'UN-MING CITY
Handout # 1

K'un-Mina Ci

Today, Kfun-ming is undergoing rapid change, and its urban
landscape has begun to take on the same appearance as that of other
major Chinese cities. Industrial and commercial districts have
been established, new wide streets and modern office buildings have
been built, and new road and railroads now connect the city with
its hinterland and other parts of China. Culturally, Kfun-ming
today is more diverse than in the past. Some of the East Coast war
refugees and their descendants remain; numbers of minority peoples
indigenous to Yunnan live in the city; and youthful workers sent in
from other provinces further contribute to the mixture of peoples.
Although Yunnan and Klun-ming are now much more tightly integrated
into a strong central government than previously, the people retain
a penchant for maverick political independence. Apparently this
tendency, together with the area's distant location relative to the
eastern cities, is one reason the city is not on the usual tourist
circuit.

The K'un-ming urban area consists of three distinctive
sections, differing in age, appearance, and function: the old
city, representing Kfun-ming's extent prior to World War II; a
suburban area containing most of the wartime and post-war
population expansion; and areas where the post-1949 industrial
growth has taken place.

Change has perhaps been most evident in the old city. The
ancient walls have been torn down and replaced with boulevards,
leaving only an elevated promenade in the northeast sector. Old
lanes and alleys are being obliterated in favor of straight, paved
thoroughfares. The squat-wood and mud-brick buildings that lined
the major streets are being replaced by five and six-storied
concrete buildings. Sewers and street lights have been installed
and silver birch and crab apple trees planted along all the major
roads. The streets, no longer full of peddlers' conveyances and
shop people, are crowded with buses and trucks, and evidence of
construction activity is widespread.

The southern half of the old city is today relatively
uninteresting as any charm it may have possessed has since
disappeared with modernization. pew office and commercial
buildings front recently widened and modernized streets, although
old residential structures are still present along the remaining
alleys away from the main thoroughfares. The northern part of the
old city, devoted primarily to institutional and recreational use,
is the most beautiful section of town. An excellent view of this
area can be had from the remaining portion of the wall in the
northeast where the elevated and tree-lined promenade passes over
a small hill. From there, Tsfui Hu (Green Lake) is visible, a
large willow-lined lake with walkways, a temple, and gardened
shores, nestling at the foot of Yuan-tung Hill. In the spring the
hill is splashed with color from the blossoms of its peach, plum,
and crab apple trees.

Source: National Committee on U.S. - China Relations
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Hanaout #2 - xi'an

MAN
Of all cities on the China itinerary, Xi'an and its history

moct vividly exemplify the extraordinary continuity of Chinese
civilization. Once the largest city in the world and a paradigm of
imperial splendor, Xi'an served as the capital of 11 dynasties.
Only in recent years, however, has Xi'an become well-known outside
of China, owing to the discovery there in 1974 of the astonishing
burial site of Emperor Qin Shi Huangdi (3rd century BC). On the
strength of the Qin tomb excavations, Xi'an has emerged almost
overnight as one of the most popular tourist destinations in China,
with a visit here becoming nearly as de riguer as a stop in
Beijing.

Xi/an was also an active link in the major trade routes
between China and the commercial enclaves of Central Asia and
Europe during the 7th and 8th centuries. Today, Xi/an is the
capital of Shaanxi irovince and a model example of the PRC
government's concerted efforts to create new inland centers of
industry to counterbalance the traditional dominance of the large
east coast cities.

To the north of this city of 2.5 million people lie the rugged
Western Hills, dotted with ancient tombs, and the Wei River, which
forms a natural boundary. The entire region south of the river is
fertile, suitable for growing cotton and coarse grains. The city's
ancient walls and wide avenues, laid out in an orderly grid
patterns, are impressive, but the modern urban housing developments
are undistinguished.

The climate in Xi'an is relatively harsh, with great seasonal
variation. The average winter temperature is approximately 1

degree C (34 degrees F), while in the summer it often rises to 28
degrees C (82 degrees F) and often even hotter. Early spring and
fall are cool and comfortable. The rainy season begins in July and
lasts until October. Dust storms and thunderstorms are not
uncommon throughout the rest of the year.
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I BEIJING H WEEK

1

-;anciout I

2eijing - 4 Walk i

To step away from the hurly-burly of Beijing boulevards into

a quiet alley flanked by old stone is to stroll back to antiquity:

to the whiff of jasmine and the swish of silken gowns that faded in

the capital long ago but remain in the imagination as vividly as

imperial red.
Beijing is a city of ancient walls, gray slate walls whose

mortar has crumbled and vanished, like lost chronicles that once
bound together China's past. Indeed, Beijing was a wall before it

was a city, a northern rampart defending the Yellow River
civilization from invaders storming down from the steppes.

Beijing walls still block the vision and access of foreign
reporters and other modern-day "barbarians." But as the government
erects invisible walls to official contacts and drives away many of

my Chinese friends through ham-handed harassment, the ancient walls
offer me an escape. They inspire facies of grand, imperial

Beijing.
Briefly fleeing the repressive present, I begin a search for

the wondrous past of Dublai Khan at the capital's stone barriers.
It's easy to picture on the other side of a high Beijing wall a
calligrapher flicking back his long sleeve, bending his gray head
and wispy beard, and stroking Chinese characters in black ink
beside a still, clear pool

Centuries of Xenophobia

Along with tranquil visions, the walls provoke historical
insight. They have reminded me not to take as a personal affront
the suspicion and severe xenophobia that has bristled within the
communist regime since the "Beijing Spring" of 1989. China's

leaders have viewed foreigners with hostility for millennia.
The walls are also a reminder of China's long history of

centralized rule, and so help explain why the current leadership
governs with an iron fist. They represent the authoritarian

political traditions that, like the hard casing of a bomb,

intensified the explosive cry for democratic reform in the spring

of 1989.
The walls also recall for me the turmoil of the world's oldest

surviving civilization. Throughout history, Beijing's barriers
often hid soctal decay within before they fell to Mongol, Manchu,
European, or Japanese conquerors.

Far below the high ramparts, in the maze of a Hutong (walled
neighborhood), my flight into nostalgia and historical reverie is
cut short by the warmth and spontaneity of people sheltered behind

Beijing barriers.
A gray haired woman dressed in black cotton shoes and baggy

pants wraPped in puttees turns into an alley, leading her
grandchild by the hand back from school. I squeeze by her, one

shoulder scraping the stone and the other rubbing blue
"proletarian" cloth, and glimpse a gap toothed smile. Encounters
with Beijing residents often reveal a courtesy as lasting as the
walls that have given them protection.

Pqnp A
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BEIJING fi MILK 11

Mao Zedong, intent on destroying many of China's traditions,

tore down most of the walls surrounding the heart of the old
capital in 1958. Among the walls left standing are the tall ones

of Zhongnanhai, the fortified compound protecting the leadership,

and those sprouting barbed-wire and holding "counter-revolutionary"
dissidents at the Beijing No. 1 Prison.

But there are many old compounds accessible to foreigners that

reveal as much about old Beijing as the towers of the Forbidden

City. These relics, called siheyuan, or "four-sided courtyards,"

are in fact modest versions of the Imperial Palace.

In the northwestern part of the old city, within earshot of

the ancient Drum Tower that used to beat out each hour, is a Manchu

nobleman's siheyuan, now called the Bamboo Garden Hotel.
Like all siheyuan, the hotel has four walls with apartments

enclosing a central garden. But unlike most, it has a particularly

grisly history. Mao's secret police chief, Kang Sheng, seized the

compound in 1949, and is said to have tortured sone of his victims

in a chamber beneath a man-made hill in the center of the garden.

All I hear in the garden is the whisper of wind through a grove of

bamboo.
Not far from the hotel, beside Back Lake, is the former

imperial mansion of China's last emperor, Henry Pu Yi. After the

communists took power, the "Son of Heaven" joined the working class

as a gardener at his former residence, and Soong chingling, the

widow of Dr. Sun Yat-sen, moved into the mansion.

Source for Beijing- A Walk
The Cric*lan Science Monitor March 20, 1990
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SHEINCHRI I Handout #4 Shanghai I & II

Shanghai, once a bastion of Western capitalism as well as
the birthplace of the Chinese Communist Party, is today China's
largest city, most important port, and the premier center of
trade and industry. Since 1949, it has become the country's
leading production center as well, supplying both domestic and
international markets. Unlike most other large cities, Shanghai
grows most of its own food, and its suburbs have China's highest
crop yield per acre.

Originally a fishing village, the city of Shanghai was built
atop mud.flats along the winding Huangpu (Whampoa) River a few
miles south of the estuary of the Yangzi (Yangtze). Today, more
than 11 million people in a metropolitan area of more than 2,355
square miles--about half of them living in a congested urban core
of 58 square miles-comprise the largest metropolis on the Asian
mainland and one of the largest in the world.

Shanghai is China's most Westernized city. the wide and
bustling boulevard along the west bank of the Huangpu--once known
as the Bund--presents an impressive skyline of tall buildings,
constructed to house the banks, clubs, hotels, and offices of a
bygone era, the period when the Bund was the exclusive domain of
the Western powers. the buildings have different functions now:
the former American Club is a police station, and what was once
the British Consulate has been converted into a Friendship Store.
to the west, north, and south of this area stretch miles of
typical Chinese urban developmentlow, crowded buildings, small
shops, and busy markets. Along much of the waterfront and in
outlying areas are sizeable industrial districts, in part
consisting of pre-1949 factories but now augmented by more
recently built installations. Much of this newer development is
surrounded by workers' apartment buildings. Some 150 new housing
blocks have been erected since 1949, increasing residential space
by more than 14 million square miles.

An enormous amount of commerce moves to and from Shanghai by
ocean vessel, river craft, and two railroads--one to the
northwest to Nanjing and the populous North China region, and the
second south to Hangzhou and the urban centers of South China.
Few of Shanghai's foreign visitors arrive by ship; most come by
rail or air. There are four airports in Shanghai, two of which
are used for civilian traffic. Air travelers usually land at
Hongjiao International Airport, situated to the west of the city.

The visitor can expect a climate similar to that of Norfolk,
Virginia. summers are hot and humid, usually with considerable
rain. Winters are chilly rather than cold; many days are gray
and gloomy with occasional periods of drizzle or light rain.
Spring and autumn are the most comfortable seasons, when
temperatures are pleasant and rain infrequent.

3S8
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SHEINGIIfil II
The shanghai Industrial Exhibition, located between Nanjing

Street and Yan'an Street several blocks west of the People's
Park, is in the former Sino-Soviet Friendship Palace, and
impressive structure with a high spire. A permanent exhibit of
products manufactured in Shanghai is housed in the building and
other exhibits are displayed and sold there. The Buddhist
Jing'an Monastery, containing the famous Temple of Serenity, is
farther west, at the intersection of Nanjing and Fanhuangtu
streets. The Children's Palace, and educational and recreational
center, is another third of a mile beyond. Yufo Temple (also
known as the Temple of the Jade Buddha), at the intersection of
Jiangning and Anyuan Streets, contains two superb jade statues of
'Buddha.

The "Old Town" (the original Chinese settlement) contrasts
sharply with the Western appearance of the Bund and Nanjing
Street, predating by centuries the development of the
International Settlement and French Concession. Streets are
narrow and winding, and buildings are low rnd crowded, but the
old shanties have been wh:te-washed and newly thatched. Although
the walls that once encircled the Old Town hive been removed, the
oval boundary can readily be traced by the street pattern. The
Yu Garden forms a pleasant enclave in the northern part of the
Old Town. It contains a small lake in the center of which stands
a famous old tea house, the Wuxinting (known for its wide variety
of snacks), which is connected to the shore bi; zigzag bridges
whose alignment, according to Chinese belief, foils evil spirits.
Just south of the garden is the Yu Yuan Market, comprising ofsa
dozen or so eating establishments (including some of the most
famous in shanghai) and nearly 100 specialty shops selling a
veritable galaxy of handicrafts and sundries. The 400 year old
City Temple is inside the market.

Pleasant residential neighborhoods with quiet streets and
large secluded houses are found to the west of the Old Town in
the former French Concession quarter. Many of the houses have
been converted into institutions, including a medical college and
several hospitals. Culture Square and the former home of Dr. Sun
Yat-sen, now a small museum, are located in this area.

The rapid growth of Shanghai in the past two decades has
resulted in the development of commercial, government, and
educational complexes in outlying areas. Fudan University,
specializing in thsAciences, and Tongji University, an
engineering school, are located in the Jiangwan District, some 4
miles north of the city center. These Universities along with
other institutions have made major scientific achievements in the
research of electronics, lasers, vacuums, and atomic energy.

f
ge ,
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Source for Shanghai I and II

National Committee on U.S.-
China Relations
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STUDENT ACTIVITY
Title: Tourist Maps and Cities

Introduction:

Cities are often places of culture and history. Many cities'arxciting to
visitors because they offer an array of sites and activities that can not be found
anywhere else. Cities in China date back thousands of years and therefore have
many spectacular historical sites and places to see.
Objectives:

1. To acquaint students with the Chinese cities of Shanghai and Beijing

2 To reinforce concepts relating to maps and keys.

3. To give students an understanding of tourism and its impact on the
ecomomy.

Materials:

Handout #1 Tourist Map - Shanghai
Handout #2 - Tourist Map Beijing
Paper/Colored Pencils
Tourist Book On China
Procedure:

If possible get a tourist book on China. Read some of the descriptions the book
has for Beijing and Shanghai. Have them research the two cities using an
encyclopedia.

Hand out tourist maps (Handout #1 and #2-Tourist maps) of Shanghai and
Beijing. Notice that the maps are abstract and identify only what he map
producer thought was important. Talk about what the maps identify as
important. What is that the producers of these maps want the visitor to notice
about the city?

After the discussion have students reasons cities produce tourist maps. What
does tourism do for a city?

Hand out four sheets of white paper. In four or five groups have them draw a
tourist map of the school. There should be no discussion between groups.

Have students present their tourist maps. Talk about similarities and difference
in what the students thought was important for people to see.

36
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Handout #
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STUDENT ACTIVITY

Title - Hong Kong
introduction:

The city of Hong kong is one of the most well known on earth. As a financial
center, the banks and trading companies in Hong Kong are among some of the
world's most powerful. More importantly, Hong kong will be part of China in
1997. The difference between Hong Kong and other parts of China are vers-
sharp. How Hong Kong adapts to being a part of China will remain to be seen.

Objectives:

1. To have the student view and read a pictorial and written description of Hong
Kong in order to get an understanding of what the city is like.

2. To have students articulate the reasons people in Hong Kong may be afraid of
what will happen in 1997 when they become a part of China.

3. To have the student develop an opinion on what impact the Chinese takeover
of Hong Kong will have on the population of the city and of China.

Materials:
Handout # 1 - Thoughts on Hong Kong
Handout # 2 - General Overview of Hong Kong
Handout # 3 - Scene of Hong Kong
Procedure:

Have students read overview of Hong Kong (Handout" ) What kind of city is
Hong Kong. What importance does it have in Asia?

Have students view "Hong Kong Scenes". From the description and pictures
have students discuss:

How economically healthy is Hong Kong
What would be its importance to China in 1997

Hand out "Thoughts" (Handout#1, Students should research the history of Hong
kong from the encyclopedia. Discuss the reasons that Hong Kong will be part of
China. Also briefly discuss the present Chinese government.

Have students write an editorial defending the Chinese takeover in 1997 or
opposing it. What rationale is used in both positions ?
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HONG KONG

1

Handout #2 Hong Kong

Hong Kong, one of Asia's primary commercial and tourist
destinations, is a British dependent territory, scheduled to revert

to China in 1997. The territory, consisting of the Kowloon
Peninsula, Hong Kong and Lantau Islands, and over 200 lesser
islands, adjoins the southeastern coast of China and has
historically been a meeting ground of old and new, and East and
West. It is a city teeming with people and energy, with a wide
array of cultural offerings and an economic dynamism that has made

it one of Asia's most prosperous areas. In addition, Hong Kong's
nightlife, shopping, historical attractions, and stunning scenery
continue to ateract millions of visitors annually.

Hone Kong is extremely hilly and possesses virtually no
natural resolArces, one of several factors underlying the importance
of foreign trade to the territory. Hong Kong's harbor is

considered amorgg the finest natural harbors in the world, and is
visited by more than 15,000 ocean-going vessels yearly. There is
little arable farmland, and Hong Kong must import agricultural
products, as well as more than half of the territory's water
supply, from China.

Hong Kong's population is currently 5.7 million, the vast
majority of whom are ethnically Chinese. Although the primary
areas of urban concentration are on Hong Kong Island and Kowloon,
a number of developments, or "New Towns," have grown rapidly in the
New Territories, including Shatin, which currently has more than
700,000 rAsidents. Most of Hong Kong's population speaks the
Cantonese dialsct, though English is also an official language and
is widely understood.

Transportation in Hong Kong is extremely well-developed, with
bus lines and a fast efficient mass transit system covering the
territory. In addition, taxis are easily found and inexpensive,
and a number of ferries provide shuttle service between Kowloon and
Hong Kong, as well as to number of the more distant islands.
Internationally, rail service connects Hong Kong with China, and
Kai Tak Airport is served by over 30 international airlines, with
destinations all over the world.

Source: National Committee on U.S. - China Relations

Mandarin Spelling: Xianggang

Meaning in Chinese: Fragrant Harbor

Location: Approximately that of Cuba (latitude)

Population: 5.7 million

Climate: Jan. July

Ave. Temp. (F) 60 83
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HONG KONG SECOND
THOUGHTS

Skepticism about China's intentions toward Hong Kong
intensified after the Tiananmen massacre. The brutal smashing of
the democracy movement by Chinese troops led many to doubt China's
promises to maintain a capitalist Hong Kong. However, China has
always brutalized its dissidents and it has always protected Hong
Kong; the two aspects of Chinese policy are not inconsistent.
Moreover, China's attitude toward Hong Kong during the crisis was
reiarkably tolerant.

The most fundamental rule of the "one country, two systems"
approach taken in the Basic Law must be that neither China nor Hong
Kong is allowed to subvert the other. But during the crisis in
Beijing, Hong Kong people funded the democracy mov,ment, backed it
with propaganda, smuggled its leaders into and out of China,
channeled news of the massacre into southern China, and mounted
demonstrations in support of the dissidents that drew as many as 1
million people. The chinese government responded by complaining
and by writing a non-subversion rule into the Basic Law. Thus
while Hong Kong ignored the implicit rules of "one country, two
systems," Beijing honored them; Western sympathy for the democracy
movement and for the Hong Kong people supporting it kept Westerners
from appreciating the fact that, however understandable its
motivations, the Hong Aong people's behavior was potentially
suicidal.

The Hong Kong government chose neither to debate the non-
subversion rule publicly nor to form a public consensus on the
range of permissible behavior nor to write explicit laws against
future subversion. Instead, it quietly imposed restrictions that
accomplished what the Chinese wanted; for example, it prosecuted a
group calling for democracy, resurrecting a law forbidding the use
of bullhorns without government permission.

The English-language press routinely denounced each government
effort to implement non-subversion rules as a concession to China
by crass leaders who cared more about good British-Chinese
commercial relations than the rights of the Horg Kong people.
These were utterly inaccurate descriptions of British motives, but
the government's unwillingness to deal with the problem publicly
ensured that any of its actions on the matter would be viewed as
shameful. It also left a dangerous ambiguity in Hong Kong's
relations with China

Source - Ciazzai_diLtarY
September 1991
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CHINESE WRITING
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records were reade oil heat= the shells or bones over 3 fire until crack:, appeared on
them. Most ef the inscriptions are oracular, dealing with political or rellgIVIS events.
weather. or warfare. DIsccvered tcward the end of the 19th century in Chineie drugstores
where the'r were being sold as "dragon bones' for medicinal value, the story these
inscriptions have and tell is a colorful part of Chinese history.
The first style of writing came into place during the Chou Dynasty (1122-221 B.C2.
Compared to the oracle style, these characters are rounded at the corners and show a
mixture of thin and thick strokes. Many surviving examples of this style, called the Great
seal Style. are from bronze vessels.
In 221 B.C.. the first unifier and emperor of china ordered that the writing system te

3tandarthzed and established the style of his native state, Ch'in as the model script of the
empire. The round corners of this script, known as the Small Seal Style, make is similar
to the Great seal Style,. The lines, however, are of an even thickness and the characters
'ire elongated so that they might fit neatly into a vertical rectangle.
During the Han Dynastv l,207 B.C. - 220 A.D.) the Small seal Style Was surpassed by

another tript which could be written more quickly and clearly with a brush. this became
3=.7 r.he clencal Style because most examples of this have been found on official

jocuments and records. This style became the fore runner of the regular style which
preeede most modern Chinese writing.
The earliest written Chinese characters were pictographs. The character for rain was
several lines and the one for horse looked like a horse. Pictographs. however. are a
minoritY in the total vocabulari of Chinese. Most of the language today cannot be
suggested bty simple pictures.
2.allisraoreyt the art of rendering cnaracters to paper. has long been prized in Chinese

o:elture. A'sr the Chinese there is a close relationship between painting and calligraphy.
Therefore the ancient and modern methods of writing are used in scrolls and paintings
with a balance between writing and picture.
The modern Chinese writing system was began when the People's Republic of China

lecided to simplify the characters and adopt a system of spelling Chthese word in Latin
letters. Both measures were intended to make the reading and writing of Chinese easier. it
'Tas also designed to help the Chinese take a crucial step toward promotinz linguistic
enity and raising the standard of literacy throughout China.
In order to understand the nature of Chinese characters and their simplification the

Internal structure of them must be examined, each character is made up of two types of
smaller unit called the stroke and the radical. A stroke is a line, either straight or
curved. that is completed every time the pen leaves the paper. There are approximately 20
distinct strokes in Chinese and are the closest counterpart to the 26 letters in the latin
alphabet.
Most radicals are characters. Characters represent ideas or concepts rather then sounds.

For example, the sun radical and the character for run are identical. It does not tell you
how tc pronounce sun although there may be "remainders attached to help with phonetic
pronunciation. There are thousands of characters in use and most of them are radicals.
Each character contains only one radical. A literary character meaning °morning sun"
.eould sontain the radical of sun. In a Chinese dictionary, the characters are arranged by
redical. To look up anything with sun connected to it, you would look it up by that radical.
The simplification effort of the Chinese government has shortened the number of strokes

:n use with the present written language. While Chinese remains complex. it has evolved
tremendously over the centuries. The written language has remained independent of the
shanges that have taken place tri spoken language. This independence has made it possible
to provide a literary continuity through thousand of years and serve as a cohesive force in
ii.eepinz the diverse cultures of China together.

3 3
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STUDENT liCTIVITY

Title: Chinese Language

Introduction:
Using the short history of the Chinese language along with examples in the enclosed

material students will be able to see the way Chinese language is written and the way it is
used.

Rationale:

The Chinese language is one of the beautiful and complex languages in the world.
Students who are in language classes or studying China should see and write this language
in way that helps them understand its use and significance.

Objectives;

1. Tz., develop student understanding of the history of Chinese writing
2. To provide an exercise where students are able to write and understand a small

amount of Chinese characters.
3. To develop student recognition of the Chinese language and how it is used as

communication just like other languages.
4. To allow students to be creative with their own language skills.

Procedure:

Have students read the short history of writing. Show overhead of the History of Chinese
Writing handout ii. Review the styles the students lust read and highlight them on the

er head.
Have the students write sentence or two about whce they live winout using their own

language, rather pictures. Have a few draw their stories on the board.
Have the students look at Handout $2 with Ancient mnd modern. Discuss how the

characters may have originated, how they may have changed and why.
T.rsinz the symbols, have student ?I r 'Ate 3 story combining latin letter:: with the chinese

Triting. As they write the modern sYmbols. talk about tArokes and rathcals.
Have the students research more about Chinese writing, espnially the art ot Callizraphy

..see Enchanted China unity



HANOUT #1 - HISTORY OF CHINESE WRITING
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HANDOUT #2 - Ancient and Modern Chinese writing
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Sun Ri (rerh)

4

Moon ae (jou-eh)

Wafer Shui

Mountain :ohan (shan-as 1i can)

Ox iu (niu)

Fish

Field

Rack

47
402
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Tian (tian)

Shi Oherh)



Handout ILIA - Chinese Places/terms

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

Common Words and Terms
in Chinese and English

Chinese Phonetic
Chinese

Alphabet (Pinyin)
*I21 Diu

*MIX Dough= Rommin
ata Gongkeguo

Itag Shards
11' . Slang
tittrit Zithiqu

Mixiashi

Dints
Urin Zizhizhou

Meng
Sisi
Xian
rizhisian

Qi
Zizhiqi

Quieten
Ticlu
Gongiis
rim. He
Hu. Po
Shaw ( R.)
Yunhe
Qtr. Qudao

fmg
Qmm
Hai
Yang
Maki
Wan
Gang, Gangkou
iio

English

Map
The People's Re-

pubic or China
Caphal
Protium
Autonomous Re-

gion
Municipality Di-

reedy under the
Central Cava*
mat

Prefecture
Autonomous Pro

lecture
Wipe
Cty, Municipality
County
Autonomous Conn-

t7
Banner
Autonomous Ban- .

ner
Town or Wage
Railway
Highway
River
Lake
Roan*
Canal
Canal, Irrigation

Canal
Weg
SPring
Sea
Ocean
Strait. Channel
Gtdf, Bay
Harbour, Port
Cape

Chinese Phonetic
Chinese English

Alphabet (Pinyin)

th*

ih.daP
itshe

Wu,*

Iftagt

4 3

Tgo
Deo, Yu
Banda)
Quadao, Liedao

Shan. Shannsal

Shan, Shorn
Feng, Shelling
Shankoe, Gun
Chanichang
Werthua

PingYthm
Gaoyuan
Shand

Oft
Pendi
Shama
Dame

Doug
xl
Nan
Bei
Dom
Qint
Hots
Zoo
You
Nei
WA

xli
Shang

Da
rim

Reef
Wand
Pe:6We
Islands,

Andikeimo
Mountsin Range.

Aimmtsins
Mount* Rides.
Peak,Moust
Pass
Grest Wall
Cultund and His-

torkai Ste
Maks
Platen
Hilly Land,
Mountainous Area
Hills
Basin
Desert
Swamp .

Esst
West
South
North
Cenual
Front
Rear. Back
Left
Right
Inner
Outer
Upper
Lower, Under
Big, Great, Grand
Smal, Litde,

Lesser



CHINESE SERB (CHOPS)

In China, seals are used much the same as
signatures in the western world. Chinese
use their personal seals to identify
themselves while the western people sign
their names. Seals are indespensable in the
daily life of the Chinese.

Seals are in letters. on scrolls, books or
properties to mark out the posessions. The
most popular seals are those used by the
painters and calligraphers. Chinese
painters already started placing seals
underneath their names in the Sung
Dynasty (960-1278 A.D.) Ever since then, one
or more seals were used on paintings.

Prints of seals can be divided into positive
(male) which the red outstanding part is the
ob)ect wording and negative (female) which
the object appears in white on a red
background. Sometimes both styles are used
on one chop (real). As for the characters,
any style can be used. However, the Great
F al Script is the most popular.

Sometimes the Chinese painters chop
various seals into one painting. Those seals
can be the personal name, the artistic style.
a poetic phrase, the private name of the
studio, or even a favorite saying.

The most popular color of seal ink is red.
the seal ink is made of mineral oil,
cinnaba, and moxa punk. since the Chinese
paintings are done mostly in black, the red
seal would not spoil the painting and also
stand out enough to tell who is the painter
of the work,

Seals are many styles and materials. Many

considered a sophiticated art in China.
artists make' their own seal which is a

LIST iYAY 49
ACTIVIleir: Have students design their own
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SPOKEN CHINESE
The evolution of spoken Chinese has been constant. What this means is that there has been

substantial differences between the Chinese of today and that of ancient times. For example,
the paems of the T'ang dynasty, original written to rhyme no longer do so. Confucius, if giving
a lecture in China today, would no longer be understood.

Within China today there are large numbers of dialects. A man from Peking cannot be sure
of being understood in the Kunz/hag. The written characters in Chinese language have changed
little. Most of the characters in the writings of Confucius would be recognizable. The
independence of the written language from the spoken one has enabled Chinese culture to
retain a core that has lasted for centuries.
Like other ancient tongues, Chinese is a heiroglyphic, rather then alphabetical language. Its

letters were originally pictures. Over the years many Sinologists and linguists have developed
ways to write the Chinese language in the latin alphabet. The Chinese government adapted a
system called Pinyiri, which literally means "spell sound". All the Chinese words spelled out
in Latin letters are written ir. Pinyin. The government has pointed out that Pinyin is not
intende to replace the characters but rather serve as an aid in learning pronunciation. To
discontinue the use of Chinese characters would end generations of a rich and meamngful
cultural heritage. The list of words below are Pinyin translations of some Chinese words with
pronunciation,

Please qing (ching)
Hello ni hao (nee hao)
Friend pengyou (pung-yo)
American melguoren (may-gnaw run)
Goodbye zai jian (dzai jee-en)

Standard Chinese, which is based on a beijing dialect is now taught in all parts of China. It is
a straightforward system that has only one unfamiliar aspect This relates to the tones. The
musical quality of the Chinese language relates to the fact that almost every syllable must
carry one of four basic tones. The idea of tone seems to be confined to that of Chinese and
other languages influenced by them.
Essentially every Chinese syllable has a characteristic tone or pitch pattern. Changing the

tone alters the meaning just as changing a consonant or vowel in the English language changes'
meaning. Standard Chinese has four tones. They are raising, falling, level, and dipping. In
addition to the tone every syllable must have a nucleus to carry the tone, like a vowel.
Although the Pinyih system is and standard Chinese are taught throughout all of China, the

languages of ethnic minorities are given consideration as well. There are millions of Chinese
who belong to some 58 minorities or ethnic groups. each of thwe has a dialect or variation of
the standard Chinese.
The basic sentence Chinese has the order subject-verb-object, as in English. Thus the

sentence wo'rnen chi a is word for word "we eat chicken". There is a tendency in Chinese to
delete either- the subject or obct. Then wo'men chi (we eat) or chi n (chicken are both common
sentences. To focus the attention on the object, Chinese will move it to the beginning of the
sentence. Ji wo'men chi means "we eat chicken", but it would be normally contrasted with
somethine we did not eat The movement of word can form whole different meanings, just as in
other languages.
The Chinese language as an object of study goes back to the beeinnince of the Christian era. A

that time the Chinese had already produced sophisticated works in writing. The foundations of
the historical study of sounds were laid out by the great scoolars of the Qing dynasty, and it is
on their works that modern Chinese linguists stand.
The study of Chidese language is an ongoing pursuit by those in and out of China. With eight
map' dialect groups and many smaller, dialects this is often a difficult task. Early
romanization through the Yale system and Wade-Giles helped to make translation of Chinese
easier. The Pinyin system has further simplified the process. With one quarter of the world's
people speaking Chinese, it is an important language.

4! 5 50
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Title: Chinese Language
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:ntroduction:
The Chinese language is one of the most widely and written languages in the world today.

It is important to understand the roots of this language even though we may not be able to
speak it. Students should be exposed to the verbal sounds of Chinese being spoken and
attempt some we.,.rds themselves.

7.ationa;e:
The Unitea State: continues to ignore tne Clunese language in seconaar7 scnooling for

the most part. F:en a small amount of exposure will help ehminate some sf the =ter:
surrounding this s.,'stem of communication.

:Dblectives:
1. Expose the student to the historY and study associated with the Chinese spoken

language.
To help the student understand how Chinese is spoken.
To give the student a small amcrint of basic phrases that they can pronounce and use.

Materials:

Handouts on Chinese language
Tape of Chinese being spoken ,:native speaker if possible)

1:rocedure:

Have students read short history and explanation of the Chinese language. E.iscuss /4's
oomplexit-., and comparison with English.
Play a tape of Chinese being spoken. Discuss the difficulties of tr:insr. to hear each

syilable and pnrase when not associated with the language.
Hand out restaurant guide and phrase sheet on spoken Chinese. Have the student: break

Into small groups and attempt to formulate a short conversation. Have some groups enact
the conversation in front of the class.
Discuss the importance of language as communication and the need to know more then

7our own_

3EST COPY AY
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yEAR OF TIGER.

00 YOU SPEAK ENGLISH?
Nee huei shuo ying-wen ma?it tit*
WHAT TIME IS IT?
Shian-zal jee-dian jrung?

itattnit
GOOD
MORNING
Zaw-an

GOOD BYE YES
Ups' Sher

L
HOW DO YOU DO?
Nee-hew ma?

ft4f *91
PLEASE
Ching

YOU'RE WE LCOML
Boo Kuh-chee

nits is G0013
Heehawft
WANT SOME F000

Wuoyew yee-shiels sher-woo- *
BREAK FAST LUNCH
Zars-fan Woo-fan

k ik

LEARN CHINESE

GOOD
AFTERNOON
Woo-an -1-*

NO
Boo-sher

THANK YOU
Shieh-Shieh

Ati41

DINNER
Wan-fms

ft
HANDOUT - RESTAURANT

MY NAME IS
deh anng tie shmt

I AM HIMIGRY
Wuouhhih

I AM NOT HUNGRY
Boo Wuo boo uh

kilt 1= Al= h
THIS IS DELICIOUS WHAT IS THIS?
Hen haw cher Jmh sher sben-ma?

**It tist. ft ti
JUST A LITTLE MORE CAAVY
Jew yav yeeilian Tangy',

I HAVE HAD 4NOUGH
Wwo yessjing gouluh

ALM.;
CHICKEN BEEF
J004011 Nist-mu

at 01

FISH PORK
Yu irecs-reu

A ft
MILK COFEE
NIu-nai Ke.fei

+41 mew*
ONE Two THREE
Yee Er San

VEGETABLE
Ching-mai

11"

FRUIT
Shei-guo

TEA
Cha

FOUR FIVE
Rs Woo

gg
SIX SEVEN EIGHT NINE UN
UV Chas Bah Jle Shm

A its f'
417 52
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Pronunciation of Chinese Phonetic Alphabet
Noted with Approximate English Equivalents

Following is a Chinese phonetic alphabet
table showing the alphabet pronunciation with
approxknate English equivalents. Spelling in
the Wade system is in brackets for reference.

'4"(a ). a vowel, as in far;
1 «fr(p), a consonant, as in be;

"c" Ess). a consonant. as "ts" in its: and "rb"
(ch), a consonant. as "ch"hi church, strongly as*
ram&

consonzar SS in do;
a vowel. as "er" in her, the "r" beim

,,n1 but le", a diphthong, as in yes; and Her,
a ditAithong, as et way;

a consonant, as in foot;
uir (k ), a consonant, as in go;
"h"( h ).a consonant, as in her.strontOy aspirated:

a vowel, two pronunciations:
1) as iv eat:
2) as in sir in syllables beginning with the conso-

nants c, ch, r, s. sh, z and zh;
"j" (ch), a consonant, as ir jeep;

a consonant, as in kind, strongly
1 rated;

(I). a consonant, as in land;
"m"(m), a consonant. as in me;.

a la 1
b (P1
c Iraq

Itt'l
chi 101
el (tel)
e it)

- !al
afar)

"n"(n), a consonant, as in no;
"e(a). 3 vowel. as "aw" in kW;
Hp" (ph a consonant, as in par, stronglyaspirat-

ed:
Nr(tb), a oansonant. as "ch" in cheek;
Hr"(j), a consonant ronourecad as "?' but not

rolled. 'Vika "z" in azure;
ss, sz), a consonant, as is sister; and

"sb"(sh,, a consonant. as "sh " in shot=
t). coqsonant as in top, strongly aspirat-

ed; L-
a vowel, as in too, also as in theFren-

ch °a" in "tu"or theGernumUmfauted inmMuerb.
then":

is used only to produce foreign
tipas1 minor* wards, and local chAects;

uw1( w). used as a sesti- vowel in syllables begin-
ning with "u" when not preceded by consonants,
pronouneed as in want;

"ts" (hs), a consonant, as "kr in she;
used as a semi-vowel in syllables begin-

ning with 1" or "i" when not preceded by conso-
nants, pronounced as in yet;

me' (ts, tz), a consonam, as in zero; and "zh"
(cli), a consortrnt, as "j" in "jump".

p.

1

Pronunciation ofChinese Phonetic Alphabet
Noted with International Phonetic Symbols

a (a)
na
a (oj
IP (Pi
q WI)
qqrkiteY1
qua iterti

(41 ErI
ri (411
s (s)

HANDOUT*- Chinese Pronunciation (pinyin)

1 BEST ii
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CHINESE EDUCATION

Elereentar7 and eeeenear: education is the general educaticri Chma ryes me
purtocee ef reing the the 'nem China". The "F'our Isilcdernezaticns" tercel:I:mad

tne ateeernment iecluded treining 3 *Tule new generation of professionais and tectmcal
experte. The e, eaithe intellectuel: develcpment cf youngsters in China is a maaor prceect of
-.he current'. Chinese gevernment.

efore the 1949 revolution more the 801; of the Chinese population could read not read or
write. Since that time the whole country as. in a sense, become education minded with one
zeneration tieing ezudents and the other being teachers. Currently there are 93,0X1
eeccndare sehools *Vitt r.) million students and 821 thousand elementary schools with 140
millien students. About 93n of the elementary schools are located in rural areas.
The structure is of Chinese schools starts early with day care or child centers. These are
separate from the elementary schools. Most are located in the city. Chinese students start
formal echooling at the age of six or seven depending on the location. Compulsory
educatien takes place for mne years. After nine years students may elect to ge te a eemor
hest eeneel or teecaticnal sonool :ter further education.
Altecetner there are eleven ccurzee tne curriculum of an elementarv ecnool. Chinese

:anzuage. literature. :71:3.thematics. :reign language, =nal knowledge. -7..ncwietize about
eature. ;;eegrapnv. music:. fine 3rtZ. handicrafts and physical training, There are atout 24i
esurr elazswore ,oder week.
At the zecondar, ievei tnere are thirteen ccurses. Many ef them are similar te. the
alementere program as in the case of the fine arts and math. cetherz like physics.
:nem-A:etre Eiolegy. and productive labor are college entrance oriented.
There are hours of classes a week. Most students attend a senior hieta school to gain
entrance into the university through the University Entrance examination. The test must
e.e passed tn ceder to enter -any Chinese uraversity.
7urrentle, there is 3re major difference between the rural and urban schcols at the senior
high leeel. The Chmese refer to the segment after elementary as "middle echool". The
leettet in the educticn reetem has teen the at the forefront ef many edeeatienal :hi:tr.
i.ee, 'ester. is the uziversity and vocational eestem.
eeerinz the Culteral Revolution i.19E6-1976 far reaching cnanges were made tc the restem.
eiverrities were criticized for turning cur technicians and bureaucrats trained vs run

tee eccnerny tut 77itil nc pentical thougne Corruption regarding entrance to universities
'ear also charged. The radical wing of the communist party had entrance exam: abolished,
reduced the number of students that could enter universities, and then sent a large
number of university students into the countryside to work along with tne peasants.
The upteaval caused by these changes altered the Chinese economy. Thousands ef experts

in many fields were net allowed to practice their profession. Many students were pushed
Jut of the universities altogether. Most importantly, a whole level of technical expertise
was lest to the economy. Ey 1976 when the radical element was overthrown. the Chinese
econoreee was in disarray.
Since 1976. there has been a ma)or effort to reform the system once artain. Students are

allowed to state a malor or preference for their area of study, although how they apply that
area of expertise is still controlled by the state. Most importantly, there was a map*
effort er the part of the government to provide opportunities for study abroad. This has
tremendous impact on China, as students exposed te new ideas return and teach others.
Some of these students formed the nucleus of the '`democracy movement" in 1939.
Educaticn in China is extremely demanding both ideological and intellectually. lelariv

rtudents studying in China note the streng curriculum in science, mach, and philosephy.
"Mane political overtones to education still linger and as a result many students are
anxious about their future. There is no doubt. however. that the charses eince lis49 and
:E476 have helped China toward the elet century.
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STUDENT ACTIVITY

Citrtni-rer
Alb .4.. or.. 6 tAny.4

:ntroduction:
.r:urrently. the United States is experiencing 3 crest deal of anxiety regarthne its
ucanor, 31 ke31: ..-.1-41na has had tremendous changes in its educauonai system over

the past 100 years. The purpose and nals of education are vert important to a
nation'r continuing development. Students should be aware that they are part of that
overall s7stern of goals and purpose.

Obtectives:
Introdu r. students to the purpose and general goals of schooling in Chi.,a.
Help student develop an understanthng of the power behind education.
Have ,tudent, defin. and cl,ri:7 their Pellets r the ocal: thcr 777:1

education.

liandouz on Chinese Education :overview)
Handout on Educaticnal ilianaout #1)

Handout article on Chinese education. discuss the changes in the s',:stem since 1949.
Student: r.-.av visn to do more research on Chinese schools ana students_ After the
researcr. and reading is complete discuss the purpose of schooling.
List on the board or on paper the purposes of schooling igeneraD in the TTnit..1

3tates. 7.--scusz the 1c31 s-stern meets th:se
Have El:u..lent :1st their cwn educational goals.
'Handout Educational goals of China. Discuss differences and similarities. Thicn is

more realistic': Which of the goals can be measured? Could American icr mould:
schools adopt offlclai 2cals?



HANDOUT #1

SCHOOL RULES AND IDEALS

RULES FOR MIDDLE AND PRIMARY STUDENTS

- The students should love the motherland and the people.

- They should care for the collective and protect public property.

They should study diligently.

- They should take part in physical training as to keep fit and they should pay
attention to h,rgiene.

- They should take an active part in physical labor and lead a thrifty and simple life.

They should observe discipline and public order.

They should respect the teachers, maintain close ties with fellow classmates and be
polite to others.

- They -should be modest and honest and be ready to correct mistakes.
** Beiiing Review

In addition the goals of the compulsory education prozram are 3S follows:

1. To be patriotic, to acquire a primary revolutionary outlook of life, as well as a
scientific world outlook, to have a fine morality, lofty and civilized behavior, and abide
by social ethics and customs.

2. To have a solid foundation of knowledge, to form a stood habit of studyinr, and have a
scientific way of study.

3. To be deft in thinking, courageous, original, and willing to make explorations, to
have proper interests and hobbies.

4. To have a good physical condition for manual and mental work.



I STUDENT ACTIVITY

cb ti...3t 1...41mr ~wit u..de tut *.w1.

Introduction:
Every educational system is unique and is designed to meet the needs of culture

and the government. The structure of the ChineseEljstem is designed to help the
Thinese continue and expand their may of life. lust as the American system. Each

of the educational structure. from the daily routine in individual schools to
oTierall structure of the sYstern helps to define the mission of the schools.

:

I. To help student define the organization of the Chinese educational system and
contract it with that of the TInitAd States.

To give students 3 perspective on the daily routine of a student in China
.historicat: 3nd ccmpare how It may t e today.

. To have students define their own day and the how it fits into the structure that
the United States has.

To sive students an overnew of the complete educational s7.7stern as it exists in
nations.

7-rocedure:

2.iscuss the educational :77stern elementar.--middle secondam post secondar- and
all the other possibilities in the 1 Jrated States. How are each of the components tied
tozether or aren't they'7' what are their purposes.
Hand out the structure t handout #1i guide for the educational system of China. How

does it compare") What needs of China does each component meet.?
Discuss the dail7 routine in scnool ever.* student has. Handout the schedule

handout#21 of a student in China. What conclusions can te made about scncci
Have students outhne tneir schedule. How does it differ how is it the same'7'
7ou may want to reverse the last two steps)

5 7
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Handout # I - Structure of Chinese Schools

TABLE 1. Enrollment in All Levels of Education

Sel-cted years, 1949 - 1987 (in thousands)

1943 1965 1978 1986 19 7

ivher Education, 117 674 856 1880 1959

'?condary Edue.ation 1268 13418 66372 53222.9 3464

r:mary Education 24391 116209 146240 131825 128359

cial Education NA 23 31 47 53

P-vschool Education
_

NA 1713 7877 16290 18078

Souti:es: Digest of Educational Statistics, State Education
Commission.

rABLE 2. Enrollment in Adult Education Institutions

1987 (in thousands)

,A.',. of Education Enrollment

dia'ner Education 1858.0

Secondary Education 10470.4

Primary Education
(Literacy Classes

included)

13517.8

TOTAL

,

413
25846.2

4.1

s.

4
4

11

14.6d.

Sources: Digest of Educational Statistics, State Education
Commission. a I,



Typical Daily Schedules for a Sixth Grade

The People's Republic of China

Su=mer Schedule

5:00 AM
5:30 AM
6:00 AM
7:00 A - 9:00 AM

9:00 AM - 11:00 AM

11:00 AM 7 12:00 AM
12:00 Ae.1 - 2:00 PM
2:00 PM - 2:30 PM
2:30 PX - 4:30 PM
4:30 PM - 5:00 PM
5:00 PM - 6:00 PM
6:00 - 8:00 PM

3:00 -PM

Bahool Year Schedule

5:00 AM
5:30 AM
6:(30 AX
7:00 AM - 3:00 AM
3:00 AM - 8:43 AX.
9:00 AM - 9:43 AM
9:43 AM - 10:00 AM
10:00 AM - 10:43.=
LL:00 AM - 11:48 AU
11:48 AM - 1:00 rx
1:00 PX - 1:43 PM
2:00 PM, - 2:43 Pm

3:00 PX - 5:00 PH

5:00

6:00
8:00

7H - 6:00 PM
ra - 8:00 FM
1.7:1

Handout

Awaken
Exercises
Breakfast
School homework. (Students attend school one day a

week in the summer, and receive homework to be cam-.

plated during the remainder of the week.)

Social service. (Picking up litter La tha neighbor-

hood, killing mosquitos,. heaping the elderly, etc.)

Lunch (Prepare a hot dish left by parents)

Nap
Clean apartment. bathe
Play outdoors ulth friends
Begin to prepare dimmer
Parents return from work - eat dinner together

Evening aot4Fities with friends or family (Children's

movies, swimming, games, visit to Children's Palace -

a neighborhood facility whiCh provides training and

entertainment far young people)

Bedtime

Awaken
Exercises
Breakfast
Homework, walk to school
Chinese Language
Mathematics
Mass Exercises
Political Traia=
Art
Lunch and Playground
English
Common Knowledge (Uistory, Geography, Industry and

Agriculture)
Extracurricular activities (Dancing, Staging,

Chinese Boxing, Political Club, Model BuiIdiag,

Reading Club541=11.-4, Piag-Pcm1r, etc.)

Dinner with family at home

Homework
Bedtime

- Schedule of Chinese Student

59414



RURAL LIFE AND FOOD IN CHINA
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Handout #1 - Rural Life

RURAL LIFE IN CHINA

Peasant life in China has changed dramatically. After decades of extreme poverty,
China's rural population has begun to experience a better life. Many have praspered as
government policies dismantle the commune system and eliminate the mandatory state
purchase of farm materials.
The enormous energy that has been unlocked as a result of these measures has created a
surge in agricultural production.
The wealth created by this increased production has meant a change in the rural

lifestyle, Better clothing, farm implements, and housing. As families gain new °riches",
many of them place the money into the house.
Eighty percent of China's population lives in the rural areas. Most of them live in

either small thatched roof cottages made of mud brick or in newer tile roof houses made
of clay brick. the whole family lives in two or three rooms. they keep warm in the winter
by keeping a fuel stove lit, Evening light is provided by oil or kerosene lamp as most
villages are without electricity. Often the bedrooms have no windows to conserve heat.
Other rooms may have small windows sealed with a white paper to allow light to enter
and keep the drafts out.
Family meals are very simple. they consist of vegetables, and cereal. the type of cereal

varies from north to south. In the south rice is more prominent while in the north it is
millet. These staples are supplemented by chicken and pork when available. There is
always a pot of tea or just plain hot water with the meal.
There is little furniture in the house except for beds, a few chairs, and a table. There

are few clothes as well. The clothes are layered to keep warm when necessary. The cotton
clothes are often not enough to last so there is a lot'of patching and sewing together of
materials.
The working day for people in the rural area is long and difficult For hundreds of years

the pattern of farming throughout China has remained somewhat the same. In the south.
rice cultivation dominates the farm life. In the early spring the entire family plows the
field and removes the stubble from the winter crop. Fertilizer is added and water is
allowed to run on to form a paddy. Rice plants that have been growing in nursery fields
are then transplanted into the paddy. Thereafter, the field is weeded and cultivated. The
water irrigating the field is run off as the rice plants grow. Harvesting and threshing
take place when the crop matures. Once the crop is harvested, the fields are then
prepared for the winter planting which may consist of rice or wheat depending on how
north.
In the north of China much of the time is spent bringing water to fields. When the spring
arrives some of the fields are prepared by plowing and fertilizing like those in the south.
In other fields, however there is a need for continual irrigation by hand hoeing. The main
crops of the north are wheat, cotton, and millet_

Under the new government system some of China's farming habits are beginning to
change. There are incentives for agriculture that is different from traditional rice and
wheat cultivation. Fisheries. foresting, and animal husbandry are now becoming
prominent alternatives to growing rice or wheat. These changes help reduce the need to
import these items. The government has abandoned its compulsory purchases and moved
into contract agreement with the farmers. The contract states how much will be sold to
the state, how much must be paid in taxes, and how much may be consumed or put on the
open market. In this way the farmer is allowed to market any excess. At times the
government will buy surplus when the prices fall too low.
The farmers of china have begun to create a better standard of livinz under the new
system. Many villages now have electricity and telephones. Housing is better and
transportation to the city now helps products get to the markets faster. These changes
have only now begun to change China's economic landscape.

6 1



LEND POLICY IN CHINE

-71'4;16

Handout #2 -1814

About eighty percent of China's people are engaged in food production. From the very earliest of
t:mes in Chinese civilization, a large amount of time and effort have been expended in maintaining
adequate agricultural production. Failure to do so has, in some measure, been the reason for a change
in government.

The system of land use began with a feudal sort of system prior to 500 B.C. The feudal system held
that the land was owned by a ruling class while peasants or serfs worked it. These serfs or peasants
were provided basic needs, but no pay or ability to move beyond their status. The Chinese system of
feudal land use was replace by the "well-field system," which was introduced about 300 B.C.

This mwell-field system" was based on the concept that the emperor owned all the land. Farmers
could use st as long as they produced and were successful. A number of farmers could work a plot of
land and devote part of it to paying the emperor's tax while keeping the rest.

The tax system on land was introduced somewhere about 800 A.D.. This system gave more land to
the peasant. but taxad greater production. Many farmers could barely produce enough to meet the tax
let alone add some for themselves. In 1911. this inability to produce enough food was one of the
contributmg reasons for the downfall of the Manchu government.

In 1911, part of Sun Yat Sen's "Three Principles of the People* included land management as part of
number .1 (people's livelihood,. This included agricultural education, mechanization, and financing
of land ownership.

Between 1911 and the revolution of 1949 most farms were very small. Eighty percent of them were
just under 5 acres while another fifty percent of them were less then two acres. Few Chinese farms
use mechanical assets. Often the labor was provided by animal and human means. Money lenders and
landlords kept many of the farmers in continual debt.

In 1949, the communist embarked on an ambitious land reform program. It was designed to break up
the large land owners and redistribute the land to the farmers or peasants. While the land was
listributed back, it was still inefficient and small. Gradually, the peasant farmers joined together to
:hare tool:, livestock, and labor though cooperatives. In 1958. the 700 thousand small cooperatives
were merged into about 24 thousand communes. These communes became the basic social and
agricultural unit in China.

Thu'e are between 7 and 50 thousand people in a commune. Each commune has three levels of
organization. At the top there is the commune itself which is let by brigade leaders. Then there are
production brigades and lastly work teams. A production brigade might consist of residents from one
to four villages. Brigade leaders are responsible for coordinating and scheduling the production
tusns. They also manage the services too large for the teams but too small to require all the
resources of the commune. These service would include construction, operation of stores. and public
services like elementary schools.

Work teams, the lowest part of the organization, are responsible for the tilling of the land for
which each team receives work points. Work teams ars also required to act a; a militia in
emergencies.

In the late 1970s and 1early 1990s the government began to allow the dismantling of the commune
system; private ownership of some farming is now allowed.



Handout #3 - Famine

ERMINE IN CHINE

Throughout its history China has been plagued by famine. The famine
described here, n an eyewitness account took place at the end of the Ming
dynasty.

Tenan, the prefecture from which your humble servant comes, has not had
any rain for more than a year. tress and grass are all dried up. During the
eight and ninth months of last year the people went to the mountains to
collect raspberries which were called grain but were no better than chaff.
They tasted biter and could only postpone death for the time being. By the
tenth month all the berries were gone and the people peeled off tree bark as
food. Among tree bark the best was that of the elm. This was so precious that
in order to conserve it, people mixed it with the bark of other trees to feed
themselves. Somehow they were able to prolong their lives. Toward the end of
the year the supply of tree bark was exhausted. There was a dumping ground
west of the town, to which tow or three infants were abandoned, by their
parents each morning. Some of these infants cried aloud, others, being so
hungry as they were ate their own excrements.

What seemed strange at the beginning was the sudden disappearance of
children or single persons once they wandered outside the city. Later is was
discovered that some people in the suburbs were eating human flesh and using
human bones for cooking. By then people knew that those who had disappeared
were actually eaten or killed. Meanwhile the cannibals themselves became sick
as the result of eating other people, their eyes and facts became red and
swollen within a few days, their body temperature rising until they died.

Where ever a person went, he saw dead brAlies. tht odor was so odious that is
was simply unbearable. Outside the city wall pic,.4t dug several pits, and the
pits were so large that each of them could contain several hundred dead
bodies. When your humble servant passed through tt-t city, three of these pits
had been filled up. Two or three miles further away from the city the number
of dead bodies that was not buried was even more numerous. if the number of
people who perished in a small city like Anse is so large, just imagine the
number of those who have died in the large cities. One needs to visit one place
to know the situation in all places.

Source: Horizon Book On China 4 S
American Heritage Publishing, New York, New York

1978 _ 63
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Handout #4 Geograpr

GEOGREPHY & RORICULTURE

China is slightly larger then the United States and from the most recent census has a population
of 1.2 billion people. That compares to about 250 million people for the 'United States.

in some parts of China the ground is frozen eight months out of the year. there are places where
is raans less then 20 inches per year while in others as may rain as many as 75 inches per year.
Some parts of the country are extremely hot while in other parts of the nation it is cool and dry.
Sixty percent of the land is 6.500 feet or higher above sea level. Some of land is arid desert with
little or no rainfall.

These geographic facts mean that only 11-14 percent of the land is cultivated. Therefore.
agriculture has to be very efficient in order to produce enough food for China's many people. Rice
is the principal crop because 2 to 3 times more race can be grown on acre then wheat. In addition,
many fields in South China may double or triple that amount. This means that two or there crops
can be grown on a single field during a year.

Wheat is grown in the northern part of CHina, it is made into noodles, pancakes, and dumplings.
Since the major crop in China is rice, China can support a larger population then those nations
that concentrate alone on the growing of wheat.

Vegetables add to the diet and available meat is largely made up of pork and chicken, both which
can raised on little space. Fish, which is caught in the rivers or ocean waters is also a source of
food. They also collect craps and slugs from the ocean and an the early morning you will fand
Chinese along the sea shore gathering sea weed to add to their diet. It does not make economic sense
to use valuable farm:and for beef.

The lack of pasture land for grazing means that thas as less dairy products in the Chinese diet.
Therefore they use soy bean to provide protein and calcium. It is made in to doufu or bean curd.

Another geographic fact which has affected food patterns for centuries as the scarcity of fuel
available for fires. Due to the contaminated and impure water, all water in China must be boiled
before it can be consumed. Due to this lack of fuel, cooking needs to be accomplished quickly.
Dicing, ;braining, and cubing of food into small pieces before cooking saves on time.

the Chinese art well aware of the importance of maintaining the fertility of the soil. Composting
as a way of life as the Chinese save all organic matter to use as natural fertilizer or as animal
fodder. In many instances a village farmer is assigned the task of gather deposits of animal
manure and placing them in the compost bin. Through such cart, the Chinese have been able to
keep up the fertility of the soil.

4 9
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STUDENT ACTIVITY

TitlP: China's Land Use

Introduction:
With one billion plus people to feed. agriculture in China is an extremely important

enterprise. The use of land, what crops are grown, and haw the food gets to market are
important concepts to understand if China's agricultural program is to make sense.
Over the centuries. the Chinese peasant has been very poor. Only now have things
begun to change.

Objectives:

The student will have 3 basic understanding of Chinese rural policy and life.

2. The student will outline the number of policies and problems that have kept the
hinese farmer poor.

3. The student will propose some solutions that the Chinese might use to change the
problems that might arise in the future.

Materials:

Handout - Rural Life an China
Handout 112 - Land Policy in China
Handout 113 - Famine in China
Handout g4 - Geography an China
Land Map of China (Found in Being Chinese unit)

Procedure:

Discuss the problems relating to the feeding of one billion people. Point out what land
can be used in China for agriculture and why. Have students discuss the importance of
farming in their own lives.

Hand out readings on rural life in China, Land Use in China, and Famine in China
fHandouts 1,2.3,4). Discuss after the readings the problems they see in Chinese
farming. Have the students list reasons that the Chinese farmer has remained poor -
No Land ownershir, small tracts of land, indebtedness, wor machinery if any, one
crop, government interference are just a few good answers.

Have students draw up some solutions to present Chinese farming problems by
researching successful farms in the United states or Europe. What changes need to be
made if agriculture is going to continue to feed all those people.

For Extra: What impact does trying to feed one billion plus people have on the world?
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Handout #1 - Chinese Fo

CHINESE FOOD PREPERB

Food to the Chinese is a total experience that is designed to please all the senses. Certain foods ars
combined because of their fragrances. Others are named *rubr or lade to please the tar and linger
in memory. A soup, for example, with strips of ham and mustard cabbage becomes "golden tree
branches with jade leaves*. The Chinese delight in the color of food. The clear gold of chicken
broth, the whiteness of rice, the bright green of vegetables. They combine, blend, and contrast
color.
The Chinese are unsurpassed in their ability to combine and contrast colors. Crunchiness is set

against smoothness. For example water chestnuts are blended in with bean curd and crisp vegetables
are surrounded by a smooth sauce. The dishes at times seem to have items in them which provide a
neutral taste, but because of their texture they ars in high contrast to the items that surround
them.
The Chinese dishes have a passion for creating contrast and variety in every possible way. The

dishes are often hot against cold, tiny ingredients against large, dry dishes against gravies. Sweets
are against salts and bland foods art against those that art spicy. Yet, despite this, each dish has
its own dominant elements and each contributes to the coherence and essential harmony of the meal.
With a passion for variety the Chinue could never be limited to one main dish. Instead, the meal
has a number of dishes with the participant taking from one dish and then another small amounts.
So instead of having one main dish, several dishes will be served that all have equal importance. In
this way the appetite is enhanced and monotony is avoided.
Other points about the Chinese way of cooking can be highlighted by a few points.

- Chinese cooking calls for maximum preparation and minimum cooking. With the quick cooking
techniques of most Chinese dishes a meal can be prepared and cooked in less than an hour. Most of
the time will be spent slicing and dicing.

- The starting point is the ingredient, not the cooking method. The Chinese start vith what is
available and begins from that point. Vegetables in season and other ingredients that are at the
market serve as starting point. The Chinese than match the cooking method with the ingredient. For
duck that is dry, a Chinese cook may simmer it for a long tame. For fish, it will be steamed to
contain its delicacy.

Ingredients are usually combined, seldom cooked alone. Chinese cooking is a kind of
matchmaking: ingredients are combined to bring out the best in each other. They emphasize
freshness strengthen flavor or offset richness.

The cook, not the diner seasons the food. Chinese seasoning is most effective when added during
the cooking process. it sets off chemical reactions between the condiments and other ingredients.

- The cook not the diner cuts the food. The knife is never needed at a Chinese meal. Food is already
sliced and diced into bite sized pieces. All food is cut into pieces that would be easy to be picked up
with chopsticks.

Source: 1000 Chinese Recipes 421
Gloria Miller

Simon & Schuster, New York 1989
Page 66
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Handout #3 - Chinese
Cuisine

CHINESE CUISINE

Chinese food has been called the food of the future because it is Mit in nutrients, low in
calories and invariably well balanced. bleat does not predominate: vegetables (particularly the
non-starchy varieties) do, The meats used are moderate in their fat content. High protein seafood
plays an important role. There are no dairy products. Animal fats are rare, grains are
plentiful, sweets negligible. Crisp delicate foods art preferred to heavy, oily ones.
Tht Chinese are not fascinated with great chunks of meat like steaks or roasts. They like their
moat in small quantities . cut up or sliced paper thin combined with vegetables and other
ingredients. A characteristic Chinese meat dish contains about on. fourth the meat a western
person might expect, while a "heavy meat" dish contains only three fifths meat. A typical
Chinese family, however, also includes other "'nue dishes made with fish eggs, and other
vegetables.
Butter, cheese. and ro:lk are practically unknown to Chinese cooking. Cattle are far and dew
between in China and when around are used as beast of burden. Yet, with nutritional ingenuity
the Chinese created their own "cow" which produced its own dairy products. They took the lowly
soybean. whose protein closely resembles that of meat, and transformed it in innumerable ways.
They softened and ground the soybean, then mixed it with water, converting it first to malk,
then to curd, and finally to cheese. They have also made it into sauces, sweetened it, served its
sprouts as vegetables, fermented it, roasted and dried it, and sweetened it for pastries,
Eating sweets is not a Chinese habit. They don't have much of a sweet tooth nationally and are

not taken with rich pastries. As a ru:e Chinese ps efer savories to sweets. Savories take the form
of dumplings. buns. wontons, and egg rolls. These savories can be stuffed with meat, seafood.
poultry, and many other items. The savories are often used as hors d'oeuvres, the little need the
Chinese have for sweets is satisfied by sweet-sour dishes.
Deserts as such are unknown and do not accompany family meals. On rare occasions, fresh fruit

r candied ginger might be served at home after dinner. The few sweet dishes in the Chinese diet
are reserved for banquets or formal feasts. These are often hot dishes and include sweet hot fruit
soups or teas, pastries filled with nuts, or deep fried sweet potatoes.
The Chinese. however, are great between the meal snickers. At such times they wall eat

various fruits, either fresh or dried, biscuits, small cakes, nuts and savories. Etre again the
preference a always for light foods with subtle flavors.
One thousand years .before the birth of Christ. the Chinese were experimenting with fancy

cooking, recording their recipes on silk and bamboo. As early as MS B.C. the Imperial Court
appointed a dietitian who held the rank of medical officer. His )ob was not only to supervise the
cooking but to study the effects,.both physical and psychic, of the various dishes. These men of
leisure brought refinement to the Chinese cuisine.
Yet famine as well as feast has influenced Chinese cooking. Many times in the country's

history flood and drought have destroyed crops and devastated the economy. The Chinese were
forced by these disasters to become great domestic economists.
In order to suryive the Chinese had to put their land and resources to the best use possible. the

raising of livestock to space whereas beast of burden did not require large plots of land. Without
livestock the need to grow large plots of grain could be turned to people rather then cattle or
sheep. Limited fuel supplies played a role in keeping heat time short and there by making the
4ish consist of small bits rather then chunks.
In their long history, the Chinese have had limitless opportunities co experiment with all

kinds of food in all kinds of ways. Their most successful experiments have become part of the
world's culinary heritage.

Source: 1000 Chinese Recipes
Gloria Miller
Simon & Schuster New York 1989
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STUDENT ACTIVITY

Title: Chinese Banquet

Introduction:
Many students have ate Chinese food or at the very least heard about it. The history

of how this food and cuisine developed will be of special interest the next time such food
is made available to them. As a follow-up to the readings students should prepare their
own Chinese banquet.

Objectries:

1. To identify the mapr reasons behind the development of Chinese cuisine as it exists
today.

To understand the reasons for Chinese cooking being served the way it is in recipes.

3. For students to prepare and serve a Chinese meal.

Material:

Harpt,ut # 1
Handout 1 2
Handout # 3
Handout * 4 -

- Chinese Food
Types of Chinese Food
Chinese Cuisine
recipes 1 & 2

Procedure:

Hand out material (Handouts 1,2,3 ) and after reading it discuss Chinese cuisine and the
reasons for its flavor, looks, and construction.

Discuss why the Chinese make their food in this way. What reasons are there for
Chinese food to be prepared in small pieces, have no meat, and other differences between
it and American cuisine.

Hand out recipes OR have students find their own. Through the school kitchen, home
preparation, or use of the home economics cooking area prepare a Chinese meal. Use
chopsticks-

1 3
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CHINESE RECIPES I
Beef with Green Pepper

Ingredients: 1/2 lb Flank Steak
2 Green Pepper
1 Small Round Gnion

Procedure:

Lemon Chicken

1 T Soy Sauce .

1/8 t Sugar .

2 t Corn Starch
seasoniug

1 t Sesame Oil (optional)

4 T Cooking oil
1 clove Garlic

SU-7.e steak across grain (118" thick). Mhrinate with
seasoning. Clean green pepper and cut in pieces 1 1/2" by 1".
Cut round onion into same size as green pepper.

Hest 2 T of oil in wok. Throw in round onion, then
green pepper. Stir fry and add salt to taste. Sprinkle some
water and cover to cook for 2 minutes. Remove from wok.
Heat 2 T of oil. Put in garlic and then the marinated beef
and stir fry. Add the cooked vegetables. Mix and serve.

Ingredients: 6 pcs. Chicken Breast
1 T Soy Sauce

{

egg
4 T Corn Starch (Tapioca Starch)
1/4 t Salt
1 cup Corn Starch

Sauce:

III

large lemon
2/3 cup White Vinegar
2/3 cup Sugar
cup Water

11 T
Corn Starch

Water
Yellow Food Coloring

Debone the chicken and add 1 T soy sauce. Mix the egg

with 4 T corn starch and 1/4 t salt. Dip chicken in the mix-

ture and dust with 1/2 cup cornstarch. Deep fry the chicken

until golden brown. Cut in bite size.

Cut lemon in half. Slice one half thin and screeze
the other half in a sauce pan. Add vinegar, sugar, water, and

food coloring. Bring to boil. Stir in dissolved cornstarch
mixture to thicken the sauce. Garnish the chicken with the
sliced lemon and pour lemon sauce in chicken. Serve immediately.
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CHINESE RECIPES If

Pot-Stickers (Fried Meat Dumplings)

Wrapper: 3 cups
1 cup

Flour (all purpose)
Hot Water

Place flour in a large mixing bowl. Add hot water and stir
with a spoon or chopsticks. Knead dough till smooth. Cover
with a damp cloth and set aside for at least 15 minutes.

Filling: 8 oz Ground Pork
6 leaves Chinese Cabbage
1 piece Bamboo Shoot (finely diced) (optional)
1 stalk Green Onion (finely chopped)

1 piece Ginger Root
2 T Soy Sauce
1/8 t Sugar
1 T Sesame Oil

Place ground pork in a mixing bowl. Add chopped green onion
and bamboo shoot. Parboil Chinese Cabbage. Drain and chop fine
and screeze out excess water. Add to ground pork. Crate ginger
root and screeze juice out to add to the.mixture. Seasoned with
soy sauce and sesame oil. Mix well.

Take a portion of the dough. Roll by hand in a long round
strip. Cut into 3/4" pieces. Flatten each piece with palm of
hand. Roll into a round 3" diameter 1/8" thick wrapper. Place
1 T filling in the center of a wrapper. Fold in Half allowing
gathers on one side. Pinch edges to seal. Repeat until dough is
finished.

Add 1/2 T oil in frying pan. Arrange dumpling in rows and
fry till light brown. A411/4 cup of water to dumplings. Cover
and steam over medium heat till water evaporates Serve hot.

Green Onion Pancake

Wrapper: (use same amount of ingredients and procedure as in Pot-stickers)

Filling: 1 1/2 cups Green Onion (Finely Chopped)
1 cup Cooking Oil
Salt to taste

Divide the dough to about 6 portions. Flatten one portion to 1/8"
thick with a rolling pin. Speed 1 T oil over the surface. Sprinkle 11
salt to taste. Spread 1/4 cup green onion on the surface. Roll it 11

up like jelly roll and then swirl to form like cinnampn roll.
Flatten out to 1/4" thick by rolling pin again. Fry in oil.
Serve hot.

Orr
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Handout #2 - Style

CHINESE COOKING STYLES
Due to the great range of climate and terrain in China, regional

111

styles of cuisine were developed based on locally available ingredients and

flaver preferences. Many Chinese still refer to the five early cooking

styles of Peking, Ronan, Szechwan, Canton and Fukien. But, today, Chinese

cooking is commonly categorized into four major styles: northern - Peking

(Mandarine), eastern(eoastal) - Shanghai, southwestern - Szechwan, and

southern - Canton.

Northern Style 7 Peking

Wheat is the staple food of the northern Chinese. Bread, noodles and

dumplings are very popular dishes in Peking style of cooking. Of course, the

most famous of all is the Peking Duck. The Mongolian Hot Pot and Mongolian

11

Barbecue are also very popular in Peking cuisine. The northern styl i,. of

cooking is characterized by sweet and sour sauces, wine-based cooking stocks,

1

and use of garlic and scallions.

Eastern Style - Shanghai

Both wheat and rice are important staples. Red cooked or braised dishes

are very famous from this region. Dark brown soy sauce are used in the broth

that turns the food to a brownish red. Shanghai style of cooking also

specializes in salty and gravey-laden dishes and a wide range of seafood.

Southwestern Style - Szechwan

Famous for its spicy hot dishes, the Szechwan cooking uses a lot of

hot pepper and hot bean sauce. Perhaps, the most famous dish is Szechwan

Duck, .A duck, cooked by deep-frying after steaming. The crunchiness of the

bones in the duck is the chief appeal of the dish to most Chinese.

Southern Style - Canton

This style of Chinese cooking is perhaps the most popular of all among

the Americans. The early Chinese immigrants introduced Cantonese cuisine to

America. Cantonese cooking consists of the greatest variety and depth of

any of the regional Chinese cuisines. Though a full range of cooking tech-

niques are used in fixing Cantonese food, stir frying is one that is the most

common. Cantonese cuisine also specializes in a wide variety of dim sum,

steamed delicate snack food. Use of highly concentrated soup stock as the

basis of their soups,and generslcooking is very frequent. Cantonese cooks

olo4m tn 'violet* this boot ghorkto 'Fin %nom. 7 1
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STUDENT ACTIVITY

Title: Chinese Rural Life

riwr. 7-e-WrM:401171./5441,had

Introduction:
It is difficult to understand rural life in China without visually seeing it. While

written descriptions can offer insight, it is often pictures that can aid the student in
understanding the Chinese problems in agriculture.

Objectives:

1. To have students be able to understand certain aspects of the Chinese agricultural
way of life. These include home, crop raising, labor, animals, and land use.

2. For students to list attributes of the agricultural life in China.

3. For students to present a short essay on agricultural life in China just using
pictorials.

Materials:

Cover Page of Unit Having A Banquet in China
Photo Page - Rural life in China

Procedure:

Hand around photos relating to rural life in China. Have students make a list of
things they see relating to housing, labor, crops, animals, type of food. and people.

What conclusions can be made about rural life in China? Have students write a short
"news" story about that they have seen. Compare this to research on land use and
rural life in China (Activity - Land Use in China)

4 .! 7
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RELIGION IN CHINA

The four great religions- ConfucianisM, Buddhism. Taoism, end Ancestor worship- oi MAW have had a hard time during
the communist regime in power nue 1949.. With the exception oi Taoism however, fAltiA4AtIl of the religion have started to
?row again. Buddhist temples, Lamaist menasemm. end Cmaincian shrimp ars new open. Many are open as mummies to
religious faith rather then being a center for the faithful.

One of the cheracteristies of the Chinese is people that has givm religions a quality el survival has been the practical
"preach ei the Chinese to the Me of rebOon in thair life. rer thountaked yaws the Chinese have considered the world as
4A entity unto itself, populated by ens gime human family ruled by only one sovereign, tha emperor cr 'son of heaven.
Religious ideas were allowed to permeate foamy provided they did not upset the Chinas way of too much.

;i20312811ilel

This is more a system of thought and mceul behavior than 4 rehgim, Confucius was born tin the provisim of Shandung ia
551 B.C. Be was the first figure in Chinese history to develop a code of ethics, his laterite being in nion and society rather
than SAWN. Nis philosophy rejects all kr= of supernanwahms. The Confucian ethics ware adopted by the scholar clan and
became the essential teleology fa keeping China unshed. Bousver, as it was neutrel toward religion se did net have appeal to
the religtous instinct of the people. It was only in the 19th century that Confucianism as a religion was developed. Despite

itate support it UMW became popular as religion, but more as source of metal viler.

Evsailia
The religion stems from the teachings of the Guatama Buddha who lived in India from 563-483 B.C.. It was intraduced

into China in the first century. The influence of this relation on China has been great despite many reversals.

The principal form of Buddhism in China was Chan (meditative) Buddhism which wos transmitted to Japan where it
baXUAL known 45 "Zen". Direct and sudden ealkihtennient is sought through intuitive understanding7Non-attachnient" is
attained through this compiem absence of thought by sitting in meditation end gectsnq back to the original pure nature of
self. . Thus are other schools of Buddhism us China differing sn the definition of Being and Waking. The Chan, however,
remains the most popular.

Taoism

This religion arose front the philosophy of Lao Tau who was born about 50 years before Confucius. The philosophy of Tits
did not develop in aim until *bout the first century. but Tzu philosophy is contained in a short book which translated into
tallish means "The Way and The Power. It is difficult to understand being expressed. in cmtradictions and paradoxes. In a
philosophical sense it is preocetipied with the mystical side of human nature and promises immortality in return for faith. It
was also:mud with alchemy and medicine from the earliest of times, and there is a start in the study of natural history
from SU priests.

Ancestor Worship

This religious practice is based m the assumption that the living can communicate with the dead. the family, by
worsluppmg the spirits of thew ancestors, can expect to be repaid by good fortune created by the activities of sprits in the
nethuworld.

Most Chinese homes once had one or more shelves set into the wall to house the ancestral tablets, each micribed with a
mine and title of the ancestor. On the first and fifteenth dey of the lunar month, incense would ba burned and candle, lit
us front of the tablets. Oa special occasions food and drinks is offered with the whole family kowtowing before the tablets.

Ancestor worship and the attendant belief in the afterlife was so strong in China at one time that the condemned prefvred
my death other then mutilation or decapitation so they would not enter the next life deformed.

Other rehtions hare flouruhed in China including Islam and Christianity. Yet, the power of ancestor worship and other
forms of the ancient Chinese religions hold Mil power with the Chinese people.
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STUDENT
CIFM

Title: Chinese Beliefs

--ek.4",1: sr,1

Introduction:
The religions of China have played an important part in the development of the nation.

The beliefs are varied and have had an impact on different segments of the Chinese
population. The understanding of what each of these powerful religions had to say will
help the student understand the Chinese way of life.

Objectives:

1. To outline the basic beliefs of Confucianism. Taoism, Buddhism. and Ancestor
Worship.

2. To provide the students an understanding of how these religions may have affected
the Chinese way of life.

3. To have the students outline the basic beliefs behind eath religion or belief.

4. To have student critique *doh of these may have had the most impact on Chinese
today.

Materials:

Handout #1 - Religion In China
Handout #2 - Readings in Religion I
Handout #3 - readings in religion II

Procedure:

Discuss the impact of religion on people. Cite examples from the conquest of America,
the conflicts over time, and the beauty of some of man's art as it relates to religion.

Have students read the handouts (handouts 1,2,3) relating to religion in China. After
reading the material discuss with the students some of the philosophies behind each
belief. How might of the beliefs impact on everyday Chinese people?

Have students outline or critique the religions. How might of these reli7.7 7nt helped
people in China? How might they have caused a problem for governmentr How do
religious beliefs impact on people in China today? (the last question call.; for more
research)

76432



READINGS IN RELIGION I

Toward Enlightenment
by Wei Shou (A.D. 506-572)

The essential teaching of Buddhism can be summarized in one
statement: i.e., the sufferings inherent in the endless cycle of
births and rebirths are caused by man's attachmentto this world.
There are three worlds altogether, the past, the present, and the
future. The important thing is to understand that despite his
transmission from one world to another a person's spiritual self
cannot be obliterated. Those who do good things will be rewarded;
those who do bad things will be punished. A great deed is the
gradual accumulation of many small deeds: a coarse, rustic nature
can be refined through constant effort. Whatever forms life may
take, the ultimate goal of all lives is the attainment of
enlightenment, an enlightenment which can be achieved only through
hard, diligent work. By then there will be no more births and
rebirths, and the Way of Buddha will be finally attained.

The Lotus
attributed to the Buddha (c.563-c.4838.C.)

Any among the living beings,
Who have come into contact tlith former Buddhas,
Have learned the Law and pra.:ticed charity,
Or have undergone discipline and endured forbearance and
humiliation,
Or have made serious efforts at concentration and
understanding, etc.,
And cultivated various kinds of blessing and wisdom

All of these people,
Have reached the level of buddhahood...

Those people who, for the sake of the Buddha,
Installed images,
Or have had them carved,
Have reached the level of Buddhahood...

Those who with a happy frame of mind
Have sung the glory of tha Buddha,
Even with a very small sound....

Or have worshiped,
Or have merely folded their hands....

Or have uttered one "Nemo" praiie be...),
All have reached the level of Buddhahood.

Source: Horizon Rook of China
American Heritage Publishing
New York 1978

933 77



READINGS IN RELIGION II

Confucius
from the Analects

'Pr 741'7(1'7 :VIP M.

The thoughts and deeds of Mum/ Fu-tzu (whose name is Latinized as
Confucius) were compiled in the Analects by the Master's disciples
after his death.

The Master said, At fifteen I set my heart upon learning. At
thirty, I had planted my feet firm upon the ground. At forty, I no
longer suffered from perplex!ties. At fifty, I knew what were the
biddings of Heaven. At sixty, I heard them with docile ear. At
seventy, I could follow the dictates of my own heart; for what I
desired no longer overstepped the boundarims of right.

The Master said (to a disciple) ... shall I teach you what
knowledge is? When you know a thing, to recognize that you know
it, and when you do not know it, that is knowledge.

The Master said, In serving his father and mother a man say
gently remonstrate with them. But if he sees that he has failed to
change their opinion, he should resume an attitude of deference and
not thwart them; may feel discouraged, but not resentful.

The Master said, Only one who bursts with eagerness do I
instruct; only one who bubbles with excitmont, do I enlighten...

The Master said, I have never yet seen anyone whose desire to
build up his moral power was as strong as sexual desire.

The Master said, Do I regard myself as a possessor of wisdom?
Far from it. But if even a simple peasant comes in all sincerity
and asks me a question, I au ready to thrash the matter out, with
all its pros and cons to the very end.

The Creation
by scholars of the Han dynasty

Before heaven and earth had taken form all was vague and
amorphous. Therefore, it was called the Great Beginning. The
Great Beginning produced emptiness and emptiness produced the
universe. The universe produced material-force which had
limits....It was very easy for the pure, fine material to come
together but extremely difficult for the heavy, turbid material to
solidify. Therefore, heaven was completed first and earth assumed
shape after. The combined essences of heaven and earth became the
yin, and yang became the four seasons, and the scattered essence of
the four seasons became the myriad,creatures of the world. After
a long time the hot force of the accumulated yang produced fire and
the essence of the fire force became the sun; the cold force of the
accumulated yin became ,4ater and the essence of the water force
became the moon. The essence of the excess force of the sun and
moon became the stars and planets. Heaven received the sun, moon,
and stars while earth received water and soil.

Source: Horizon Book Of China 1978
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Title: S7mbols of Rehmon

DENT
rrY

Introduction:
religion has many symbols that represent strong beliefs, the crucifix in Christianity

is one of the most well known symbols of religion. In other religions, however, there
3re lust as powerful symbols within the writings, temples, and practices. In China
there are four mator religions that have been discussed (see activity of Chinese
religious Beliefs). Students should further their understanding by being aware of the
symbols.

Obiectives:

I. For students understand the relationship between symbolism and beliefs.

2. For students to coordinate the knowledge of religion in China with some of the
symbols used.

3. To be able to list some ways in which the religions of China are practices through
symbols or practices.

Materials:

Handout *1 Tour of Yonghegong Lamasery
Handout *2 - Religion of China Photos
Front cover of Unit

Procedure:

Have students discuss some symbols of religion. the crescent of Islam. the cross of
Christianity. What beliefs do these symtmls convey/

Hand out the Tour (handout *1). have students identify some of the symbolism used
through a small list.

The students should then view the picture of religion in China. What symbols of
religion arc apparent? They should pint out the statues of Buddha, the clothes of the
monks, the statues in different poses, the gods protecting the temple, and the poses of
the Buddha.
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TOUR OF YONGHEGONG LAMASERY I I
Buddhism is the oldest religion in the world and also one of

three major religions. In the 1st century, Buddhism was introduced
from India to China, and it gradually developed.

Buddhism has a lot of sects. Yellow sect is one of the
Lamaism factions in Buddhism. It was named so because Buddhist
monks of this sect wore their yellow caps. The founder of Yellow
Sect was Tsongkhapa.. He was born in Xining, Qinghai Province in
1357. At the age of 17, he became a monk of Saitya temple, Tibet.
Later, combining with his own ideas, Tsongkhape put forward many
commandments, which were to be observed by everyone. The faction
initiated by him was called Gelu Faction, which was known as Lama
Yellow Sect.

From then on, with the assistance of Mongolia and Qing
Dynasty, Yellow Sect became a local religious sect in power in
Tibet, and was popular in Inner Mongolia and Tibet. Lamaism was
further venerated after the establishment of ging dynasty.

Yonghegong is the most famous lamasery in Beijing. It is
located in the northeastern part of the old city of Beijing. It
covers an area of 16.28 acres (6.6 hectares) with 1,000 houses.

In 1694, ging Emperor Kang Xi built this residence for his
fourth son, Prince Yong Meng, who later succeeded to the throne.
Yonghegong was renamed by Emperor Yong Meng in 1725.

In 1744, Emperor Oen Long renovated the palace and turned it
into a lamasery. Now the lamalery has existed for over 280 years.

Yonghegong consists of exquisite memorial archways, four study
halls (Medicine Hall, Mathematics Hall, Esoteric Hall and Exoteric
Hall) and six great halls (Hall of Heavenly Kings, Main Hall of
Yonghegong, Hall of Ever Happiness, Hall of Eternal Blessing Hall
of prayer, Wheel and Suicheng Tower). The complex with its
complete entity is imposingly lofty and magnificently grandiose
with Han, Mongol, Manchu and Tibetan features in style. Numerous
figures of Buddha and quite a number of precious relics have
attracted visitors from various places. Five-hundred Arhats
Mountain, made of purple sandalwood; the wood niche for a state of
Buddha, made of golden nanmu wood; and a statue of Maitreya Buddha
carved out of white sandalwood of about 18 meters high, giving
people an unforgettable impression are called the nThree Wondersn
wood carving.

Archway
The first thing comes to our sight when entering the Gate of

Harmony are the three Memorial Arches known as Bao Fang in Chinese.
The one in the front has 3 arches supported by a pillar with 9
roofs on the top. The other two have 3 arches supported by 4
pillars with 7 roofs on the top. These imposing glazed-tile
archways are noted for their magnificent carvings of dragons and
phoenixes.

Zhaotai Gate
Inlaid with glazed-tiles, the Zhaotai Gate bears the feature

of typical traditional Chinese architecture.

Bronze Lion
In front of the Yonghe Gate stand a pair of lively bronze

lions. The male lion in the east plays with a ball of silk under

its front paw. The female lion in the west has a baby lion under

its paw.

4 ad;
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I TOUR OF YONGHEGONG LAMASERY II

1

1

1

1

Bag Buddha
This is the Bag Buddha in the Hall of Heavenly Kings. It is

also called the Big Belly Buddha, the wooden statue covered with

gold foil. Legend says that the Bag Buddha, borr in the reign of

Later Liang (A.D. 907-960), was called Chibi. He often strolled in

the city with a bag hung on a stick on his back. Before his death,

he begged and slept anywhere, he told people that ,he was the

reincarnation of the Future Buddha Maitrey.

Heavenly King for Growth
This is the statue of the Heavenly Kingtor Growth in the Hall

of Heavenly Kings. On two sides of the Bag Buddha stand four

exquisitely sculptured and colorfully painted clay figures in a

vividly life-like pose. These are the four Heavenly kings. They

are said to be guarding the four directions of the Mount Sumeru,

with each king on each side; the Heavenly King of Southern World

names Zengzhang who has a sword in his hand; Eastern World Heavenly

King named ChiGuo, has a 4-stringed Chinese lute in his hand.

Northern World Heavenly King named Duo Wen carries a huge umbrella;

the one with a water snake is the Western World Heavenly King

Guanmu. They symbolize the wind, the sound, the rain, and the

harvest, denoting Feng, Tiao, Yu, and Shun respectively in Chinese.

Weituo (Skanda)
The statue of Weituo, holding a magic pestle faces north and

stands at the rear of the Hall of Heavenly Kings. It is said that

his family name was Wei, and his given name was Kun. He was one of

the eight great general guardians of Heavenly King ZengZhang, and

ranked first among the 32 general guardians. He was appointed

protector of buddhism, the statue is positioned at the rear of the

hall, facing the statue of Sakyamuni.

Ground Bronze Tripod
This ground Bronze tripod cast in 1747 (the 12th year of

Emperor Olin Long's reign) is 4.2 feet high. It is said that the

tripod was remolded with old and damaged bronze wares in the Palace

Museum. Its six openings have two dragons playing with a peal,

while on the pedestal a design with three lions contesting for a

ball.
Mount Sumeru
Mount Sumeru stands 1.5 metres high. this bronze sculpture

was made according to Buddhist tradition during the reign of
Emperor Wan Li in the Ming Dynasty. In Buddhism Mount Sumeru is

supposed to be a small world. The legendary paradise lies on top

of it.

Hall of Harmony
The Hall of Harmony is the main hall of the temple, formerly

a meeting palace for Emperor Yong Zheng. It is equivalent to the

main hall of an ordinary Buddhist Temple. There are three bronze

buddhas Sakyamuni, buddha of the Present in the middle; Buddha of

the Past Yeja on the left; Buddha of the Future Maitreya on the

right. On both sides of the hall stand eighteen Arhats.

The Statue of Sakyamuni
In the Hall of Harmony, stands the statue of Sakyamuni, the

founder of buddhism. On both sides of Sakyamuni stand his two
disciples, Ananda on the left, Mahakasyapa on the right. They are

two of the ten disciples of Sakyamuni.

CI 437
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TOUR OF YONGHEGONG LAMASERY 111
Lighting Lamas Butter Lamps
Lamas butter lamps are lighted before perfoxming Buddhist

Ceremony. The light enhances the religious atmosphere in the hall.

There is a 6.1-meter-high bronze statue of the founder of the
Yellow Sect of Tibetan Buddhism, Tsongkhapa. The bronze figure is
seated on a grand lotus terrace, with a sword in the lotus flowers
at its right shoulder and a book of Buddhist scriptures placed on
the lotus flowers at its left shoulder. The sword and the book
signify strength and wisdom.

There are exquisite mural paintings on both the eastern and the
western walls of the hall, describing of the preaching history of
Sakyamuni.

Pavilion of Ever Happiness
The pavilion is of pure wood structure. It is also called the

Pavilion of Big Buddha because there is a huge statue of Buddha in
the hall. The pavilion is built in the style of Liao-Jin period,
and there are two over-bridges, on each side of the pavilion.

Great Buddha Maitreya
There is a huge statue of Maitreya in the Pavilion of Ever

Happiness. It is made of a single trunk of white sandalwood, and
it is 18 metres high above the ground and 8 metres deep under the
ground. It is among the few indoor statues of Buddha in the world.
This Buddha is called Maitreya in Mongolian, and is one of the
"Three Wonders" of wood sculptures in Yonghegong.

Bronze Statue of Buddha
This is a bronze statue of Buddha in the Chamber of Zhaofolou.

It is the most exquisite bronze work of Yonghegong. The statue
models on sandalwood carving work. The statue niche carved out of
nanmu wood and the flame-light on the background is one oi "Three
Wonders" of Yonghegong.

Guardian Angel with Four Faces in the /1411 of Esoteric
L'Adhism.

One of the sacred Thangka paintings in the Hall of Esoteric
Buddhism-the God of Wealth.

The Guardian Angel of ever protecting inside the Hall of
Esoteric Buddhism.

Hall of Eternal Blessing
The Hall of Eternal Blessing was used as the bedroom and

study-room for Emperor Yong Zheng. riefore Yong Zheng was
enthroned, the hall was called Zhengqin Hall. After his death, his

coffin had been laid in state here before burial.

Three Statues of Buddha in the Hall of Eternal Blessing
These are three statues of Buddha in the Hall of Eternal

Blessing, each of then about 2.3 metres high. They are the
Longevity Buddha in the middle of the hall, with the Medicine

Buddha on his left and the Wisdom Buddha on his right.

This is Longevity Buddha in the Hall of Eternal Blessing.

. The painted portrait of White Dalaha is hung on the east wall

of the hall.
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STU TT

ACTMTY

Title: Chinese Religion Today

Introduction:
In 1949 the communists made a concentrated effort to change rehgious beliefs in China.

Mao Zetong had an especially powerful hand in this. Through one readinz from a Mao and
a couple from religious scholars students may get an idea about the conflict caused when
presented with contrary ideas.

Objectives:

1. To further clarify for the student Chinese religious beliefs.

2. To develop a contrast between the aims of the government and those of religion in
China.

Materials:

Handout *1 - Mao's Thoughts
Handout *2 Amida Buddha
Handout *3 - The Story of Kuan Yin

Procedure:

Have student read Handout *1 (Mao's Thoughts). Discuss why government and
governmental leaders dislike religion. Answers may be that people will find solace in
religion not the leaders, things are better when religion takes hold in contrast to
government promises, people are not creative.

Have student read handouts 2 and 3. What visions do these readings offer people of life.
How might that contrast with that of the government or leaders like Mao? How does the
granment of China approach religion today? (this last question calls for further
research)

4 1 0
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MAO'S RELIGION

The rule that forbids women and poor to attend banquets in the

ancestral has also been broken. On one occasion men of Paikwo,

Hengshan, marched on our ancestral temple, sat down on the floor

and ate and drank, while the grand patriarchs could only look on.

At another place the poor peasants, not admitted to the banquets in

the temples, swarmf4 in and ate and drank their fill, while the
frightened local billies, bad gentry, and gentlemen in long gowns

all took to their heels....Forbidding superstition and smashing

idols has become quite the vogue in Liling. In its northern
districts the peasants forbade the festival processions in honor of

the god of pestilbnce. There were many idols in the Taoist temple

on Fupo hill, Lukow, but they were all piled up in a corner to make

room for the district headquarters of the Kuomintang, and no
peasant raised any objection. When a death occurs in a family,
such practices as sacrifice to the gods, performance of Taoist or

Buddhist rites, and offering of sacred lamps are becoming

rare....In the Lungfeng Nunnery in the North Third district, the

peasants and school teachers chopped up the wooden idols to cook

meat. More than thirty idols in the Tungfu Temple in the South
district were burnt by the students together with the peasants;

only two small idols, generally known as "His Excellency Pao," were

rescued by an old peasant who said, "Don't commit a sin!" In

places where the power of the peasants is predominant, only the

older peasants and the women still believe in gods, while the young

and middle-aged peasants no longer do so. Since it is the young

and middle-aged peasants who are in control of the peasant
association, the movement to overthrow theocratic authority and

eradicate superstition is going on everywhere

Source: Thouohts of
Mao Ise Tunp
Horizon Book
of China

American Heritage
Publishing 1978
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IIMIDE1 MOHR
At that time, the Buddha told the Elder Sariputra:

Across ten billion buddha lands westward from here, there is
a world called Ultimate Happiness. There is a Buddha in this land,
who is called Amida. He is now teaching the Dharma.

Sariputra, why is that land called Ultimate Happiness? Since
the various beings in that land have no suffering of any kind but
only experience happiness in all its forms, it is called Ultimate
Happiness.

Also Sariputra, in the Land of Ultimate Happiness, there are
seven terraces, and seven (jewel-mounted] nets on seven rows of
trees. All are [made of] four jewels [such as of gold, silver,
emerald and crystal] which are everywhere. Therefore, that land is
called Ultimate Happiness.

Also Sariputra, in the Land of Ultimate Happiness, there are
ponds of seven jewels [of gold, silver, emerald, crystal, agate,
ruby and cornelian]. They are filled with the water of eight
virtues. The bottom of the ponds are strewn exclusively with
golden sand. On the four sides (of the pond] there are stairs made
of gold, silver, emerald and crystal. There are palaces which are
adorned with gold, silver, emerald, crystal, agate, ruby, and
cornelian. In the ponds there are lotus flowers as large as the
wheel of a chariot. The blue colored [flowers] have blue lights,
yellow colored have yellow lights, red colored have red lights and
white colored have white lights. They have subtle beauty and
fragrant purity.

Sariputra, in the Land of Ultimate Happiness, the splendors
from [Amida's] merits are accomplished in this way.

Also Sariputra, in that Buddha land, heavenly music is
produced at all times. The ground is made of gold and Mandarava
[lotus] flowers rain down during the six times [of devotion] day
and night. Always in the clear morning, the people in this land
put various fine flowers in their baskets and offer them to the ten
billion buddhas of the other directions. Then, they come back to
their original land by meal time, and eat and take a walk.

II

Sariputra, in the Land of Ultimate Happiness, the splendors
from [Amida's] merits are accomplished in this way.

Also Sariputra, in that land there is every variety of

II

exquisitely beautiful, multi-colored birds at all times. There are

white swans, peacocks, parrots, Sarikas, Kalavinkas, and

Kivamjivakas. These various birds sing harmonious and graceful
notes six times, day and night. This music conveys the Dharma as

II

each element of the five virtues, five functions, and seven phases

of enlightenment, plus each part of the Eight-fold Noble Path.
When the people in that land listen to the sounds, they think about

II

the Buddha, Dharma (the Buddha's teaching) and Sangha (the Buddha's

disciples). Sariputra do not think that these birds were in fact

those who have been reborn [as an animal] because of their wrong

conduct. What is the reason? The three evil destinations [as

II
hell-dweller, hungry ghost and animal] do not exist in that Buddha

land. Sariputra, even the names of the three evil paths do not

exist. How much less their reality! These various birds are

II

mani"!ested by Anida Buddha in his desire to have the sounds of the

Dharma proclaimed and circulated.442 86



H STORY OF KUHN YIN
In time, Tantric Buddhist sects in northern India visioned

Avalokitesvara as having four arms, then 24 arms. He was
visualized as having four heads, then 11 heads. Later he was given
1,000 arms with an eye in each hand. In time, the lotus became the
symbol of the bodhissatva's supreme creative powers.

By the seventh century, Tantric Buddhism gave female energies
to all the bodhissatvaa. At this point Avalokitesvara was often -

portrayed as a female rather than a male.
These alterations in the conceptualization and character of

Avalokitesvara occurred largely beiore the bodhissatva even entered
China in about the fifth century. The Chinese never popularized
the Sanskrit name, and they have always referred to the bodhissatint
as Kuan Yin. China has, unlike India and Tibet, popularly
visualized Kuan Yin as a female.

Scholars debate the date at which Kuan Yin became popularly
female. Some seventh-eighth century paintings depict a
predominantly female Kuan Yin. But at least most agree that by the
twelfth century Kuan Yin was almost exclusively depicted as a
female. Other scholars debate the whole idea of how a male god
strangely became almost exclusively a female goddess. Sons claim
that the Tantric fancy of modifying the basic bodbissatva image
eventually lead to stylizations that were interpreted as being
female. Others explain the transformation in terms of the female-
like compassionate qualities which the bodhissatva possesses.
Since the qualities are often associated more with the female sex,
some artist rendering probably gradually lead to the total
transformation in the mind of the general public.

In China where Taoism and its entire hierarchy of gods and
goddesses existed long before Buddhism even entered China, a Kuan
Yin counterpart, Vien-heu Sheng-mu, a goddess of compassion and
mercy, was worshipped. Vien-heu is the guardian of mortals who
journey upon the waters; she grants relief to those suffering and
in peril; she is the protector of mothers and giver of children.
Because of the similarity, and because of Taoism's highly adaptable
nature, it is likely that Vien-heu and Kuan Yin were often treated
and worshipped synonymously. Further, because Vien-heu definitely
is female, the Chinese likely further cemented the transformation
of Juan Yin from male to female.

Kuan Yin has been and still is one of the most revered and
worshipped deities in Chinese religion. She is a deity highly
esteemed by both Taoists and Buddhists. Not only are there
numerous temples dedicated to her, but nearly every traditional
Chinese home will have a statue of her image to honor her.

Although Kuan Yin is a popular deity, few know of the numerous
stories associated with her origin. Most merely kribw Kuan Yin as
the goddess of mercy and compassion, the goddess with the many
hands all ready to aid man in his many trials and tribulations.
Still the numerous legends associated with Kuan Yin, and even the
historical changes associated with the god-goddess' transformation
are interesting.
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RNCIENT CHINESE HISTORY

Up until 1985. the human history of China was 1.7 million years old. Eut archaeologists
in 1986 discovered some human fossils which date back to 2.5 million years ago and have
proven to be the earliest human beings in the world. In comparison with them, the well
known Peking Man was only 400-500 thousand years old. China entered the macriarcival
clan society about 40.000 thousand years ago. This is represented by the Yangsnao culture
and the Hemdu culture. About 5,000 years ago, China entered the patriarchal clan society,
the representatives of it are the Longshan Culture and the Liangdu culture. At this time
there appeared a system of monogamy in marrtage relations and the private ownership of
wealth

The Three Dynasties
Xia, Shang, and Zhou were the first three dynasties of China, and, were considered as

the beginning of Chinese civilization., there are no exact records about the Xia Dynasty.
Shang was the earliest dynasty that recorded its histor-y. Bronze objects and oracle bones
inscriptions have been discovered in Anyang which was the Shang capital.
Thou was a very famous dtmasty. lasting about 800 years. In this dynasty, the productive

f:rces increased and the manufacture of irm instruments as well as animal agriculture
were used. The replacement of slaves by collective farm labor became prominent.

Chin Dynasty and Han Dynasty
Chin was the first unified dynasty in the history of China. It was during the Chin
dynasty that The emperor system, the official system, and the prefecture system were
established. Han. which was founded as the successor to Chin. was the first peak in the
early period of Chinese history. This was reflected by more perfect national institutions,
increased territorial gains, and economic growth. The main body of Chinese nationality
took shape during this period.

The Period of Great prosperity in Ancient China. The Tang and Song Dynasty
Peasant uprising destroyed the dynasty of Sui and founded Tang. China during the Tang

period was the strongest power in the world. It had vast territory. There were also many
trades from central and western Asia or from northern Africa. Tang's capital Changan
became the busiest city of its time.
After the Tang, there was a short period of split and separation. Fi- e dynasties and Ten

Kingdoms, then came the unified Song Dynasty. Song kept the flourish of the Tang to
some extent, and the country developed in many respects. But there were constant wars
and continuous invasions from the north. During this time the personal dependence of
the peasant on the land was increasingly relaxed. All of this started a decline in ancient
China.

The last years of Ancient China The Yuan. Ming and Ching Dynasties

The Mongols destroyed the Southern Song and founded Yuan which was the first dynasty
established by a minority nationality. It lasted about 100 years. During that short time.
however, the Yuan greatly influenced world events, especially in Central Asia and
Southeastern Europe.
During the period of the ming and Ching, autocratic centralized power, especially that of

the imperial court, was greatly increased, the control over ideas was more strict. At the
same time contradictions between classes became sharper. peasant uprisin2s took place
without a break. China at this time had already been left behind by the world's main
trends.
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STUDENT ETIVITY

Title: Ancient China

introduction:
The development of culture is an important concept when trying to understand a

cnanging world. People can learn from the development of other cultures wnat
changes their own may be going through. it is also important to the overall
understanding of a society where their "roots' came tram and what was important to
the cuitc "e's early ancestors.

Obiectivez:

1. To have students be able to outline the erowth of ancient China

2. To have students develop an appreciation of China's culture through its ancient
past.

3. For student to develop a clear and concise picture of Chinese culture as it existed
before the 20th century.

Materials:

Handout l - Ancient Chinese Summary
Handout Maps 1-4
WesterniChinese Comparison

Procedure:

Have students discuss the concept of "roots". What foundations of culture took place
thousand of years ago? (democracy in Greece, arts in europe, religion, government
relationships with the people might be some answer:,

Hand out maps and handouts on Ancient China. Have them read and study in groups.
When completed have the groups draw and write a short overview of ancient China.
.,:ou may want to skip the drawing) . The overview should include government, life of
the common people, military policy, and other general topics. How does this compare
with the United States?

Have students dlsclizz the importance of China to the west ar 3 prelude te the next
activlty.
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'FERMI CCM WfIRRIORS

The mausoleum of Qin Shihaung , the first
emperor rt the Chin Dynasty is located in the
southern suburbs of Lintong county, Shanxia
provincd, about 7.5 km from the county seat The
landscape, covered with green tress with Lishan
hill to the south and Weishu river to the north.
The necropolis has two walls, an inner wall and an
outer wall. The tomb is 47 m. high.

In 1961 the state council decreed it a key
historical nonument under national protection. In
spring of 1974 a terr-cotta army pit, which is 1.5
km east of Qin Shihaung's mausoleum was
discovered. Pit Number 1 as it is callml today is
230 m. from east to west and 62 rn. from north to
south.

The terra-cotta warriors and horses excavated
from this rectangular battle formation are life
size, and each warrior has different features and
facial expressions, the figures carry real bronze
weapons including broadswords, spears, bows, and
arrows. Archaeologists estimate that there are
more then 6,000 terra-cotta warriors and horses
buried in the pit.

This burial provides valuable materials for
studying the politics, military affairs, culture,
science, and technology of the Qin period. In 1976,
another pit, called Pit Number 2 was found about
20 M. northeast of Pit Number 1. The formation
made by the pits probably was meant to represent
the imperial garrison to guard the necropolis.

In December of 19801 two teams of painted bronze
chariots and horses were unearthed from the west
of the mound of Qin mausoleum. They provide
important materials for studying the chariot
system, mettallurgy, casting, sculpture, and the art
of painting during the Qin Dynasty.
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STUDENT FICTIVITY

Title: Terra-Cotta Warriors and Time capsules

:ntroduction:
The finding of any portion of the past left undisturbed has tremendous impact on

humans an insight into people and their culture.
all of humanity. such findings can help explain time periods gone by and give all

111

c.:13 *caves:

7: acquaint the student ',filth ancient Chinese historY through the terra-cotta
.rarricr tuna?

To have student understand the relationship between the present and the past.

To have students develop theories relating to the past based cn limited
:nformation.

4. To have the student define their own past through a time capsule.

Materials:

Handout Terra-Cotta Warriors

Procedure:

Have the students read the short story and accompanyine picture of the terra-cotta
Tarn:ors. Discuss how these findings give a view of the past. What other things do
we know about that give us a view of the past?

Have students theorize about the warriors. Why were they buried. what kind of
Tor ld were they created in? What was China like during this time?

Discuss one more time the way items from the past tell about what life was like at
that time. Ha 7e students design a time capsule and list items to be placed in it.Why
are the items chosen and what do they tell about today'?
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STUDENT ACTIVITY

Title: The Decline of China

Introduction:
Today most people see China as a developing nation. As history indicates, China was,

once the most powerful nation on earth. What problems caused the downfall of China.
Again. it is known that peasant uprisings, too much imperial power, and other internal
problems plagued China isee ancient China summary). Internal strife made a major
impact on the future of the Chinese imperial government. Foreign intervention also
played a major role. Students should understand the role of foreign powprs in deciding
3 nation's future.

Objectives:

.. Students will be able to recognize some of the facts behind the Opium Wars. foremg
intervention, and internal revolution in China.

2. Students will use maps to explain the power of foreign influence in China and why
:t came about.

3. To be able to apply facts about internal chanees in China to overall dechne andior
ohanze.

3. To be able to apply China's decline with proolems that may be zoing cr. in :ther
place in the world today.

IyIaterials:

Handout Maps on the Opium Wars
Handout *1 Modern Chinese History Outline

Proredure:

Discuss some of the ways a nation declines in power. Use the Ancient Chinese
History summary to help students. List them on the board or piece of paper.

Hand out the Opium wars maps. What conclusions can be drawn from these maps and
short explanations. How did foreign countries influence the decline of China?

Hand out the outline of modern Chinese histom What chanRes took place in China
during the 20th century and why. What problems did the upheval try to solve - what
new onese were created?

Discuss the problems in China - foreign intervention, drug addiction, trade
imbalance. What problems do the Chinese have today? Might the same problems apply
today but in a different way?
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THE OPIUM WARS I 100

Boston

LUZOII

lupines

THE EARLY CHINA
TRADE too.1800
* saver mule

Arnerwan Pods route to China
ow Opium surches

Spanish America

THE APPROACH TO
CANTON

Firms such as Jardine & Matheson
used opium dippers-the first one to
sad was the Rod Rover rn 1829 -to
bring chests of opium up the Pearl
River as fares Whampoa.
Mandarin cruisers

.anfar,s. mey...eggi
awn*

stood by to prevent
chinese smugglers from bringing
in the drug, but in general these
armed vessels did rwt interfere
with the forvign merchants. The
wium chOpers then transferred
their dlicit cargo-usually at night-
to fast Chinese galleys rowed by
about forty tough desperadoes.
These vessels brought the opium
ashore. in 1837Kfw? a mere 230
foreigners were Iivinq in the
Canton hong& 4ao0P chests of
opium were delivered to China
and the quantity imported was
'ncreasing every year

pp . 100 - 102 45s
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THE OPIUM WARS II
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TREATY OF A1GUN 18511; signed between Russia and China during the0pium Wars'. Important because I
(1) It settled the boundary between Russia and China. Russia added most of the Manchurian lands

north of the River Amur to her empire.
(if) it marked the arrival of a strong Russian Empire in East Asia; Vladivostok founded in1859-60
60 China would never again be threatened by hordes of nomadic horsemen Instead she had to face

the growing threat of two expanding empires (Russia and Japan) and it would nor be long before .
the first battles of the Sino-Japanes,e War were fought out a; Korea
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The so-called 'Opium Wars' were not fundament-
...Y. ally caused oy the opium trade but by British

determination to penetrate China,establish proper
diplomatic relations with the Emperor and set uP
advantageous trading arrangements.
Traditionally, the Chinese regarded all foreign
representatives as 'tribute bearers' and treated
them accordingly. Thus the 'Arrow' incident
(Canton:1856) was simply a pretext for war-
because it was debatable whether or not the
Arrow should have been flying the British flag at
the time. Britain did most of the fighting-and
paved the way for the other maritime nations to
enjoy the same commercial relationships as she

Direction of British attacks did with the declining Chinese Empire.
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THE ARTS AND MUSIC OF CHINA
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THE FINE ARTS IN CHINA AN OUTLINE

The arts in China have existed as long as the culture itself. The growth of the arts
was of concern to the emperors and the common people. While there has been a shift
in the subjects and themes of art, all forms of Chinese arts flourish in China today.
Listed below are just some of the styles of art that exist in China.

Poetry
For thousands of years the Chinese have been imbued with poetry. The earliest

Chinece poems are found in the Confucian classics. The poems were sung to the
accompaniment of musical instruments and concerned the ways of nature and man.

Historical Writings
The writings of scholars depicting the history of China started during the 6th and

7th century. Many of the works were compiled through the libraries of emperors and
official residences. Because the Chinese were so proficient as then writings a
continuous 3nd uniform histori of China from the han through the Mins exists

Novels and Short Stories
Novels and short stories were popularized during the Six Dynasties period. They
used material drawn from history and were largely tales from written records and
oral stories. The Buddhist and Taoist religions played a major role in the
development of literature, tales of mystery and intrigue with the supernatural were
part of the early writings. Occasionally the writings of early novelists hid social
commentary among the, tales of supernatural beings.
Writers in China have suffered through many changes ion government tolerance.

Writers have at times been allowed to write creatively, some with foreign influences.
Crackdowns during the Maoist regime made writing extremelY,1difficult. The uprising
in Beijing during 1989 stifled a reflowering of Chinese writing.

Drama
Chinese dram has a long historf. The earliest known theater was during the Song

Dynasty although there seems to be indications of organized theater groups lone
before that. The courts of Han put together clowns, acrobats, musicians, and singers.
Early on, daring the ume of the Yuan and Mongol periods, puppetry thrived with
themes of historical events and social customs.
Peking Opera featured elaborate costumes and stylized gestures. The themes were

inclusive of color and pageantry that related to nature.

Music
Music has always meant more to the Chinese than listening or relaxation. They

believe that music has a philosophical relevance to life and it is an essential part of
the human spirit. It helps retain the harmonious relationship between man, nature,
and spirit.
Instruments in Chinese music relate to percussion, wind, and string with variations

of all of these in each musical piece. The nature of traditional Chinese music relates
to the heaven and earth. Chinese music is designed to blend sound that often strike
contrast rather then harmony. yet each sound has its own distinct contribution to the
overall piece.

Other Cl. nese arts include sculpture, architecture, and Folk Art. each of these have
distinctive styles to them and have contributed to the richness of Chinese life.
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STUDENT ACTIVITY

Title: Introduction to Chinese Arts

Introd*iction:
The arts of any nation is often used as a measuring stick on how great the civilization

is and has been. Chinese art is rich with special music. art, poetry, literature, and
sculpture. For just a short exploration and small understanding the students should be
exposed to some aspects of the Chinese arts.

Objectives:

1. The students will observe the practice of Chinese arts through photographs and
pictures.

2. The student $ will arrive as some conclusions based on those observations. The
conclusions will be through a list of the types and construction of the arts in China.

3. To help students appreciate the richness and diversity of the arts in China.

Materials:

Handout 1$1 - Arts in China (Photographs)
Handout tt2 - Arts in China (Drawings)
Handout tt3 The Arts Outline

Procedure:

Have students discuss the nature of art. what makes an art unique to a culture or
nation? How does art influence the way we think or act? How has art changed?

Students should then read the outline on Chinese art. Have them also look at the
drawings and photographs (including the unit cover) of Chinese artists and art. What is
unique about the art? In what ways does it depict the society? (delicacy, nature. harmony
Tith nature ) List some of the ways Chinese art may be unique.

Have students research one of the arts in China further and report back.

f
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STUDENT ACTIVITY

Title: Be a Part of Chinese Arts

Introduction:
The arts are an important part of the Chinese way of life. Many arts in China have

become world renown. The puppet shows, painting, and paper cutting are just a few of
them. It is important for the student to understand the role of arts and participate in
them

Oblectives:

1. For the student to understand and be able to outline the background of the Chinese
arts of Paper Cutting, Painting, and Puppetry.

2. For the students to participate in one of the arts by drawing/painting, producing a
paper cut, or holding 3 puppet show.

3. For students to appreciate the complex makeup of the arts in China.

Materials:

Handout #1 Painting in China
Handout *2 Puppetry in China
Handout #3 Paper Cuts in China
Handouts 3A - 3B Paper Cuts
Paperipaint/coloring pencils

Procedure:

Have the students read about the art of Paper cutting, puppetr,', and Painting
/Handouts 1,2,3 ).

After the students have read the material have them group themselves according to
what art they wish to participate in.
Have the eroup in painting paint 3 Chinese scene uoine the techniques described. It

could also be a colored pencil drawing
The group with the puppets should make their puppets flat on paper. They should be

colored. Have them present a puppet show usinz a high table with black cloth and the
puppets mounted on sticks.
The group with paper cuts should choose one of the paper cuts to work with. They

should explain some of the differences between the modern and ancient style.

f;
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Handout #2 - Puppetry
Perhaps the magical movement created a mysterious awe akin to

religious wonder; perhaps the playful movement captured a childlike sense of spon-
taneous creative play. The exact reason for man's fascination with puppet remains
unanswered -- and yet as little understood as it is, puppetry is uniquely a
universal art form. All civilizations, be they extremely primative or highly
sophisticated, have evidenced some form of puppet play.

The Chinese puppet theatre enjoys a particularly colorful and
unusual heritage. Unlike many Euvopean puppet theatres which evolved around
the adventures of a particular puppet figure (eg., Punch in England, Karagoz.
in Turkey), the Chinese puppet theatre has never seen the emergence of a single major
puppet character. Most puppet theatres have developmd as pure Palk arts, but
in China the puppet has been unusually linked to both politics and religion.

THE SHADOW PUPPET China is acknowledged by most as the originator of the shadow
puppet. Ssu-ma Chgen, the famed Chinese historian, describes

a probable source of the shadow puppet's birth in his Historical Annals (121 B.C.).
Emperor WU T1 of the Han dynasty was overwhelmingly depressed by the death of one
of his favorite concubines. It is said that his grief was so great that affairs
of state were sorely set aside. Obs ttl a desire to see his lost love, he
summoned the court's fam-hsiang-shlh c41,4 k/) a type of Taoist priest who spe-
cialized in exorcisms, geomancy, and dealings with the departed. It is probably
this fang-hsianq-shih who presented the first shadow puppet play in China.

He magically and mysteriously presented the image of the lost concUbine on a
fine transparent screen. It is not known whether the first shadow puppet was
made of the now traditional animal's hide, but more likely than nit, paper was the
materials for the first puppet. Very finely designed paper imagr lf servaits,

clothing, carriages etc. have been (and still are) created as pelt of the sacri-
ficial offering mad; by Taoists to departed ancestors. It is, thereore, quite
likely that a.clever fam-hsiang-shih merely took this religious art form and-
creatively modified a female image such that it had cleverly jointed mcveable
parts. He then artistically projected his creation from behind a fine, nearly
transparent rice paper screen set atop a temple altar.

To both facilitate the dramatic production and make the experience a truly .

religious one, the fang-hsiang-shih incorporated elements which have definite
Taoist significance. First, Taoist believe that light repulses evil and keeps

menacing spirits away. Candlelight, a common and necessary feature In Taoist
temples, was most likely used as a light source far the projection of the
shadow puppet. Second, Taoist believe that all those who depart from this world must

necessarily dwell for a period of time in the shadowy underworld. A recently

deceased concubine's spirit would, therefore, most appropriately appear as a

shadow from this underworld. Third, Taoist believe in elaborate funeral dressing

and preservation techniques; it is believed that a spirit, if it should appear,

will appear as it was dressed at the time of burial. Because so very little

has changed in the Chinese shadow puppet theatre through the centuries, one

might guess that the original concubine puppet was as elaborately cut and painted

as those puppets which exist today. The fang-hsiang-shih's concubine figure perhaps

was designed to duplicate her burial dress. Fourth, the central rod on which

the main portion of the puppet is suspended is referred to 4s the "rod of life."

This term hints at a spiritual nature to the art.

From the time of its origin, the puppet theatre has been used in religious and

spiritual activities. Some fire-side Taoist and medians have used shadow puppets

as part of divination ceremonies, seances, and the like. As in the original

performance, the shadow puppets are used to depict the souls of the departed.
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STUDENT ACTIVITY

Title: Ancient and Modern Arts

Introduction:

Like in all places through out the world the arts have changed over time in China. The
poetry, music, and art of ancient China has influenced many artists. Yet, each generation
has its own distinct style. The creation of sound, words, and visual scenes has enriched
each new group of people. This activity will allow students to see similarities and change
in the arts of China.

Cblectives:

1. For students to compare the ancient and modern arts in Poetry, Music, and Drawing.

2. For students to reach conclusions about the sublects relating to the poetry. music. and
drawings of ancient times versus modern.

3. For the students to research arty changes in their own area of interest.

Materials:

Handout al
Handout ;2
Handout *1
Handout S2 -
Handout *1
Handout a2

- Ancient Poetri
Modern Poetry
Modern Art
Ancient Art

- Music in China I
- Music in China II

Procedure:

Have students look at the arts of ancient time (including both the music hand=s. What
were the arts like in ancient times? What themes did art have through poetm music. and

drawing.

After a thorough discussion hand out the modern art in Poetry and Drawing. Including

current music (western rock), what differences can the student see in the themes-)

Have students research changes in American art in the same way.

4"r
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1

Thinking of You
Chen Lin

In the dusk
I'm all alone
With my shadow
Not saying a single word

No
I did not think of you
You are already someone eise's wife

Your home is not far from the school
Right/
You gave me a photograph once
Right?
You wrote to me once
Right?

I'd rather not think about
What happened in the past
Not think
Not think at all

Tonight
Not eating
Not eating
You are already someone else's wife

Tonight
Not eating
Not eating

porany
An Ancient Ede

Jiang He

I was nailed upon the prison wall.
Black Time gathered, like a crowd of crows
From every corner of the world, from every night of History,
To peck all the heroes to death, one after the other, upon this wan

Ancestors and brothen with heavy hands
Laboured silently as they were piled into the wall.
Once again I come here
To revolt against fettered fate
And with violent death to shake down the earth from the wall
To let those who died silently stand up and cry ,Jut.

Handout 412-Poet.

XIA CUAN : Lower Pass

Chairman Mao: Never Forget You

Yang Li

The sun dazzles this afternoon
I turn around, walk toward
A massive boulder in the distance
A few girls sitting on the edge
Relaxed
Their colourful clothes
Sparkling

Afternoons like this are rare
As I walk I'm thinking it might rain,
Drops of rain will fall on the boulder
Where will the girls go for cover?
But now there's not even a hint of wind
The sun shines down silently
It's so beautiful! That boulder
And behind the boulder
In the distance, the dazzling sky

Source: Seeds nf Fire
Barme A Minford
NoonDay Press 1989

4 7 9
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RITES AND MUSIC

fray the Book of Rites

Man is born in stillness, for uillness is his
nature given by Heaven. In response to ex-
ternal things he becomes active, activity being
the expression of the desires of his nature. . .

If these likes and dislikes are not controlled
within him and his understanding is beguiled

,by the external world, then he cannot retom to
his true self. . . . Then his heart will tutu to
revolt and deception, and his actions will be-
come dissolute and rebellious. . . . Therefore
the former kings set up rites and music that
men might be controlled by them. . . Music
comes from within, rites from without. Music
coming from within is characterized by still.
ness, while rites which are from without are
characterized by order. Great music must be
easy, great rites simple. Music induces an end
to anger, rites an end to strife.. . Music is the
harmony of. Heaven and earth, rites are their
order. Through harmony all things are trans-
formed; through order all are distinguished.
Music arises from Heaven; rites are patterned
after earth. . . . Therefore the 3age creates
music in response to Heaven, and sets up rites
to match earth. When music and rites are fully
realized. Heaven and earth function in perfect
order.

tor- Roaosu wet uvraw

MUSIC ZN CIUNA fl

Source: Horizon Book on Chino
Pmerican Heritage publish
1978

Story only
4 S 1
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MUSIC IN CHINA

The carilest Chinese Music,

In about 3000 B.C., the mythical Emperor Fs Hsi invented and

made gin (a seven stringed Chinese harp)and se (a 2$ stringed

horizontal harp ), which was the earliest traces of the Chinese

Music. According to a tegend, Emperor Huang composed a tune "Qing

Ji20" for se in around 2500 B.C. During the reign of Yu and Shun,

the musicat instruments were further improved and an instrumental

ensemble "Da Shao" was composed. Though ancient the Chinese music

is, it can also be used to convey man's sossage.On August 20,

1177, the U.S. spaceship "'lamest" went into sky, which carried

a bronze disc on which the gin We "Liu Shui* was recorded. it

is a letter fron human being to "the extra celestials'.

Musical instruments,

There are various 'Ands of Chinese musical instrunents. The

ancient Chinese classified the instruments into eight groups

according to the aaterials emptoyed in making the instruments.

They are, instruments made from metat, from stone, from silk,

from bamboo,from gourd,from clay,from leather, and from wood. Now

the instruments %re generally classified into four groups, wind

instruments, string instruments, plucked instruments and

percussion instruments.

Temperament,

According to a legend, during the reign of Emperor Huang

(the Yettow Emperor), the twelve pitches of the octave was

created, which was calculated from the cycle of fifths. This

cycle of fifths is similar to the Pythagorean. The generated 12

pitches of the octave is 12 tone unequal temperament. The first

five tones generated from the fundamental absolute pitch (the

:yellow belt) can be arranged from high lo low as Gong, Shang,

Jiao, Hui, and Yu. This is the pentatonic (5 tone) scale, a

commonly used scale in Chinese music

/23
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STUDENT ACTIVITY

Title: Music in China

Introduction:
Cf all the arts, music is one of the most important in

Chinese life, the vast array of instruments, the delicate
sound, and the relationship of music between man and nature
make Chinese music among the most interesting in the world.
While it Is impossible to do a full critique of Chinese
music, students should become aware of the complexity and
beauty of this art form.

Objectives:

I. To have student identify various instruments that are

uniquely Chinese.

2. To identify the nature of Chinese Music and its origins.

3. For students to develop an appreciation for the
complexity of Chinese music and its relationship to the

people.

Materials:

Handout *I - Music in China I
Handout *2 - Music in China II
Handout *3 - Music in China
Tape of Chinese Music (not supplied)

Procedure:

Have students read the overview of Chinese mjsic (overview
on the arts). What makes the music unique. Have them reaci
(handout *1) the history of the music. What differences are
there between Chinese traditional music and western music?

Hand out the instruments of Chinese music (handouts I and

2) How do these instruments convey the Idea of nature by the

way they look and must sound. (talk about percussion, wind
and the use of materials)

124
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STUDENT ACTIVITY

Title: The Chinese Econonw

Introduction:
The Chinese have been considered a developing nation since the collapse of the

empire In the late 16th century. The economy of this nation, however, has been of
great Interest to capitalist countries like the 'United states and Japan. there are
_;ver one billion potential consumers in China. How the economy is really doing and
what is happening in China's market place affew.gts all nations as the economy turn
global.

Othectiver.

I. To give students an understanding of the Chinese economy and how it works
according to different sources.

2. To use data to effectively critique how the economy is progressing in China.

3: To be able to discuss possible options for investment in China based on data
presented.

Materials:

Handout it1
Handout #2
Handout 1$3
Handout a4

Procedure:

The official Economy
Changing Chinese Economy
Populationtwork chart
Economic Trade Chart and Business Exchange

Handout materials on the Chinese economy (handouts 1 and 2). Discuss with the
students the different tones these articles have. Which one taker a more unrealistic
view and why?

Hand out charts (h andouts 3 and 4). What information does this add. if any?

Have the students role play a business person wanting to trade with China. What
products might they trade in. what problems can they see in trading with the
Chinese at this time?

NIT If Ay
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THE CHINESE ECONOMY CHANGES

China's eccnosra is crumbling. :Dozens of Chiinese newspapers report that a massive
:urge in unemployment is turning tens of millions of out of worn peasants into an army
:f transients wno are roaming me countryside or flooding into large cities. the countrY's
leaders might well be having nightmares. because demands for rapid economic
liberalization formed part of the core of the pro-democracy movement that led to
Tiananmen Square.
Foreign diplomats are predicting that the combination of economic chaos and simmering
ideological disputes at to level Communist Party posts will lead to further social and
political unrest. A flurry of recent economic reports by the government shows China is
staggering toward stagnation. with productivity dropping for the first time in more than
3 decade. Foreign businessmen trading with China say that many of the companies that
they do business with are nearly crippled by chronic shortages cf credit and raw
materials.
China's Communist Part leaderehip Is still pursuing its harsh economic austerity
prOgram. In an effort to tighten their hold on development . government officials are
trying to reimpose centralized control on China's economy by bolstering state run
industries and attacking market oriented reforms started in the 1980s.
Small private entrepreneurs are being driven out of business or severely restricted:
state controls on all prices have been reimposed; tough controls have been slapped on
new investments: and a modest revival of collectivization is under way in the
countryside. The sudden return od communist orthodoxy has brought China's economy tc
a shuddering halt.
In a mayor editorial, the government controlled China Daily sounded a grim warning.
"The employment situation in the county is becoming increasingly serious." the
newspaper declared. "aural surplus labor is flowing in the cities at a rate that economic
and social development cannot bear." In one county in Sichuan province alone.
Communist party cifIC13is report that 60.000 unemplcyed rural laborers are leaving their
home eacn year to search for work in the cities, the newspaper said. It added as many as
15 millicn people in Sichuan province are "leaiting :r jobs". Similar situations are said
to enst in the provinces of Hunan. Hubei, and Jiangxi.
In Belying, there are an estimated 600.000 transient laborers. the China daily reported.

Massive rural unemployment is being exacerbated by ideological inspired recession as
the government cracks down on small private businesses and "villase enterprises"
created under the liberal economic reforms of the 1980s.
Western diplomats say that millions of Chinese factory workers have teen pushed into

the streets as the government has closed or merged 60,000 companies since early last
sear. The China daily reported that up to one third of China;s mmanufacturing
industries are lying idle.
Since October 1988. when the government's austerity program began, 18,000 construction

proyects have been halted nationwide, according to the Communist Party People's Daily.
In the mayor state run industrial firms, which are now receiving the lion's share of
government resources. production costs last year soared by 22 percent.
As a result of the bloody crackdown at Tiananmen Square in 1989. one of China's largest

foreign currency earning enterprises collapsed. Tourism revenues fell 20 percent in 1989
after increasing at a rate of 13 percelit for the past decade. In the summer of 1990.
Beijing had 13,000 empty hotel beds.

Source: World Press Review - May 1990
Story form Peter Goodspeed Toronto Star
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HANDOUT #1 Choices of Profession out of college

VALUATION AND CHOICE OF PROFESSIONS WY unvmsrm STUDENTS

Profession

Self-employed in individual
economy

Economic
Status

1

Social
Status

12

Actual Choice
of Stue.ent

Staff member in enterprise or
company with foreign capital

2 8 3

Staff member in a foreign
economic or trade company

3 5 2

Staff member of non-state supported
(minium') enterprise or company

4 11 10

Cadre in party or government 5 1 6

Enterprise managemont cadre 6 2 4

Scientific researcher 7 4 5 "

Engineer or technician 8 6 7

University teacher 9 9 9

Stu4ent studying overseas 10 3

Graduate student in China 11 7 8

Secondary school teacher 12 10 12

yanjite (An Investigation of the Choices of Professions

4
132
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ze ye 41am:ha
by University
1988, p. 55.



STUDENT ACTIVITY

Title: Living in China

Introduction:
The Chinese way of life is similar in many ways to that of any

other country. Families living together have needs to fulfill and
often have to budget or conserve materials in order to make it
through a week. In the cities, especially, people must be aware of
what they can buy to survive and what is luxury. What people see
as important tells about the state of the economy, lifestyle, and
family fortunes.

Objectives:

1. To familiarize the student with a Chinese family's lifestyle
through what they may purchase.

2. To develop a framework for understanding the Chinese urban
lifestyle.

3. To create an outline of their lifestyle through a listing of
purchase the student makes.

Materials:

Handout il - Typical Expenses

Procedure:

Have students list the items they have purchased in the last
month. If they cannot remember, have them list what they normally
buy over a period of time.

List items on the board, selecting about twenty. Discuss
housing, electricity, utilities, meals, and other items probably
not listed. What kind of wages would be needed to have this type
of lifestyle?

Handout list of items of the family in Shanghai. What
differences are there in lifestyle. What similarities?

Have the students create through a drawing or paragraph an
overview of this Chinese family. How does this illustrate the
urban Chinese lifestyle?

4°7
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Handout#/ - Chinese Lifestyle and cost

TYPICAL EXPENSES FORTBE WANG FAMILX, LIVING LI SHANG2AX

(1 yuan m $.50 - approximately)

- Family Members -Mr. Wang (43 years oldr-works as a bus dispatchar);

Mks. Wang (40 years ol&-.a cadre in a textile factory); two

daughtars (9 and 12 years old).

Income -ltr.Wang---60 yuan per month ($30.00); mts. gang.

65 yuan per month ($32.50).

TyyPical Monthly Exmenses
Rant for Avarment (two rooms plus a small. kitchen

Electricity
Heating - Hone required in Shanghai

Food for Each Family Member

Meals at School Cafeteria (par day per student)

- Typical Prices of Selected Items

Annual Bicycle Registration
Average Pair of Shoes
Smell Usti& and White T.V.

Bicycle
Sewing Machine
Medical Care (par person par year)

1 Handkarchief
1 Pair of Galoshes
1 Bar of Soap

1 15 Watt Light Bulb
1 Electric Alarm Clock
1 Wrist Watch
1 24 Litre Thermos
Fish Par Pound
Chidkan Par Pound
1 Doren Eggs
Cucumbers Per Pound
Tomatoes Per Pound
Rice Par Pound
Bad Par Pound
Children's Paperhadk Book
Plastic Tap
Toy Halicaptar
Blue Denim Shirt and Trousers

Transistor Radio
Entrance to Local Mavie
Popular Naval

4,94
Source China Project - San Francisco

1.34

5 Yuan. ($ 2.50)

yam ($ .75)

yuan ($ 7.50)

.20 yuan ($ .10)

yuan ($ 1.50)

6 yuan ($ 3.00)

200 yuan ($100.00)

120 yuan ($ 60.00)

160. roan ($ 80.00)

1 yuan ($ .50)

.43 yuan ($ .22)

4.59 'van ($ 2.25)

.22 Yuan ($ .11)

-65 Yuan ($ .32)

16-50 Yuan ($ 8.15)

90 Yuan ($ 45.00)

2-62 Yuan ($ 1.30)
.16 yuan ($ .08)

1 yuan ($ .50)

.90 yuan ($ .45)

.38 yuan ($ .19)

.48 yuan ($ .24)

.18 yuan ($ .09)

-70 Yuau ($ .35)

-23 Yu= ($ .13)

.65 gum. ($ .33)

1.44 yuan ($ .72)

16 Yuan ($ 8.00)

20 yuan ($ 10.00)

.05 yuan ($ .0250
2 yman ($ 1-00)
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STUDENT ACTIVITY

Title: Working in cHina

Intr oduction:
Abstract figures give one an overview of a nations economy, tut the stories of the

people who actually work and live in it are what give na accurate triew of the problems
and lives of the average person. From two stories it is hoped that the student Can get an
idea about the Chinese way of life regarding work.

Objectives:

To give the student 3 first hand account of work in China.

1'. To have students draw conclusions about the nature of work in China and some of
the problems that exist.

Materials:

Handout #1 - Work in China

Procedure:

Have students read the handout handout #1) with the two stories about life in China.

Discuss the ideas behind the stcries. What must the routine be like in Chinese
factories mote eloves. noise. conditions). In the second story wilat is the problem an
irony in this situation? How do problems like this affect the future of economic
:development in China?

135



STORIES OF WORK IN CHINA

:t is ten forty-five in the morning. Suddenly all noise in the shop oeases. 'me remove f:ur
white cotton gloves, replace our tools in our lockers, and walk outside the workshop to 3
image tin sink where we wash up for lunch. Other workers stand around waiting their turn.
:arrying their tin cups, dishes and chopsticks in small net bags such as 3 French
nousewives carry at the market.
The cafeteria is crowded by the time we get there. We are in the first of there lunchroom
chifts. which are staggered at fifteen minute intervals...Out work team separates as we
move to different lines, behind the windows a vast kitchen hums with activity, tons of food
are cooked here each day. Women in white bandannas chop vegetables on large chopping
r.ables. Baskets of fish and meat are being cut and prepared. steam rises from a large
cauldron of noodles partially obscuring the attendants who stir it with oversized
chopsticks.
Somehow the members of our small group manage to relocate one another and sit together

as one of the long concrete tables which fill the room. I eat garlic shoots, cabbage soup, 3nd
rice. Hsiao Ch'en who works at the neighboring bench, eats whole salt fish and a bowl of
rice. Hsiao Ti eats some broad beans and a five ounce bowl of brown wheat noodles. there is
:come toking about lista() Ti's large consumption of noodles and his relative thinness.
The Chinese do not waste much time on eating. they eat in a businesslike manner spiting
:ut bones and gristle unceremoniously on the table beside them. When they have finished
*nth their meals, the workers take their dishes to one of the nearby sinks, here thev rinse
their dishes under hot boiling water from the rolling mill, the water flows cut in a gutter
through a wicker basket. 'There the odd kernal of rice or scrap of food is trapped. The
;arbage is later to sent to the farms for pig food.
Source: In the People's Republic: An American's First Hand View of Living and Working in
China. Orville Schell
Vintage nooks lIew York 1978

I WaS transferred from place A to city C so that I could live with my wife, the director of
the Municipal Azricultural Industry Office read my letter of introduction ahd slapped his
thigh.
"Right!" he cried. "off to the first Municipal Agricultural DrIachinery Plant with you!

They're short of technicians.
"But director," : said quickly, somewhat takcn aback, "my course was in papermaking."
"Oh." he said then lookinz up at me, "aren't you an engineer?"
1".res- I nodded.
"Don't engineers know about machines? You must know how to repair them even if you

can't build them."
"Honestly, I can't do either." I explained.
"an engineer that can't build machines? Ridiculous!" He slapped the table and rose to his

feet, then paced to and fro in the office saying to himself. "I don't understand it.Why all
the engineers they're approving these dlys? You won't modernize this country with
engineers like that. oh dear me no!" His head shook like a drum rattle.
I knew what he meant and added a regretful smile. "I can make paper though." This sent

him into a fit of yawning.
"You intellectuals." he said with a wave of his hand. "you never come to the point, here we

are back where we started after all this talk. Oh I know what you are after. you don't like
the idea of agricultural machinery:dirty work. You's rather have the gauze and goosedown
they put on paper mills. Nice light work."
"oh no director," I hastened to explain. "It is just that my course was in papermaking."
"I've got nothing against what you studied. Just don:t go looking for the Ii7htest work when

is comes to job assignments. How will this country be modernized if everyone's like you."
What was I to say. " Director that is not what I meant"."
"Well, if that wasn't what you mean" the director said with a snort." get yourself along to

the First Municipal Agricultural Machinery Plant."

Source: Peng Xuef Sto17 was Published in Forest of Stories No 1 Horizon Book of China.
American Heritage Publishing 1978
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STUDENT ACTIVITY

Title; Chinese Inventions

:ntroduction:
Chinese smence was making progress in many areas before the birth of christ. Some

Chinese inventions are well known like gunpowder and the compass. But there have been
more and the west was always looking to China for new ideas and inventions. Students
nould be aware that , while China today is not known as a technological nation, it
mntributed a great deal to the world 3S we know it.

.3bjectives:

:. For students to identify the inventions and concepts that originated in China.

Z. For students to theorize of what the world would be like without some of the
contributions.

3. For students to identify ways that Chinese science is till contributing to the world
today.

Materials:

Handout #1 Inventiono From China

Handout - Chinese and Western Progress

Procedure:

Hand out Inventions from China I and II. Discuss how these inventions and discoveries
:hanged the world. Add the chart on western acceptance of ancient developments. What
impact has China had on the world?

Have students draw up 3 list of other discoveries that have depended on Chinese
innovation crockets. clothine styles books).

49
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WYE Ti[ONS CENA
The Chinese invented both block printing, to reproduce the

Printing Confucian classics that had often been carved on stone, and
moveable type. It appears that Europe learned about block

printing from China and did not invent it separately. One possible source of
the spread of block printing from Chins is playing cards, wbich the Chinese also
invented and introduced to Europe. Another is paper monet, first printed in
China in the tenth century A.D. and later introduce to Europe.

GUn Gunpow4er was invented in China c. 1000 A.D. and probably

P° spread to Europe during the Mongol expansion of 1200-1300
A.D., but this is not proven. The use of gunpowder in

Europe was first recorded in 1313. Europeans used gunpowder for cannons, while
the Chinese used it primarily for firecrackers. Despite such early knowledge
of explosives and their use, China did not pursue the development of weaponry
as did the West, and ironically it was through the use of cannons and guns that
the Europeans were able to dominate China in the late 1800s.

Historians believe that the Chinese invented the magnetic

Compass compass and used it for navigation c. 1100 A.D. Arab traders
sailing to China probably learned of the Chinese method of

sailing by compass and returned to the West with the invention.

(Chemistry) The Taoist search for the elixir of life (a life-

Alchemy extending potion) led to much experimentation with changing
the state of minerals. The Chinese practice appears to

have spread first to the Arab world and then to Europe. Chinese alchemy predates
that of the Egyptians in Alexandria and other cities by about two centuries, .

beginning by 133 B.C.

Civil
service and England in the 1800s, apparently inspired by the

Chinese practice instituted almost two thousand years earlier,

Exams for government service were introduced in both France

in 165 B.C.

C.rain Henry A. Wallace, U.S. secretary of agriculture from 1933 to
1940, introduced governmental stor9ge of excess grain after

SIVIdlirt reading the dissertation of a Chineii student at Columbia
University Confucian economic policies. Wallace adapted the Confucian notion
of government grain purchases to provide for times of scarcity, and he intro-
duced the practice in the United States to deal with oVerproduction due to
mechanization and resulting depressed agricultural prices.

The Chinese knew how to produce silk at least by 1300 B.C.,
but not until the second century B.C. did it begin to be
exported to Europe, and not until about 550 A.O., when monks

who had travelied to China brought back silkworm eggn, did the !lest learn the
Chinese secret of silk-making.

The Chinese traded silk with the Roman Emlire and then with Byzantium.
In return they received such items as wool* glass, and asbestos. Through the
silk trade the world's two great empires in the first century A.D.--Rome and
Han China--were linked, as Roman women wore Chinese silks. The overland trade
route between China and the Mediterranean was called the "Silk Route" because
China exported so much of this fabric to the West.
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Cc)
(d)
(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(j)
(k)

(1)
(m)
(n)

(0)
(p)

(q)

(r)

(s)
(t)

(u)

(v)
(w)

(x)

(y)

EST PitIGRE'S

Square-pallet chain-pump
Edge-runner mill
Edge-runner mill with applicationof water-power
Metallurgical blowing-engines, water-power
Rotary fan and rotary winnowing machine

Piston-bellows
Draw-loom
Silk-handling machinery (a form of flyer for laying

evenly on reels appears in the 11th century, and

power is applied to spinning mills in the 14th)

Wheelbarrow
Sailing-carriage
Wagon-mill
Efficient harness for draught-animals: Breast-trap

Collar

1

Cross-bow (as an individual arm)
Kite
Helicopter top (spun by cord)
Zoetrope (moved by asLending hot-air
Deep drilling
Cast iron
'Cardan' suspension
Segmental arch bridge
Iron-chain suspension-bridge
Canal lock-gates.
Nautical construction principles
Stern-post rudder
Gunpowder
Gunpowder used as a war technique
Magnetic compass (lodestone spoon)
Magnetic compass with needle
Magnetic compass used for navigation
Paper
Printing(block)
Printing(movable type)
Printing(metal movable type)

(z) Porcelain

Needham, J. Science and Civilization
Press, Vol. I., 1954
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THE CHINESE POLITICAL SYSTEM
Chinese Political organizations are embodiment of the Chinese

socialist political system. It has the distribution of political

power as its core substance, the reelization of management of oul

country and society as its principal function. As social

potiticat system is composed of political organs, taws and

operating mechanism, such a political system has 'undergone a

tortuous growih and developing process since the founding of the

Peoples' Republic in 1449 and graduatly improved itself through

reform in recent years.

The National People's Congress is the essential political

organ and the form of legislative power. Such system.is based on

the experiences of construction of political power in the

revotutionary bases and it is ctosely retated to the nature of

socialism which is characterized by the democratic dictatorship

of the people, the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party and

the unification of workers and peasants.

The multi-party cooperation under the leadership of the

Chinese Communist Party is an important part in our political

system. This is determined by the actual historical and realistic

conditions of ourpuntry. It is a characteristic and also an

advantage of China's political system. In China there eight
democratic parties' besides the Chinese Communist Party, 1.

Revolutionary Committee4kthe KNT; 2. China Democratic League;

3.China Democratic NatiOat Construction Association; 4.China

Association for Promoting Democracy; 5.Chinese Peasants' and

Workers' Democratic Party; 6.China ZhPiong Party; 1.Jiu San

Society; 8.Taiwan Democratic Setf-goverment.

Since the establishment of these parties, they have kept a

close retatiOn with the Chinese Communist Party. They formed a

"United Front" which has made a great contribution to democratic

and socialist revolutions. Now, the United Front is still playing

an important rote in the construction of modernization , the

unification of China and the wortd peace.
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THE CHINESE POLITICAL SYSTEM II
f,,dre puti ,ind system-is another important part in our

volititat item. nne of the principles in our cardre system is

!hat cardres must subject to the administration of the Party. The

rarty is in charge of formutatim the policy of the cardre and

otting the enforcement of it. The administration of cardres is

carried out under the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party.

The general policy of the construction of cardres is 'to cultivate

and develop cardres with correct understanding of the Party's

policy, with good education and with special knowledge. Another

point is to pay attention to train young cardres.

"One country, two systems"----this is a policy proposed by

Peng to solve the iscues of Hongkong, Macao and Taiwan. The

content of this poticy includes that there is only one China i.e.

the Peoples' Repuhiic of China. Two systems----socialism and

capitalism can caexist in this one country. Prosperity and

stability in special areas in China wilt be maintained according

to different laws. "Ode country, two system" is a wide policy. It

wit( benefit China in the unification and in the maintainance of

peace.

To build a social democratic political system in ChinA, the

13th CCP Congress assigned the important task of reforming the

political systew to the Party members and to the people of the

whole country. ii s betieved that an efficient, lively

;ociatist politicat system with full democracy and complete legal

:ystem wilt be set up in China.

Socialist tegat system is another part in our political

system. In the last 30 years,besides the Constitution, we also

drew up "the Criminal Law", "Law of Criminal Procedure", "The

Marriage Law" and "the Patent Law",etc. These laws ensure the

normat activities in economics, politics and social life. A tot

of work have also been done in establishing and reinforcing

judicat organs and personnels. Great attention have also been

paid to the legal education of the people.

The relations between the Party and the State government are

the centrat part in our potiticat system. Since New China was

founded in 1949, Chinese Communist Party has been.the leading

political force. Overatt policy decisions in China's political,

economic and social tife are made by the Chinese Communist

Party. China's state government functions mainly to coordinate

the national economy and preside over foreign affairs.
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FHE CHINESE POLITICAL SYSTE II
Adapted from Who'c g.'ho in the People's Republic of China,

(Armonk, N.(.: X. E. Sharpe, 1981). p. p24.

Elected by the
National Party Congress---

THE PARTY ORGANIZATION OF THE PRG

Wolfgang Bartke

fiammwmImmor

Central
Advisory
Commis S ion

CENTRAL COMMITTEE

Departments [Military Commission] IParty School

WTERNATLIAISON

ORGANIZATION

PROPAGANDA

ReldF44

People's Oatly

V,PTED FRONT WORK.

CCP Secretaries

21 PROVINCES

5 AUTONOMOUS REGIONS

3 r.1UNICIPALITIES

SELOWCENTRAL LEVEL I

ill
I
1

I
I
I .

UW

M,NGELTREY:011
ARX E1r

TRANSLAT

ENIN AND
!STALIN

ONO

Pohl seal Departments.011.
MtirrAny fICGIONS
mILITARy OISTIIICTS

The 39 million-member Chinese Communist Party has been reviewing its roster
with a view to weeding out many who are considered undesirable, especially
those who may have risen to power during the Cultural Revolution.
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STUDENT ACTIVITY
T tle: The Chinese Political Scene

Introduction:
Since 1949. China has gone through a number of changes

politically, yet, many things have stayed the same as far as
decision making and the role of the people. The nature of
Chinese politics places a great Oeal of emphasis on loyalty
to the party and the decisions of the people in charge.
Slogans, policies, and decision making all convey a sense of
*blind" patriotism to the government. This activity will
take a brief look at the political process in China.

Objectives:

1. To identify the main components of the Chinese Political
system.
2. To familiarize people with the decisi
in China.
3. To develop a critique of the Chinese

making - pros and cons.
4. To develop a theory on patriotism in
is beneficial or not to the Chinese peopi

Materials:

on making process

system of decision

China- whether it
e.

Handout *1 - The Chinese Political System
Handout *2 - The Chinese Political System II
Handout *3 - The Chinese Political System III
handout *4 - People in China Politics
Handout *5 - Chinese National Anthem
Handout *6 - Slogans in Celebration of the 30th Anniversary
Handout *7 - Songs of the 1977 Program

Procedure:

Handout overview of the Chinese political system (Handouts
1-3) After reading them discuss the ways decisions are made
in China. What role do the people have? Where is power
concentrated?
Handout the short biographies of two people in the

government (Handout *4). How did they get to their position.
What qualifications did they need?
Handout items relating to patriotism in China (handouts

5-7) How do these reinforce the ideas of the government
according to how decisions are made? What ideas are these
items trying to convey?
Have students outline a pouition paper on decision making
and patriotism in China. What are the positive aspects of
the political system? What are some of the negative. How
does the United States try to convince people that the
government is a positive force in our lives (see system grid
and similar items - national anthem, political slogans)
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PEOPLE 1IN CHYA
DENG YINGCHAO Honorary President, chinese People's Association
for Friendship with Foreign Countries

Deng Yi :chao, widow of Zhou Enlai, has had a brilliant
career in her own right. She was born in 1904 in Henan Province.
As a student in Tianjin, she became a militant activist in the
anti-imperialist May 4th Movement (1919). She and Zhou met at
that time, but he soon departed for France; they did not marry
until 1925.

By age 22, Deng had already become a leading figure in the
CCP and had the distinction of being the only female communist
appointed to alternate membership in the KMT Central Executive
Committee. Deng became a model of revolutionary womanhood and a
leader in Chinese women's activities. During the politically
turbulent aftermath of Zhou's death, she was rarely seen in
public, but she played an increasingly prominent role after the
downfall of.Jiang ging. In November 1976 she was appointed vice
chairman of the Standing Committee of the NPC, and in that
capacity led several delegations overseas.

In recent years, Deng has been one of the leading spokesmen
for the Chinese gwernment in its overtures to Taiwan. She was
elected a member of the Politburo in 1978, eventually retiring as
chairperson of the CPPCC in 1985, relinquishing that post to
former president, Li Xiannian. However, she was one of the
"elders" Deng relied upon in the 1989 power struggle.

CHEN )(UN Chairman, CPC Central Advisory Commission
Chen Yun was born in a town outside Shanghai in 1900. As a

young labor organizer in Shanghai, he joined the Party in 1924
and in 1934 was elected to the Central Committee. This Long
March veteran headed the Party's Organization Department in

Yan'an during the late 1930's, emerging during the 1950's as one
of thines top economists. Chen's courageous criticism of the
disastrous Great Leap Forward in 1958 damaged his standing in
the Party hierarchy; but the economic about-face in 1960--the
adoption of moderate economic policies he had advocatedresulted
in his partial rehabilitation.

He fell from grace once again during the Cultural
Revolution, reappeared publicly in 1977, was named Party vice
chairman in December 1978, and was appointed head of the State
Financial and Economic Commission in 1979. Also in 1979, he was
made a vice premier, a position he resigned in August 1980 as
part of the campaign to bring younger leaders into prominent
positions in the government.

Chen is regarded as a "conservative" because of his
criticism of aspects of the current economic reforms. At the
13th Party Congress in October 1988, Chen left the Central
Committee in an effort to rejuvenate the Party leadership and
replace Deng as chairman of the CPC Central Advisory Commission.
Nonetheless, his influence on issues of national economic policy
continues to be substantial, and he is reported to have played a
behind-the-scenes role in the crackdown on pro-democracy
demonstrators in June 1989.

Sr )

Source: National Committee on U.S.-
China Relations
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SLOGLI1S iT M-LEBRATION OF 30T3 A.NITPERSART

OF PEOPLE'S RE3U3LIC OF CE:KA.

1. 144.rmly celebrate the 30th anniversary of the founding of the ?eople's

Republic of Claina!

2. Warmly celebrate the great victory of China's socialist revolution and

socialist construction over the past 30 years!

3. Work with one heart and one mind to make China a modern, powerful

sor4AU it country!

4. Uphold the socialist road, the dictatorship of the proletariat, the

leadership by ema Communist Party, and Ma=isim-Leninismso Zedong

Thought!

5. Salute to the workers, peasants, intellectuals, =menders and fighters

of the Liberation Army and patriotic personages throughout the country!

6. Firmlr carry out the policy of readjuating, restructuring, consolidatiza.

and improving the national economy and win eua firs: battle for the four

modernizations!

Launch a vigorous movement to increase production and praatice economy,

with the accent on better quality, higher output, greater variety and lee

consumption of fuel andrew materials!

Leoadie vigorous movement Lmcfartily planning and reduce the population

growth rate to below 1 per cent!

Promote socialist democracy and strengthen the socialist legal system!

Everyone is equal before the Lew!

10. Take acttve steps to develop science, education, culture and health work

and strive to raise the scientific and cultural level of the whole

nation!

11. Emancipate the mind, "start up the machinnry," zatek truth from facts,

=nice and be forward-looking!

12. Practice is the sole criterion for test4-(T the c4uch! :;veryone is equal

before the truth!

13. Energetically,carry forward the fine 4:7Le vork If iata;rating theory

with practice, the mass lime and criticism and sa1-t-driz.tc:.s.7.. and

energetically carry forizard the glorious c.::Adicion. of hard zcru;gla and

building the countr7 through diligence aad

14. rt is honourable co work hard! tc is honourabl4 co =aka intr-laLions and

inventions ! tc is shameiul co be wrornvagant and

ful to suppress critioism!
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Shangbai Symphony Chorus

7-103-77, Slum 0.249 1'.3..C.

'1"3:4

1. "The Sang of the W.limary nag" (nale ensemble)

2. 'Toll:Sang of the Boac=mnri(nale cho=s)

3. "Comrade Chola Cared for 41.1=cy Map (nale chorus)

4. "12i0.4-fg Tea mud Carf".4.%g.the Buturfle(plano solo)

5. wlicmir Support Clai=1. Ens" (female solo)

6. 'Did You Ever Before See the Top of the Distant Souncx.z/T" (female solo

7. "Great Peking" (viiiLim solo)

S. "Tragramt Wine Presented to Chal=nu Ens" (mar-female duet)

9. "30w Face of the MOtherLmme-Emilrfemale &tem)

10. "Order Prom Our &tarts co the Parte (male solo)

IL. "Soug Presented to Vekimg" (mala solo)

12. "Conimg Back tram the Drillimg Ground" (male solo)

13. 1.12o, gal= Almays Samamber Toe (!enale ensemble)

14.. "Song of the 3utper Earrest" (female solo)

IS. "Tibet People Simg co Chair= Eno" (=ale solo)

16. "The Squad Leader =A I" (iman solo)

17. 'Presenting Oil co the tfotherlamd" (=ala solo)

IS. "Cold= Embroidery" (cello solo)

19. "3eammt.tu1, Scene am Tap of Tiger. !ear= tIonmon4m" (ce12o solo)

ZO. "Czens of tha Cim7 Suppor: Agrionlcurn" (cello solo)

ZL.' "ion liallad frum Taiwan" (cello solo)

Z2. ";tts Lace for the Rice 3ird to SIng" (female solo)

22. "ccar=44 Soldiars, Plasma $ tcp !or Aunila" (ale solo)

24. "Chair=ma 1.4no Showed Con= !on MO 7.111agee (2amala solo)

25. "1 Poen by *.a:"..=an limo" (chorus)

26. '"27,2..e4,01- cham, Where Ars Tour
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STUDENT ACTIVITY
Title: Change in China

Introduction:
As many people know, China in 1989 experienced a major
outbreak of dissent and demonstrations against the
government. These were met with a military crackdown that
kil:ed many people and changed how China was viewed by the
world. Still, dissent and feelings against the system in
China run high. Students, after reading about the Chinese
political system, should recognize that all people in Chira
are not "tuned into" the governmental line.

Objectives:

1. To illustrate to students how the Chinese government is
viewed.

2. To present to the student some data to draw conclusions
on youth loyalty to the Chinese government.

3. For students to develop theories about how the Chinese
government may change in the future.

Materials:

Handout *1 - Political Thoughts - China
Handout *2 - China Makes the Political Cartoons
Handout *3 - Assessment of the Communist League
Handout *4 - Western Thought Survey
Handout *5 Backdrop to Turmoil

Procedure:

Handout Political Thoughts and the Cartoons (Handouts 1-2).
How do these ideas portray the Chinese government. Note that
the one article on revolution is from the time of Mao. Hold
that article for further discussion.

Handout surveys and charts relating to attitudes in China.
How might the young change China? What factors are at work?

Have the student develop a chart showing impacts that may
change the Chinese political system C this should include
western thought, breakdown of the military, foreign
pressure, dissatisfaction of young people)
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. SHOULD a ALLOT; laSTERN THOUGHT TO HAVE AN IXPACT 0:41 CHINA NO:;?

% ) Yes No Sample

Total sample 75.49 9.26 1365

Occupation
Worker 73.49 15.26 246

Self-employed 62.81 10.74 122
Intellectual 85.52 3.42 361
Cadre 86.74 3.94 290
Peasant 58.80 15.95 317

Au.
25 and below 74.09 10.12 494
26-35 79.33 5.67 353
36-45 76.29 11.64 232
46-55 70.71 11.62 198

56-65 66.67 15.28 62
66 and above 50.00 18.25 16

E4vcation
Illiterate 47.72 27.27 44
Primary school 43.51 18.32 131
Junior high 72.50 13.33 460
Senior high or 77.17 9.45 381
Secondary technical
College and above 86.86 2.35 426

Political statuq
Communist party
member

80.26 9.21 380

Communist youth
league member

89.02 6.27 383

Democratic party
member

70.29 14.71 34

Influential figure 33.33 25.00 12

Ordinary citizen 68.17 10.94 512

Residence
Large city 82.09 6.54 413

District central
city

84.49 6.53 245

Suburban 79.31 7.76 116

County town 72.85 - 10.34 232

Village 61.11 13.19 288

border and poor
areas

47.05 31.37 51

1' 2_ we

shehui xn1i vins4 (Chinese Political Culture: The Social Psycholo-

gical Elements That Make It Difficult To Produce Democratic Politics),
(Kunming: Yunnan renmin chubanshe, February 1989), pp. 128-129.

Source: Min Qi, A_* 1- _ 11 1_ t 1
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Backdrop to the Turmoil
University Students Are a Privileged Few ...
Enrollments in 1986.

First Leval (primary school)

Second Level

131 ,enswo

53218,500

1 Third Level (colleges and universities) 1,976,950

,f7ourai- Mow, StallsOrcal Yearbook% 1088

.... Who Are increasingly Exposed to Life in the U.S.
....._ Number ol visas issued by

the State Department each
1144Q0 fiscal year. Visas can be for

more than one year. t - 44.4
.'41'

The fnurOgration and
Naturakzation Service says f.. f

JO GO3 that there were 41,192
students from China in the s,----

'-i- i. . ,U.S. in the middle of March. I c
... r --,,?.

.1. ,..- .-.. .

4..

'79 '80 '81 12 '83 14 '85 18 '87 '88
Soutar Slate Department

511

42% of the Armed Forces Are the Students' Peers
Estimated total
forces on active duty.

Source Internallonal InsiduM
tv &mope &tidos

Conscripts
aged 111 to 22
1,350,000

Many Soldiers Are Disgruntled .
The People's Lberation Army used to be seen as a way tor
young people to *save the poverty of rural areas. Although
the military stin commands respect, low pay and poor living
conditions have made recruitment difficult.
Families that an afford to do so often pay off local othcials to
keep thee sons from having to till the local enlistment quotas.
Manysoldiers are eager to finish their service so they can
return to civilian tile to earn more money for buy goods.

soufar Associ..akd pivss

... While the Army's Budget Shrinks
Percent of China's stale expend4ures spent on the Military.

1980
1988 7.5%

17.2%

Source: Associatea 13)e)
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UNIVERSITY STUDENTS' ASSESSMENT OF THE COMMUNIST yount LEAGUE (CIL)
(N-7.880CYLMembers)

1. 1 feel that the
CYL has great
prestige

2. I am very dis-
satisfied with the
existing state of
affairs in the CYL

3. The CYL still
can serve as a'
direct bridge
between the Com-
munist Party and
China's youth

4. The CYL is the
organization
youths cherish
and trust the
most

5. I find the
CYL's organiza-
tional life
rich and varied

6. The CYL now
exists in nana
only

7. The CIL can
represent and
reflect the
hopes and de-
mands of youth

8. The CYL can
effectively
ca:77 out ideo-
logical and
political workIII

FuLly
a7ree

number

agree

number

disagree

number

Completely
disagree

number

559 7.09 2601 33.01 3017 38.29 1152 14.62

1840 23.35 329 41.83 1758 22.31 459 5,82

984 12.49 3227 40.95 2400 30.46 688 8.73

425 5.39 2263 28.71 3227 40.95 1380 17.51

290 3.68 1187 15.06 3244 41.17 2586 32.82

1054 13.38 2282 28.96 2668 33.86 1328 16.85

381 4.84 2468 31.32 3396 43.10 1042 13.22

396 5.03 2123 26.94 3481 44.18 1:76 16.19

Sour;e: Yuan Luting, "Geoxiao gongqingtuan gongruo gaige chuyi" [My Humble
Opinion on the Reform of the Work of the Communist Youth League in Univer-
sities], ..Tivvu vu xiandaillua, Nos. 1-2, May 1989, p. 73.
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POLITICAL
1 THOUGHTS CHINA

1
eking predictions about China is an imprecise so-
me. Chisiat history of the past few decades has
taught us that the only constant is surpriseat

least when we compare what China does with what the
yVest cameos China to do. Without the West's expecting
it. China unleashed a heterodox communist revolution,
concentratint en the peasantry and not the proletariat.'
and leaped from feudalism to a people's dictatorship with-
out Passing through stages &mauled by textbooks.

It then set off the Cultural Revolution, whose long-
term effects still remain to be studied. The fact that the
adolescent rampagers of that era are now in their 40s,
and in positions of power, may help to explain certain
developments.

As if there had not already been enough surprises. in
1967 China., which seemed huge but backward, shocked
and terrified the world by joining the atomic club. Three
years later, it put a satellite into orbit. And while the West
was busy fashioning new stereotypes about aim, rap-
prochement with the U.S. was achieved. and the mat
populous nation cm Earth seemed to be on the road to lib-
eral progress. But the car had an economic wheel that was
broad and modern and a political wheel that was narrow
and antiquated. The road ended at Tiananmen Square.

It is impossible to believe that tbe coming years will be
free of new surprises freed China. The needs of the imme-
diate future. however, and the trends in the formerly com-
munist world do permit us a few cautknn predictions.

On the one hand, there are good reasons to believe that
the innovative impetus ofperenmika -on the wane. The
best orneresimik-a, as far as we can tell from its immediate
effects, has pared. The party at the Berlin Wall is over,
and the ca.i...'!..t. have burned out in Prague's Wenceslas
Square.

On the ot1_,r hand, the fires of nationalism are burninx
social problems are growing as subsidies are cut; and the
nightmare of instability looms. If the rebellion in Tianan-
men Square arose because China's rebels were inspired by
perestroika, there is no doubt that those most interested in
emphasizing the short-term problems of Mikhail Grim-
chey's opening are China's recalcitrant rttlers.

Against such examples favoring a conservative progno-
sis, there are other forces that would make a return to a
completely isolated stance difficult. For example, the geo-
political restructuring of the world has created four power
centers, one of which is the Far East. If China does not
want to sit by while Japan, its ancient enemy, rules the re-
gion. it will have to conic up with imaginative political
and economic initiatives. Japan is determined to expand
its economic presenc.: through a diplomatic offensive,
even by sacrificing its military timidity.

The struggle between these forces will determine Chi-
nese policy in the decade now beginning. Only one thing is
certain: There will be surprises. 11
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Raising his head . . . Lu Hsuch.pao sud-
denly saw blue sparks spluttenng from one of
the bridgei arches some eighty meters sway.
In a flash he realized that the counter.revolu.
tionary must have planted some explosives
there, and the fuse was alreadv lit!

His mind blazing with hatred for the en-
emy, Liu Hsueh-pao. . . picked up a piece of
rock and hashed in the skull of this sinister
enemy. . . .

Chairman Mao's teaching rang in his mind:
"Be resolute, fear no sacrifice and surmount
every difficuky to win victory... . . . His blood
coursed through his veins. He decided : "As
long as I live, the bridge lives. I will give my
life to keep it safe!"

He rushed up to the arch, quickly g.abbed
the packet of explosives, and dashed away
with it under his left arm.

As he ran, he tried to pull out the burning
fuse, but failed. He tried to smother it with his
fingers, failing again. He had only one
thought: to get as far away as possible from
the bridge. As he ran, he kcpt shouting:
-Long live Chairman Mao!" -A long, long
life to Chairman Mao!" . Just when the ex .
plosive was about to Ignite. Liu Hsueh.pao
threw it sway with a great effort. . The night
air of the valley resounded with the explosion
and a red glow lit up the earth. .

The forceof the explosion threw Liu Hsueh-
pao to the ground. . . When he came to. he
was surrounded by comrades who had come
to his aid. -Don't bother about me . ." he
whispered. "See if the enemy put explosives
elsewhere on the bridge . When he was
told that the bridge was intact, he smiled in

satisfaction.

Horizon Book Of China
American Heritage Publishing
New York 1978

Source: The World Press Review
May 1990
Dennis Goodman - Madri



POLITICAL
THOUGHTS CHINA

IMeking predictions about China is an imprecise sci-
ence. Chinese history a the past few decades has
taught us that the only constant is so:wiseat

least when we compare what China does with what the
West expects China to do. Without the West's apecting
it, China unleashed a heterodox communist revolution,
concentrating on the peasantry and not the proletariat.
and leaped from feudalism to a people's dictatorship with-
out passing through stages demanded by textbooks.

It then set off the Cultural Revolution, whose long-
term effects still remain to be studied. The fact that the
adolescent rampagers of that era are now in their 40s,
and in positions of power, may help to explain certain
developments.

As if there had not already been enough surprises, in
1967 China, which seemed huge but badtward, shocked
and terrified the world by joining the atomic club. Three
years later, it put a satellite into orbit. And while the West
was busy fashioning new stereotype! *out Chins, rap-
prochement with the U.S. was achieved, end the most
populous nation on Earth seemed to be on the road to lb-
era' progress. But the car hid an econontie wheel that was
broad and modem and a politkal wheel that was narrow
and antiquated. The wed ended at Tionsainen Square.

It is impossible to believe that the coming years will be
free of new surprises from China. The needs of the imme-
diate future, however, and the trends in the forme* com-
munist world do permit us a few cautious predictions.

On the one hand, there are good reasons to believe that
the innovative impetus c perturvika is on the wsne. The
best ci perestrvika, as far as we can tell from its immediate
effects, has passed. The party at the Berlin Wall is over,
and the candles have burned out in Prague's Wenceslas
&pan.
On the other hand, the fires of nationalism are burning;

social problems are growing as subsidies are cut; and the
nightmare of instability looms. If the rebellion in Timm-
men Square arose because China's rebels were inspired by
peresllvika, these is no doubt that those most interested in
emphasizing the shott-term problems of Mikhail Gorba-
chev's opening are China's rocalcitrant rulers.

Against such examOes favoring a cmiservative progno-
sis, there are other forces that would make a return to a
completely isolated stance difficult. For example, the gee-
political restructuring of the world has created four power
centers, one of which is the Far East. If China does not
want to sit by while Japan, its ancient enemy, mks the re-
gion. it will have to come up with imaginative political
and economic initiatives. Japan is determined to expand
its economic presence through a diplomatic offensive,
even by sacrificing its military timidity.

The struggle between these forces will detennine Chi-
nese policy in the cl.-..ade now beginning. Only one thin; is
Certain: There will be surprises. 111
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Raising his head . . Lu Hsuch-pao sud-
den!! saw blue Iparks spluttering from one of
the bridges arches some eighty meters away.
In a Rash he realized that the counter-revolt:-
tionary must have planted some explosives
there, and the fuse was already lit!

His mind bluing with hatred for the en- I
emy, Liu fisueh.pao. . . . picked up a piece of
rock and bashed in the skull of this sinister
meow..

Chairman Mao's teaching rang in his mend: IIII
Be resolute, fear no sacrifice and surmount

every difficuky to win victory:* . His blood I
coursed through his veins. He decided : "As
long as I live, the bridge lives. I will give my
life to keep it safe!

He rushed up to the arch, quickly grabbed
the packet of explosives, and dashed away

it under his left arm.with

As he ran, he tried to pull out the burning I
fuse, but failed. He tried to smother it with his
fingers, failing again. He had only onell
thought: to get as far away as possible from 1.
the bridge. As he ran, he kept shouting:
"Long live Chairman Mao!" "A long, long
life to Chairman Mao!" . . Just when the ex-
plosive was about to ignite. Lu Hsueh-pao
threw it away with a great effort.... The night
air of the valley resounded with the explosion
and a red glow lit up the earth. . .

The force of the explosion threw Liu Fisueh .

pao to the ground. . . . When he came to. he
was surrounded by comrades who had come
to his aid. -Don't bother about me . .- he
whispered. -See if the enemy put explosives
elsewhere on the bridge. . When he was
told that the bridge was intact, he smiled- in
satisfaction.

Horizon Book Of China
American Heritage Publishing
New York 1978

11

Source: The world Press Review
May 1990
Dennis Goodman - Malii
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U.s CHINA if
CHRONOLOGY Or SINO-AMERICAN RELATIONS

1784 First American clipper ship cats at Content trade heckle. mainly In
U.S. farm roducta end Chinese arts, crafts, and textiles.

1011 Pint American missionaries arrive in Chine. Their ranks grm to
about 8.000 in 1923.

1544 U.S. and China sign Treaty of Wang** granting the U.S. the same
rights imposed upon China by Britain after the Opium War (1839-
1842)extraterriterkility, mool-faeorati-natien treatment. end estab-
lishment of comnercial miters. chemises and hospitals.

The beginning of two demise el substantiel Chinese immigretien
into the United States.

1861 Secretary of State Seward sands Amen Surbegame. first UMW
to China, with instrgetions to sosporste with other Amigo powers
in assuring equal econeade oppertusdty fisr aU.

1964 U.S. recruits up to 10.04111 Chinese to work an the first tnesscon-
Oriental railroad.

1872 China sends first large contingent of students to U.S.
1819 Responding to increasingly violent agitation against Chinese immi-

gration. Congress passes s MU which limits the number of Chinese
permitted to arrive in U.S. to El per ship. Although President
Hayes rases the bill. both parties put immigration restrictions in
their eleedost platform.

1852 President Arthur signs bill mispeadhig Chinese immigration for M
years.

1893 Congress promulgate. tleery Act requiting Chinese to mgister and
carry ideal-Motion photos.

1899 Seeretary of State John Nay announces the °Open Oyer Mar
calling for equal sosnemis opportunity for all foreign powers in
China.

MOO U.S. provides 2.101 men for Allied force suppressing the Boxer
Rebottles:v.

HI U.S. exports to Chins reach US million; nvstnents total $19.7

1903 Chinese student. initiate boycotts of Americen goods. protesting
U.S. immigration restrictions.

1912 U.S. I. first Western power to recognize the Republic of China
proclaimed Mowing 1911 uprising.

1913 Approximately 1.208 Chinese students in U.S. universities.

1917-18 Nigh tide if Chinese student interest in Anerica prompted by
Woodrow Wilson's idealism and Chinese topes for en end to foreign
imperialism through *self-determination. John Dewey lectures at
Beijing University.

1921 Tresty Powers hold Washington Conference to work out post-war
settlement of far test territorial claims.

1928 U.S. recognises Nanjing government of Chiang Kal-shek.

19376 High point ed Americas; private aid to Chins through miesionaries.
youth organisations, and foundations. Conflicting Anglican imps
of Chins formed by sympathetic writers like Pearl Buck en the one
band and by the negative stereotypes in films, comic strips, and
popular literature en the ether.

1941 Gmeral Chmasult organises U.S. °Flying Tigers° to ski in Chisse's
resistance to the ;spasm.
Japan bombs Pearl Harbor bringing 11.5. into war se Chines
idly. General °Vinegar Joe StUweU is made Chiang Sal-sheles
Chief of Staff.

1943 U.S. formally relinquishes extraterritoriality in China.

U.S. insists, at Moscow Conference of the Allied Powers, that
Chins be included as one of the Big Pour.

ita-leme Chiang Kai-shek tours U.S. and addresses Congress. U.S.
grants Chins a $300 million *morale booster" loan.

1944 Ctdang threes ouster of General StflWell who hi loPhind hT Goilorol
Albert Wedemeyer.

Astessoadoe Patrick Ilusisp arrives to eallifog to hely allos lo Mt
lagging war law. sod to try to toloir obaot forsovott Medias
%dilemma ft* Weifituatfet sossonstent sod the COMMI011416
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U.S. CHINA HISTORY 11 H a n dout

1945 Wet with. Upon ends. . At 0.5. urging. Chiang end Nee alga
agreement to end Weil war, but fighting continues. U.S. troops
involved In ocesslonal miner skirmishes with COMINIthilith.

Suiley resigns. ctting lack of U.S. support to Nationallies;
charges some Foreign Service Officers with supporting the
Comminiets.

President Truman sends General George Nardi:11 to China to try
to Woe a coalition between Wationallets and Communists.

1941 Marshall falls; civil war intensifies.

co/siren approves $400 minis. sid liN1 he listionelists (total
postwar aid would amount to oboist $2.5 bfilion).

Nedemeyer report (made public to 1949) bluntly indicts Nationalist
government for Hs failures: 0.5. continues to support Chiang.

1949 teleblishmoni of People's Republic of China (FRC); leaders declare
they will foLlow pro-Soviet policy.

Nationalists abandon mainland. set up *provisional cepital° Sn
Tsipet.

State Department °White Paper° on Chins ascribes Netionalist debut
to corruption and ktcompetince. U.S. tries to °welt far the dust to
settle." withholding recognition from new government. while ending
militery *id to Natioastists.

19911 Under increasing harassment of Americena and seizure of American
property in China. U.S. withdraws all allele* personnel, doses
embassy and consulates.

North Rome Invade* South Korea. Truman reverses policy and
orders U.S. Seventh Fleet into Taiwan Straits to prevent any
Communist attack.

Chins enters Korean War as UN *nem approach Yds River.

Truman &muss Chinese assets in the U.S. and begins trade
embargo.

Korean Armistice: U.S. troops remota in South Kora,.

1994 U.S. and Nationalist government sign Mutual Defense Treaty; U.S.
organises SEATO to prevent Chinese expansion in Southeast Asia.

1951 U.S.-FRC ambassadorial level talks begin in Geneva; continues
intermittently for the following 15 years in Warsaw.

The Stale Department rejects a Chinon proposal that Dulles and
Zhou Enlai meet to dismiss "Taiwan and other problems.° citing
continued imprisonment of 13 Americans in China.

1955 in s speech le the National reeyle's Congsvm. thou soya °China
proceeds from the des** to eo-exist peacefully with all couMries.
including the United Statee....Furthermare. we aro dolga/ con-
vinced that the day will some when the Chinese and American
peoples. because of their traditiessid friendship. will resume their
dee through their respective goveraments.°

1951 Chinese precipitate a crisis by shelling Nativnalist-held offshore
islands of Quemoy and Natio.

195 041 Numerous Sino-Soviet clashes begin along the Xinjiang border.

196 1 China issues the first in a long series of warnings against U.S.
intrusion into or over Chineas territory in connection with the war
in Vietnam.

1965 Amaricen bombing of North Vietnam provokes strong FRC dtmtiets
in anti-U.S. statements and increased aid to Hanoi.

19E4 The Senate Foreign Relations Committee holds hearings on Chins
policy; ?resident Johnson declares °U.$ . will persist in efforts to
reduce tensions between the two csontries.°

Ambassador Goldberg 1410011601111 sapport of an Helios proposal to
take a fresh look at China question in the UN.

1911 Republican party plathrm appeals recognition of PRC or its admit-
olon to UN. although candidate Ricbsrd Nixon writes: ...any
American policy toward Asia moat some urgently to grips with tho
reality of China.° Desocratie platibrm.paomises to °actively en-
courage economic. mela e. and oulteral melange wOth Nainkind Chine
as 4 moons of freeing that nation and her people fivm their narrow
isolation.'
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U.S. CHINA HISTORY Iii
1969 Secretary of State Rogers impties U.S. is preen/ad to agree ie

snort principle of "peseeful ceenistence with enc

Ls. "Ho re.irkticac as Americas trove Se China for scholars.
journalists, tuden1 s. scientists. end members of Congress.

U.S. suspeads Seventh fleet patrols In Tsiwon Strait.

U.S. eases trans neurietions. permitting lerefgn subsidiaries
of U.S. eampaMes to trade in non-stratogle goods.

1970 Mee Soden tens Ameriem journalist Stott lam he would welcome
a elan by President Nixon la flogieg.

U.S.-PSC talks sesame in Warsowl cancelled by Chinese after
two meetings he proles( over U.S. Cambedien incursion.

0.11. sameameso St ma sapped seating of PSC In UN as tag
two U to not NM the expense of the espoision. of the Nationabsts.

Selective licessimg Of direct exports to Chios is enthellsed.

1911 State Department abolishes ell trent nstristioris to Chins.

U.S. Tibia Tem% Team Invited to Clans.

Notional Seetnity Comma Chairman Kissinger travels month to
Beghtlis Neon ientemoss he wili visit Chloe la MI to °seek the
normalisation of relations between the two emantrios."

.UX votes to sent China and orpol Taiwan.

I971 President Illson's visit to China in &Armory coneledes with Manama
of Shanghai Communities in which U.S. °acknowledges that di
Chinese en either side of Taiwan Streit melvdda Shot then is bet
one Mkt end that Telma le e pert of Chine: and both sides
indicate desirebtXty of nermalisaties of reiallons.

CMnaite Table Tennis Teem makes drat Ppopie-teleeple visit
to U.S. under auspices of U.S. Totals Tennis Asseciatioa end
Motioned Cement, eie U.S.-Chine Selatiene.

1913 U.S. and PSC establish liaison office* in ileiHng and Washington;
ciatural sects/ton grodualy develop.

1914 Sine-Amerkso trade Ws pre-normalisatien peek of slime $I Mon.
hetivily in fever of U.S. with agrieulturei preheats comprising US
of LS. aspens.
President Ford visits China.

President Pori made message of sangneastkine to new Premier
Nue Cooing pledging to 'complete the mamas of aersialisesien.0

1971 President Carter recommits the U.S. to fettlwr development al
relettons with She PSC is accord with the Shanghai Commenines.

1971 President Carter anneuneee U.S. neogniden of the 09Weseirai at
O. ?RC as sole legal Government of Mao.° effective Nevesy
1. 1119. and that the U.S. *will mints% eaterel. ecesenweid. end
other unofficial relatiom wish the people of Taiwan.* He elm mates
"we wili mations, to fume en %tont in the peonfel neatest° of
the UN*. Wee.*

ins Vice Presier.Deng Shaming visits the anted States.

Liaison offices fa Stiffing anti Washington raised to full sobssay
states. March 1.

U.S. and Chine sign (agreements en cultural exchange. scientific
cooperstion. and trade during visits Ile China of esbinet ministers
Blumenthal, Whew, and

American Consulate General opens in Cluingshos.

Viet President Mondale visits Chins; states strong end stable Chins
is in U.S. Internet. Speech at Hailing Universtly W broseme live
on national TV in China.

China opens Consulates General % Houston and San Treatise°.

19911 Secretary of Defense Xerold Brows vigils Chinsa U.S. agrees lo
ea Chins dual-purpoos end defense-reiated technology. XIS counter-
part. Cling Bso. isite the U.S.
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STUDENT ACTIVITY

Title:' The History of China and the United States

Introduction:
China and the United States have together had differing

history. The United states is a very young country when
compared to that of China. Yet. the United States has had a
long series of relatiorships with China ranging from
military to political. Students should be aware of how
Chinese and American interests have intertwined.

Objectives:

1. To have students identify the historical relationships
between the United States and China.

2. To have students be able to list different relationships
political. military, cultural.

3. For students to develop a theory on the how the Chinese
may view American from a historical standpoint.

4. To have students develop a theory about the relationship
between the united States and China based on historical
analysis.

Materials:

Handout #1 - U.S. China History I

Handout #2 U.S. China History II

Handout #3 U.S. China History III

Procedure:

Handout the histories of China and the United States
(handouts 1-3). What are the major events in military,
cultural, and political ties between the United States and
China?

Have the students list three areas - military, political,
and cultural. Place the major events in those columns. Now
have the students hypothesize how the Chinese might see the
U.S. in its foreign policy. Do the same for the United
States.

521
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AMERICA AND CHAA -1844
..=1.,

.n Amerkan Proirkin did no visit his Chinese counter pan in the

19th century, but he did ech.ango Lena% 1.1sh him, The first such

eachaset of diplomatic notes wa nude tetween President John Tsler

and the Emperor of the Tat.kusag period.
In ISO, two scan after the formal end of tlic Opium War. Caleb

Cirshing, the fin* U.S. ono!. to China. canted a Inter to the 4hinoe
Emperor, pan of uhkh reads:

John Tyler, President of the United States of Ainaka
which Soto are . . . ;there fonows a list of the 26 stases
then ht the Union], tend mu this knee of peace and friend-
ship, signed be my own hand.

1 hope your health is good. China is a great minim. ex-
tending over a great pan of the world. The Chinese are
numerous. You have million and minions of subjects. The
twenty-six United States are as large 3$ China. thouelt our
people are net so MMICIOUL The rising tun looks upon the
great mountains and great rivos of Chins. %then he sets,
he looks upon riven and mountains equally large in the
United States. Our =natio extend from one great ocean
to the other; and, on the wen we are divided front your
dominions only by the wa. Leasing the mouth of one of our
great riven, and going constantly toward the setting sun,
we sail to Japan and to the Yellow Sca.

Now my words are, thu the governments of two suck
great countries should be at peace. It is proper. and accord-
ing to the will of Heaven, that they should respect each
other, and act wisely. 1, therefore, send to your court Caleb
Cushing, one of the wise and learned men of this country.
On his first arrival in China, he will inquire for your health.
He has then strict orders to go to youe great cits, of Peking,

and there to deliver this toter. He win have with him
secretaries and interpreteis. . .

Written at Washington. this twelfth day of July, in the
ear of our Lord one thousand eight hundred anti forty-

r hree.

Your good friend,
John Tyler

I foss' should the Chinese word their reply to Tyler's knee? The chief
Miele negotiator advised the Emperor:

Your slave begs to note that the kiCatkel of the United
States is in the Far West. Of all the emuntiese it is the meat
uncivilized and remote. Now they hope for the Imperial
favor of a special Imperial Mandate which can he kept
forever. We have both commended the sincerity cif their
love of *Nice and strengthened their determination to tura
toward culture. The different Ma a the world are an
grateful for Imperial bounty. It is only that the said couture
is in an isolated place outside the pale, solitary and ig-
norant. Net only in the fonns of edict; and laws are they
entirely unversed, but if the meaning be rather deep they
would probably not even be able to comprehend. It would
seem that we must follow a rather simple style. Our choice
of wank and use al unfastens should in general show that
the comntution of the Heavenly Court is to be respected..

It is noted that the executive of the said counts, is called
Pa-ii-ris-eierr4s; translated into Chinese this means presi-
dent. Besides this he has no other designation. It would
seem proper, therefore, to use this term to address him....

[The Empentr replied]:

The Imperial Majesty hopes the President is well. Since
rogiving the mandate to rule over China WE have re-
garded (the countries) within and beyond the was as one
family. Earle in the Spring the Comminioner of your
honorable country, Caleb Cushing. presented his creden-
tials. He came keen a great distance to Oor Province of
Kwangumg, patting through mane was and suffering massy
hardships before arriving at his destination. WE could ow

Handout #1

bear to order hint to satanic to de hard-hips a bather
mid (anti thus' he- 14:r. swesente.1 (tont tonstr! to Pekine
and tieing turned in antitrust', t4 I spes i.nly appaitsted as

Imperial Comitirssissu-r i Kong), an imperial
Clubman, w mene hint and to nertiate ail hminen.
Subsequently the Imperial Commissioner nitoniliat rur
Inter for examination. Its 'Meetly is of die hiehest order,
its sentiments weil-oprened After opening and reading k
WE were sere much pleased. The nation of trade
which have bon aereed to hate received OUR careful
comidenbon. They are careful* and minutely drawn up
and art satialactory. They are so he esentally respected. 06-
sem of the United States are permitted to mooed to
Canters, Amoy. Foochow. Minim, and Shanghai and are
free to engage M trade at these places in accordance with
the articles frif the regulations I. . . This win maim
friendly relation% for an time and be of mutual benefit to
the peoples of our two rountrio. It is expected that the
President will also be much gratified.

Tao Kiang 21th tear. 1 lth moon. 7th dav (flee. 16, 184-I)

The young State tkpastmem clerk 1:who translated the tettly1 noted
that "the characters for 'Praidem* are used without honorific% while
those for 'Empetoe' arc preceded by the character rota.' The ten-
pounce of the Emperor 1 emphasised by the position of the three
characters far The Great Empetor ( Hit Imperial liighneur at the
beginning of the loser." He also revealed for the first time. more than
eieht decada alter the Iota was written. that the "opening sentence
is in colloquial Chinen. as if addressed to an illiterate penal."

The Emperor was kw than candid in claiming that the reason for
his refusal to allow Cushing to travel to Peking wss to maid she
hardahips of further travel. A Chinese othi ial writing in 11153 touched
upon the .1nwrican problem. "Besides never having been in the class
admitted to audience. the United States ordinarily has no Oficial
comma, and still they claim equal rank for themseko and ignorantly
puff themselves up."

'thus begin the first chapter m Sino-American relationi which
provided the backgrotmd for inter.relations haween China, Hawaii,
and the United Sum.'
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Handout #2

JOINT U.S. -CHINA COMMUNIQUE'
The following is the complete English text of the U.S.-China

Joint Communique issued by the two governments on August 17,

1982.

(1) In the Joint Communique on the Establishment of
Diplomatic Relations on January 1, 1979, issued by the Government
of the United States of America and the Government of the
People's Republic of China/ the United States of America
recognized the Government of the People's Republic as the sole
legal Government of China, and it acknowledged the Chinese
position that there is but one China and Taiwsn is part of
China. Within that context, the two sides agreed that the people
of the United States would continue to maintain cultural,
commercial, and other unofficial relations with the people of
Taiwan. On this basis, relations between the United States and
China were normalized.

(2) The question of United States arns sales to Taiwan was
not settled in the course of negotiations between the two
countries on establishing diplomatic relations. The two sides
held differing positions, and the Chinese side stated that it

would raise the issue again following normalization. Recognizing
that this issue would seriously hamper the development of United
States-China relations, they have held further .discussions on it,

during and since the meetings between President Ronald Reagan and
Premier Zhao Ziyang and between Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig, Jr. and Vice-Premier and Foreign Minister Huang Hua in
October 1981.

(3) Respect for each other's sovereignty and territorial
integrity and non-interference in each other's internal affairs
constitute the fundamental principles guiding United States-China
relations. These prinr.iples were confirmed in the Shanghai
Communique of February 28, 1972 and reaffirmed in the Joint
Communique on the Establishment of Diplomatic Relations which

came into effect on January 1/ 1979. Both sides emphatically
state that these principles continue to govern all aspects of

their relations.

(4) The Chinese Government reiterates that the question of
Taiwan is China's internal affair. The Message to Compatriots in
Taiwan issued by China on January 11 1979, promulgated a
fundamental policy of striving for peaceful reunification of the
motherland. The Nine-Point Proposal put forward by China on
September 30, 1981 represented a further major effort under this
fundamental policy to strive for a peaceful solution to the

Taiwan question. Source: (1,11) National Committe
on U.S. China Relations
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Handout 03

JOINT U.S. -CHINA COMMUNIQUE'
(5) The United States Government attaches great importance"

to its relations with China, and reiterates that it has no
intention of infringing on Chinese sovereignty and territorial II

integrity, or interfering in China's internal affairs, or
pursuing a policy of "two Chinas" or "one China, one Taiwan." 11

The United States Government understands and appreciates the
Chinese policy of striving for a peaceful resolution of the
Taiwan question as indicated in China's Message to Compatriots
Taiwan isaued on January 1, 1979 and the Nine-Proposal put
forward by China on September 30, 1981. The new situation which'.
has emerged with regard to the Taiwan question also provides
favorable conditions for the settlement of United States-China I
differences over United States arms sales to Taiwan.

ed States Government states tkat it does not seek to
(6) Having in mind the foregoing statements of both sides,

the Unit
"

carry out a long-term policy of arms sales to Taiwan, that its
arms sales to Taiwan will not exceed, either in qualitative or
quantitative terms, the level of those supplied in recent years
since the establishment of diplomatic relations between the
United States and China, and that it intends gradually to reduce
its sales of arms to Taiwan, leading, over a period of time, to 11
final resolution. In so stating, the United States acknowledges
China's consistent position regarding the thorough settlement of
this issue.

(7) In order to bring about, over a period of time, a final
settlement of the question of United States arms sales to Taiwan
which is an issue rooted in history, the two Governments will 11
make every effort to adopt measures and create conditions
conducive to the thorough settlement of this issue.

(8) The development of United States-China relations is no41
only in the interests of the two peoples but also conducive to
peace and stability in the world. The two sides are
on the principle of equality and mutual benefit, to strengthen
their ties in the economic, culturale educational, scientific,
technological and other fields and make strong joint efforts for
the continued development of relations between the Governments 11

and peoples of the United States and China.

(9) In order to bring about the healthy development of
United States-China relations, maintain world peace and oppose 11

aggression and expansion, the two Government reaffirm the
principles agreed on by the two sides in the Shanghai
and the Joint Comnunique on the Establishment of Diplomatic
Relations. The two sides will maintain contact and hold
appropriate consultations on bilateral and international issues
of common interest.



THE SHANGHAI COMMUKkIE
iHANCHAI. February 27. 1972-Fo1lowine is the text of the corrouniqui ir.sued today it tne .:enct.Abion et

the meetings between rresident Nixon an. Premier Chou

"President Richard Nixon of the Cnited States ot America visited the Peoole's Republic of Chins at the
Invitation of Yrenser Chou En-14i of the People's Repuelic of China from February 21 to February 23. 1972.
Accooeanving the President were Hrs. Nixon. U.S. Secretary of State dllllata Angers. Assistant to the
Prosident Dr. Henry Kissinger, and other American officials.

"President Nixon net with Chairman Mao Tse-tung of the Communist Party of China on Februarv 21. The

two leaders had a serious and frank exchange of viousee Sloe-United States relations and world affairs.

"poring the visit, extensive. gamest, aad frank discussions were held between President Rises amd
?reader Chou En-lal ea dm normalization of relations between the Waited States and the People's Republic
of China, as well as os other matters of interest to both sides. In addition. Secretary of Scats William
Rogers and Forgive Minister Chi Peng-fei held talks in the saws spirit.

"President Nixon and his party visited Peking and viewed cultural, industrial arid agricultural sites,
and they also toured Hangchow and Shanghai where, continuing discussions with Chinese leaders, they viewed
similar places of interest.

"The leaders of the People's Republic of China and the United States of America found it beeeficial to
have this opportunity, after so many years without contact, to pregame candidly to otte another their views
on a variety of issues. They reviewed the international situation is which Wportane changes and great
upheavals are taking place and expounded their respective positions and attitudes."

The United States side stated:
"Peace in Asia noe peace in [he world requires efforts both to reduce immediate tensions and co

eliminate the basic causes of conflict. The United States will work for a just and secure peace: just.
because it fulfills chi aspirations of peoples and nations ler freedom sad progress: Secure. neCeleoe st
removes the danger ol foreign aggression. The United States supports individual freedom and social progress
for all the peoples of the world, free of outside pressers or intervention.

"The United States believes that the effort co reduce tensions is served by improving communicatioas
between countries that have different ideologies so as to lessee che risks of confroetation tnrouen accident.
niscalculataion, or misunderstanding. Countries should treat each other with mutual respect and be willing

to compete peacefully, letting performance be the uttimate judge. No country should claim intallibility

and each Country should be prepared to reexamiee its owe attitudes for the common good.

"The I:nited States stressed that the pedoles of Indochina showld be allowed co determine their destiny
without outside intervention; its constant primary objective has bees a negotiated solution: the eignt-poist
proposal pug forward by the Republic of Vietnam and the United States oe January 27, 1972. represents the
basis for the attainMeet of that objective; in the absence of s negotiated setclemenc the United States
envisages the ultimate withdrawal of all U.S. forces from the regiOn coeSSSICenc with the sis of seif-deter-
nination for each country of Indochina.

"The United States will maintain its close cies with and support for the aepeoLic of Korea. The United
Staces will support efforts ot the Republic of tom to seek a relaxation of tension and increase comunica-
clone In the Korean Peninsula. The United States places die highest value on Its friendly relations with
Japan: it will continuo to develop the existing close bonds. Consistent with the United f4cions security
Council Resolution of December 21. 1971. the United States favors the coetinuacion of the cease-fire between
India and Pakistan and the withdrawal of all military forces to within their own territories and to choir
own sides of the cease-tire line in Jamou and Kashmir: the United States supports the right of the peoples
of South Asia to snape their own future in peace, free of military threat, and without having the area
become the suoject of big-power rivalry."

The Chinese side stated:
Nhenever there is oppression, there is resistance. Countries want independence. nations want libera-

tion. and the people went revolutionthis has Uscome the irrestible trend of history. All nations, big or
small, should be equal: big nations should not bully the small and strong nations should not bully the weak.
China will never be a superpower and it opposes hemmer, and power politics of any kind.

'The Chinese side stated that it firmly Supports the struggles of all oppressed people and nations for
freedom and liberation and that the people of all countries have the right co choose their social systems
according to their own wishes. and the right to safeguard the independence. sovereignty, and territorsai
Integrity oi their own countries and oppose foreign aggression, interference, control, and subversion. AII
foreign troops shoulc be withdrawn co their own countries,

"The Chinese side expressed its firm support to the peoples of Vietnam. Laos. and Cambodia in their
efforts for the attainment of their goals and its firm support to the seven-point proposal ot the Provisional
Revolutionary Government of the Republic ot Soutn Vietnam end the elaberat&On of February this year on the
two key proplens in the proposal, and to the Joint Declaration cf the summit Conference of the Indochinese

Peoples.

Source: National Committee on U.S
China Relations
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[HE SHANGHAI COMMUNI HandrImIt 05
euroorts tne orotrae tor the peaceful untficatto* of Korea put tarward by fhq;41fermmolic at the Z.!necratiC People's Kevutelic tit Korea on April 12, 1971. and the stand tot the shoisciet th C.N. &escon ar the tnif:eation and Aehabilicacice of Korea. It firmly opposes the revival

ucware eenansion of 24manese militarism and firmly woports the Janine** people's Jesire to ausld anindependent. Jemocratic peacefui. and neutrol japan. Ic firmly maintains that India 4nd Pakistan enould.in Otc0fdan40 with the cniced Notices tesolutions on the India-Pakistan question, immediacelv withdraw afneir farces co their respective
territories and to thetr own sides of the cease-tire in Jammu alto Kneltand firmly supports Oft Paeistan Covefasent and people In their scruttee CO preserve choir independeeceand sovereignty ane the people of Janne and tashnir la their struggle for the fight ot self-decermtnatten.

"There are essential differences
betimes China and the United States in their social systems andforeign policies. However, the two sides agreed that countries, regardless of their social systems. $conduct their relations on the principles of respect for che sovereignty and territorial incestrity el astates, nonaggression against other states. nonteterfereoce in the internal affairs of ocher !Kate*, eqicy. mucuai benefit, aod peaceful coexistence. Intersatienal disPutee Should WI aectled 06 this best..without resorting to the use or three( ef force. The United States end the People's Republic of China aprepared to apply these principle. to Chest mutual gelation"...

With these principles ei internatioal relations in mind the two sides cated sheet
"Progress toward the norxmlisation f relations between China and che United States is in the interestsof all countries.

"Both wish co reduce the danger of internacional military conflict.
'Neither should wink hegesmny in the Asia-Pacific region and each is opposed to the efforts by anyocher country or group of countries co establish such hegemony and
"%either is prepared to novitiate al behalf of any third pacty or to enter into astringents or under-standings with the other directed at other Statell.
"Both sides ere of O. view that it would Me against the interims of che peoples of the world forajar countries to divide up the world tate enores of interest.
"Tha sides reviewed che long-standing serious disputes between Chins and the United States."

The Chinese side reaffirmed its position: "The Taiwan question is the crucial question obstructing enormalization of relations between China and the United Statess the Government of the People's Republicof China is the sole legal government of Chinas Taiwan is a province of China which has long been returned
to the motherland: che liberatioe of Taboo is China's internal affair in which no other covetry has cheright to intrfere: and all U.S. forces and military installations eget be wicharewn fee. Taiwan. TheChinese governanc firmly opposes any acts/itits which aim at the creation of 'one Cline. one Taiwan.'
'one-Chino, two governeenCe.' 'cw0 China' and 'Independent Tatum' or advocate that 'the status of Taiwanremains to be deternsned.'"

"The U.S. side declared: "The
Uttited States acknowledges that all Chinese on either side of che TatStrait naincain there is alit one China and chat Taiwan ts a part Of Chins. The U.S. Covernmest does notchollenge dust position. It reatfirms its interest in a peaceful settlement 0( the Taiwan question by theChinese theeselves. 'AO this prospect in mind, st affirm the ultimate objective of the withdrawal of al

/
U.S. forces and military installations on Taiwan as the tension sn che area diminishes."

The two sides agreed chat it is desirable to broaden the understanding between the two peoples. Tothis end, they discussed specific
areas in such fields as sctence. technology, culture. sports, an4 journal-ise, in which people-to-people

contacts and exchanges would be mutually beneticial. Each side undertakesco facilitate che further development of such contacts And exchanges.

Both sides view bilateral trade as another area from which mutual benefits can be derived, and agreethat economic relations based in quality and nucual benefit are in che sncerest of che fleoples of thetwo countries. They agree co fscilicsce the progressive development pi trade between choir two countries.
The two sides agree chot they will scsy in contact throush various channels, including the seeding ofa senior U.S. representative co ?Octet, from time to time for concrete consultations co further thenormalisation of relations Waimea tne two countries and continue to exchange views on issues of commoninterest.

The cuo sides expressed the hope that che gains ataleved during this visit would open up new
prospects for the relations between che two countries. They believe that the normalization of relationsbetween the two countries is not only in the interest of the Chinese and American peooles but also contri-butes co the relaxation of tension in Asia and the worid.

Presdient Nixon. Mrs. Nixon, and the American party express their appreciation tor che eracioushospitality shown by the government and people cot the People's Ili/public of China.
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CARTER ON CHINA

PRESIDENT CARTER'S STATEMENT ON NORMALIZATION OF RELATIONS WITH CHINA

Following is the tranleriat of Presi-
dent Coner's statement at Wes/tinter?
ort nermalirang relations with Oune, as
recorded by The New York Times
through the (mashes of ABC News: '

Good evenme. I would like to read a
joint communique which is being
simultaneously issued in Peking at this
very moment by the leaders of tne Pep-
ple's Republic of China:

-

-A Joint Communique on the Estats.
lishmenc of Diptumatic Relations Se-

cen the United Statet Of A menca and
:he People's Itepubhc of China. Jan. I,

-The United States of America and
the People's Repubfic of China have
4grced to recoemze each other and to
establish diplomatic relations aS Of
Jan. I. 1977.

-The Urt!ted States recegnotes the
rfitv..-rnenent of the People's Republic
of Cl...na as the snie legal Government
of China. Within thiSel)ttteat the people
of tht united StateS ill maintain cut-
tural. COM/nett:31 and other unofficial
tVlatlefli flh the people of Taiwan.

-The United States of Amenca and
ite ecorie.s RepubliC Of China real-
firm :he principtes a creed on by the
1%.ii soles in the Shanghai Communique
of 19;2 alas crap:lawn once a;am that
tota :ides w n In reduce the clanger of
international mili:arv conflict. Neither
should reek tegemony that is the
eominance of one nation over others
in the Asia.Parific region or in any
ether reeino (if :he world and each is OP-
posed to ethnic by any other country or
;Imp of Countrie$ to establish such
hegemtniy.

-Neither is prepared In negotiate on
tehalf of any other third pony Or 10
cuter min agreement% or oederstand-
ings with the other cnrected at other
states

-II:e Government of the United
Stalin cif America acknowledees the
Chinese position that there is but one
Chins and Taiwan sts part of China.

"Iluth believe that normalization of
Sian-American relatinn1 is not only in

ireerelt uf the Chinese and Ameri-
can wittily but allo smut ;butes to the
caue.e iit place in Mut and ir the world.

"Tie United States of America and
the People's Republic of Chnet will ex-
chame ambass.ltinrs and establish em-
bassies on March I. 11.179,"

Yesteniay, our country and the Pea.
ple's Republic of China nrachal this
final historic agreement. Oa Jan. 1.
1979, a little more than Me weeks from
now. our two Governments will imple-
ment lull normalization of diplomatic
relations.

As a nation of gifted peaeleWho COM
prise about one-founh of the Mal prem.
lation of the Earth, China plays, al-
eady, an important role in world al-

fairs a role that can only grow more
important in the years ahead.

We do not undertake this important
step for transient tactical or expedient
reaoans. In recognizing the People's
Republic of China that tt is a single
Government of China, we're recogniz.
ing siMple reality. But far more is in-
volved in this decisiat than just the
mama:ono! a fact.

'Long History of Friendship'
Deface the estrangement of recent

decades, the American and the Chinese
people had a long history of friendship.
We've already begun to rebuild some of
the previous ties.

Now our rapidly expanding relation-
ship reouires a kind of structure that
only full diplomatic relations will make
possible.

The change that I'm announcing to-.
night will he of great long.tenn benefit
to the peoples of both our country and
China and I believe for all the peoples
of the world.

Normalmtion and expanded cOM-
Menial and cultural relations chat it
wet onto; will contribute to trip-well-
being of Our nation to our own natfttnal
interest. Md it will also enhance the
stability of Asia.

These m a positive relations with
China can beneficially af feet the world
in which we live and the world in which
our children will live.

Special Message to Taiwan
We have already begun to mfonn our

allies and other nations and the mem-
bers of the Congress of the details of
our intended acmes. but I wish also to-
melt to convey a special inessace to
the people el Taiwan.

I have already communicated with
the leaders in Taiwan. with w hom the
American motile have had, and will
have. extensive. close and friendly
refatums. This is important between
our two peoples. AS the United Statra
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asserted hi the Shanghai Communique
of 1972. issued on President reixon's

vied, we will comma to have an
Interest In the peaceful resolution cd the
Taiwan issue.

f have paid special attention to insur-
ing that norinoluation of relations be- .
tween our country and the PeopWs Re-
public will not jeopardize the wen-
being of the people of 'Taiwan.

flrond Ties WW1 Taiwan Pledged
'The people of our country will main-

tails our current commercial, cultural.
trade and other relations with TalWan
thrtingn nangovernmental Mean.
Many other countnes of the world are
already SUCCeasfully doing this.

These decision and these actions
open a new and important chapter in
our country's luster, and also in world
affairs. To strengthen and to expedite
the benefits of thus new relationship Os-
tweet% China and the United Stales, I
am pleased to announce that Vice Pre-
mier Tong his accepted my invitation
and will WIWI Washington as me end of
Januar/. His visit will give our Govern-
mines the opportumty to cOnslat with
each et her on global issues and to begin
working tozetner to enhance the cause
of world peace.

Negotiations Ileeun by Nixon
These events are the final result of

long and serious negotiations begun by
Preselent Nixon m 1977 and continued
under the leadership of President Ford.
The results bear witness to the steady,
determined, bipartisan effort of our
own country to build 3 world in which
peace will W the goal and the responst-
bility of all nation&

The normalization of relations be-
tween the United Statel and China has
no other purpose than the advancement
of peace. It is in this spirit, at this sea.
son of peace. that I take teecthi pride in
sharing this good news with you to.
night.

Thank you very much.
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S0 0 Ci==iCHINA 12,981 :1199C
1981 Turner President Ford delivers message from president

Reagan affirming new administration's desire to strength-
en U.S.-PAC :Illations.

U.S. announces willingness to sell combat arms to China
during June visit of Secretary of State Alexander Haig.

A five-year cultural agreement calling for exchanges in
the fields of art, education, journalise, broadcasting,
television, libraries, archives. translation. publi-
cations, sporte, and social sciences is signed.

1982 Reagan Adninistration decides not to sell advanced air-
craft to Taiwan but to allow the continued co-production
of the r-st. Chinese Governmeat issues a strong protest
against this decision.

On August 17, the two couetries sign a communique in
which the U.S. agrees that future arias sales to Taiwan
wili not exceed the level of recent years and that they
will be gradually ruder:ad; the Chinese agree to *strive
for a peaceful solution to the Taiwan question.*

Former President Nixon returns to China in September
and is received by the principal Chinese leaders.

1983 Responding to an imams* on negotiations to expand China
textile sales to the U.S., the Chinese ispose restrict-
ions on the purchase of U.S. commodities, including
cotton, wheat, and soybeans.

Secretary of State Shultz eget. with Chinese leaders in
Beijing to discuss major issues affecting U.S.-China
relations. Agreement reaceed in principle for a visit
by Premier Zhao Ziyanq to the U.S. and a return visit
to China by President Reagan.

The U.S. Department of Justice grants political asylum
to Chinese tennis player Nu Ma. four days later, the
Chinese government suspends all pending 1983 official
cultural and sports exchanges under the framework of
the U.S.-China Accord for Cultural Exchange.

Commerce Secretary Malcoln laldrige visits China and
announces that the U.S. will expedite technology transfer
to China, which was designated a friendly, nonaligned
country.

U.S. Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger visits China
offering military assistance and asking for Chinese
cooperation. obtains agreement in principle for exchange
of military missions in 1984.

Chinese foreign Minister Wu kutgian 'meta with top U.S.
officials, including President Reagan, in Washington,
DC, in a cordial effort to repair relations strained
over the issue of Taiwan

U.S. and PRC announce that Zhao Ziyang and Ronald Reagan
will exchange visits in 1954.

1984 Chinese Premier Zhao Ziyang arrives in the United States
on an official visit, meets with President Reagan in
Washington, and signs two accords, one on science and
technology and the other on trade promotion.

Chairman of the State Planning Commission (SPC) Song
Ping leade SPC delegation to U.S. to study economic
planning in public and private sectors, role of foreign
investment in developing economies, end development of
energy resources, particularly nuclear. Delegation
meets with executives of major American corporations
and senior U.S. government officials.

President Reagan makes a six-day state visit to China
for talks with Chinese leaders, signs tax treaty calling
for an end double taxation on AseriCan companies
participating in joint ventures in China, initials agree-
lent on nuclear cooperation enabling U.S. firms to sell
reactors to china, and extends existing cultural agree-
ment.

Defense Minister Zhang Aiping arrives in Washington. DC
for three days of talks with C S. officials including
President Reagan and Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger.
U.S. prepared to sell China anti-aircraft artillery and
anti-armor munitions.

Handout

1

Source: National Committee IL
U.S.-China Relations (1,11, 11
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U S CHINA 1981 1990 II
1/85 President Li Mantuan sakes first state visit to the

U.S. by a chinese head of state, accompanied by several
senior government and Party leaders.

U.S. opens Consulates General in Shenyang and chenodu.

U.S. anneuncee it is prepared to sell technclogy tor
the production of certain armaments to China.

Vice President Sush makes official visit to the PRC.

1986 while steps taken to improve sine-Soviet relations.
China also invites unprecedented U.S. naval visit to
Qingdao amid special gestures of high-level hospitality.

vice Prenier Tao Vilin visits U.S. (May).

1982 Secretary of State Shultz visits China in March on off-
icial six-day trip marking the 15th anniversary of the
Shanghai Communique.

A delegation headed by General fang Shangkun. vice -chair-

san of the FCPC Central Military Commission, visits the
united States in May, making him the highest ranking
Chinese military figure ever to visit the United States.

Despite Chines. denials, U.S. officials mport China
has provided Iran with Silkworm missiles, prospting
U.S. officials to delay tramfers of high-technology
&team to the Chinese unless such shipments are stopped.

In OCtOber the U.S. Congress condemns alleged Chinese
human-rights violations in Tibet. China views the
Congressional resolution as interference in its internal
affairs.

ek

1988 U.S. lifts Iran-related trade sanctions on China during
March visit of then foreign Sinister, WU Ruegian.

U.S. and Chinese officials reach agreement in principle
in March allowing Peace Corps volunteers into China for
the first time.

Shultz makes final visit to China as Secretary of State
in July, but fails to secure assurances from Seijing to
stop selling arms to the Middle-East.

Secretary of Defense Frank Carlucci visits China in
September and receives °satisfactory assurances° on
question of Middle-East arms sales.

Celebrations on both sides of the Pacific in December
mark the tenth anniversary of the normalization of U.S.

Cnina Relations.

1989 President George Bush visits China in February, only

one aonth after his inauguration. While intended to
underline Chinese-American friemdship, the visit is

marred by the Chinese refusal to allow Fang Lizhi,

China's *est outspoken dissident, to attend dinner to

which he was invited by President Bush.

Following the violent suppression of demonstrations in

Beijing on June 4, President Bush condemns the bloodshed
and cuts off military sales end exchanges between the

United States and China, extends the visas of all Chinese
nationals in the United States until June 1990, and
offers humanitarian aid to those injured in the confron-

tation. U.S.-China relations are further strained when
the U.S. Embassy in lieijing grants temporary refuge to

Fang Lizhi, his wife, Li Shnxian, and their son. China's

state-run media launches an intense propaganda campaign
against the United States for peddling in China's in-

ternal affairs.

In reaction to unfolding events in China, President
Bush announces on June 20, the suspension of high-level
exchanges between United States and Chinese government
officials and takes steps to postpone consideration of

loan applications by China to international financial

institutions.

5?9
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U.S. CHINA 1980 1990 III
on the July 4th weekend, within week, after the White
Nouse declared sanctions against China, National Security
Adviser Brent Scowcroft and Deputy Secretary of State
Lawrence S. Eagleburger undertake a secret mission to
China for President Bush, "to personally undacecore the
U.S. shock and concern,about the violence ir Tiananmen
Square, and to impress upon the Chinese GOVernSient the
seriousness with which this incident was viewed in the
uS." The occurrence of this trip in later revealed on
December lath, following a second trip by Sccvcroft aid
tagleburger to Beijing.

In November, foreer President Nixon makes an umfficiel
visit to China. frank discussions are held 10 whieh
Mixon reiterates keeriean aback at tbe excessive violence
used to quell the pro-democracy protests. In responee.
the Chinese continue to accuse the U.S. of not under-
standing what occurred end of being too involved in
the mcounterrevolutionaryiemmment" and Chimer...

affairs in general. The Chinese press only reports
Nixon's positive comments, but the international media

cover the Comer president's concerns and criticises as

well.

A week after former President Nixon's trip, former

secretary of State Henry Kissinger travels to Beijing

as a guest of the Chinese Foreign Ninistr;. while there
the Chinese po'itical climatee attespts to gauge

Pbouqb talks with senior Chinese officials.

Just before the Congressional recess, both the House
and Senate overwhelmingly pass a bill put forth by
Congresswoman Nancy Pelesi to wave the restriction placed
on some Chinese students to return home for tee years
before seeking permanent residence in the U.S. President
Bush vetoes the bill during the recess, putting into
effect a set of administrative measures providing similar
protection for students.

The second Scowcroft-faglaburger visit is announced
after they arrive in Cnina. Its stated purpose is to
bring "new impetus and vigor" to the Sino-U.S. relation-
ship and to keep China from slipping into international
isolation. In a much publicized toast Scovcroft says,
"In both our societies there ars voices of those who
seek to redirect or frustrate our cooperation. We must
take bold measures to overcome these negative forces."

The Chinese Government informs the Voice of America
that s new VOA correspondent will be accredited to
Beijing after having been banned for five months follow-
ing the June crackdown.

China and the U.S. open discussions about resuming the
Fulbright scholar exchange program.

1990 The Chinese goverment publishes a 22-point code for
foreign journalists which prohibits distorting facts,
creating rumors, obtaining interviews or reports through
illegal means, or conducting activities that do not
accord with their status or harm China's "security.
unity and social benefits." Journalists tivr these
vague stipulations create foundations for expulsion
should anti-government demonstrations erupt.

A day after the House of Representatives overrides Pres-
ident bush's veto of the Woes Bill, 390 votes to 25,
the Senate sustains the veto by a margin of four votes.
The President again declares his administrative measures
will assure the safety of the students !es the U.S., and
that none will go hose against their will.

The Senate unanimously
.,44 part of the Scsce Department Authorizationurgsng th Export.lepere

Sank to continue co postpenefinancir.g
for U S. exports to China end suspends financ-sal support

from the Overseas Private Investr: Cog;and the Trade and Developent Prolegislation
also belts the issuance of licenses

for theexport of oilitary item* an d. if the repression
in Chinadeepens

. cells for s review of China's molt-favored-nation trade status and bilateral trade agreementsrelated to taconite technology and nuclear energy
. lt

also called for a suspension on the proem of technologyliberalisation.
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I THE VIFN DEBATE PRO

1

I.

1

"SHOULD THE SENATE APPROVE S.1367,
THE UNITED STATFS - CHINA ACT OF 1991?"

PROS

Honorable George J. Mitchell
United States Senator, Maine, Democrat

6

From the Senate floor debate of July
extend to the People's Republic
nondiscriminatory (most-favored-nation)
provided certain conditions are met.

The larger subject of this debate is the American national
interest in the world.

The long-range goals and best interests of our own Nation
should rest at the heart of any debate on foreign trade or foreign
policy. We will not craft coherent policies toward specific
nations unless we are guided consistently by those abiding long-
term interests.

The American national interest is in a stable and prosperous
world.

We have found, through the course of history, that stability
in the world is best preserved when nations do not menace each
other.

Similarly, our national interest is in a prosperous world,
both because widespread prosperity reduces the range of human
conflicts and because our American ideals place the highest value
on the rights and security of the individual human being. These
fundamental factors, therefore, should guide our policy debates,
whether they are based on trade issues, arms issues or other
matters.

Will a policy contribute to or detract from the expansion of
democratic governments?

Will a policy contribute to or detract from the ability of a
people to pursue a better life for themselves and their children?

Judged by those criteria, the Administration's policy toward
the People's Republic of China deserves to be reconsidered. The
government in China is not moving the system toward more democracy
or more openness. Instead, it is moving toward more repression.
it is evident that the government in China is pursuing an economic
policy based on governmental manipulation and selective, temporary
free markets in a few parts of the country.

It has been over two years since the elderly Communist rulers
of China sent tanks and soldiers to kill Chinese citizens for the
crime of peacefully advocating democracy in China.

It has been over two years since the President sent the first
of several high-level missions to talk with the Chinese leaders
about human rights violations and weapons technology proliferation
-- subjects that are at the heart of world order and stability.

Yet, despite two years of forbearance and two years of efforts
at dialogue, no progress. The goals of American policy --
stability and prosperity in the world community -- are no nearer
realization today in China than they were two years ago.

22, 1991,
of China
treatment

on S. 1367, to
renewal of
until 1992,

Handout #4
5
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THE MFN DEBATE CON
"SHOULD THE SENATE APPROVE S.1367,

THE UNrTED STATES - CHINA ACT OF 1991?"

CONS

Honorable Max Baucus
United States Senator, Montana, Democrat

From the Senate floor debate of July 22, 1991, on S. 1367, to
extend to the People's Republic of China renewal of
nondiscriminatory (most-favored-nation) treatment until 1992,
provided certain conditions are met.

Benjamin Franklin once said, "No nation is hurt by trade."
Those words are as true today as they were 200 years ago. Nations
are indeed helped by trade -- it creates jobs, boosts economies and
builds ties between nations.

But the converse of Benjamin Franklin's statement is equally
true: Nations are hurt by lack of trade. Lack of trade costs
jobs, reduces economic growth and hinders the free exchange uf
people and ideas.

In this debate over extending most-favored-nation trade
treatment to China, we must not repeat the mistake we have done too
often, of treating trade as the handmaiden of foreign policy.

By revoking MFN for China, we would punish not one, but two
nations, for we in the United States would feel a blow as great as
the people of China.

All in all, China's recent record is a litany oi horrors.
China has thumbed its nose at accepted standards of international
behavior. Its behavior can no longer be tolerated. But the real
question is, how do we best foster change in China? How do we
encourage the reforms we seek? How do we avoid a backlash that
could plunge China into even deeper oppression?

The legislation we are now considering will demonstrPte
outrage at China. But in the end it will make the problems we are
seeking to address worse, not better. We must strive to engage
China in a constructive eelationship, not to isolate it from the
world. Withdrawing MFN, or imposing conditions on it that are
tantamount to withdrawal, is simply the wrong approach. And let
there be no 4oubt that the conditions imposed by the bill before us
are unlikely to be met.

What would it mean to withdraw MFN status?
MFN is not a special benefit we extend only to our closest

friends; rather it is the minimum treatment we extend to virtually
all of our trading partners.

In fact, more than 160 nations are now accorded MFM status by
the United States. Though we have taken other measures, we grant
MFN to Iran, Libya, South Africa, Syria and even Iraq.

Handout #5 Source-Handout #1 & 2 Congressional Digest
October 1991
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A SHORT BIBLIOGRAPHY I
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TITLE: Interpreting the Past - China's Terracotta Warriors

INTRODUCTION: China's past is overwhelmingly rich with tradition
and significant historical treasures. Much of it is still being
discovered and interpreted. In 1974 one of China's greatest
archaeological discoveries was made in Xian. The terracotta
warriors, guardians of Qin Shi Huang's tomb, were revealed. The
purpose of this lesson is to analyze evidence from this excavation
and deternine what life was like in China 2,000 years ago.

OBJECTIVES:

To interpret archaeological evidence about Qin Dynasty China and its
emperor, Qin Shi Huang.

To conduct research about the Qin Dynasty and Qin Shi Huang.

GRADE LEVEL: 6-12

TIME: 2-5 class periods, depending on research time.

MATERIALS: Handout, "Evidence."
Handout, "Facts About the Warriors"

PROCEDURE:

1. Explain the students that they are archaeologists who have been
asked to interpret evidence from an excavation in China. Since
they cannot go to the sitep'they must rely on pictures.

2. Background information:

The excavation site is in Xian, once the largest city in the
world and the capital of China for 11 dynasties. (Locate the
Wei River and the modern province of Shaanxi on a map. Xian is
the capital of Shaanxi.) Strategically located, Xian served
as a vital link in the Asian trade routes. The archaeological
excavation began in 1974 after a group of peasants digging a
well stumbled upon the life-size terracotta figures.

3. Divide the class into groups of 4-5 students. Have each group
compile a list of observations about the figures in the pictures.
What might have been the purpose of these figures? What do they
tell us about Emperor Qin Shi Huang? What can be discerned about
life in China 2,000 years ago?
(You may want to explain, at some point, that this is part of a
tomb complex built for Qin Shi Huang who founded the Qin Dynasty
in 221 B.C.)

4. Compare/contrast the lists developed by each group. Compile one
class list that is acceptable by the majority of the students.

5. Have students research:
a. the excavation of the terracotta warriors
b. Qin Shi Huang's life
c. the Qin Dynasty

Once research is completed, compare findings with the list developed
by the students. The Handout, "Facts About the Warriors," may be
at any point of the lesson.
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FACTS ABOUT THR WARRIORS

1. These warriors are from the first vault excavated. There are
two additional vaults. These life-size warriors have been
standing guard by the tomb of Emperor Qin Shi Huang. This
cavern, or vault,.contains the infantry section of Qin's
army. The figures are life-sized clay models wearing armor
or short, belted gowns. The bodies are hollow with solid
arms and legs. It is thought that members of Qin's vast army
served as models for the 7,000 clay figures. The warriors
were once painted in brilliant colors.

2. The actual tomb of Qin Shi Huang has not been opened. It is
speculated that magnificent treasures are buried there.

The warriors' subterranean tunnel-like resting places were
once corridors covered by timber. Fire and rot have destroyed
the structure.

4. We can distinguiSh chariot warriors from infantrymen and
calvalrymen. We also know which of the figures were officers
and which were ordinary soldiers.

Generals: They wear a cap with a bird-like top, and armor
with colored triangular fish scales on the chest.
They are dressed in twofold battle robes with
armor outside. They wear long trousers with legs
protected by wrappings.

Middle Ranking Officers: These figures wear a tall cap of two
flat panels and a long robe with buttons on the
right-hand side. They wear armor and their legs
are covered with shinguards or long trousers.

Lower Ranking Officers: They wear a single-panel tall cap,
with a long robe and short trousers. Each figure
has a belt around the waist and legs are protected
with wrappings.

Ordinary Soldiers: These warriors do not wear a cap or helmet
but have short armor. Dressed in long robes with
their hair tied.

Armored Warriors: Can be distinguished by headgear.

Warriors wearing a square scarf are soldiers
walking behind the chariots.

Warriors with a cylindrical bun are mostly foot-
soldiers serving the chariots.

Warriors with a flat bun held either a long weapon
or crossbow.

Kneeling warriors have tied hair and were crossbow-
men.

5. There are more than 130 battle chariots, over 500 chariot horses
and 116 cavalry horses.
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